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PREF. CE

The Purpose Of Thesis.

The purpose of this

thesis is to study the historic development of the Jewish
schools in ·.Hungary from . the downfall of the Hungarie.111 War
for Independence to the First

orld

ar (1848-1914).

i~

have made a study of this phase of the history of the
Jewish sc:hool for many reason·s .

First, there is no extem-

sive Jewish educational history of Hungary written~1rrthe
English language t-o meet with tbe need· of the English speaking public.

The reason: for this 1s partly due be-

cause Hungariam Jewish educators who wrote about the
development of the Hungarian Jewish school wrote 1:rr.the
Hungarian language, a tongue that is not generally known ·
by scholars who are concerned about J~wish education.
Secondly, I was born.iin1Hungary where I .rece1 ved my basic
secular schooling, also my rabbinic educationl which enables
me to make this . study.
Through my educational experience, I was privileged to examine and study the vast literary production-~
written ·. about Hungarian .education and culture.

I feel that

such scholarly achievement should be made known · to all who
are interested in::the field of education.

I also feel that

my thesis will throw added light upon:the sub:ject of the
history of the Jewish school in Hungary.

1

2

In- establishing this thesis I have been confronted
with ma.ny problems.

While I am qualified to examine and

compare educational data, a great deal of authentic background material is not available in the American libraries
because there has been no request for it -- a result of
the English reading scholar's inability to read Hungarian.
During the .last three years, I was seriously
occupied with the· thought of how to get adequate source
material that would meet with my objective.

I communi-

cated with Bela Bachkai, National Secretary of the American
Hungarian Federation, Washington, D.C.

Through his

influence, I came in contact with Sergius Yakobson, Chief
of the Slavic and. Central European Division of the Library
of Congress, ·w asb.ington, D. c.

The former wrote to several

Hungarian Jewish scholars who he thougbt would have adequate libraries containing the necessary background
material; but,unf'ortunately, very little, if any definite .
results, came from this correspondence.

A few years ago,

I was fortunate to become acquainted, by means of correapondence, with Dr. Sandor
Scheiber of the National
'
Rabbinic Seminary of Budapest and through his help I was
able to get an extensive number of books, periodicals, and
other source materials, which enabled me to begin my project.

Later, he introduced me to his friend, Dr. Jeno

Zsoldos, director of the Girl's gymnasium of the Jewish

3

congregation ot Budapest.

Both Dr. Scheiber and Dr.

Zsoldos are in communication with me, and through their
able scholarly assistance I trust that I shall achieve
my objective.
In the first chapter, I have discussed the
influence of economic and political conditions upon
. Jewish education and the rising confl.i ct between Conservatives and Progressives prior to 1848.

Tb.e second

chapter begins with the downfall of Hungarian indepen~
dence to the disbandment of the· Boch period, 1849•1859
(The Jewish school fund; proposals for the establishment
of a Jewish Teachers' Institute; the Conservatives oppose
the National Rabbinic Seminary).

The third ob.apter --

from the October Diploma to the Jewish emancipation,
1860-1867 (The impact of Hungarianization on the development of Jewish elementary, Middle school, and Teachers'
Institute).

The fourth chapter -- from the emancipation

to the Tisza Eszlar blood accusation, 1867-1882 (The
Hungarian Jewish congress -- its effect on Jewish education; changes in the Middle school and in the Jewish
Teachers' Institute; formation of the national rabbinic
seminary and the polgari school).

The fifth chapter --

from the Tisza Eszlar blood accusation to the Recepcio,
1882-1895 (The impact of anti-Semitism upon Jewish education in Hungary; preliminaries of the Jewish gymnasium;

4

propos4Kl eurrioula for teaching religion in: public schools;
reorganization or Talmud Torah. scb.ools.; influence of home
and synagogue on-. education.

The sixth chapter -- from the

millennium to the First W9rld War, 1896-1914 (The Recepcio,
the 1907 Educational Law's effect on Jewish education;
proposals fo•r a unified curriculum in teaching religion
in the gymnasium and .polgari schools; statistics during
World War I).

my thesis.

The seventh chapter -- the Summary, completes
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CHAPTER I

The Influence of Economic and Poli ti cal C_o ndi tions Upon.
Jewish Fiiucation and the Rising C:onflict Between Conservatives and Progressives Prior to 1848.
In a study of the history of the Hungarian J~wish
School, beginning with 1848 (the year marking the downfall
of the attempt of Hungarian independence from the

ustrian

dynasty), two major economical and political events that
had definite bearing upon the cultural development call
for consideration.
Century .

Both occurred at the close of the XVIII

One came about during the rule of Joseph II, and

the other immediately following his death as Leopold II
succeeded him to the

ustrian throne .

Joseph II who beeame limperor of
issued the

11

ustr1a in 1780,

Sistematica Gentis Judaicae Regulatio 11 on

-

March 31, 17ff3, in· which he made many drastic changes 1~
the economic, political, and cultural life of the Jew. His
concern in _making these changes was not so much to promote
the welfare of individual ~ewe, for he never intended to
consider them equal to the rest of his

ustrian subjects,

but the benefit that the country could derive from them.
In order to raise their economic and cultural status,
limperor Joseph ordered that the avenues to the Jews for
making a living should be expanded.

They should not be

6

limited to peddling and money-lending but include such
things as petty trade and commercial enterprises. "Damit
sie aber auch durch verm.ehrte und erweiterte Nahrungsweige
von1dem ihnen eigenen. Wucher-und betrugerischem Handel
abgerei tet werderrl' (in order to increase the means of
pursuing a livelihood, such mean·s should be expanded and

.

not limited to usury and the trickery of commercial enterprises).

uong the various occupational pursuits that

the E:n.peror proposed were:

agriculture, transportation,

petty trades, and general education. 1
In the field of agriculture, his J .e wish subjects
should be permitted to lease land orr, 0A.renda".

*

The time

limit of such a lease should not exceed twenty years and
the farmhands must be J.-ews.
In the matter of transportation, ~~ws should be
allowed to occupy themselves with preparing farm produce
to be transferred within the country or for export out of
the country.

They should also have the opportunity to

learn such common trades as tailoring, shoemaking, carpetering, and bricklaying; and, later wheni. they had acquired
the essentials of mathematics, they should be permitted to
pursue the building profession.
*The term Arenda 1s derived from the Latin 11 arendator 11
meaning that the lessee is given special government permit
to sell tobacco, government stamps, wine and other
alcoholic beverages.

7

The llmperor was equally concerned in raising t.he
cultural level of the Jews -- not so much for the personal
advantage of the Jews as for promoting the general welfare
of his country.

Instead of studying "Jedish deutsch"

(Jargon), t hey should become efficient in ~German, the language of the country.

His a"im was to break down barriers

of segregation; consequently, he ordered that the Hebrew
language should be used exclusively in the services of
the synagogue:.

In general business and trades, the German

language should be l1!3~a:; . d .

~.

Furthermore, he ordered that his Jewish subjects
be permitted to settle in the cities with the exceptiorr: of
the royal mining towns.

2

Thi& order, the Emperor believed,

would give the Jews an opportunity to develop t ~ in
commerce and industry and to apply their talents to the
common welfare of the land.

As he put it, the advantage of

commerce and industry depended in·· a large measure upon· the
degree to which the Jew was made a part ot the country. 3
All these proposals were viewed with malice and distrust by the general population of the Hungarian cities,
especially by those who were engaged in. merchandising and
petty industries.

They looked upon the Jews as competition

and many cities openly rebelled against these orders and

tried to stop them by prohibiting the settlement of ~ewe
in their midst.

The city counsels ordered regulations to

8

that etfee~, but the Jews appealed to higher authorities -to the vice-regents, who represented the Emperor.

These

over-ruled the regulations of the city counsels.
Among the many cities which drastically prohibited
J.e wish settlements were Pressburg and Pest.

In Pressburg,

while the vice-regent did not permit group settlements, he
nevertheless, could see no reason why individuals should
not establish residence and that with reservations, the
Jews should practice their trades exclusively with Jewish
patrons and not to interfere with the commerce and trades
of the general public.

Since the Jewish tailors and shoe-

makers could not enter the "ceh" (trade unions of the city),
-.

-

they were considered ttkontars" (outsiders) and, therefore,
had to make their living from fellow Jews. 4
The city of Pest followed suit.

Already in 1764,

Jews were not permitted to live in the city though they
were given permits to visit.

In later years, they were

granted permission to visit the markets but were prohibited
from displaying their goods.

Individuals who purchased

from Jewish merchants were punished by paying a fine called
"Losung" (the buyer and the seller were both fined an-:
amount equal to the purchasing price of the goods).

The

city of Pest, even as late as 1773, boasted that it was free
of Jewish residents. 5

The only allowance the city made

was that sixteen days prior to marketing days and during

9

the severe winter, the government granted permission to
the Jewish community of Obuda to rent hotel accommodations
for which the Jews were taxed 100 Florin. 6
All these restrictions and limitations were changed
after Joseph II ascended the throne.

In the beginning,

dwelling permits were granted onl.y in-. the suburbs of the
city of Pest (Terezia district); but in :1786, permission.
was granted to settl.e in·: the innermost parts of the city
to those who had a "kommorans" license.

In 1786, we find

that the city council permitted Israel Abraham Offenheinr~
formerly of Obuda, to rent a home and open shop in. the
center of the city.

He was the first to whom a dwelling

permit was granted by the city of Pest.
ber of such "tolerant" Jews reached 14,*

In 1787, the numBy 1812, the num-

ber of Jewisn merchants irr;Pest reached 163.

Their chief

occupations were fur, glassware, tobacco, fruit crops,
liquor, flour, paper, and junk dealers.

Among the prominent

first settlers were the Mauthner and Ka.diseh families who
established a textile (wool) factory in Majkon, the district of Komarom, and the Ullmann family who established
the first commercial ~ank in Pest. 7

*

Izsak Offenheim, his brother Mordecai Gumpel, Markus
Le1tersdorfer, Salamon Mandel, Borucb. Abelsberg, Samuel
Schellenberger, Markus Sachsel, Mozes Liebner, Salamon
Bauer, Joel Berkovics, Mozes Strauss, Mozes David Mandel,
David Helfer, Izsak Almusl1rr. 8

10

Parallel to the growth of Pest we find a similar
development in~ot~er cities:
Nagybecskerek, etc. 9

Komarom, Miskolcs, Nagyvarad,

In 1803, there were a number of

prominent families dwelling in Pest whose businesse•s supplied me.ny cities.

Among the manufactured goods were flax

and linen yarns, muslin-"and woolen goods, toys, and household goods. lO
On January 28, 1790, Joseph II, before his death, with
one stroke of his pen, withdrew all the orders he had made in
behalf of the Jews.

The city of Pest and the neighboring

cities welcomed this decision of the Emperor, whereupon they
demanded of the vice-regent that he deny Jews the right of
residence and pursuit of business.

The counsel of the vice-

regent retrained from such a move as this would cause a drastic relapse in the commercial and manufacturing enterprises
of the country.

'~The expulsion of Jews from cities, tt he

stated, "is a matter of general economical concern to the
country and should be decided by the General Assembly." 11
The General Assembly convened in 1790 to deal with this
vital question-:and the outcome of this decision was of great
historic significance to the Jewish population imHungary.
This Assembly formulated the so-called 1790 Annual XXXVIII
Law known as "DeJudaeis." 12
be summed up thus:

The basis for this law could

Hungarian Jewry, in order to defend their

rights against the complaints of the city merchants and shop-

11

keepers, appealed to the diet of the upper ruling class.
The words of this petition were not formulated by ~ews,
yet it expressed the general concensus of their opinion
they sought justice for their desperate plan • . 13
application they stated,
undue abuses and neglect .

11

In this

e, the Jews of Hungary, suffer
To be sure we do not deserve

that we should be treated in: such a way; certainly we do not
deserve to be looked upon as slaves or as animals of burden.
Europe, today has reached a higher level of understanding -that is, the people of today are capable of evaluating the
harmonious relationship that must exist between duty and
responsibility in the light of which every man should be
treated.

J.ews who lived in this country almost from the

beginning of its inception, should not be discriminated
against, merely because they differed in matters of religion.
He is aware of his obligations to the country and the welfare
of our people .

At the time of Louis II (1526) , even at that

early date, there were many occasions up~n which the Jews
were ready and willing to give their entire wealth to the
service of the King.

In all those pressing moments, ~ewish

wealth not only helped to save the country but even insured
the safety of the King ' s treasury.

At that time, the Jew

was known as, 'the servant of the court' .

e do not wish to

be paid for our services rendered in the past, but we do ask
to be looked upon as payers of taxes as every citizen of the

12

c.o untry, for 1n addition to other taxes, we also pay the
tolerant tax.

We- must further emphasize that we do not take

our accumulated wealth abroad but use it in1circulation toward the advancement of the country.

Consequently, why

shouldn I t we have the right to 11ve in:: peace like other members of the Hungarian nation ...
After this justified presentation, the petition made

the following requests:
1.

Freedom of religious practice.

2.

Freedom to establish residence
city and country.

in

any part of the

Permission to acquire land property and practice
trades.

4.

The ri5ht to be judged by the upper-class (the
gentry) -- a right g1ven to landowner's counsel
two selected judges, district judge, Jury men. i4

The .General Assembly discussed this petition and ruled
that a committee study the petition and make recommendations.
Until such time as the XX.XVIII Law should become effective,
conditions that had prevailed before January 1, 1790, should
again be in effect; and, if for some reason: any inhabitant
had been driven out, he should be reinstated. 15

Hungarian

Jewry was grateful for the ruling of the General Assembly for
on the basis of these rights they were governed until 1840.
-

That the rights o'f Hungarian Jewry remained the same
was due to many reasons.

First, the sudden passing of Leopold

II (1790-1792), Emperor Ference's coming to the Austrian throne
and the French Revolution motivated the holding back of all

13

activities which would have led to progress.

Perhaps this

fear had motivated Joseph II to nullify hie reforms.

During

the Napoleonic Wars and the following economic depression, the
Nobles were occupied with the. internal a.i'fairs of the country
and did not concentrate upon the problems of the Jews.

The

DeJudaeis Law assured the practice formulated by Joseph II,
yet this did not .prevent the Jews from being molested by the
city dwellers.

The city council of Pest interpreted this law

that those who dwelt in the city before 1790 could continue
to do so but it would not permit new arrivals to settle; con~
sequently, in 1794, Jews who did not possess a *'tolerant"
16
permit had to leave the city.
A.t the 1802 National Assembly, the trade unions (ceh)
brought malicious complaints against the Jews.

Most outrageo-

us was the complaint of the union of Pressburg which pointed
out that the Jewish merchants and shopkeepers were like leeches
who thrive on the lifeblo.o d of their people.

Although the

Jewish merchants and the industrialists paid taxes, this group
felt they should not receive the privileges that depleted thefinances of the peasants and laboring classes.

Libels of

such nature often brought harmful effects because they undermined the trust and confidence of the people which not seldom
motivated the governing body to formulate restrictive laws
against Jewish merchants and shopkeepers.
Similar to the union:• s demand of Pressburg tb.at Jews be

14

prohited from selling guns and gunpowder was the Commercial
ssociation of Fest whi ch proposed that Jews should not
peddle or sell wine or t obacco, neither should they be
permitted to acquire property. !' l 7
In view of all this, the economic outlook for the J~ws
was far from being lucrative , as they were confronted by many
economic obstacles which could not be solved without difficulty.

For this r~ason, they appealed to the governing body

of the 1807 Annual National

ssembly.

In their petition they

emphasised, "In view of the fact that commerce is the only
means of support for the Jew, it is of great concern that he
assures , in some measure, the economic future of his children.
The condition becomes grave when children reach marriageable
age and must establish means of support for themselves and
their families .

In order to help the newly- married couple to

make a sta~t, parents depleted their finances .

How different

would this be if the trade unions (ceh) would open their doors
to the Jewish youth .

Children could learn a trade and support

themselves without relying on the financial assistance of
their parents . "

The petition furt her gave emphasis , "Christian

merchants never filed complaints against the Greek and Italian
storekeepers who were in a gobdly number in the country and
whose main purpose of pursuing business was to gather a
si zeable fortune which they usually take out of the country.
How different is this with the Jewish merchant whose capital
remains in circulation in the homeland?n l8

15

The 1807 annual National

ssembly contemplated formu-

lating some solution that would alleviate the economic conditions of the Jew, yet time did not permit it to take up ·
this matter;

if it had, truly something would be said per-

taining to the economic plight of the Jew, especially about.
the major problem of having the right of securing landed
property (the right to buy landed property was not uniformly
organized throughout the country, for at this

ssembly

emphasis was given- that the ~ews could have settled and
bought land after having been in the country ten years .
Later, in 1831 , the question developed to such a degree that
it allowed that when a Jew reached maturity and wished to
build his own home, he could do so after a lapse of fifteen
years .
Generally speaking, the Jews did not at some places
own land, yet at the close of the XVIII Century ~ews did in
some places possess land and homes .

Many vineyards at the

Tokay mountain slopes were owned by Jews . 19

Because a

part of this district was ~ewish property the opposition
group of the 1807

ssembly begarr to formulate complaints

against Jews. 20

hile a small group did possess landed

property, the great majority of Jews were merchants, many of
whom had begun with peddling and in~their wagons had covered
the hamlets and villages .

Only later had they an opportunity

to establish their businesses in the city .

It is worthwhile

to mention that although they were not permitted to open
businesses, they were allowed to sell their goods on market

16

days.

There were exceptions in some cities .

In Szekes-

fehervar only at the clo s e of the XVIII Century were Jews
permitted to transact business. 21

The Hungarian Jews

did well in the exporting of wine -- a commodity which was
in a large measure a Jewish enterprise. 22

great many

J~ws leased sizeable properties from the gentry and many
I

worked the land orr a profit-sharing basis .

They also

established distilleries and beer breweries but the most
widely known occupation was as keepers of inns and hotels
whi ch they leased from the gentry . 23

So much for the

economical events that had such important bearings on the
Hungariarr.Jewish School .
The second major event a ffect ing the Hungarian- Jewish
School was the political situation which did not change
vitally until 1840; however, we should not fail to mention
that at the National

ssembly of 1807 and at t hose of the

following years, even if no practical solution came out of
them , the Jewish question was at least discussed .

Especially

did they try to modify the Toleration Tax Law. 24

This so-

called, "Taxa Tolerantialis" was constantly raised by the
government so that irr 1813, the payment of this tax reached
160,000 Florin which the Jews of Hungary were compelled to
pay .

This assessed tax, beginning with the year 1828, was

not collected and the districts were not eager to assist ill"
this so-called unjust law collection.

Only irr 1846 was this

matter organized when the King was willing to abolish the
Tolerant tax on- condition- that the Jews would pay the back

17

payments of the tax which amounted to 1,200,000 Flrin• . 25
When King Francis, in 1825, called the National

ssembly,

J""ews again appealed to the Upper House to remedy this injustice and many unsettl ed questions which had been pending
since 1790, were taken up by this · ssembly.

:Emphasis was

given that the Jews were living in· more favorable condition
in Hungary in: the XII and XVI Centuries than they were in
the XIX Century . 26
though this so-called Reform National

ssembly did

not discuss matters pertaining to the Jewish question; it
did, however deal with matters of education'. in general .
Beginning with this year, the country made great adjustments.
In the 1832 annual National

ssembly, two prominent Hungarian

leaders, Francis Kolcsey and Francis Deak, presided.

They

expressed their opinion that it was about time that the
Tolerant Tax be abolished.

· fter many heated discussions,

the Lower House was re~dy to adopt this decision.

The adopted

law however, did not become a practice as the King declared
that the Viennese Court could not give up this great source
of income . 27
decisive decision, with regard to this question,
was made in the 1839-40 National ' ssembly, when the progressive party pressed the issue that laws must be adopted dealing with human rights in which Jews must share equally.

The

number of representatives who supported this proposal grew;
wherefore, they moved to alleviate the long- neglected JJe wish
question.

Simon Dubravic1ky, representative of Pest, made

the following proposals:

18

l.

They should abolish the Tolerant Tax.

2.

J""~ws should enjoy equal political rights with
the peasants (the serfs) that tilled the land
of the gentry.

This proposal was unanimously accepted by the Lower
lthough in the Upper House the majority did not

House.

oppose this recommendation, they did consider it slightly
radical, and suggested that the Jewish question be solved
gradually.

Consequently, they made the following proposals:

1.

They should abolish the Tolerant Tax .

2.

The Jews should be permitted to dwell in any part
of the country .

3.

They should be allowed to pursue all professions .

4.

They should be allowed to purchase property
(rights similar to that of the peasants) .

5.

They should permit the Jews to immigrate into the
country if they could prove that they had ample
financial support and that their education would
not be a disadvantage to the country.

These modifications appeared not to be in the favor of
the city dwellers who viewed with antipathy the privilege given
the Jews to move into the city .

They sent a delegation to

Vienna to the King to have these laws repealed.
found response . 28

Their demands

The King publicized the following 1840

XXIX By- law which read as follows:
1.

Every Jew in Hungary or in the related dominion of

19

the Empire who received permission to settle
therein, could continue to do so if there was no
complaints against them or their moral behavior,
with the exception of those in mining cities .
2.

They could establish factories and could pursue
commerce or industry , either themselves or by the
assistance of help .

They could train their

children in_ such professions .

3.

They were ordered to establish given and family
names and these names were to be registered .

4.

Credentials and business agreements must be
written up in- the language of the country.

5.

In all cities where Jews had already been giverr
the right to dwell, they could buy property. 29

The 1840 XX.IX By- law merely promised such rights instead of actually granting them to the Jews .
the Tolerant Tax was not abolished .

For instance,

In_many cities, permission

for dwelling was not given; common property could not be purchased by them .

They could practice their trades but could

not engage Christian assistants to help them.

In spite of all

these limitations, every means of prohibiting the Jews from
entering the cities were applied and J£ws who were already
established met many difficulties .
hatred against the Jews .

The "ceh" fought with

They decided that Christian shop

owners could not employ Jewish ,help and the Jewish mas~

20

tare should place a sign over their shops; in other words,
.
30
they could not operate an open shop.
In~spite of all this, the Jews did establish trades
and they inspired their youth to follow the professions and
31 Similar to the comto pursue trades and agriculture.
ditions in the cities and suburbs, commercial organizations
were established to hinder Jews in-~their enterprises.

These

commercial enterprises joined the "cehu in placing stumbling
blocks for the Jews.

In the past, the conditiorr. of the Jews

had been more favorable than in the 1840 1 s.

The Jews had

~

their own organization,

11

The Jewish Commercial Institute."

Among the Christian merchants, some were ready to work with
the Jews.

In 1842, Christians and Jewish merchants appealed

to the governor for rights to organize a commercial body.

At

that time, 120 large business establishments were already im
Pest.

,i

Statistical figures:

In 1830, the Jewish population

in Hungary reached 202,800 -- 2.34% of the general population.

Most of these lived in hamlets and villages and later

received permission to settle on the property of the gentry,
who favored the Jews and appreciated the services they ren-•
dered.

In addition to the property owners, many Jews found

homes on . church property where dignitaries gave them permission to settle.-· Many Jews lived on church properties that
were under the control of the bishops and higher church
dignitaries. 33
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The Rising Conflict Between the Conservatives and Progressives
Along with the development of the economical and
political conditions there was a gradually growing disagreement between the Conservatives and the Progressives .

Both

conditions influenced, for better or for worse, the shaping of
the Jewish school in Hungary.
In Hungary, we should make clear that the term C.o nser-vative actually meant Orthodox, a group of people who were
rigid in their religious practices; while the Progressives
were those who made timely allowances, whenever the innovations were not irr direct contradictions with the basic
teachings of the religious laws prescribed in the Torah.
The rising conflict between the two religious sects
in Judaism became intensified by the following major events:
the two waves of immigrants that poured into the country from
the Northwest and East; the General Assemblies of Pressburg
and Pest and the Rabbinic Conference of Paks .
The Two

aves of Immigrants
large wave of Northwestern immigrants came to

Hungary in 1724 when King Karoly III issued severe laws of
explulsion against them and forced the Jews of Czecho and
Moravia to leave their country .

The number of the un~ortu-

nates was estimated at four thousand .

From the East came

the poverty stricken Polish Jews who sought to improve their
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living conditions in.Hungary. 34
The two differed in their ideologies.

The Westerners

were governed by the modernistic tendencies of Mendelssohn!s
XVIII Century Judaism so popular in: the 19th Century.

The

advocates were willing to permit external influences to
affect their personal and communal life; while the Easterners, rigid in their religious practices, opposed every form
of secular education. 35
The General

ssembly of Pressburg in the Interest of Education

The results of the general assembly called by the
government in Pressburg on September 15, 1825, to discuss
educational problems were negligible, yet the Jews of Pressburg were inspired to call a meeting to which thirteen districts

*

sent representatives to discuss measures and

proposals to be presented to the General

ssembly.

Orr

October 11, 1825, a committee of eight was chosen to formulate proposals.

This was the first attempt by Jews of

Hungary to devise a joint program for their religious and
36
communal lifeo Two Proposals
It could have been an historic moment, but unfortunately, they could not agree and, therefore, decided to
send in two proposals instead of one.

*

The one chosen to

Baca, Baranya, Csongrad, Feher~ Esztergom, Sopron, Pest,
Pozsony, Somogy, Tolna, Torontal, Vas, and Zala.

draw up the proposals for the Conservatives was Arp Ueh,
Ra.pooh*, President of the Vesprem· Congregation, while Aron
ChorimH", Rabbi of Arad, was appoint.ad by the Progressives. 37
From· the biographies or· the two representativ.es,
we can:1 assume the following conclusions:

J.udging the life

history and educational preparation of Rs.pooh, we can .

*

.Arje Leb1Rapoch was born 1mVesprem, Hungary, im 1780.
He studied in: the Yeshiva of the famous rabbi, Wolf
Rapoport in-Papa, where he spent his early life until the
age of eighteen. His educational background was mainly in
the Talmudic field which gave him a high standing 1m the
local community of Vesprem. At first, he was appointed as
"Judenrichter", or Jewish judge usually performing minor
duties. Later, he became the president of the Vesprem
congregation. As leader of his congregation, he was chosen
to attend the conference of Pressburg. 37.

Aron -Ohorin was born in-: Weisskirchen, Moravia, August
He
was a disciple of the famous rabbi of Prag _ (present
Czechoslavakia), Exekiel Landau, where he received his
rabbinic traim.ng and German oul.tural background. His
first rabbinic position was in-. Arad which he accepted in-:
1789, and filled unt.11 his death. His "Emek Hashaveh"
(Vale of the Plain), was published in.;1803, in which he
expressed the desire that Jews return to the simple faith
of Maimonides' Creed. In this he boldly arg11ed that rabbis
should modify the traditional laws. His work aroused the
Orthodox who gave him: serious trouble and compelled him. to
rej_ect his views. In 1826, he published, ttiggereth Eliasat"
(Letter of Eliasaph), im both Hebrew and German and im
which he advocated that praying in-. the synagogue should be
conducted with uncovered heads; also, that organs shoul.d
be placed in~the synagogues. He continued to advocate
further changes in·. Jewish law.. . His chief' 1nnovat1on. was
1n:. the school system. where he insisted that the school!.
shoul.d be a comm.unity proj_ec:-t supported and under the sup.er-vision:. of the state -- a cons1stor1um. In·, other words, 1 t
should be: an academy for higher study supported by J1'wry
at large. Z~l:k L p .170.

ff

3, 1766, and died in Arad, Hungary, August 24, 1844.

1
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•

gather that the study of the Talmud was regarded by him as
primary importance; consequently, in his proposal he stressed the study of the Talmud and that an educational supervisor should have a Talmudic background .

He was further

concerned about the teachers in the community schools --that
they conduct themselves according to the

0

Shulhan Aruch 11 (Pre-

pared table), the authoritative code of the Orthodox of
Judaism .

He continued to emphasize that there should be a

school where children received their education in accordance
with the laws prescribed in the

0

Shulhan .a\ruch 11 • 38

In his proposal, Rapoch voiced the spirit of Conser¥ative Judaism by placing the major emphasis of Jewish education on. the study of the Talmud; but Rabbi Cherin con~
sidered secular needs important in the program of Jewish
studies .

Cherin: further maintained that the community.

school be supported by the community.

It should be a commu-

nity enterprise to meet the needs of the times and should be
established by m_eans of a consistorium (a board consisting
of a Nassi - Chairman, two rabbinic leaders and a secretary).
They shall pass on the credentials of the rabbi and the
teacher.
In comparing the two proposals, it appears that
even at this period there existed a drastic difference of
opinion between the Conservatives and the Progressives not
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only pertaining to the qualifications of the rabbi but
also about the administratiorrand supervision of the
school .

The former placed the knowledge of the Talmud

above everything; while the latter stipulated that the
rabbi must possess secular knowledge as well .

The dif-

ference of opinion laid to the foundation of a rabbinical seminary .

In other words, the post of the chief rabbi

could only be filled by individuals who met with the requirements of both secular and religious knowledge .

To

supervise the Jewish school, an authoritative body should
be elected which should also help in the direction of all
religious questions in the community. 39
But these proposals remained mere aspirations
which helped in widening the gap between the two parties .
Conference in Pest, 1832 -

Break Between CDnservatives

and Progressives
The conflict between Conservatives and Progressives
reached its breaking point in 1832, when Jewish representatives gathered in Pest to confer on ways and means of
submitting proposals to the General Assembly.

-

At this

,
conference Ullman Gabor,
president of the Pest congregation
and an advocate of religious reform, proposed that the
representative committee be limited in number.

Abraham

Hirsch, president of the Pressburg Jewish congregation and

leader of the Conservatives, opposed Ullman's proposal.
braham Hirsch's religious stand was taken-by the rigid
position of Moses Sofer, *

the chief rabbi of Pressbu~g --

an- outstanding scholar and highly respected personality

*

Moses Sofer, born irrFrankfort on_Mayen~e, Germany, September 24, 1763 (the 27th of Tishri 5523), and died irr
Pressburg on October 3, 1839. His father Samuel (son of
Moses) was a scribe who traced his family tree back to Rashi .
Moses displayed the traits of a scholarly genius at a very
early age .
salad of sev.en, he mastered several tractates
of the Talmud and was able to offer sound interpretations on
many complex Talmudic problems . a t the age of ten he became a student irr the Rabbinic school of NatharrAdler, Rabbi
of Frankfort and later at the advice of his master studied
under the guidance of Rabbi Michael Shier of Mayence,
Germany . b
t the age of thirteen he returned to Frankfort
and resumed his study with his former master, Rabbi dler and
Rabbi Pinchat Hurowitz, the author of the "Hophla".
hen·
Rabbi dler accepted the rabbinic post in Bbskowits , Moravia,
Moses knowing that his master was unable to transfer his
school, preceded him and was waiting for him as he arrived
at Boskowits . In this new environment, young Moses distinguished himself by his saholarship and was generally known
as the student of Frankfort.
fter a brief stay, Rabbi Adler
returned to Frankfort but advised Moses not to return to
Germany . c
t first, he established residence in Prosnitz
where Rabbi Hirsh Yarwitz, a man of wealth, furnished hiln"
financial support so that he could continue his study without
interruption. He also married Yarwitz ' s daughter and became
the head of the rabbinic school of Rabbi olf Buskowitz,
rabbi of Prosnitz . Later, when his father-in-law, due to
business failures, lost his possessions and due to lack of
finances could not depend on . him for support, he accepted
the rabbinic post in Drosnitz and, in 1798, became rabbi of
Mattesdorf, Hungary. In 1806, he was elected rabbi of Pressburg . In Pressburg, he became famous and established a
prominent "Yashiva of the Hatam Sofer" a school where at
times there were 500 students enrolled. d
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who placed his mark of scholarly individuality not only
upon his contemporary age and immediate Hungariarr surroundings but also upon traditionalist Jewry everywhere .
Among t he Hatam Sofer ' s numerous manuscripts , the following were published .

•-

In- 1818, as the reform movement unfurled its flag
in Hamburg and threatened by its radical reforms to undermin~ traditional Judaism, Hatam Sofer vehemently fought
the movement with all his intellectual and spiritual might
opposing any measure that 1n his opinion: would gradually
weaken the practices of traditional Judaismo

He petitioned

:Emperor twice in 1832 and aga1n~irrl833 to order the
Hungarian Jews to adhere to the prescribed rules of their
religion but he failed both times . 40
The Rabbinic Conferen-ce of Paks
The leader of the c:onservatives, a.ware that the
emancipation f r om political and economical intolerance was
clbseiy · related to religious reforms , took a stand against
emancipation.

*

Ha tam Sofer respansa of the four di v:isions of the nshulhan'
ruch" (containing 370 responses) in six vols . (Pressburg ,
1855- 64); Ha.tam Sofer ' s notes on' the following Talmudic
tractates: Sabbath, P~sachim, Nedarim , Gittin, Baba Bathra ,
Kethuboth, Hullin, Niddah; Ha tam Sofer ' s nTorat Moshe tt
(Deroshot - - Sermons on. the Torah consisting of 200 lectur es)
(Press burg , 1879 and 1895; reprint'ed in. CJ.uJ, Rumania , 1929) ;:
"Safer Sikoron", memoirs of the Napoleonic ar (Pressburg,
1896); _"Haggadah Shel P.esach" commentaries {Pressburg , 1896)
1
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In order to stem the growth and influence of the
Progressives, the Conservatives called a rabbinical conference on August 21, 1844, in Paks .

-41 .

At this meeting,

seventy-five members were present ~~ which only two of the
liberal-minded rabbis had received invitations .:
Schwab* of Pest and Rabbi Getz Schwerin, "

Rabbi Low

of Baja.

*

Low Schwab, rabbi of Pest; born in Kruknau, Moravia,
March 11, 1794; died in Budapest on April 3, 1857. He was
a disciple of Rabbi Mordecai Benet of Prag. He was also a
student at the Yeshiva of the Hatam Sofer of Pressburg . He
attained extensive scholarship in higher mathematics and
philosophy. Schwab was conservative in- his religious observances. The only reforms he allowed were those not in opposition to the teachings of the Torah. He was the first rabbi
of Hungary who preached in literary German and who performed
wedding ceremonies in -the synagogue. During his brief ad.ministratiorr; he instituted the Jewish hospital in' Pest and the
"Tabak Temple", the largest synagogue in Pest. He nad an
integral part . in the attainment of the emancipation of the
Hungarian Jew. He petitioned the government's General
Assembly in the name of the Jews of HW1gary . - He also took an
active part in the organization of the Hungarianization Society.
He was the spokesman and strong advocate for Hungarian liberty
during the War for Independence. Because of this patriotic
endea~or, after the downfall of Hungarian independence in
1848, he was given a prison sentence for twelve weeks. His
chief literary contribu~ion: 11 Dnlekeztetes a vallasban nyert
oktatasra az 1skolabol kilepo -1zraelita ifjusagnak ajandek
gyannant" (:Educational recollection of duties received in the
religious school -- presented to t~e graduating Jewish Youth)
(Budapest, 1846). tali p. 776 (S.R.)
** Gatz Schwerin, born in Schwerin in. 1760; died in Baja in
1845. He received his rabbinic training in Pozsony and many
other Yeshivot. In 1796, he came to Hungary and his first
position was in Szabadka; then, in 1815, he acc:.e pted the
post in Baja. Due to his rabbinic scholarship, a great number
-of Hungarian communities appointed him as their chief rabbi to
decide about religious problems, giving hmthe right to ordain and place religious leaders. His jurisdiction. and sound
advice was felt in many major problems that Hungarian Jewry
faced in those days. He was liberal in his religious views,
permitting the use of the pulpit of the synagogue for matt~rs
other than the interpretation of religion. Z1'L p.779 (S.R.J
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The Conservatives, having the overwhelming
majority on their side, had no difficulty in passing a
resolution that a rabbinical diploma be earned exclusively
from a rabbinic body which would also supervise the
42
educational system of the community school .
Schwab opposed such one-sided rabbinical authority
and proposed that an authoritative body consisting of rabbinic and lay-leaders supervise the training of rabbis and
the administration of the Jewish schools .

He placed special

emphasis on the education of the youth and proposed that in
every community there be schools where children could receive both religious and secular education -- "e must raise
a generation of good Jews and loyal citizens . "
This meeting failed because it was represented by
one faction only .

The wise su3gestions of

chwib were

utterly ignored • . 4 3
From the records of this meeting , we learn that no
agreement was reached that would be helpful in the advancement of Jewish education .

It was agreed that these problems

pertaining to education should be broug ht up at the following meeting .

The meeting in Pa.ks was not a success; in fact,

it had negative results for the Co nservative movement .

It

reiterated the pathetic truth that the gap between the two
could not be repaired.
apart .

The two parties had drifted too far
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Emancipation and

ssimilatiorr

The progressive-minded rabbis tried to advance their
objectives of Hungarian citizenship by adjusting their
people to the cultural needs of the time while the Conservatives viewed it as the road leading to assimilation •. To
clarify the position of the Progressives, Low issued, on
June 22, 1847, a signed declaration- appealing to Hungarian
Jewry for the need of advancing combined Jewish and secular
culture .

He stressed that rabbis in all communities take

the initiative to further the advancement of educational
means by issuing well edited books . , 44
On September 23, of the same year, Jonas Kunewalder,
president of the Jewish c:ongrega tiorr of Pest, issued a
circular in- which he endorsed Schwab ' s appeal,

11 :Einlekez-

tetesek a vallastanban nyert oktatas;a 11 {To refiect attention to the religious educational lessons received irr our
schools) .

That meant that members of the Jewish faith

should refrain·. from all religious practices and rites that
were not in accordance with the customs of the country irr
which they lived proving thereby that they were loyal
citizens .
In summation·, we can state that the liberal-minded
rabbis had not achieved the objectives that were a pressing
issue of the time.

There is ample evidence that a good

number of them lost the objective leading to cultural
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reforms which .were an essential prerequisite to citizenship .

They instead, proposed religious reforms .

Pest and

Arad, the two leading congregations of Hungary , at their
annual meeting of 1848, gave ample proof of this .

In their

deliberations , Pest pr oposed to abolish all religious practices which they thought were in contradiction to the
general customs of the countr y; conaequen-tly, this would
prevent them from achieving emancipation.

The city of A.rad,

on the other hand, proposed the change of the observance of
the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday • . 45
The Hungarianization Policy
Hungarian J~wish leaders, both professional and lay,
r ealized that the acquisition- of the Hungarian language is
an essential prerequisite to Hungarian, culture and the means
by which such could be attained is the school .

They there-

fore urged , that the congregation establish elementary
schools where in addition to religion, Hebrew, and Qerman,
the Hungarian language would be coordinated into the curriculum of the school .

The Jewish school of Obuda , which

was organized in 1834, serves as an example.

though the

teachers of this school received their professional training·
in the Teachers Institute of Prague where German was the
language of instruction, they realized the urgent need of
the Hungarian language .

They studied privately, the

Hungarian tongue which they applied in their daily practice
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1n: the school.

Similar to the Jewish school of Obuda

was the achievement of the Jewish Primar School of
Pozsony (~ressburg} where the Hungarian, language, as
early as. 1840, was a required subject of the school.

46

With the beginning of the 1840's, the Hungarianization spirit rapidly grew iro the schools so that when-i
the Hebrew Ge·rman Primer school of Pozsony held a foundation tes,tival in 1844, the students we-r e able to sing
songs in: the Hungarian: language. 47:' The use of the
Hungarian language in~. the Jewish school became so popular
that in: 1844, Salamon .Neumann: of Obuda petitioned the
government to ereet a Jewish elementary school where,
11

Unterr1eht Gegenstande Blos 1n: Ungarischer Sprache Vorgen-

-

tragen:. Werden"(that Hungarian be the language of instruction}. 48
The Progressives Gained Control.
In the secular cultural trend, cons,e rvative rabbis
·
49
foresaw the road leading to assimilation.
They applied
every possible means at their command to stem the growth
of the assimilation movement by curtailing the study of
secular education in the religious school.
In spite of all the preventative measures of
modernization applied by the Conservatives in: preventing
secular education from entering into the Jewish school, the
center of gravity shifted to the Progressives.
Whatever the cause may have been;that led to dissen-
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sion, Hungarian Jewry nevertheless , stood united in the
efforts for Hungarian liberation in 1848 . 50

J~wry was

not in full agreement in determining their educational
philosophy but concurred in the concept of freeing
Hungary from· Austriarrdomination. through the leadership
of Kossuth.

What the Jews could not attain during many

years, was finally realized by their willingness to bring
sacrifices for Hungarian liberty • . 51

Their loyalty was

given recognition by Bertalan Szemere, Minister of
Internal Affairs , irr his petition: on. J.Uly 28, 1848, to
grant the Jews the right of citizenship .

He also expres-

sed his desire that the Jews reform themselves . 5 2
Because of the out~ome of the War for Independence , this
was not granted and the Jews had to take up the struggle
again.

CHA:PTER II

The J:ewish School Fund; · Proposals for the Establishment o-r
a Jewish Teachers Institute; the Con~ervatives oppose the
National Rabbinic Seminary.
In: orde~ to study the educational progress of theHungariarr.J'iewish school during the second half of the XIOC
Century, a brief survey of the prevailing economic and
poll tical conditions of the J.·ews 1s essential .
fa ted

The 111-

ar of 1848, led by Kossuth 1!1:'behalf of Hungarian,

independence, brought serious consequences uporr the entire·
nation, and especially upon the crews .

fter the Hungarian_

patriots were compelled to lay down: their arms in Vilagos
and the Treaty of Olmutz was signed on.March 3, 1848, the
general peasant population: returned to their farming - an occupation that provided their physical necessities of
life and brought to them a psychological healing by helping
them adjust to the newly developed political conditions .
For the ~ews, this adjustment was more difficult as
they had beerr overly enthusiastic in the Kossuth movement . ,
They had had great confidence irr Kossuth ' s davotion and
leadership and therefore looked forward to the establ ishment of a free Hungarian government, independent of
domination.

ustriarr

In . order to attain that political objective ,

the Jews had placed their business enterprises in jeopardy
through the purchase of Kossuth banknotes, which, after
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the war, proved worthless .
suspected by the

Furthermore, they had become

ustrian government which looked upon

them with suspicion and considered them seditious .
General Haynau, Commander of the Austrian

rmy ,

became the appointed vice-regent of Hungary and placed a
heavy penalty tax upon the Jews for taking part in the
uprising .
•

He demanded that they repay the financial

losses suffered by the government . 1
on the following communities :

He imposed this tax

Arad, Cegled, Kecskenet,

Irsa , Nagykor os , and -- after much maneuvering - - upon
the community of Pest .
but to no avail .

The

The latter appealed for leniency
ar Department, in. a declaration ott

September 17, 1849, stated that all these communities
would have to pay the sum of 2 , 300,000 florins as penalty.
This tax was too much for them to pay, for their entire
wealth was drastically reduced .
They appealed to the

ar Department and the only

relief given them was the asurance that this obligation
was to be met by the entire Hungarian Jewish populatioh • .
The

ar Department insisted upon payment as a punishment

because it held that the Jews were to blame for the war
and that the rest of the Hungarian population would
not have ventured into such a hazardous attempt without
their instigation.

This order further indicated that

payment must begin orr January l, 1850, and that it must

.
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be paid quarterly for a period of four years.
Since there was so little time before the first
payment, the Jews were compelled to appeal again for arr
extension. 2

Because the military commander was annuyed

by their continuous petitioning, on:March 10, 1850, he
challenged them to produce, if they could, authentic
do cumentary proof that the~ had not taken part in the uprising .

If they could do this, they would be excused from

payment .

The Jews could not substantiate such proof, and

in return proposed to pay a half-million florins, a sum
to be used for the Jewish school fund, in the event that
they would be releaved of this penalty. 3
On June 30 , 1850, this petitiorrbrought the following reply:

"The Internal Minister of the

ustrian· gov ern-

ment is willing to release the Jews from this penalty on
condition that they make payment of at least one- million.
florins to the government office of Buda to be used by the
government as a separate religious educational fund . " 4
The petitioning committee acc epted this proposal
and promised that this sum would be collected without
delay .

On this basis, Emperor Franuis Joseph I , on-Septem-

ber 20, 1850, issued an order relieving the Jews from
paying the war indemnity but imposing the sum. of one
million, two hundred thousand (1 , 200,000) florins to be
applied toward the Jewish school fund . (See page 70)
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Kollert Minister of Religion; established, "Das
Israelitische Landesschulfondbegrundungs C.bmite" .

He

appointed Kossowitz to make collections under the direction of the Viennese National government.

Promising that

the fund would be fully collected by 1855, this committee
assessed each community on the basis of their financial
status . 5
Conditions for the Jews would indeed have been
deplorable if their economic status had not changed .
Fortunately t their means fo r making a living slowly became
normalized and the Jews resumed their former occupations
in commerce and industry.
opened by J°""Acob Keren.

The Handworkers Union· was re-

Furthermore, when the law was

issued that no individual should be excluded because of
his religiont progress in. the field of industry was accelerated.

Consequently, the Pozson7 advisory board, in

1852, licensed many industrialists to open shop im th~
city • . Q All these incidents helped the Jews to regain
their economic status and to meet their obligations
toward the imposed school fund .
Important Events that Influenned the Plight of the J~ws
Simultaneously with the progress made by the
school fund committee in' collecting the assessed tax ,
there occurred many important events which call for
special attention.

Baron:Geringer Karoly, who became

#
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the temporary vice-regent of Hungary, issued a proclamation on
February 6, 1850, calling upon-all district officers of the
nation: to gather from trustworthy individuals opinions pertaining to the existing Jewish conditions -- their schools,
synagogues, and other functioning religious organizational
offices .

ccording to this order, he desired, "specific in-

formation about the following": : The prevailing J:'ewish school
systems in Hungary; proposals on how these shouid be properly
organized.

He appointed several trustworthy men_who were

experienced in school organizations and educational procedure and also appointed a Jewish school board .

7(

Furthermore, he wished to learn about the qualifications of the rabbi and the mission- he was called upon: to
fulfill .

From the informatioru gathered, he learned that

opinions V<aried irr. both groups -- the Conservatives and
the Progressives .
Majer Eisenstadt,*

Rabbi of Ungvar, an advocate of

the C:Onservative movement, took a firm stand in~opposing the
establishment of denominational Jewish public schools . 8

*

Majer Eisenstadt, noted rabbi and scholar who received
his early rabbinic education in- Kismarton. and later in
Pozaony. He was one of the distinguished scholarly disciples of the Hatam Sofer. He became the son-in-law of
David Deutsch, rabbi of Vagujhely, who was the author o~
"Ohel David" . Eisenatadt 1 s first rabbinic position.was in
Baja . In 1833, he became~rabbi of Ungvar where he conducted a rabbinic school to the very last day of his life -1853. His son, Menachem, who succeeded hi~ in: his rabbinic
position:, was the author of the following books: "Im.re Esch",
published in·, two volumes in 1853 and 1854; and, "Imre ID.no".,
published irr Ungvar in~l866. Zs 1 . p. 217. (S . R.)
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Rabbi Ma j er Eisenstadt 1 s Proposal for the Qonservatives.
Eisenstadt opposed the denominational Jewish
parochial schools saying : . " The main. objec.tive of any Jrewish
community in~establishing its own~denominational elementary
schools is motivated by one desire - - namely, to have
the opportunity to give their children a good religious
education in. addition· to their secular studies . n

He

emphasized the idea that religion is not a subject to be
taught along with secular studies but one that must be
acquired in a school that is dedicated solel y to the study
of religion, the Reder , or must be studied by means of
private tutorship .
In . his report to Geringer, on

pril 17 , 1850 , he

urged that in small communities , where the number of
children-were limited and the community was unable to
establish separate schools for secular studies, the children be exempt from attending such denominational schools
if they could substantiate by an examination, that they
possessed the required knowledge set forth by the school •.
He further stated that in- large communities, where
Jewish congregations were in a position· to erect and support secular schools, the teachers of those schools should
be Christians who would not influence the Jewish children
to deviate from their religious concepts .
He further emphasized that even as the public

school was not suitable for the study of religion, so the
books assigned as general reading matter were not fitt~
as religious textbooks.

Consequently, the publishing and

the acquisition~of such books should not be used for the
· purpose of teaahing : religion • . The oniy religious text is
the Bible. · He also maintain~d that the sole right to prepare and qualify rabbis should be reservedfqr O.On~ervativ~
rabbinic authorities. 9
Dr. Frigyes Grosz's Proposal for the Progressives.
The collective opinion of the Progress_i ves, formulated by the congregation of Nagyvarad and signed by Dr.
Frigyes Grosz* stated:

* Dr.

Frig1es Grosz, philanthropist and phys1ciaJ1'_ (eye
specialist}, was born- in~. Nagyvard on November 16, 1798;
died in the same city, J:&nuary 3, 1858. In 1816~, he received his Ph.D. from , the University of Pest; in 1825, his
M.D. from. the University of Vienna. His first medical
practice he attained in Teltseh, Moravia, where he established a private clinic, giving hint the opportunity to
acquire surgical skill. In·· 1829, he returned to his native
city where he devoted most of his time to the Jewish
hospital, helping humanity to get rid of the dreaded eye
disease for which the Jewish hospital of Nagyvard became
nationally famous. Records prove that he performe4 more
than 1500 operations successfully. In 1865, King Francis
Joseph I, visited the hospital and dedicated a marble
plaque in honor of the hospital and community for its
human1tarian~service. The Jewish community also expressed
recognition to Dr. Grosz for his faithful service by
placing a life-size oil portrait of him im the National
Museum of the city. Z"'s-, L. p.324. (S.R.)
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It is our consensus that the welfare and growth
of J~wish life in Hungary depend on the quality
of leadership; wherefore, it. is essential that
a rabbinic seminary and a teacher ' s training
school be among the first concerns of the Hungarian communities . These schools should be supervised by the government and by a congregational
and hierarchical body of rabbinic authorities .
central office irr. the capitol city of Pest,
with a chief rabbi should be established •. 10
The Conference in- Buda
After the opinion·s and proposals were considered
by the government, a conference was called in Buda to iron:
out the conflicting differences .

Invited to attend were:

Lob Schwab, rabbi of Pest; Leopold Low, rabbi of Szeged;
and Majer Zipser

*

*

Rabbi of Szekesfehervar; Ji H. Kasso-

Majer Zipser, born August 14, 1815 , in· Balassagyarmat
and died in: Rohonc , December 10 , 1869 . He received his
early rabbinic studies in:Prossnitz and Nikolsburg . Irr
1844, he became rabbi of Szekesfehervar, a nationally
renowned histori~ city where Jews lived for centuries .
fter he ac~epted his rabbinic post , he organized the bylaws of the congregation and furthered the progress of
its educational system by equipping the school with an
adequate library and reading rooms . Rabbi Zipser received his Ph . D. from the University of Pest in 1851 .
During the Boch period, the community split into two
parts which cost him great aggravation.as he sensed in it
the dissipation' of cultural progress . He became so disappointed to see the crumbling of his life ' s work that he
made pre~arations to leave the country; cut, irr 1858 , the
Ji3wish comm.unity of Rohonc requested him. to accept the
post of rabbi and educational director where he functioned
till the very last day of his life . Dr . Zipser was a
prolific writer and author of many important works . Among
these were , 11 Krit1sche Untersuchung uber die 0riginalitat
der im Talmud und Midrschim vorkommenden Parabelnund
Sentenzen:'1 and, ttDie magyarische Sprache und die Juden ••• 11
Zs.L. p . <:174.
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vitz, who was appointed to collect the school fund; Dr.
Igna.c LcSblizr, physician--supervisor of schools; Dr. David
Schwimmer, physieian·, of Pest; and, lgnae Barnay, Secretary
lOa
of the congregation of Pest.
After several days of discussion, the meeting of
September 24, 1851, empowered Leopold Low to draw up bylaws by which the Jewish communities should be governed.
The proposed constitutional by-laws framed by Low consisted of two hundred and eighty-five paragraphs.

The

school problems with which we are primarily concerned, he
11
treated in1paragraphs 194-233 inclusive.
Lew's F.ducational Proposals.
194.

Every Jewish congregation should be obligated

to maintain. a parochial school where besides the assigned
school subjects, religious subjects could also be taught.
The officers of the congregation and the educat1onal school
board should join -. in the supervision thereof so that the
children of all ages who do not attend public or privatelyowned schools may be enrolled.

The tuition fee should be

determined by the individual's financial ability.
195.

The school should consist of at least three

classes -- a preparatory and two main1 classes.
196, 197.

It is the privilege of the congregation wt~h

. the consent of the district school inspector, to increase
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the number of classes of the school as long as the congregation is willing to bear the expen~es.
198.

While it is the privilege of the Jewish

congregation to maintain a specific general school, it
must be, in every respect, exactly in- accordance with the
prescribed rulings of the general public school with the
exception that the congregation should have the right to
designate an ample number of hours for its religious instruction.
199 .

SubJects for religious instruction are:

*

a.

Popular beliefs (traditions) , ethics.

b.

Hebrew lessons .

c.

Bible translations and Prayer Book
translations .

* d.
e.

* Girls
200 .

The history of the Jews .
Hebrew grammar (basic principles) .

should be permitted to omit "c" and

11

d 11 •

Religious instruction must be done by means

of texts.
201 .

Textbooks must be under the supervision::of

the Oultus minister (minister of religion and education) .
202 .

In communities where childrerrof various

religious beliefs and languages live, the Jewish community
can limit its schools to religious education.
203.

The Jewish religious school must teach the

assigned Jewish required subjects .
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204.

Children attending private schools or

schools of other denominations must at the end of each
school semester pass an- examination- on- the assigned
religious subjects in the congregational school.
205.

The time designated for such examinations

should be twice a year (the end of each semester -- during the intermediate days of Passover and the intermediate
days of Sukkoth) .

liter eight days of these holidays,

instructions must resume.
206 .

Such a joint secular and religious school

can only be operated by the permission of the District
Supervisor.

No denominational organizations are permitted

to operate such joint schools .
In the succeeding paragraphs , Low deals extensively
with the necessary financial problems, ways and means .

He

prescrill>ed in detail the laws pertaining to the training
and general welfare of the teacher:
"In order to secure a position, teachers must
~prove that they have completed the prescrib~d
three classes of the higher elementary school
and must provide references on- their moral
and political status. Also, they must show
whether they were emplor.ed as private or
public school teachers. 1
The reason Low allowed private teachers to occupy positions
in the J~wish public schools was that, before the establishment of the Jewish Institute, very few teachers were
qualified .

After the Institute was in:.existence and had
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functioned for three years, he permitted only teachers who
were graduated from this Institute .

The supervision of

the s~hools were by the government and local Jewish
authorities .
Low ' s Educational Program Including the Hadarim and
Yeshivot
The basic or elementary schools, as well as the
high schools for talmudic students, should also be under
the supervision of the educational board.

student who

wished to be admitted to the study of the Talmud could
then be accepted only if he could prove to the local
school officials that he had completed his tenth year of
age and that he had acquired the subjects prescribed in
the three main classes; he must also possess a certificate
of his third year .

Such documents were to be in posses-

sion by all those who pursued the higher learning of the
Yeshivot .
The talmudic student, as well as the elementary
student, must undergo at the end of each semester, an
examination in the religious subjects -- subjects that are
taught by the Jewish school of the community.
The talmudic teachers (rabbis) must keep records
of the students in the language of the country and must
conduct written examinations and keep records of the
educational progress of the students .
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thes~ requirements were out of the que-s tion; therefore in
September of 1850, immediately after these proposals were
presented by Low, they appealed to the governing office inVienna stressing the fact that the ma,j ori ty of Hungarian
Jewry were Conservative in their religious convictions and
whose concern was that their rabbis be ta.lmudic students.
In order to meet such qua.11f1cations, it required most of
any diligent student's time; consequently, they maintained
/

that the supervision of such talmudic knowledge must be
given preference- to secular studieB. 1 '
Abraham Hochmuth's Proposals Pertaining to the Establish-

-

ment of Jewish Teachers' Institute.
~

Before Low completed his educational program,
braham Hochmuth,

* direc,t or

of the Jewish sc:hool in Miskolc,

proposed the establishment of a teachers' institute.
Hochmuth emphasized that it was a matter of utmost urgency

* Abraham

Hochmuth, rabbi and educator, born in Baan,
Hungary, December 14, 1816; died in Veszprem, June 10, 1889.
fter attending the Yeshovot of Verbo, Vagujhely, and Nyitra,
he served as an assistant rabbi in Miskolc where he directed the Jewish school and in his spare time, finished the
requ1rementa of th.e gymnasium of the city. Af'ter graduating
f'rom the eighth class of the gymnasium, he continued his
studies at the University of Pest and later in the philosophical faculty of the University of Prague. In Prague he
studied Talmud- and Hebrew under the direction of the chief
rabbi, Solomon Judah ~ob Rappaport. In 1859 he became
rabbi of Veezprem and as its representative attended the
Nia.tiona.l Jcewish Congress in 1868. Among b.is literary con~
tributions was, "Die judische Schule 1m Ungarn" (May, 1851).
Zs L

~s~h~) .

and the conc.e rn-; of the Jewish people to establish such an
1nsti tut.ion.
Ungarn~•

Hochmuth' s book, "Die judische SchuJ:e im

(May, 1851) deal.t with many phases of tb.e Jewish

educational problem.

Much of it was devoted to the quali-

fications of the teach.er and the means by which the best
result could be obtained.

He also gave consideration :to

the· school fund -- the stepping stone that laid the
foundation fo.r Jewi.sh education in Hungary • .
Hochmuth spent a great deal of time and effort im
the study of the internal structure of tb.e school and 1m
determining the leading language of the school.

"It is

indisputable' , he maintained, "that the language of the
Synagogue and the home is German and bec:ause of patriotic:,
necessity, also Hungarian:, - In order to prove that the

J•w is loyal to the ideals and sentiments of the country,
he studies • history and geography in.1the Hungarian language.
One does not necessarily need to be a philologist in order
to determine that an elementary school cannot be conducted
by the use of a bili~l me·t hod -- no individual can · have
two moth.er tongues." Consequently, he insisted that
14
Hungarian be the language of the acb.ool.
Hoehmutb. protested against the manner and method
by which the Hum&sb. was taught 1n ,the Beder-•• be• called
1 t a parro~like teaching!>

The M.elamed read whole sentemes

from th& Humash and translated it into Yiddish; while the
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pupils, without having the slightest concept as to its
meaning, repeated it verbatim1.

This method was used. the

entire week until the pupil mechanically retained the
lesson.'.

"This", Ile stated, "should not be the aystemt of

studying the Eiible; it should be studied by means of
applying ~ammar and the basic concepts of the text..
Therefore, 1 t should not necessarily contain::. the entire
text but selected passages which give the sequential
meaning of the Humash to the child." l5
Hochmuth opposed the reasoning of the Conservatives who maintained that since the study of religiom

became a specific school subject, Hungarian Judaism
weakened.

nad

"The strength and weakness of Judaism", he

said, "1s not to be determined by this special course of'
study.

The Jewish school in1Hungary never before tried

to establish an extensive and meaningful school curriculum by which it has strengthened its religious growth
as we have today.

The cause for the weakening of religiom

rests on:' the general conditions of our time.

We 11 ve 1n1

a changing civilization; when material substitutes have
an upper hand over spiritual va1ues.

We seem to lose

sight-., of the fact that our way of life differs f'ronr. that
of' our fathers.

Thia difference results ixr. 'the gradual

disappearance of the old without trying to supplement it
with the new.

It is, or at least it should be, clear

that the study of religion im tnese modern times rests:
upon. the pattern that the parent.a and the teacher Jointly
must set for the child to follow.

They must set an

example by ac:tual. deeds rather than by specific courses
given in·:. the school."
Hocbmuth, 1n ,conjunct1on with tllis direct way of
teaching religion, gave emphasis to the importance of
instituting special scb.ools tor girls .

He advocated that

along witll religious studies, girls too, must receive
secular education:.

"In. the past, girls also received

educatiom but oml.y in the home.

Whatever girls acquired

in the field or education was within the walls of the
home -- primarily motivated by religion.

C.o ndi tions have

changed; girls must be on: the same level as boys-.

Schools

must be established to meet this requirement, and because
the home bas shifted its responsibility toward religion:
to the school, girls, also, must receive tblir education
in- the Jewish school."
Hochmuth discussed extensively the financial part
of the overall community problem -- how and where the
first collected school fund be allocated.

He gave a de-

tailed account of the three major educational institutions;
the teashers' institute, the rabbinic seminary and the
Consistory -- an institution~to supervise Jewish educat1om
and cultural life in. the Hungarian J:ewisb. community.

":m.
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is reasonable, and does not require too much argumentation-, that one German-speaking Seminary in:Austria
shoUld be ample to meet th.e rabbinic

7equirement of our

country, as positions for rabbis with a secular background are still limited.

This, however, is not true of

the teacher; we cannot depend on-teach.er-training schools
in Mora.via and Czecb.oslavakia.

We, therefore, must have

our own teaching institute for many reasons.

First of

all, we need four or five times as many teachers as we
need rabbis; secondly, the Hungarian~.teacher, in: order to
teach. Hungarian childrerr, must rec:eive his education in.·
an Hungarian in:stitute.

To

the rabbi, the language ie a

minor problem because all Hungarian students that would
attend the German rabbinic school must beforehand complete
the gymnasium at home, which already has given him~ample
Hungarian background which they can continue to develop
along with their raboinic studies.

With all these reasons

inr mind, we must make the teachers' institute our first
and utmost consideration.

The school fund mon~y should

be first allocated toward the establishment of a Teachers'
Training Ins,t1 tute.

We should not overlook another pre-

vailing condition: -- that if ten communities should decide
to erect a Jewish public school, they would hardly tind
ample professional staffs to fill such positions.

Conse-

quently, we cannot wait until the money 1a collected --

this will take four more years -- we must act immediately."
Besides this immediate emergency, Hochmuth felt
they should not overlook other factors.

Most important

of all was the teacher's training time.

According to the

order of the minister of edueat1on:; the Austrian teacher
could receive his qualification in one year; to prepare
Jsewish teachers required at least three years for the
teacher had to comply not only with the general subject
requirement but also with his Jewish subjects: the Hebrew
language, Bible, religion, and Jewish history.
In addition to the prescribed curriculum, they
should not overlook the praetice-tea-c hing requirement
- which only the Jewish school could provide for the teacher
1n ·tra1n1ng.

This necessitated the presence of a well-

functioning elementary school so th.at the teachers could
get their student-teaching practice.
Hochmuth included another vital school requirement
subsidized by the Jewish school fund -- a book fund for
students or limited financial means.

Since the. Jewish

school needed many expensive books -- more so tban: other
schools -- and since any school of good standing required
that each student have ample textbooks, it was the purpose
16
of the school fund to meet these requirements.
Daniel Pillitz's Viewpoints Concerning Teachers' Institutes.
During the '40 1 s, Daniel Pillitz, rabbi and school

5,:

director of Szeged, approached the school fund problem
from another point ot view.

The educational problem izr.

the Hungarian Jewish school, in~his opinion, coUld be
solved in three words: school, te~cher, and money.

"We

need both a rabbinical seminary and a teachers' training
school.

However, since we do not have the necessary means

to erec:t both, the seminary must wait for better times.
Ve must have a teachers' training school, for the destiny
of Judaism depends on; well qualified reliable teachers
concerned: about the ideals of our religion.

Ooneequentl·y,

we must have a school that will provide such dependable
Jewish teachers and we must create them .ourselves." 17
Pillitz emphasized the importance of a teachers' inBtitute
in Hungary by stating,

"Ve cannot expect a teacher who received his

- training in;Moravia or present-day Czechoslavakia to teach Hungari.an: ·J,ewisb. children·. "

In a lecture delivered in Pest, on the occasion ot the
abolition of the Tolerance Tax, he referred to the already
fUnctioning Jewish schools of the city where a teacher-in-training would receive ample practical experience if' the
school fund would provide for an ample teachers' institute.

18

P1111tz touched on the sore spot ot the teaching profession: ·
The reason our able young men are not willing:
- to follow the profession lies in the laxity of'
security -- uncertainty of tenure. If provisions for suitable living conditions were
assured, many capable young men would be inspired to choose th.e te11ching profession • .&.

11

scholarship fund should be provided trom which
diligent students can defray part of their
expenses."
Pillitz reported that each of the three hundred existing
schools received approximately 166 t'lorin~ which did not
begin to meet their expenses.

,,....

I9 As it was imperative

that they establish schools which could not be done without funds, and as the school fund did not suf'tice to meet
this, they simply had to reach into their own pockets.
Jewish education, as well as the Jewish school
and community fund problem, became gradually stabilized.
This was true in the life of the Jew as well as imthe
educational department of the government where the Jewish
school problem was a burning question.

In the same year

1n.:which Hochmuth wrote his book and Pill1tz's work
appeared, Istvan Majer, direc.tor o.f the elementary and
real school of Pest, and in 1855 inspector of the J~wish
boys' school of the city, was commissioned by the government and the advisory board of the city to study the
educational situation of the Jewish school.

Majer issued

to the Jewish community of Pest, a questionnaire to which
he requested a reply within two days.
1.

The questions were: :

Would 1 t not be advisable to think about the

training of teachers before the Jewish community organizes
J,ewish schools?
2.

Would not the upper no1'JD8.l school be suitable
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for the pracxical training of teachers?

3.

Woul.d the community of Pest assume the respol'l\-

sibility of training these teachers if the expenses were
to come from the already colle~ted school fuml?

20

We do not know the answers received from the
community of Pest, but we do assume t .h a t it was of a
positivs nature although no defin1t• benefit came from it.
The Germanization Policy Affected the Growth of J:ewish
School_§.
From the preceeding we learn that the Jewish School
Fund aroused considerable action, and the exchange of
opinion. and reasoning led to the dev,e lopment of the Jewish
community school.

Let us now make a few observations per-

taining to the conditions of tb.e J:ew1sh school prevalent
during the period of Absolut1sm,{1mposed by Austria-1850-5~ ).
Dilring the Boeh Period the government had applied
eve-r y effort to exert Germanizat1on by and · through the
Jewish school.

This influence was attained by two direct

meas.u rea:
1.

The vice-regent of each community represented

by the judge of the· local board, called upon Jaewry to
establish, without delay, their Jewish community schools.
As a result of this order, the number of Jewish schools
i n 18,58, reached 308 .
2.

The local board applied every means to limit

the rights of J:"ews in their own schools.

The government

supervised the development of the schools and assured its
German1.zat1onal influence.
In spite of t-heae limitations, tb.e J..ewish school ·
made great strides.

The government ordered that the

~ewiah eommuni.ty establish a permanent home for its school.
This demand caused great· f1nancial difficulty to many
Jewish communities, as their schools could no longer re-

main: in rented houses.

Because of this order, many comm.u-

n1t1ea came to own their permanent school bu1ld1ngs.
Int.ernal Qhanges W1th1n: the Schools in the

1
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50'a.

In coni)u.nction with the external physical progress
we can detect changes within the school itself.

One ot

these changes was the increasing influence ot the Gatholic
church upon the Hungarian school.

22

Ill: 1850 !Jeo ~un,

Minister of Religion and F.d.ucation 1m ustria, ordered the
Hungarian school system to be placed under the superv1s1o?I.
of the Vatican·.

Because ot this order, many able church-

men were appointed to direct. the education of the Hungarian:
schools..

s this alliance between the state and church

became intensified, all the schools ot the monarchy gradually came under the influence of the Pope.

According to

a concordance issued in- 1856, J.ew1sh teachers were prohibited from teaching Christian children-.

In 1857., a new order

appeared which stated that Christian. ·schools could accept

clewiah children if' the latter numbered enough to make up:~
a special class so that their religious educatiornwould
not be 1m conflict with that of the Christian children-. 23
While the generaJ. educational supervision was in
the hands of the clergy, the religioua and Hebrew education of the J:.ewish school was supervised bJ the rabl:d..
In, special cases where the rabbi was a qualified 1nd1v.1dual, the supervision or the J ·ew1sh community school was
en-trusted to h1a care.

This was the case of Rabbi Leopold

Low when the council of tb.e vice-regent of' Csongrad in:
1857 entrusted him w1 th the supervision'. of the Jewish
schools. 24 1.s a rule, d1ree:tors of the J-.ewish school
were appointed by the council of the vice-regent at the

recommendation: of the Jewish community, which action meant
that any educational order came from the educational
direct.or-in-chief and could not be altered by the local
district direcLor.
What benefit could the school derive- from:all this
as long as they were governed bT the authority of the
direcrt.or-1n~ehiet of the Vatican?

As a rule, the educa-

tional direc:tors appointed by the church were highly qualified individuals with sound pedagogical backgrounds and
qualities of educational leadersh.ip·i

These qualities were

of great advantage to the cTew1sh school 1m general and to
the J:ewish teacher in: particular •.

Dr. Mihaly Haas, chief' inspector ot the school,
wb.o later became Bishop of' Szatmar, was~ man of' con-~

eiderabl.e culture who proved to be a devoted friend to the
Jewish teacher.

After every district 1n-speet1otr, he called

a conference and lectured on advanced theories of education whieh the teachera were to apply in-: their schools.
In'.. add1 tion to this professional service, he helped the
teacher. 1nih1s economic. plight.

Previously, teachers were

dismissed. at the whim of the local board, but while Haas
was 1111 office, no teacher could be dismissed from bis pos~
without the consent of the vice-regent. 25
Many essential advancements in: the educational

system: of' the J~wish school resulted from the applied
restrictive measures ot the Viennese court .

Some of these

essential modifications came to the Jewish community schools
when they applied for the rig:.bt to issue certified creden~
tials tbat would be accepted in other schools and that
could be issued to students who did their studying and
preparing for examinations privately.
the following requirements:

The government issued

Teachers must be certified; the

school must: have its_permanent building; the elementary
school must consist of not less than · four classes; tb.e textbooks of the school must be issued by the Viennese Press of
Public F.duoation; tb.e cirruculum must include music and
drawing as well as handwork -- sucb. as embroidery for girls.
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The difficulty with these electives was that they raqu1red
special. teachers and classrooms, a requirement which was
not easy for many congregations to meet. 26
In addition to tb.eae requirements, the school
inspector expected not only a detailed expense record but
that the school expense.a, be defrayed t'rom tuition·.

If'

this income did not take care of the expenses, the community

was free to assess its members with an additional tax
placed om.Kosher meat.
communities.

Tuition fees differed in many

For instance, in Szeged, in 1851, boys paid

forty-eight Krajcart and girls one Florin-;

In 1852, the

first grade boys continued to pay the same, while those in
the second to the fourth grades paid one J,•iorin:. 27 Very
few. Jewish community schools -- in ·fact, only 29 of the
308 JBwish schools -- could meet these- requirements.

Most

of the schools that qualified belonged to the district of
Buda -- there were eight of them: Baja, Lovasbereny,
Kecskemet, Obuda, Vac, Szekesfehervar and two schools of
Pest. 28
The prevailing internal conditions of the J"~wish
schools. in· the 1850' s can ·: be studied best by investigating
some of the concrete details of some of the schools imtbe
country.

Some of the schools tried to ele'ft.te themselves

from the category ot elementary -- that is from the two or
three class schools to the status ot high elementary.

The

government encouraged these undertakings. 29
One instance

1.s

the Congregational Boys' School

o:f Pest, which was classified as high. elementary in-. 1851;
the co_mmuni ty was, given the right to expand the school
with vocational classes which gave its students a commercial background similar to the school of Austria -- Real
O:bmmerc1al SchUle.

s the subject matter of these

additional classes prepared the students for commercial
life, . the primary emphasis naturally was mathematics,
percentage, discount, double bookkeeping and banking law.
Oondi ti.one ot this school 1m the middle '50' s can: be
observed by the following tabUlation ·. which. indicates that
the students of this school were limited to boys. 30
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This proves that the communil.y strov.e to give 1 ts boys a
commercial training.
Th.e same was true 1m Nagykanizaa.

Before tb.e War

of Independence, the school consisted of three classes and
later became a :four-class high. elementary school which
opened its additional two real classes in 1856.

This school

developed its commercial department to the extent that it

became Hungary's oldest Jewish "Middle Schoo1 11 • 31
Similar to the strivings of Na.gykanizaa were those
/

of the Jewish community of Peca.

In 1852, the community

had a three-class Jewish public school; 1n 1856, it became a tour-class high elementary; and, in.-· 1857, the school

was maintained by the school tund as a model school.

The

leadership of the community ot Pees. peti ti-oned that theit-.
model school be expanded with a teacher~s institute; but,
this ' was not granted.
In the middle

1

50 1 s, many cities such as Pest, ~ad,

Temesvar, Nagykanizsa, 'tl'agujhely, and BatoraljauJhely, . expanded their high elementary schools with two additional
vocational c1asses.

Howewr, wi~h the exception of

Vagujµely, they were of short duration. 32

Among

the:

Hungarian Jewish-. schools th.at progress.ad during tha- '50' a,
on1y two attained a high status -

the school of Na.gykanizsa,

which became a Real commercial; and, the school of V-agujpelY,f
which became a Real school.

Both attained great importance

\

im the educational system of the Hungarian·_ Jltwish school
which will:. be discussed in another chapter.
In1general, the Jewish school as far as its Hebrew
studies were concerned, did not have a uniform curriculum·.
I

Every school determined its Jewish curriculum1 by its staff
at the 'open1ng conference of the year; consequently, 1t

-

varied in:' each commum ty as indicated om the nex-t page.

•
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Oity

Year

Total
Weekly Hrs.

J:iewish
Studies

Mako

1851-52

In .the III1

Bible -

3
Hebrew, .
reading: & ·~
grammar - 5
Humash- l:t.
Religioll'!' 3
'l'btal -22

46~

12 hrs.

37 .5

class - a
total of
48 hrs.

L1ptoszentmiklos

1856'.:

32 hrs.

1855

preparatory school 20 hrs., of whic:b.9 hrs. were for Hebrew :
studies.
hi.gher elementary cl.asses
nand 1r·- 34 hrs. o'f'
which 16 hrs. were for '
Hebrew studies.
Itti the IIII and IV classes 36 ' hrs • . o'f' which 15 hrs.
were for ~ewish studies.

:aa..1.a

P•rcemtag_e

43 hrs. of which 20 hrs.
were for Hebrew studies.

In1add1t1on-. 1mmany J.:ewish communities, the~ rabbis

instructed students in: Talmud after school hours.

!or

I

instance, in- Papa the students of the III class ba.d to take
advan-ced studies 1m the comm.unity Talmud Torah. . Here,

Hebrew -- grammar, writing,, and Humash with Bashi 1 s commemtary was taught which was · 1m close collab-ora tiom with the

Jewish elementary sahooi • . 33
The hours children·~ spent weekly im school we-re many.

Elementary school children averaged six to sev,em hours daily:;~

The government often:had to restrict the schools in1order
to avoid over-burdening the young.

In the high elementarx

school of Pees, in 1856, children attended from 8:00 to
11:00 A.M;, and from, 2:E>0 to 5:00 P~M;
0

Besides this,

extra time was added to the curriculum as follows:; music,
one hour; handiwork for girls, one hour; and, choir praet1ce,
one hour.

In 1858, the council of the viee-regent ordered

the reduction;. of school hours. 34
Hlflng·a r1an1zat1on : Versus German1zat1orr.
During the period of

bsolutism, the German language

became compulsory in-.. the schools.

The influence of G.erman~

1zat1on was felt in--: the entire educational system, even 1:m
the teaching of J'8:w1sh subjects, as the language of instruction was German.

T.he emphasis ot German1za t1on:. was streng-

thened by the faot that there was a shortage of J~w1sh
teachers, and the Hungarian Jewish school had to depend on
teachers and professional leadership coming from~Moravia
and Czechoslavakia.

In the middle '50 1 s, there were very

few native-born Hungarian teachers who had received their·
professional education im the country. JS
For this reason• the Hungarian language waa taught
by Christian teadhers or by students from the upper classes
of the gymnasium.

In spite of this condition-, the

Htmgarian1zat1oll"_spirit was advocated by the lay and professional leadership of many congregations.

Enlightened~

rabbis and community leaders laid the groundwork of
Hungar1an1zation··, much before the Hungarian:: Revolution-. .
As the direc:.tor and rabbi of Nagy~anizsa, Rabbi D"eop:old

Low in:~1844, and later during the Boch period, furthered
the advancement of Hungarianization..

He formulated the

educational concept of the Jewish scb.ool in::. the

1 40 1

s,

and, as rabbi of Szeged and 1nepe~tor of the school dis-

trict of O:s ongra.d, he strengthened these principles im the
1

50 1 s. 36

Dow maintained that the Jewish se:hool had a three~
fold objee:'.t ive: humane, religious and national.

His beli.e f

was, that before anything else, children should be taught

the principles

or

humanity and that they should be worthy{

members of the Jewish family and an integral part of the
Hungarian nation.

In other words, the Jewish school should

help the chiid adjust to the immediate and over-all .rewish
environment of his people by transforming the historic past
into a living present and liy sharing ini the experiences o:r·
his Jewish community.

This so-called general humane,

religious and national consciousness. must be the ideal of
J~wish education. 37
The Beder and Yeshiva.
While Low struggled to transform his three-fold
educational concept into a living reality, the advocates=
of the Beder and Yeshiva exerted every effort to keep
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secular studies out· of the J.ewish school .

This condition

was not specifically an Hungarian phenomenon, for even· outside of the Hungarian realm we find individuals like Dr.

*

Moritz Eisler,

Director of the J.ewish school of Nikolsburg,

who praised the achievement·_ of the Reder , and who maintained
that 1 t preserved the spirit of Judaism in·, our youth -- an
achievement lacking in· the parochial schools . 38
No con~cientioua teac her would underestimate the
religious and cultural value of the Reder during the time
of the Ghetto -- Then:.it occupied an important place in
ith the disappearance of the Ghetto , it lost

Jewish life .

its intrinsic educational v.alue .

I

Fulop Csukasi

...

maintained

that it would be a crime to punish a child by keeping him in.a

* Moritz

Eisler, petagog and philosopher, born in:Prossn~tz,
Morav:ia in- 1823; died in · Tr oppau, Eastern Silesia in 1902 .
In 1853, he became a teacher of religion~at the gymnasium of
Nikolsburg and prinuiple at Israelitische Hauptschule . He
was a contributing editor of the Ben Ohananja . Irr his articles
he opposed the method of teac hing by rote . UJE, Vol . 4, p . 40 .
••

••

I

Fulop Csukasi , author and editor of school books . Among
many are : u Heb.er nyelvoktatas jelentosege, terjedelme es
methodicaja- az interconfessionalis nep es polgari hitoktotasba" {The educational value and function of the Hebrew language . in the study of religion in the interconfessional public·
and polgari schools) {Budapest, 1890); "Majumni es kora"
(Maimonedis and his age) {Budapest, 188§); "Zsidok torten-ate"
(Jewish history) . He published the National Jewish Teachers!
Bulletin beginning with the year 1875 . His most outstanding contribution was his co- editorship of II Magyar-Zsid8' Felekezet Elemi es Polgari Iskolainak Monografiaja" {The monograph
of the Hungarian Jewish denominational elementary and polgari
schools) {Budapest, 1896) . Za L p . 185 • .

ff,ft
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musty room on hard benches from morning to evening to
learn Torah in- the Yiddish jargon, instead of teaching
him the Humash in Hebrew.

Such an education could hardly

meet with the spiritual development of a XIX Century
child.

It should be made clear that the five books of

Moses with Rashi ' s interpretation and a smattering of
knowledge of the Talmud is not and cannot be termed the
sum total of Jewish education. 39
Hungarian Jews could not build the educational
system of the Reder upon the ruins of the Ghetto by excluding from its curriculum all forms of secular education.
Yet, this pro cedure persisted even in the higher department, the Yeshiva, where all secular studies were prohibited.

In the Yeshiva of Pressburg,

son of the Hatam
head of the

braham Samuel Sofer,

ofer, who succeeded his father as the

cademy, placed a ban on all secular studies

even the reading of a general newspaper was prohibited . 40

Ih spite of all these limitations and restrictions,
however, the Yeshiva of Pressburg received its governmental
recognition in 1859.

Leo Thun, minister of culture and

religion,. authorized the school to train Hungarian rabbis
and as theological students, they were exempted from military
service . 41 He also prepared a bill that would malce the Hatam
ofer Yeshivah of Pressburg the national seminary for training rabbis.

His reason was that the majority of Hungarian

Jewry were advocates of traditional Judaism, and consequently
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not cnncerned whether or not their rabbis were accomplished
in other cultural fields or were polished public. speakers
as long as they had the qualifications to render decisions
on' religious laws .

1th the fall of Thun ' a administration:

in 1860, his ruling was nullified. 42
Hildesheimer, an- dvocate of Secular Fducation,
It would ba erroneous to imagine that conserative
Judaism, as a whole, opposed secular education.

goodly

number of traditionalist rabbis advocated secular education.
Among these was Israel Hildesheimer,

*

*

whose educational

Israel Hildesheimer, rabbi, founder of nee-Orthodoxy; born
in Halberstadt, Germany, May 20, 1820; died in Berlirr on
July 12, 1899.
tan early age, he attended the talmudic
school of Rabbi JacohEttlinger irrAltona, Germany, after
rec~iving his basic talmudic education from his father.. In1840, he attended the University of Berlin and received his
Ph.D. from the University of Halle in 1844, studying under
the guidance of two prominent or,ientalists -- Gesenius and
Roedinger. His dissertation: ttuber die Rechte Art der Bibelinterpretation". In 1851, he accepted the rabbinic post of
K1smarton -- converting the congregational religious school
into a parochial school and the already famous rabbinic
school founded by Rabbi Meyer b. Isaac (Mram sh) to which
secular studies such as higher mathematics, Latin:and Greek
became integrated along with the talmudic currieulum of the
Yeshivah. The Orthodox element of the city observed with
disfavor Hildesheimer 1 s educational reforms, interceding
the authority of opron to close his rabbinic school which
remained closed till 1858. In 1868, Hildesheimer took sides
with the Orthodox group at the National Jewish Congress but
when he learned that they did not approve of his modern
concept of secular education, he and 35 of his friends
formed a separate group, the "cultured Orthodox". Irr. 1869
he resigned, accepting a call - to Berlin where he established
the famous rabbinic school. His important works:
"Materialierr_zur Beurtheilung der, Sep tuaginta", "Die Epi taphien der Grabsteine auf dem hiesigen judischen. Friedhof"
(1849) ~ and 11 Minhah Tehorah 11 (Pressburg, 1860). Zs L p. ~64.
(S.R.)
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background of both talmud1c and secular studies made it
possible for him to formulate a specific educational program for modern Orthodox J ·ewry to follow .

Hildesheimer

had great faith in the feasibility of his rabbinic school
curriculum in which secular education was to be integrated
along with talmudic studies .
It is under standable that fanatics such as J ozsef
Akiba , who classified Hildesheimer as,

11

Kein emesdiker Jud 11 ,

would view with disfavor his educational program ; nevertheless , it is doubtful whether or not any Jew would dare
to place him under a ban.

It is surprising that Max

Schloessinger, in his biography of Hildesheimer states
that he was placed under a ban· and that he established a
panochial school . 43
fter Hildesheimer had reorgan"ized the Rabbinic:
school of Kismarton, he appealed to the government for the
right to establish a theological school where he hoped the
students would be able to complete in four years , the eight

I searched for factual evidence to substantiate
Schloessinger ' s statement . It is doubtful whether
Hildesheimer w~s put under a ban. I did find authentic:
evidence , however , that before he reorganized the
rabbinic school , he established a paroc hial school .
Several educational historians, who wrote about Hildesheimer ' s
educational activities in Hungary'- failed to point out this
major educational contribution-. 4~

years study of the gymnasium .

The government rejected his

plans as the weekly hours were ext remely high .

He then

prepared another curriculum which allocated thirteen weekly
hours to rabbinic studies and twenty-eig ht hours for the
gymnasium but , this too, was rejectedo

Guaranteeing that

he himself would teach Talmud , German, Latin, Greek and
mathematics , he finally opened his school which had to meet
with the strict requirements of the Orthodox , and which he
himself had to supervise .

It is clear that the extreme

wing of the Orthodox group was never in agreement with his
•
, t on • . 45
sc h oo 1 o f K ismar
In 1858, the government issued new rulings by
which to govern the Jewish school : ·
1.

The Jewish school was to follow the pattern

of the Christian school .
2.

The weekly hours of instruction, including

religious study , were not to exceed twenty hours .

This,

however, did not include the study of Hebrew .

3.

Teachers were to receive an adequate salary .

4.

Teachers were not to be compelled to teach

more than one class .

5.

Teachers were not to be dismissed without

a thorough investigation• .

6.

Hebrew was permitted to be taught, in addition

to other subjects, if it would not overburden the student .

7.

Girls were required to spend certain hours

for home economics • . 46
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Re-allocation of School Fund Influenced the Establishment
of Many New Schools.
These new rulings aimed to improve the educational
system , but before they were applied, a radical change
occurred in the educational life of the Hungarian Jew.

On

March 29, 1858, the government had established a procedure
as to how and where the school fund was to be allocated •.
1.

The establishment of a rabbinic institute --

the location, internal arrangement, supervision, and support
was to be assumed by the overall Jewish community of Hungary .
2.
schools .

The establishment of model high elementary

One model school was to be established in every

administrative district .

The congregation in that district

should contribute tow~rd the erection and equipment of the
school .

In conjunction with these model schools, there

should be erected a teachers' institute (Praparanden Course)
for candidates and other educational purposes .

3.

Establishment of school support .

Congregations

unable to support these schools should be assisted by the
government .

4.

Establishment of girls' schools .

herever model

schools were located, schools for girls should be established.

5.
and blind ,

Establishment of schools for the deaf, dumb,
Schools for these handicapped individuals were

to be established before other schools . 47
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According to the governmental order, four model
high elementary schools were to be established in Pest,
,

I

I

Temesvar, Pee-s, and Satoralja.ujhely.

Teachers 1n ·. these

schools were government employees, independent of the
congregations.
On-June 14, 1856, the

ustrian minister of edu-

cation: ordered the vice-regent of P&st to in~orm the
congregation. of Pest of the governmental ruling.

The con~

gregation: of P-est, without hesitation, assumed the resporr'!"
s1bility and 1n: the course of one year, purchased a onestory house on1Lazar Street, at the corner of Hermina Place
(known today as Dalszinhaz Utza 10, near the Opera House).
They equipped the house completely and turned it over to
the service of the model school.
October 8, 1857.

The dedication, took place

In the absence of Dr. Mihaly Haas, the

school conselor expressed his appreciation to the Jewish
communi:ty of Pest on-. this occasion.

In:. response, David

Fleischl, representing the Jewish community, thanked the
counselor.

The dedication address was given hy Dr. Jozsef

Ba.ch, who then turned the school over to Abraham Lederer,
the direot·o r.

With this event, the first part of the

governmental order had been: fulfilled.
the order
followed. 48

The second part of

to establish a teachers' institutute -- soon

•
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Hungarian Jewry Urged the Establishment of a Jewish Teachers
Institute .
There were several reasons why Hungarian ;Fewry urged
the establishment of the Teachers Institute.

The teaching

positions of the four model high elementary schools maintained by the school fund were open for qualified teachers
who had received their education in Hungarian teachers
institutes.

goodly number of congregational schools

throughout the country were in need of Hungarian teachers
who had received their training in Hungarian institutes for
they were thought the only ones suitable to teach Hungarian
children.

In . the course of eight years, between 1850-58,

the cities of Buda and Pest grew from eight to fifty-eight
schools.

The over-all growth in the country was from fifty

schools in 1850 to three hundred and eight in 1858 .

ccord-

ing to government regulations in 1855, in Hungary , only
graduate teachers who possessed Prepandium (a diploma),
were permitted to teach.

Because of these requirements,

in 1857-58, we find that in the Catholic teachers college,
there were one hundred Jewish students enrolled, a number
surpassing that of the Christians in the school .

Jul these

facts gave ample reason to hasten the establishment of the
Hungarian Jewish teachers training school .

This fact was

amplified by Mihaly Haas, school counselor and former
Bishop of Szatmar. 4 9

7.3

The consensus of Hungarian Jewry was in full agreement with the great need of establishing a teacher ' s
college in Pest .

On: September 19, 1859, permission to

operr_a teacher ' s institute that woul~ be maintained by the
school fund was finally granted .

The Jews of Pest lost no

time in opening this school in time for the 1859 school
year.

In less than one month, all the essential prepara-

tions were made for its opening.

On October 24th, the

school was dedicated by Jozsef Barton, the successor of
Haas .

Of the first thirty-two students who enrolled at

the opening, twenty-five passed their graduating examinations in 1861 .

The institute received its official

charter as the "Royal Jewish Teachers Institute" in 1864. 50
The supervision of the school was jointly performed by the
educational director of the city and the Jewish community
of Pest .

The former supervised its secular studies ;

while the latter primarily concerned itself with Jewish
background .

In order to meet with the Hebrew requirements

of the institute , Dr. Binjamirr Zeev Meisel, chief rabbi
of Pest, devoted four hours weekly to offering a review
course in Hebrew.

Since these four hours were not in: the

curriculum, he added them to the Jewish elementary school;
consequently, irn. 1862-63 school year, eleven of thirtythree hours were devoted to Hebrew learning .

Besides

these four extra hours, he gave four additional hours of

private instruction.

Since these extra hours overcrowded

the curricUlum, the sc.hool came in conflict with the city
authorities.

Another cause for disagreement was that

students studied religious subjects bareheaded and the
chief rabti protested . that they wore their caps only when,
they quoted Hebrew texts.

Therefore, the institute allowed
I

many reforms -- especially beginning with the year 1864.
The first year course in:.. the institute off.ered the

following subjecxs:
Religion -

Reading (use of books) '
4 wkly.hrs.
He brew-r - 3 wkly. hrs.
Hungarian languag~ 2 wkly.hrs.
F.ducat1on ·- 2 wkly.bra.
German language 3 wkly.hrs.
German spelling- 1 wkly.hr. German compositiom2 wkly.hrs.
German literature- 1 wkly.hrr.Governm:e nt - 2 wkly.bra.
2

wkly.hrs.

-

3 wkly.hrs.

Drawing -

2 wltly • .

Penmanship) -

l wkly. hr.

Music

2 wkly. hrs.

Math

-

hrs.

It is evident, that this curriculum . bore the seal
of the Germa.n1zation-i of the Boch Period.

The Viennese

government returned the schedule with its approval but remarked that Hungaria.n:.government, as a subject, was not
necessary.

In 1860, when·: ilie institute had already func-

tioned its second year and students were preparing· for
their qualifying examinations, the curriculum'. was modified
as follows: :
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Class I
Hours

Subj13ct
Hebrew
Education··
Reading
Olass Observation1
Prac.tice Teac h1ng
Hungarian
German
Government
Math
Drawing
P.e nmanship

Class II
Hours
4

5

2

1

5

2

10

0

1:.
2

l

3

2
2
2

3
1
l'
1J1

2

1

On10btober 20, 1860, with the appea.ran:ce of the
October Diploma, the door opened for the Hungariamzation·
process throughout the country.
the J.ewish schools.

This was also followed· in

T.h.e a.atholic and J.e wish teachers'

institutes that had used Ge.rman as their language of
instruction(• changed to Hungarian.

The administration of

the Teachers' Institute requested that the educational
council permit it to teach government int the Hungarian
language.

Candidates spent many weekly hours ini. the

Hungarian1department of the model schools.

In: order to

emphasize the importance of the Hungarian language, a new~
teacher- was engaged irrthat department.
was then:. added to the curriculum.

Hungarian~history

In 1863, candidates

were required to pass their oral and written tests in:the
Hungarian language.

Before 1870, the Jewish teachers'

institute was a two-year course; in:1870-71, it was changed
to a · three-year course; and, i~ 1881, it became a fou.r-
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year course.
The number of pupils during the time of the twoyear course reached its highest mark 1ni 1864-65, whem the
1nsti tute had thirty-eight students; it decreased 1m 1869-

TO, when-: the institute had twenty pupils -- its lowest
number.
Graduates received two types of qualification
certificates.

Those that mastered the general prescribed

subjects were given diplomas to tea.ch elementary school •.
Those who had added to this the knowledge of Jewish history
and Hebrew (extenaive) were qualified to be hi~h elementary
school teachers. 51

.After two years, the model high elementary school
of Pest was merged wi tb. the institute and functioned in;
that capacity for ninety years, during which time it offered
its services to the candidates for practice teaching.

The

other three model schools were of short duration; because
they bore the stamp of Germanization·.- of the Boch P.eriod,
the people were dissatisfied with them.

During the emanci-

pation period, one anonymous writer stated:

"While it is

true that the local J-ewish admini.strat1ve board had little
or no influence over the model high elementary schools,
this la.ck of influence im 1 tself would have helped the
progress of the school; nevertheless, its abolition was a.
blessing because it bore the stamp of G:ermanizatiomof the

17:

Boch Period.•~ 52

To bring an, end to these model schools

the congress ruled that with the exception . of the model
school of Pest, all three would cease 1n· l871-72.
The previously quoted anonymous writer bemoaned
the deplorable condition of the Hungarian Jewish teaehen·.
"With very few exceptions~ stated the writer ini. a
~

circular, "salaries are exceedingly low; the future, most
uncertain-; hours of instruction are much longer thamf:or
teachers or other denominations. 11 53

Henrik Buxbaunr,

teacher ot Pozsony, voiced the same criticism; he felt
the teacher (J,ewish) dedicated his strength and health to
his profession·•

Not only did he spend sevem to eight hours

daily 1n.-Lthe classroom., but after these b:ours he was com...
pelled to give two to three hours private tutoriDS in: order
to supplement his meager salary • . The Jewish teacher's
future was not secure; he had no sick benefits, n~ pensions,
and no insurance for his family.

In 1858, the city of Pest

started a teacher's insurance plan . and shortly after, other
cities followed suit.

BUxbaum. appealed to the rabb~s to

help the teachers in:. their desperate strugg.le. 54

This

appeal brought about the formation· of the J .ew1sh 'JJea.chers ' '
Society in, 1859.
The communi~y of Pest, three years prior to the
establishment of the model school, urged the government
and the educational department that permission· be granted
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to them'. to open additional Jewish schools itn the city. 55
Its reasons . for this request were -that J."ew1sh pupils were
compelled to attend .other denominational schools and very
oftem ·we~e exposed to conversion, especially in:. the
missionary school of the "Scottish Ordertt.

The J -e wish

community of Pest gave the · following statistics. ilit order.: ·
to prove its concern: was. just1f1ed• . The number of students
1m. the elementary schools of the c1 ty of Pest in1 l858 was
18,279, and out of this number 1,973 boys and 493 girls

were J'ewish.

Among:. these 2,466 Jewish. children only 770

attended Jewish schools.

Students attending the middle

schools and colleges were in1proportion- to the positions
open- ire. the professional and cultural life of the country ..
Ror inst.ance·, iir;l853-54

in -_ the "Kegyes-rendi G.ymnasiuur:

of 496 students, 50 were Jews.

In the same year in: the

Evangelical gymnas1~ th.ere were 42 Jews among the 124
students.

In the year of 1859-60, inr: the C:atholia- gymnasium1

there were 144 Jews, 116 Christians.

In the country or.

townships, there were some Jews.

In 1850-51, Gyor had 17

students; Nagy-varad 19 students-.

In 1853-54, both F.ger and

Arad had eight students •

.Among the 960 university students

in: 1852, Pest had 9 J.ewish students in:. the school of Jurisprudence, 160 medical students, and none in the school of
Philosophy.

In 1855, out of a student body ot 247; Pest ·

had 77 J,ews in: the medical department and 60 .raws im Surgery .:J5

Despite the internal lite of the Jews in~Pest in
1859, when Dr. BlnJamin ~eev Meizel accepted the rabbinate
in Pest, great progress was made.

He persuaded many

parents to take their children from the "Scottish Mission11
school.

The Jewish school or Sip Utca was removed to the

Dohany Utea. 57

That year the community dedicated their

beautiful. synagogue, the famous Tabak Temple.

The members

of this temple exerted great influence upon the cultural
11:fe of the city. 58

'l'his spirit waa- further activated by,

the appearance ot the October Diploma wtu.ch changed the
internal organization·- of Hungary in genera-1, and the
J1'w1sh school in·· particular, by changing _the language ot
instruction .. :from German to Hung~ris.n. 59
Government Oontrol over the Jewish Denominational School·
During the Boch Period.
Throughout:. this chapter, emphasis has been-_ g1 ven-,
to the fact that prior to the War for Independence the
Jewish denQminat1onal school was under the control of the
state.

During the Boch period, the Catholic church assumed

the supervision .ot all schools..

The appointed vice-regent ·

of Hungary then received his orders directly from:::Vienna,
the Austrian capital from :·. whieh all schools were direo:.ted
by the so-called "Deo Thun~•a Organ1zat1ozr Entwurf".

Since

the chief 01:ijec:tive of this system .was to utilize the
German1zationcpol1cy as fully as possible, it had to lay
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its groundwork in-- the sehool system which is the basic
structure uponi which li:t'e is erected.

As the Jewish s

schools bad laid great emphasis o:nr~the Hungariam.zatiom
policy, the minister of education restricted tb.e: Jewish
denominational schools so that he might direet their
efforts toward the furtherance of the purpose• of the
Austrian:. government.

However, all the reatrictions were

limited to external. cont.rol but not to the ae:tual progress
with1mthe educational system.

Throughout this period of

apparently undesirable control, the .I.ewish school derived
fromj, the church's supervision:lmany benefits which aided i:mi.
its progress.

The Cathollc school had adequate school

leaders who applied their professional ability to the
program of the Jewish denominational school.

Their leader-

ship was instrumental not onily im establishi:mg permanent
school buildings for the JJtwish elementary schools but also
im reconstructing the curriculum by applying advanced
pedagogic procedure which aided in1. the advancement of both
school and teacher.

Dr. Mihaly Haas, chief inspec_tor of

the schools, inspired many J',.ewish teaehers to continue
their studies and this in:t'luen~e brought beneficial results
to other teachers in.service as well.

He also prote~ted

the teacher against unj~st treatment.

This proteetiom

naturally strengthened the teacher's morale -- hence, the
entire school system was benefitted.

Ih, order to be classified and publicly recognized
as fit to issue certified. credentials, the Jewish school
had to meet certaimspecifications requested oy the
government.; such as:

a permanent school building, a

minimum ot four elementary classes, teachers who had
diplomas, and an adequate financial budget.

~he govern-

ment also impoaed up.o n ·. thenr. other minor demands which may
be considered limitations as tar as the financial budget
of the· congregation·1 was concerned, but from. am educatioDal
p91nt of view, all these restrictions led to the general
advaneement of the school.

The oni.y disadvant.age of the

church I s supervisiomiof' the schools was 1 ts demand for
Germanizatiom. -- which meant. that the German .language
should replac-e the Hungarian·· -- o.f' which>. the Jcews bad been
great advocates.

However, this disadvantage was short-

liv.ed, as the October Diploma, discussed in1 the foli.owing
chapter, restored to the J"..ews and all denominational
schools, the right to be governed by their own--. coJDID11m ties.
'l'h1s naturally resurted in: a restoration. of the
Hungarianizatiom spirit.

CHAPTER III
The Impact of Hl.!Jl6ar1an1zat1on on the Development of Jewish
Elementary, Middle School, and Teachers' Institute.
In 1860, a g.r ea t change occurred 1n the 11fe ot
the Hungarian people when~tb.e Austrian government ottered
them partial ind.e pendence by the issuance of the October
Diploma, an atf'1rmat1ve declarat1on~. by · tb.e F.mperor Francis
Joseph which. gave the. districts and cities· a tree hand to
govern themaelve.s .

Tb.is change of policy came about when

the emperor lost the Italian, War in 1859.
It had become, clear to Emperor Francis Joseph
that as long as a government of absolutism embittered the

11 ves of the people, oondi tions would remain-.·.uncertain.
Consequently, the Emperor dismissed Boch, his Internal
Minister, and, on: October 20, 1860, issued a. new temporary
constitution for th& Hungarianpeople. 1
The Reorganization of Jewish. Hungar18.?Ii.8oe1ety.
Soon after the downfall of the Boch Period,
several events of maJor importance oceurred in~the cultural
development of Hungarian,. J.ewry.

Immediately after the

appearance of the October Diploma, Leopold Low considered·
it a favo~able time to reorganize the Hungarian Association.
whicb had been founded in-- 1844 and disbanded im. 1849, after
the dowil:t"all of the Hungar1an:. Var of Independence.

Low had

great hopes that the mission of the Society, which was primarily organized to advance the cultural life of . Jewry,
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would continue in bringing about its beneficial results . 2
In order to attain; this objective, he sent out
circular letters on:October 29, to those members who
previously had held leading positions in the Society:
Rabbi Mayer ·Zipser of Rohonc:;
Henrik Deutsch*

bra.ham -Hochmuth of VesZl)rem;

of Putnok; Leopold Rokonstein

ff

*

Henrik Deutsch, rabbi and pedagogue, born ill' Ban
(district of Trencseny) in. 1822; died in:Budapest on
December 18, 1889. He -studied in. various Hungarian rabbinical schools . He studious nature made it possible for him
to acquire both talmudic and secular knowledge . His first
teaching position- was in Lovasberany and later in Kecskemet.
In 1859 , the community of Pest engaged him to teach in the
Talmud Torah where he served until 1868 .
fter this
position, he became the active dire~tor of the National
Jewish Teachers Institute where he served till 1872 .
Duriz:rg these years he published the "Magyar Israelita
Kozl'ony 11 (Hungarian: Jewish Gazette) and the National
Jewish Teachers Bulletin
1th the establishment of the
National Rabbinic Seminary of Pest irr 1877 , he bec:ame the
professor of Talmud, which post he filled for twelve years .
Among his works were Hebrew grammar, published in.Peat
in:1859; Pirke both (a school text about the ethics of
the Jewish fathers) , which was published in 1866 . He also
published irr- 1887- 89, the Five Books of Moses, equipped
with the text of the 11 Messorah 11 , with Hungarian translation:; and, 11 T1 filos - Israel " with excellent Hungariantranslation· whi~h was reprinted many times . Zs L p . 198. (S . R. )
1

** Leopold Rokonatein, rabbi and author .

His first position~was in, Ba.cstopoly; later in, z ' rab . From 1865 till
1871, he was rabb~ of Szombathely. In 1841 , he publishe~
a text of religion and ethics in_Buda . His lectures were_
published in: both Hebrew and Hungarian in Nagyva.rad in:.
1847; 1n: NagyKa.nizsa 1n, 1857; and , in: Szombathely in 1865 .
Zs L p • . 749 .
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of Pest; and ~.akab Steinhardt

* of Arad.

He emphasized

his belief that the time had arrived for the Society to
resume its fwiction.

He expressed hope that in the future,

the Society would be all-inclusive with professional and
lay leaders. 3 Low used scholarly initiative in.advising
his friends of this major requirement; for when- the Jewish
Hungarian Society assembled on · November 13, 1860 in the
beautiful meeting hall of the Jewish commwiity of Pest to
listen to the lecture of Joseph Rozsay, the cross-section
of those assembled were delegate-a consisting of professional
and lay-leaders of both city and suburb.

He pointed out the

objectives of the organization by stating
We must continue to build Hungarian Jewish culture
where we left off by furthering the advancement of
properly functioning cultural club houses, issuing
periodicals , and providing lecture and reading
rooms. We should observe the national events of
our cowitry and above all, institute schools where
the national and Jewish spirit is advanced. 4

*

Jakab Steinhardt, rabbi born in Mako on December 17, 1818
and died in Arad, February 2, 1885.
fter having received
rabbinical education· from his local rabbi, Eleazar Ullman,
he attended the Yeshiva of the Hatam Sofer of Pressburg.
Following the death of Aron Chorin, he succeeded him in his
rabbinic post which he occupied for 40 years. During these
fruitful years he set an example of religious and cultural
progress. In 1868, he took an active part in:-:. the National
Jewish Congress and served in the formation of the National
Rabbinic Seminary of Peet. To th.is great institution- of
learning, he dedicated many years of cultural leadership.
He lectured in_both Hungarian and German and was generally
known as an outstanding orator. Many of his sermons were
published. Of special mention is his sermon! delivered in
A.rad at the occasion of the abolition of the Tolerant Tax,
ugust 29, 1846; also his memorial oratio~ given in~honor
of his colleague and friend Leopold Low. Zs D. P. 807;
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At this meeting,plans were also laid for translating the Bible into the Hungar1an· language.

Low was

appointed chairman to carry out these gigantic tasks.

Low,

Zipser, and Steinhardt assumed the responsibility of translating the Five Books of Moses;
to be left to volunteers •

the remaining books were

.Al.though the attempt to translate

the Bible was unsuccessful, the Society accomplished most oi·
its educational endeavors.

s:

The J~wish Hungaria.rr. Bociety and its Reforms in the Jewish
School.
The Royal Council of the vice-regent of Hungary
gave the Jewish Hungarian Society permission to use its
ini tia ti ve to bring about timely reforms in·'. the Hungarian
Jewish school.

On May 27, 1862, Joseph Rozsay, the newly

elected president, called a conference to find a remedy for
the neglected school.

As on former occasions (so it was at

this conference) the participants constituted a cross-section of the country's professional and lay-leadership whose
chief objective was to raise the cultural status of the
fter a lengthy conference and exchange of views,

-school.

the appointed school committee proposed the following
resolutions:
1.

Every J -e wish congregation is obligated to

establish and maintairr..a Jewish public sohool!Parochial).
2.
institute.

Every such public school is also a religious
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3.

Every community public school must consist of

at least two classes -- the addition of classes to depend
on local ability.
4.

The election or the appointment of teachers
5·
shoUld be left to the individual community.
The elaboration of this la.at point required that
the teacher who was appointed to teach Bible and religion ·
be qualified in Hebrew as well as in German and Hungarian.

Teachers possessing the knowledge of Hebrew should be given
preference.

The maintenance of the school should be a

commwiity project, and the educational supervision should
be under the direction of the educational department of the
state and the educational board of the local Jewish community.

Teachers who neglected their duties or failed to

lead exemplary religious and moral lives should be removed
from their positions, and this should be determined by the
council of the educational board.
Because Jewish studies in the primary school were
on a low level suitable to the general perception of the
age of the child, the committee thought that capable students who sought to advance their studies by entering the
seminary, teachers' institute, or cantorial schools, should
be given the opportunity.

In view of the gap between

elementary school and schools of advanced learning, the
committee also proposed these resolutions pertaining to a

:.J

Middle School:
1.

Larger communities should add two additional

classes to their fourth year elementary course of study.

(a)

In the fifth class, students should

devote ample time to advance their exegetical studies.
(b)

In the sixth, the Misbna and Talmud

should be pursued along with the study of the Bible.
2.

Congregational Middle Schools should be

established.
3.

study should be made to determine the basic

principles of this educational institution.
4.

committee should be appointed to form.Ulate

basic principles and by-laws.
The proposed resolutions submitted by the educational committee of the Hungarian Society which pertained
to the establishment of an excellent elementary and middle
school was of -great significance, as this was the first
proposal by Hungarian Jewry concerning the necessity of
establishing a middle school. 1(
Evenr:before the middle school question was considered by the Society, Henrik Deutsch had written an
article dealing with the middle school problem in which he
pointed out the importance of such an educational institution from the standpoint of higher Jewish education,
especially from the standpoint of the Jewish Teachers'
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Institute.

••Because of the laxity of a Jewish middle

school, u stated Deutsch,

11

the achievement attained irn the

elementary school gradually becomes nullified.

The student,

after completing his elementary studies, naturally enters
the general middle school; he makes progress in the many
fields of his cultural endeavor but not in his religious
education.

The latter not only reaches an immobile position:..

but also reacts negatively, so that all that the student had
acquired with great difficulty in previous years is gradually decreasing.

The essential prerequisite a Jewish student

should possess upon entering the teachers' institute can
only be offered by the Jewish middle school!' · ·
The conference also discussed arr. introductory curriculum and books for the Jewish elementary school.

The

members insisted that the language of instruction of both
0

religious and secular subjects bit Hungarian and that teachers
who did not have command of the language be assigned to teach
mathematics, German, and writing.

The conference rendered

valuable service 1n its attempt to unify the school cirriculum.

The resolution committee, however, did not take a

firm .. stand.

Instead

f requiring a maximum curriculum. they

were satisfied with t~e minimum.

They had hoped that cap-

able teachers would strive for higher goals.
The committee's resolution pertaining to textbooks
expressed hope that the textbooks would meet with certain
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standards

that is , that the over-all picture irr. each

paragraph be clearly stated, that other essentials such as
content material be easily de~ermined, and above all, that
the religious content of the book be given sufficient
emphasis .

This last demand fo r cefully supported the

development of the Jewish school .
e should not overlook the fact that in 1856 ,
when the government had ordered the es tablishment of the
model school , it also prescribed that the reading books
for such schools contain the essential Christian- topics
as used in· the denominational schools .

This distasteful

situation was not radically changed even when the Viennese
minister of religion order ed , in- 1858 , the reworking of
the textbooks for the Jewish editions .

However, the appear-

ance of the October Diploma - - the change of government -made it possible for the previously prescribed textbooks
to be reworked to meet the demand of the Jewish school . 9
The Hungarian Society made sure that this demand
was filled .

The educational conference agreed that in the

future Samuel Kohanyi and Mano Schutz, teachers of Pest,
should compose the text and that the Society should publish
the reading books to be used .

This Hungarian and Hebrew

reading book expressed both the Hungarian and Jewish
spirit and was therefore , prescribed as the reading book
for the first and second classes; while the third and
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fourth classes used the original Hebrew Bible as their
reading text.
Another im_portant requirement presented at this
conference was that the reading material in the geographies and the terms applied in the natural history textbooks be adjusted to the perception of the student. 10J
This conference was also vitally concerned with
the application by the teachers of the subject matter
procedure or the class method.

Those who supported the

subject procedure thought that if a pupil were placed
in the care of a teacher who did not possess a knowledge
of the Hungarian language, he would remain with the
teacher only for the duration of the subject.

But if

the class procedure were followed, the student would be
compelled to remain with that teacher throughout the day.
In spite of this logical reasoning, the majority adopted
the class procedure -- only in case of emergency should
the subject procedure be applied. lt
The conference assured educational progress in
the following matters:
l.

The Hungarian language became the official

organ of the school.
2.

Advancement was made in _the attempt to

establish a uniform curriculum.

3.
spirit.

It introduced textbooks expressing the Jewish
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4.

An increase in school attendance was attained

between 1859-62 .

(Rabbi Meisel

* appealed

to the J"ewish

parents irrl858 not to send their children to missionary
schools which at that time had reached 1,000.

By the

influence of the conference, it was reduced to 400.)

5.

It was the first Hungarian:attempt to mater-

ialize Henrik Deutsch ' s ideal -- the establishment of a
Jewish middle school .
The Hungarianization and Nationalization Spirit are
Emphasized.
The establishment of the middle school induced
great interest among Hungarian- J.ews in furthering J·e wish
education.

The Hungarian press dealt with this questiorr

emphasizing the fact that Jewry was supporting the project of establishing a gymnasium. --

*

11

J_e wish gymnasium,

Benjamin: Wolf
vis Zeeb Meisel, rabbi and author, born
in Janowitz, Bohemia in 1815; died in Budapest in. 1867 .
Following his early talmudic education in Bohemia, he
studied at a gymnasium. in Hamburg and at the Universities
of Berlin·, and Breslau, continuing also the study of the
Talmud . In 1843,he was called to the rabbinate of Stettin
and in 1859 accepted the rabbinic post in Pest, Hungary.
In his periodical, 11 Hakarmel 11 , he tried to bridge a gap
between the Conservatives and the Progressives . He could
not avoid being bitterly denounced as a reformer. In Pest
he founded a Talmud Torah where .Alexander Kohut, the author
of "Aruch Hashulhon" was among his pupils. He was an: excellent speaker. His outstanding works were:: "Homilien
ub.er die Spruche der Vater" which was published. irr Stettin
in: 1851 and in. Hungarian in- 1862; 11 The Life History and
ctivities of Hartwig Naphtali esselys" in 1841; and, the
dictionary to the Five Books of Moses in~l86o. Zs L. p . 585.
(T. I .)
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is being planned in Pest . " 13
newspapers remarked:

One of the popular daily

-

"In Pest the Jews are supporting

the establishment of a Jewish gymnasium.

We hope that

it will be conducted in-. the Hungarian language . " 13
This last remark was a painful experience for
the Jewish Hungarian Society because the very same paper
in 1860, had stated that the Jewish community of Pest
had ordained that the Hungarian language be used as the
chief tongue in both the school and synagogue . ~~

The

remark made by the press was especially distasteful to
the Society as its directors had classified the achievement of the Jewish schools of Pest by the degree to which
they had acquired facility in or fluency of the
Hungarian language .
In 1862, five public and eight private Jewish
schools functioned in Pest.

The progress reports of these

schools disclosed the following:

In the congregational

boys' school of Pest the student used the Hungarian
language in conversation as well as in the explanations of
other subject matter such as Hebrew grammar, geography,
etc .

In the congregational girls' schools the students

spoke excellent Hungarian, sang Hungarian songs, and. recited Hungarian poetry .

The examining officer expressed

hope that the Hebrew students would make the Hungarian
language universal in their daily life .

15
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It should also be known~ that in one of its programs in 1861, the Hungarian Society pointedly indicated
a Hungariani zation . project when, during a synagogue service, it sang Hungarian liturgical music, composed by
Adolph Tatay

* and

chanted by Cantor M. Friedman • .

sin the secular1zat1on:of the schools so in· the
Hungarianization movement, the chief purpose was to bring
Hungarian Jewry close to the Hungarian people by means
of education.

Through environmental adjustment, they

hoped to acquire the right of equal citizenship, but in
the breaking domi:of the barriers of segregation, they
weakened the foundation of tradition.
The writers of the Hungarian~Society, in. emphasizing the Hungarianization and nationalization spirit ,
often came in, conflict with passages in the prayer book,
such as those dealing with the restoration of Zion.

Many

of these writers felt that these passages were contradictory to the Hungarian national spirit .

*

There was a goodlynum-

dolf Tatay, physician, born in Tata in 1840 and died
in · Budapest. After completing his medical studies in the
University of Pest, he established his medical practice
1rrObuda, where he distinguished himself as a medical
officer by promoting the health conditions of the city.
In addition~to the general services he rendered to the
OV,er-all community of Obuda, he also took an active part
1:rr. the Hungarian1zation attempt in his Jewish community.
1th his help, Obuda established the Jewish Polgari school
(equivalent to our high school) . In view of his faithful
services, the government endowed upon him the title of
"Kiraly Ta.nae.sos" (royal commissioner). Zs L p . 885 .
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number who jUsti~ied these passages for they felt it was
possible for the children of Israel to express hope for
the restoration of Zion and still be loyal citizens of
Hungary .

Among those who advocated such a belief was

Joseph NatonBk,

*

rabbi of Joszbereny .

In his writings

he explained that love of Zion was not in conflict with
the Hungarian national spirit. 1€
The attempt of the Hungarianization of the sixties, as related in the previous chapters, hastened assimilation -- especially in the domain of the schools .

Be-

cause of this, an antipathetic feeling developed toward
the model school among Hungarian ;fuwry .

* Joseph

Since this school

Natonek , rabbi, born in Komlod in 1813; died in
Bator on November 25, 1892 . Before attending the Yeshiva
of the Hatam Sofer, from where he was ordained, he studied
in Zagrab and Nikolsburg .
fter the completion of his
rabbinic studies, his first position was in Nagysurany as
school director and later became rabbi in Joszbereny where
he had the opportunity to distinguish himself by his
Hungarian oratorical ability when Enperor Francis Joseph
v i sited the ci ty in ugust, 1857 . On that occasion; he
addressed him in.Hungarian.
few years later, he accepted the rabbinic post of Szekesfehervar where he advanced
the cultural status of his congregation. In 1867, he resigned from this position for he had an ardent desire to
advance the rehabilitation of the restoration of Zion in
Palestine . In order to attain his objective, he appealed
to the .Alliance Israelite Universelle in Paris and Sir
Francis · braham Montefiore in London to establish, 11 Yishub
Eretz Israel" . In this work, he was a forerunner of Dr.
Herzel 1 s Zionist movement. In- his memorandum he expressed
hope for the colonization plan but his idealistic endeavor
was interrupted by his sickness and the outbreak of war im
Crete. During his last days le was afflicted with consumption and spent his remaining days in Pest . ZS L p . 639-40 .
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was maintained by the Jewish school fund, the Jews felt
that Jewry should have supervision over it .
The Conference of Pest in Behalf of the School Fund and
the Establishment of a Rabbinical Seminary
The development of Jewish education in Hungary
as in. other countries began with the development of the
higher school . 17

From primary sources, we have ample

reason to state that in order to have adequately functioning elementary and middle schools we had to have
qualified teachers and rabbis .

They are indispensible

in order to rear a generation of cultured Jewry .

The

primary objective of the Jewish leadership in Hungary
was to first develop its higher schools of learning .
s we have seen in previous chapters, the teacher's
training school had to precede the rabbinical seminary.
This, however, did not mean that the later was not
essential, neither did it mean that there was no need
for cultured rabbis .

The root of all the disappointment,

however, lay irr the absence of a rabbinical school where
qualified rabbis would receive their education so tha~
they in turrr could direct the educational progress of the
Jewish school in~Hungary .
In view of this, it was essential that a representative body of Hungarian Jews be assembled as soon as
possible.

To the progressive Jews in: Hungary, this

gathering served as a vital means of solving the pressing
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Jinnah problem.

For this reason-. Dr. Ignac Hirschler

*

president of the Jewish congregation of Pest appealed to
the court chancellor, Grof-Antal Forgach on·_ A.ugust, 1862,
to convoke the representatives of the Jewish congregation
in Hungary for the consideration; among many other questions -- the allocation of school fund, and espeeially or
18~
the establishment of a Jewish seminary.
As a result of this reque.st, the government in

1864, invited a gathering in::Buda consisting of nine lay
and tour rabbinic leaders to confer on- the allocation of
the sohoo.l fund, and especially on the establishment of a
rabbinical school.

Strangely enough, among the invited

delegates no leading figures of the rabbinical seminaries
had been invited although the rabbinic seminary was the
chief subject on .the agenda.1·'9

*Ignac Hirschler, professor of medicine and a member of the
Upper House of the Hungarian Parliament, born in Pozsony
(Pressburg) in 1823 and died N.6vember 11, 1891. After com:pleting his medical studies in~both the University of Pest
and the University of V~enna, he spent several years as a
surgical assistant in Paris. In 1850 he returned to Pest
where he became one of the foremost aphtolmologist. Due
to his distinction in·, the medical profession, he was elected
president of the Royal Medical Association , and in:1869 became a member of the Hungarian Educational .Academy and with
the beginning of 1885, a member of the Upper House in1the
Hungarian Parliament. His contributions toward the advancement of the cultural status of the Hungarian-. Jew -the Hungarianization and nationalization of his people deserves special mention. He was presiding officer at the
National Jewish Congress in~.1868-69; later became president
of the Jewish congregation of Pest. His chief contribution.
however, was in ·_ the medical field where he was an outstanding aphtolmologist. :Zs L p . 366 . (S.R.)

On. March ·30, 1864, the assembled delegates of the
conference convened under the leidership of the vice-regent:,
Reuber Zsigmond, and a secretary appointed by Jozsef Eotvos ,
the minister of religion·, who compiled the minutes- of the
meetings which lasted for three days .

The vice-regent

accepted, with some modification, the proposed memorandum.
of Rabbis Jacob Steinhardt of

*

ad, Samuel Lob Brill

*

of

Samuel Lob Brill, son of Rabbi zriel Brill . He was born
irr:Pest orrYom Kippur Eve, 1814; died pril 8 , 1897 . Before attending the Yeshiva of Moses Perls in: Kismartin, he
completed the six classes of the gymnasium in the Evangelic
Gymnasium of Pest .
t the age of 19 , he -studied at the
Yeshiva of Hatam ofer where he distinguished himself by
his scholarly ability yet was looked down uporr because of
his interest in secular studies . This condition. comp~lled
him to sever his affiliations with the Yeshiva and accept
a tutoring position with the Pappenheim family in Pressburg,
which made it possible for him to continue his studies and
perfect hims elf in Hebrew, Latin and Greek literature .
fter spending four years in the prominent Pappenheim family,
he transferred his studies to Prague where he attended the
philosophical faculty and also continued his rabbinical
studies with the help of Rabbi Samuel Kauders, rabbi of
Prague . · fter completing his studies, he went to Pest
where he assisted his father izr. his rabbinic duties and
after his father ' s death in· 1853, succeeded him in his post .
t the Congress of 1868- 69, he expressed his views in faVOF'
of the moderate progressives . In 1874, he became president
of the Rabbinic ssociation of Pest. He was also appointed
by the government to tak e part in the preliminaries of the
National Seminary and also at its opening in 1877, where
for a decade he served as professor of Tal mud . It was a
great loss to general Jewish scholars that Rabbi Brill
refrained from putting his studies in writing - - that his
50 years of faithful service was not handed down to
posterity. He occupied a dignified position throughout
his life .
this death his entire library was transferred
to the National Seminary of Pest . He died irr the very same
house in which he w~s born, in Kiraly utza, at the age of
82. His life history was written up by Rabbi Lajos Blau.
Zs L. p . 139 (G.Zs.)
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Pest, Markus Hirsch: * of Obuda , and

braham Hochmuth of

Vesprem. 20
In. this memorandum, a plan for the establishment
of a rabbinical seminary was given.

This school should be

erected in some suburban:.area and should function as a
religious as well as a general educational institution:.
The seminary should have two courses of study -- one of
five years and the other of three .

In:. the five- ear course ,

the student should be required to complete t he prescribed
studies of the gymnasium plus the entire Scripture in
Hebrew, the Talmud , and ~.ewish history.

In the three- yea?!'

course, the curriculum should consist of subjects such as
Bible, Hebrew and Aramaic languages , Talmud, liturgy ,
Midrash, Jewish history , religious philosophy, ethics ,
pedagogy, catechism, and homiletics . After the completion

* Markus

Hirsch, chief rabbi of Hamburg , Germany ; born in
Tis zabo , Hungary in 1833; died in Hambur g, 1909. Fr om
1861 to 1880, he occupied the rabbini·c post in, Obuda
(ilt- O~en), Hungary, where he conducted a large Yeshiva .
Hursch was held im high esteem by the Hungarian. gov.e rnment
wherefore they appointed him as an associate to render
opin1.on concerning the formation of the National Seminary •.
He was also commissioned by the government.: to arbitr ate
communal s t rife which had broken·. out in~. upper Hungary whenthe Orthodox J~ws agitated against proposed reforms in:
Jewish practice . His opinions with reference to this dispute was published in: Hebrew, German and Hungarian· under'
the title, 11 D1bre Shalom. Veemeth" ( ords of Peace and
Truth) . At ~the Congress of the Hungarian· J.ews in 1868- 69 ,
Hirsch was a leader of the "status quo" or the middle
party . From 1880 till 1889, he was rabbi in Prague and in
1890 he occupied the post of the Jewish community of
Hamburg where he served till his death. UJE, Vol . 5, p • . 375.
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of the seminary, the candidates could enroll in:the
university to enrich their secular knowledge -- this, however, was not compulsory.

The language of instruction in.

the seminary was to be Hungarian and German.
"Das Elaborat der Rabbiner-Commision--, A.rad. 1864 ••• "
This proposal stated that the seminary which was to be
erected should not deprive any rabbi of his prerogative
of maintaining a Yeshiva of his own or of issuing a rabbinic qualification: certificate -- Hattara . 21 This
Elaborat emphasized the idea that without the rabbinical
seminary and educated rabbis, the congregational and the
educational problem could not be solved . 22
The Conservatives Opposed the Idea of a Rabbinical Seminary
The leaders of the Conservative movement did not
favor this development .

Therefore, before the conference

was called together in Obuda, they gathered in Satoraljaujhelyand later in Nyiregyhaza .

t the Satoraljaujhely conference,

the following rabbis took part: :

* Meir

Meir Perla

*

of

Perla, son of Isaac Moses Perla (1811-1893); a worthy
successor to a scholarly father . In 1834 he became rabbi
of Nagy Ka.roly.
t the Nyiregybaza Conference of March 15,
1864, he took an ac tiv.e part in formula ting and drafting
the petition-for the Conserv.atives. He was also present
at the National Conference in: 1868-69, representing the
community of Nagy Karoly but did not express his views for
he was leaning to the "status quo" (middle party) . Due to
this factor there was a split in: his congregation. In
1877, at the opening of the National Seminary, he was requested to accept the chair of Talmud but refused. Zs L. p.696~
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.

Nagy KS:roly, Menachem Eisenstadt
Lichtenstein. (Reb Hillel)

...

* of

~
Ungvar,
Hillel
'

I

....

of Sziks, Aron · Landesberg

of Nagyvarad, · and Joachim.~Schreiber of Bzentpeter.

They

* M.enacb.em

Eis.e natadt, son of Mayer Eisenstadt. His
first position was in Chust where he conducted a rabl:nnie
school. After his father's death, he took the position~
in Ungvar. Like his father, he opposed secular education
and when the Conservatives convened to formulate the
petition to be sent to the Vice-regent of Budapest and
the Royal Chancellor at Vienna, he expressed strong
opposition against the seminary. From the time they convene<i irr. Nyiregyha.za, on March 15, 1864, until April 8,
1864, he had gathered about 100 signatures from rabbinic
authorities confirming the opposition to the seminary.
r
He upheld this opinion at the National Conference in-:. 1868. ·Zs D p. 217.~ (S.R.)
** Hillel Lichtenstein-_ (Reb Hillel), born im. Vecs in: 1815;
died in Kolomea, Galicia, November .18, 1891. He was one
of the distinguished students Gf the Hatam Sofer and
occupied the rabbinic position imSiksz during the conflict
between the Conservatives and the Progres-s ives. He was
greatly annoyed at the National Conference of 1868-69,
where he was the leader of the extreme Orthodox group -opposing with fanatic enthusiasm every possible endeavor
that would lead to secular education. He was one of the
extreme opposers of the formation of the rabbinic seminary
of Pest. His rigidity surpassed all the Orthodox rabbis
of Hungari. His literary contributions wer~ in· Hebrew and
Yiddish, 'Maskil. El Dol 11 and ''A.is Laasot". Zs lip:;. 534 (8.R.)
..., Aron Landesberg. In 1853 he was elected as chief rabbi
of the congregation of Nagyvarad and at the Nyiregyhaza
conference in March 15, 1864, he helped in formulating the
petition that was sent to the Royal Chancellor of the
Emperor in Vienna. He was also a representative at the
National Jewish Congress of 1868-69. Through his influence,
the government granted the community of Nagyvarad permission to conduct a Jewish school in which many students
attended. He served his 9,op.gregation for twenty-six years,
till his death in 1879. Zs LP• 522. (S.R.)
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had very little hope that the vice-regent of Obuda would
support their eause as he leaned toward the Progressives.
Consequently, they sent a delegation consisting of seven
members to the Court Chancellor, presenting a petition ·:
signed 'tiy about 100 rabbis in: wl:lich they implored the
kind-hearted Emperor, Francis Jbseph, to recognize this
just claim of Orthodox JJ!Jwry who were in the majority in ·
the country.

After considering this petition, the Court

·o hancello.r advised the v1-ce-regent of Obuda to remove,
at least for the present, the seminary question from: the
agenda. 23

!Togreaa of the Lower Real School.
While the battle raged between the Conservatives and the Progressives, progress could be detected 1n
the development of the Lower Real School of Nagy Kanizaa,
Vagujhely, and the teachers

1

college o:t Pest which had

showed signs of improvement during the
progress in the

1

1

50 1 s and rapid

60 1 s • .

The Real School of Nagy Xan.1.zsa.
The elementary school of Nagy Kanizsa had been ,
formed in .1832.

This school had gradually advanced from1

a lower to a high status.

This growth can be ascribed

to the able leadership of Lipot Low who had become the
spiritual leader of the comm.unity on·iFebruary 23, 1841. 24 In 1857, the elementary boys I school had been:. increased
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by two additional classes of the lower technical preparatory school.
At the end of the school year, the Jewish
community appealed. to the vice-regent for governmental
recognition1and for permissi.on to issue certified school
credentials.

The vice-regent refused such rights because

of many short-comings in the school.

He did not approve::

of the une.q u.alized tu1t1onr'l fee -- 40 Krojcar to 2 Florirn
per month (from 25~ to #1.00 per month).

F-0r three years

he kept the- community im suspense and not until December
31, 1860, after the appearance of the October Diploma, did

25

he accept the official status of the school • . _.

After this, the community made attempts to de-

velop its curriculum.:. by adding music and art as required'.
subjects, which previously bad been· considered mere
electives.

In 1865, the vice-regent was informed by the

district governor that the Real School was operating
without a. permit; whereupon the congregation,. Just1:f'ied itself by expla1n1ng th.at since the Real School was a comtinuat1on ~of the elementary school, they had felt that
there was no need for a special permit.

The vice-regent

further objected to the teachers teaching in: t>oth schools;
he felt that one or the other of the departments would
suffer.

In order to remedy this, the leadership of the

congregation instituted a two-class Real School to meet

10"3

the commercial demands of the time; and in 1866, the viceregent gave the school its commercial status.

The Real

school began its functioning int such capacity in- 18$. 26<
The Real School of Vagujhely
From the Memorial Issue of the 50.th anni.veraary of
the government subsidized Real school of the Jewish community of Vagujhely, we learn that in. 1855 the ~~wish community expanded its high elementary school of four classes
by adding an additional class which converted it into a
Lower Real school . 27

The addition of one class, however,

did not satisfy the need of the community, therefore, the
members asked the community to reorganize it.
s a result of this request, a separate Real school
was established in:1862 which was duly recognized by the
vice-regent and placed under the directorship of Babbi
Joseph Weisse

*

when·. a new "Letter of Foundation" wa.s

given to the community. 28

* Joseph

eisse , rabbi, borm i~ Plumenau, Mora.via. , November 23, 1812; died im Va.guj hely irr 1904. In· 1855, he. beca.m.e rabbi of the city and in· the same year he reorganized
the community school in which students of the higher class
were offered courses usually prescribed in, the curriculum.
of the Lower Real school . He established Junior Congregational Services which he conducted throughout his life .
Among his literary contributions are : - "Uber den. ahren
Verfasser und. zeine Z_ei t n (Prasue, 1841) ;: " Bio§raphische
Einleitung zu Bec.hinath Q.la.m. 11 {Vienna, 1847); Die Biichexr
der Konige mi t deuscher. Ubersetzung und hebra.i2chere
Commentar 11 • Z-s L P• . 959 •.
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s a result of the Hungarianization. endeav.or,
classes were required to be conducted in Hungarian.
Foreign~born· teachers put forth great effort to learn the
language as soon as possible irr order to meet the specified requirements; but during the first year, necessity
compelled them to use German.

Beginning with 1865, the

Real school was officially recognized and haVving made such
great strides was highly praised b¥ the higher educational
department of Jozsef Barton, Director of Schools .
In the course of time, the number of students
who attended middle school increased; this was in. keeping
with the economic and material progress of the country.
Economics and education are two inseparable factors .
the increase of material prospects irr..the

1

With

60 1 s, it was

natural that people ' s thoughts were directed toward middle
schools .

The following statistics of the year 1860- 61

emphasized the percentage of Jewish youth who shared in
cultural advaneement of the schools of Pest.

In. the Evan-

gelical gymnasium, 73 of the 158 students were Jews while
irr the Real school of the city of Pest, 108 of the 463
students were Jews . 29

Since Jewish parents were con~

earned about their children ' s religious education, they
had to provide means by which students in the middle school

received ample knowledge of Heorew and religion.

To meet.

this request, Talmud Torah sc hools were instituted whose
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educational progress was parallel with the curriculum of
the gymnasium .

In the next chapter, we shall deal with the

coordination of the Talmud Torah and the middle schools
and what effect t his had upon t he general development of
Jewish education.
The Jewish Teachers ' Institute .
In the early ' 60 ' s , few momentous events occurred
that deserved recordine; in the Jewish teachers ' college .
In the ad.rninistrative department, two changes that took
place should be mentioned .

One was that of gove rnmental

or state , and the other , of community concern.

In 1866 ,

the gove rnment removed the college fro m the educational
supervision of the c ity and placed it under the supervision
of the distri ct .

This chang e was detrimental to the edu-

cati onal advancement of the institution, as the district
supervisor ' s time was limited and he could not render the
service t hat the city supervisor had given them .

This

resulted in a general deficiency o 30
lthough the chaTI3e relevant to community concern was of a later date , it should be mentioneq. here .

In

the beginning of 1868 , Jozsef Eotvos , Minister of Religion
and Education, removed the Jewish schools froo Catholic
supervision and organized a Jewish superintendency .

He

appointed, as the Jewish supervisor of the schools, the
director of the elementary schools of Pest .
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This 1n1t1al honor was given to Dr. Samuel Kohn-,
rabbi and lecturer of Pest.

*

Dr. Kohn: b.a.d taken am 1mpor-

tant interest 1zr. the cultural development of Hungarian_Jewry.

In 1866, when he became rabo1 of Pest, he was the

first to deliver Hungarian·. sermons i:m the synagogue.
Whem Eotvos appointed him.1 to be director of the Jewish

schools of Pest, Dr. Kohn' spared no time in: advancing
Jewish and general education.

Although he held that

appointment for only two years, his concern for cultural
advancement continued throughout his life, and his contributions to the progress of Jewish education: were many.
He was an instructor in the Jewish teachers' Oomege and
in:". the higher classes of the city schools where he taught

such subjects as Talmud and homiletics.

He rendered im-

valuable service to the Seminary by preparing its educational program and took much pride in:-· the formation of a

*

Samuel Kohn", chief rabbi, born irri Baja on , September 21,
1841, He. was the grandson of ~tz Schwerin, rabb"i of Baja.
Before attending the Seminary and University of Breslau, he
studied in the Yeshiva of K1sma.rton. He was ordained in···
1865 and also received his Ph.D. degree from the University.
In 1866, he became rabbi of Pest. At the National J-e wish
Congress in 1868-69, he belonged to the Moderate Progress1 ve Party. From.. 1899 to 1905, he lectured in -homiletics
at the Jewish -Seminary of Pest, applying every possible
means in·. his command. to advance the cultural status of his
people. Among his literary contribution-a is, nzsidok
Tortenete Magyoroszagon~ (Hungarian.:J:ewish History), the
first volume of which appeared in 1884. He devoted a
great deal of time to the Samar1 tan language and 11 tera ture. ·
The King bestowed upon him, the title of Court OhancellQr.
His life ~story was written 1n the Hungarian:: Jewish Revue
of 1920. Zs L p. 494-95. (F.D.)
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Jewish gymnasium where he worked with great results • .
Realizing the ne.e d for the establishment of a teachers•

-

society, he became its first president and in 1889, was
made honorary president.

,311

Jewish Teachers' Society Organized in 1866.
Although the Jewish Teachers' Society was
organized in:1866, Henrik Buxbaum had emphasized tb.e need
for this society in 1859.

Rabbi Meizel, chief rabbi of

Pest, issued a call to congregations and teachers of the
country to organize such societies, as it was urgent that
JJJwry provide for aged teachers, widows, and orphans..

He

pointed out in-· his call, .. The Jewish communities think
-

.

little of their teachers' material and. moral status; ;
above all, we can:-.add a number of communities who look
upon the teacher's deplorable condition with pity, a con'!"
ditio:rr-sthat does -not warrant admiration." ~2 Rabbi
""

Me1zel • s ideas were s1m1.l ar to BUxba.um! s but less organizational in nature.

In previous years, the thoughts con-

cerning the organization :were d1rec~ed towarct awakening
interest among the members of the profession, describing
the aims and purposes, and determining the destination1
and sphere· of activity of the organization~

In: the cir-

cular letter of Dr. Meizel, the pedagogical purposes were
also emphasized.

"e hope", stated the circular, "that

Hungarian: :commun1.t1es real1~e the ma.gni tude of this
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organization.

rt· is of utmost importance to promote cul-

ture and to advance the security and respect of our
teachers . " 33
The organization:' s aims and purposes became even
more evident when its by-laws were accepted by the Minister
of the Interior.

The organization-widened its sphere and

became not only self- sufficient but also a vital organ
for educatiorr.

During its entire existence, from 1866 to

1944, its aim was to advance Hebrew language and other
religious subjects as well as pedagogical theory . 34

On.

September 27 , 1866 , the Society observed the inauguration-.
of its founding .

t this gathering, measures were discussed

to promote its ideals .

Dr . Mei:uel , chief rabbi, became

president; its vice- president was

*

braham Lederer,

* who

br aham Lederer, author of pedagogic literatur e; born. in:.
Libochovitz , Czechoalavakia , January 9, 1827; died in
Budapest, September 17 , 1916 . He studied in the Real chool
of Prague and also received his teacher ' s training in·. the
In~titute of Prague . In 1855, he became a teacher in.the
Jewish Community School of Tata where he successfully reorganized the school which induced the vice- regent of Pest
in 1857, to appoint him with the organizatio:aand direction.
of the Model School •. Ih 1859, when the National ~ewish
T~achers Institute was added to the Model School, Lederer
became professor of Natur al History and director of t he
Institute . From 1868, he served oruy the Teachers Institute.
1th his pedagogic qualifications and patriotic feeling;
he raised the Jewish s~hool to a high level . In~l867 ,
with the aid of the Jewish teaahers of the country , he
organized the National J:ewiah Teac hers Society and be came
its vice-president. His lite~r y achievements were ::
11 Heimatskunde Ungarns 11 (Peat , 1859); t1Er ziehungslehre 11
{P.est, 1865); His Hungarian- works: : " z oktata.s modsz::ere"
(Methodology) in. 1884; 11 XX. szazad modsz:erett (The 20th
Century Educational Methods) .
Zs L~ _p • . 525 . {M..B. )
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served untiringly to organize this Society .
The Agreement Be t ween

ustria and Hungary and Its Effect

on Jewish F.ducation.
In the

1

60 1 s , a political crisis arose which had a

definite effect on the Jewish question in Hu115arian political
life .

Since the solution of the Jewish question of emanci-

pation was so necessary to the advancement of the Jewish
school , it is important to understand the political events
that led to the Emancipation and the ultimate effects it had
on J ewish education.

Due to this political development ,

Emperor Frances Joseph sought means to bring about an agre ement between
by ,the

ustria and Hungary .

This agreement was enhanc ed

ust r o- Prussian ·ar and the influence of Ferenc Deak ' s

Easter Arti cle .
On
De k ' s Easter
agreement .

pril 16 , 1865 , in the "Pesti Naple ", Ference
rticle became the corner stone leading toward

The Emperor came to Pest on December 14, 1865

under the sponsorship of Gyorgy Majl a th and re called the
General

ssembly • .

lthough the Jews had little faith in

this government, as it consisted of members primarily from
conservative aristocracy, nevertheless, they looked forward
with hope to the good intentions of Ference Deak and Jo s eph
Eotvos who were of a liberal attitude .

Because of these

developments, the Jews did not press the issue but left
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the entire matter to Providence . 35

De~'s party which

represented two-thirds of the vote in the

ssembly, decided

that the chief obje ctive of the General Assembly would be
to solve the equality question -- the" usgleichn .

This

agreement would place Hungarian government on equal footing
with the .Austrian government .

Through this equality the

Jewish question, of which the progress of the schools was
an integral part, would also adjust itself .
after arriving at Pest on December 18,

The Emperor,

received a

delegation of the Jewish community and expressed the hope
that the Jewish question would soon be solved.
The General Assembly that had opened on
December 14, consisted of two houses:

the Lower House of

Representatives and the Upper House of Nobles .

The slogan

adopted by the House of Representatives was "Equal rights
for all religions and citizens" .
did not specify its platform.

The Upper House , however,

In debating their differ-

ences they finally agreed that the Hungarian government
should give the Jews their rights on the basis of
nE:nancipation" -- a law that would give the Jews equal
citizenship rights but would not determine their religious
status. 36
In the meantime , the Austro-Prussian War broke
out and necessitated a hastening of an Austrian agreement
with Hungary.

In the very same year, on November 17, the

lll

Assembly was recalled, and the Independent Hungariam
M1n1sterium was appointed with Andrassy G-.yula, President,
and Eotvos, Minister of Religion and F.ducation.

The

Jewish community gave praise to God for the re-establishment of a free and independent government.

The Pest

congregation sent greetings by means of a delegationl to
the newly elected officers.

This representation was

accepted on March 3, by the president who expressed his
appreciation to the members of the committee irrthe name
of the government and promised that the government would
do its utmost for Jewish rights, a matter to be acted
upon.
To advance unification, the circular, "Die Ju.den
Frage 1m Ungarischen Reichstag Pest 1866", was issued.
Its keynote was that although political events had greatly
enhaneed the equalization.- ot the Jews with the Christians,
the J-ews must emancipate themselves. 37

In the entire

movement, lack of unanimity among the Jews was quite
noticeable.

Help and. salvation from outside could be ex-

pected only after they were internally unified.

To ftm.ther·

the unification of the Hungarian Jew, the Jewish Congress
Wf.S
.J

convoked.

Its mission was to organize their congre-

gational life and school systas.

The House of Represen-

tatives was reopened on May 12, 1866.

Among the commis-

sioners were Baron Eotvos, Tisza Kalman, Graf Szecheny
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Bela, and others.
In the meantime, on June 8, the Festival of
Coronation took place which quieted all political demands.
The Jewish community observed this festive occasion in:
all synagogues.

They offered special prayers .for Emperor

Ferenc Jozser.-- prayers that later were incorporated in.
all Siddurim throughout the country.
t the November 25 meeting, Graf Gyula Andrassy,
President, proposed the following amendments:
1.

Jewish population shall have equal political
and social rights with the Christians.

2.

All other laws or customs that opposed this
shall be nullified.

The representatives greatly applauded these proposals.

Although these proposals did not deal with reli-

gious rights, they emphasized the necessity of giving_
equal rights to the Jewish populati~n along with the
Christian· population.

That was considered a great Jewish

victory. 38
Tisza Kalman, the appointed speaker of the House,
on:Deoember 20, 1867, proposed the adoption of this bill.
Since the House unanimously accepted it, it went on· to
the Upper House on.. December 23.

Among the sixty-eight mem-

bers of the Upper House, sixty-four voted for its adoption~
and only four were against it.
agreement.

It was almost a unanimous

On December 28, 1867, the bill was received b~r
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the Emperor for signature and so became a law under the
title 1867 XVII .

The Minister of the Interior informed

all branches of the government of this law and it became
incorporated with the other statutes .
On January 5, 1868 , the congr egation of Pest
sent out circulars to all Jewish communities throughout
the country informing them of this joyous event .

Since the

dispatching of this circular happened to coincide with
the festival of Channukah, the topic sentence bore the
title , "The Maccabean Victory and Political Freedom".
This festival was observed throughout the country with a
two- fold objective - - thanking God for mi racles occurring
in days of yore and the deliverance of the Jews in the
present . 39
On January 12 , in a synagogue oration, Dr. Samuel
Kohn emphasized that the Jews had received citizenship
rights by almost unanimous consent .

"This magnanimous

spirit should inspire Jewry to work together in eliminating
obstacles in congregational and educational agreement .
Independent political equality, and cultural prog ress
both secular and religious -- are inseparable ."
Hungary provided the Jews with this opportunity .
From t his point onward , it was up to the Jews to effect a
log ical solution in the Hungarian Jewish Congress which was
called tog ether for that purpose . 4o

'
CHAPTER IV
The HUllgarian .t"ewish Oonsrees -- 1 ts Effect on~. J.ewish
F.ducat1on.;

Changes 1n the Middle School and in: the Jewish

Teacb.ers' Inst1 tute;

Format,1 on of the National Rabbinic

Seminary and the Polgari School.
Out of the agreement formed between Austria and
Hungary i-n·· 1868, many laws developed.

The · laws th.at cqn..-

cern us most are those dealing with education, especially
those with reference to Jewish education-.

It is within

reason to assume tba.t the peace between the E:nperor and
the Hungarian people. brought. about :favorabl.e conditions
leading toward eco:Iiomi.c and cultural progress for all con1!cerned.

It a large scal.e agricultural, 1ndust.r ial, and

commercial development were to be aecured, it was essential that the general labori.n g class be given arr opportunity to acquire
level.

ani

education, at least elementary achool

Although it is not often the case, cultural ad-

vancement snoul.d be a. concom1 tan-t to economic progress.
It is important to provide those who are instrumental im
building our economy with cUl.tural opportunities as the
acquisition-: of' cul. ture breeds an.~ enlightened people imbued
with the ideals and attitudes that are necessary to educational progress.
The educational status of' Hunsary, at the time o~
the agreement, was considered low.
age children was 2,284,741.

The number of school

O:f this number, only 1,152,115

rece•i ved any type of general. education.
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Evem this low per-
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centage, which was , about fifty percent, was due to the
effort of Jozsef Eotvos, Minister of Education and
Religion, in 1867.

Eotvos had been minister in that~

capacity before 1848; but because of the downt'all of the
War for Hungarian Independence, he had been replaced by
Boch_'s administration_that forced Germanization upom the
Hungarian: people.

Later, Schmerling relieved the Hun-

garian public from being forced to attend the German
schools but did not provide them an opportunity to attend
Hungarian schools.

It was not until 1868, when Etltvos

again _took over the educational leadership, that public
education changed im Hungary. 1
The 1868 General Educational Law.
The 1868 XXXVIII statute of the law, pertaining
to public education, prescribed. that the state, religious
denominations, organizations and private imlividuals were
permitted to conduct schools.

But, all communities were

obligated to maint.aizr. an: elementary form of education.
In all public schools the following subjects were to be
taught: religion, ethics, reading, writing; mathematics
(written and oral), grammar, speech and content, geography,
natural history, physical science (elements), agriculture,
political science (rights and obligations), geometry, drawing (art, music, gymnastics, and home econom~cs.
Denominations were privileged to work out their
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own curricultUDJ within .the framework of the law but coUld
not deviate from .: the basic requirement set forth 'by the
government..

In the state, comm.unity, and private schools,

as among the religious denominational schools of the Jews,
only those textbooks that were authorized by the Minister
of Religion and FA.ucation could be used.

The textbooks

for the Cbristian denominational schools were determined
by the head of the church.

The supervision of the elementary, higher elementary, and polgari schools was under the direction of the
superintendent of the schools.

The higher schools were

supervised by the Royal Inspector of Education.

The law

placed the teachers' institute under the ·supervision of
the Council of School Inspectors and the Royal Inspector
of Education.

The law of 1876 which gave the denominational

schools a more spe.c if1c rUling required that religious
denominational schools be supervised by the , Board of
Religious :Educational Council and the Inspector of Schools.
The director of all these schools was the Minister of
Religion._ _and Public :Education. 2
By

1,w, the elementary, higher elementary, middle

school, and teachers' institute were all classified as
public schools.

The middle school was included in this

category for it had developed as a continuation of the fourth
class of the elementary school.

The polgari or middle school
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for boys had six classes; while those for girls consisted
of four classes.

The two upper classes for the boys

gradually disappeared. 3

The law prescribed the following

subjects for the middle school:

religion, ethics, lan-

guage (mother tongue), German (added in. the third class),
mathematics, geometry, geography, history, natural history,
physical science, chemistry, agriculture, statistics,
commerce, laws pertaining to bookkeeping -- bank notes,
art, music, penmanship. 4
The law which dealt with the teachers · colleges,
as it did with all the other scb.ools, required that every
religious denomination maintaima teachers · college ire conjunction with its practice teaching school.

If., at'ter

three warnings, the denominational scb.ools did not m~et
this requirement, the government would have the right to
establish a community school. 5
Before the commission of education presented
the educational bill before the House for discussion,
Samuel Kohn. chief rabbi of Pest and school director,
Henrik Deutsch, director of the teachers' college, and two
lay representatives of Pest, came before the committee in~
behalf of the Jewish community.

In the presence of Jozsef

Eotv8s, Dr. Kohn~- requested that in·i. the city schools there
should not prevail a spirit that would conflict with
religion.

The community school should be non-sectarian.

1]18

Tfle denominational school should be given the right to
collect tuitioru .f'ees.

Students attending the city schools

should be given time on:-~the Sabbath to attend religious
services at the synagogue.

Jewish. children should study

only such subjects on the Sabbath that does not require
writing and drawing or calculations -- subjects that do
not violate their religious practices.

The hours assigned

for religious education izr. the higher Jewish sc.hools should
be more than those given to other denominations, as Jewish
childrem had to study Hebrew as well as religion..

6

Among

the requests of Dr. Kohn1 only the one pertaining to the
tuition ,fee was agreed upon -- the denom1.national schools
continued in the previous manner. 7

That the .children be

·relieved from .writing onr. the Sabbath was to some degree
granted but with great difficulty.
Hungarian Jewry remembered with gratitude Jozsef
Eotvos for his liberalism and his efforts in: winning equal
rights for the Jews.

In 1840 he had written his famous

circular exalting Jewish endeavor and requesting that they
be emancipated.

His last endeavor was to call together-·

the Jewish Congress in: order to bring about the autononzy
of the Jewish people.

Acoording to h~ the state had no

jurisdiction over their religion and he main~ained that
the state and religion should be independent of one
another.

8
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The Progressives Attempt to Have a Jewish Congress Called.
Progressive Jewry, after the emancipation of
1867, realized the necessity of establishing Hungarian
Jewish autonomy, the right to supervise its internal religious and cultural development -- a prerogative the Christian
denomination was enjoying in.-iHungary.

In order to bring

about such a privileged state, it was essential that a
general as.s embly of representative Jewry be called.

The

right to call such a body together only the minister of
religion could exercise.

In the early part of 1867, the Jews

of Pest presented a memorandum to Jozsef Eotvos to assist
them in1th1s enterprise.

They expressed the hope that by

calling together the congress, they woUld be given an.-: opportunity to work out their religious and cultural organizational laws in relation to rabbis, teachers, and other officials
of the community.

This right woUld guarantee Jews religious

self-government, independent of the state.

By this, they

hoped to establish not only equal citizenship but also
equality of religion. 9

The leaders of the Conserv:atives looked upon this
move of the Progressives with suspicion and distrust.

Tak-

king a firni stand, they presented to the minister of religion:.
a counter-memorandum that stated, "While we do not have any
objection to the calling together of the congress, nevertheless, we wish to be informed about the following:

Under
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what condition can .the Congress b

assembled?

What kind

of questions can come before the assembly of the Congress
and.

what·- sort of a majority will be necessary to pass on

its by-laws?"

From these questions we can-1assume . that

the Conservatives preferred that the Congress not be
called together ror they had no desire to have any dealings
w1 th

"the new Religion1s-t s".

Tb.e Conservatives Organized the

11

Shomere Ha-Dat" in· Protest.

At the time the Conservatives issued the countermemorandum, they also organized the "Shomere Ha-Dat" -Preservers of the Faith.

In this organization they hoped

to bring together a great number of individuals who would
fight against the Progressives.

E<:>tvt:Ss did not accept the

laws of the ttshomere Ha-Dat': basing his objection on the

fact that any autonomy must be supervised by a mutual consent of lay and professional authorities.

The "Shomere

Ha-Dat" was solely under rabbinic supervision.

Although

the by-laws did not receive immediate governmental acceptance (they were recognized by Eotvos' successor), nevertheless, the Conservatives continued this conflict.

'!'he

members of the "Shomere Ha-Dat" voiced their opinions
throughout the country emphasizing their fear that the
innovators of the law, those who were not concerned with
Jewish tradition; were breaking down all that the Jews had
preserved with great difficulty throughout the century. 10
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If we are to understand the status of Hungarian
Jewry at the time of the agreement of 1868, we should bear
in mind the closely interrelated development that reached
its culmination with the ag reement .

Political emancipation

resulted in religious separation -- a complex paradox in
the life of Hungarian Jewry .

The Hungarian Jewry had

struggled for their citizenship rights, the right of emancipation.

So that it might obtain this objective, Jewry

united its forces to help Kossuth, leader of the liberal
movement, in his attempt for Hungarian independence .

How-

ever, though the Jews did receive the right of citizenship
that they had long sought, they did not their religious
rights, which was a discrimination against them .
Eotvos Called Together a Jewish Congress .
Then Eotvos, who had fought for the rig hts of
Jewry, realized the complex predicament that had befallen
them .

He had tried to help them by calling tog ether the

Jewish Congress .

He had hoped that the Jews would work

out their relig ious and educational progress independently
of the State.

~at Eotvos failed to realize was that during

the struggle f or independence a cleavage had developed
between the two relig ious parties -- the Conservatives and
the Prog ressives .

At the time of the emancipation, the g ap

between them had widened to the deg ree that it had reached
a breaking point.

In fact, the emancipation was
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one of the fa~tora that had led to the separation.

As it

has been stated, the Conservatives objected to the calling
of the Congress; but, just as they could not stop emancipation, so were they unable to prevent the calling together
of the Hungari.,n Congress.
On February 17, 1868, F.otvos called thirty-six
lay-leaders of the Jewish community in Hungary to confer
on the organization of their internal Jewish life.

In this

invitation, he emphasized the importance of their educational need: "The Hungarian government considers it essential that Hungarian citizens be given the opporttmity to
ad.just their communal educational organizations -- its
school endeavor -- to meet with the need of the newly organized Hungarian government in which Jewry should share
with the rest of the Hungarian population!'. 12
By

inviting lay-leaders exclusively, Eotvos tried

to emphasize that at this conference only matters pertaining to organizational procedures would be discussed; no
religious question was on the agenda.

In , his opening re-

marks he expressed the objectives of the conference which
were:
1.

Electional regulations

2.

Organizational regulations (communal)

3.

School organization:

t this conference, the Conservatives requested
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that the government recognize the fact that the Jewish
community consisted of two separate religious organizations.

The minister claimed that there was but one J.awry

and that the Emancipation Law spoke of but one Jewish
community.

The school commission presented a bill which

stated that religious denominations were not to be compelled to erect middle schools, but it was essential that an
ample number of Talmud Torah

*

schools be established to

meet the need of those who enter the teacher training
institutions .and the rabbinic schools.

They offered basie

elementary Hebrew education which made it possible to
train -: educated rabbis and teachers.

In addition, the bill

recommended that the· Yeshivoth in existence and those to
be erected in the future be recognized and that t he

Yeshivoth be subsidized out of the school fund which should
be applied exclusively for educational purposes.

When this

bill had been presented, the minister considered the Congress closed. 13
A certain amount of agreement was found among

the educational committee members 1n: work1ng out the requirements of the Teachers' I

stitute, but these require-

-

were limited to the specific quest1on: 1ndicated in the

*

Talmud Torah, as the term indicates was applied to the
school that offered instruction in, Torah -- Humash, Siddur,
religious law, simpler Talmudic passages -- 1n· prepar1ng
the pupil for the Yeshiva. Talmud Torah schools, in later
days, became the community school in contrast to the Hader-the school of the private teacher.
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governmental bill that instead of a two-year course there
would henceforth be a three- year course .

In 1870- 71 the

,

Teachers' Institute opened its three-year course .
Banoczi

*

*,

Jozsef

outstanding writer of philosophy and history ,

Jozsef Banoczi , professor of Philosophy and History of
Literature; born in 1849 in Szentgalon and died in 1926
in Budapest . He was a graduate of the pedagogic and philosophic department of the University of Budapest; also
studied at the Universities of Vienna , Berlin, Gottingen,
and Leipzig .
fter receiving his diploma from the University
of Budapest , his first professorshi p was in the Real School
and later with the founding of the National Rabbinic Seminary
in 1877, he became its regular professor of History and
Philosophy . In 1878 , he also became visiting professor at
the University of Budapest . In 1879, the National Literary
, cademy elected him corresponding member . In 1887 , he
became the director of the National Teachers ' Institute .
His literary accomplishments were in his two major fields -philosophy and history of literature . He edited and translated G. H. Lewes ' three volumes of history of philosophy from
Thales to Comte and with the aid of Bernat lexamder , translated Kant ' s "Critique of Pure Reason", in which the apriori
ideas were developed . His most outstanding works were in
the realm of the history of literature of the Hungarian
people . He dealt extensively with the lives and literary
activities of }iklos Revai and Karoly Kisfaludy . Both were
standard bearers of Hungarian culture . By this literary
contribution, he set an example of pure Hungarian diction
to the future teachers and rabbis . As professor of the
National Rabbinic school , with the aid of Vilmos Bacher ,
edited the "Magyar Zsid6 Szemle 11 (The Hungarian Jewish Revue) ,
the first issue of which appeared in 1884; · he filled this
post till 1889 . During this period, the Revue appeared
quarterly expressing not only the scholarly opinion of
matters pertaining to scholarship and relig ion, but discussed
matters such as the Recepcio - religious autonomy of Hungarian
Jewry . Banoczi was also the founder of the Il-1:IT _- "Izraelita Magyar Irodalmi Tarsulat " (The Hungarian Jewish
Literary Society) . To both the Revue and the IMIT~ he dedicated his scholarly opinions by his literary contributions
and endeavored to advance the Hungarian language and literature .
This, he exp ressed most emphatically when the IMIT published
the Scriptures in the Hungarian language, which he had
supervised - ZsL p . 84 - 85 (Sz . G. )
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the president of 'the organization, stated,

11

The limited

progress that has been made in the educational development of the teachers' ' college has been due to party
strife. 11

Whatever had been attained in the Institute at

that time was due to governmental endeavor irrraising the
standard of the teachers' college . 14
Congressional Resolutions.
The delegates of this conference were called
together to the Congress in Pest on December 14, 1868 .
Eo~vos opened the Congress with words of wisdom and sound
advice .

In his hearty message he expressed the earnest

hope that the C_o ngress would attain the objectives for
which it had been called together.
to meet until February 23, 1869 .

The Congress continued
During those days the

organizational by-laws were established by a vote of the
majority; matters regulating the school proceedings and
the disbursement of the school fund were also voted on. 15
On February 20, Mor

harmann, president of the school com-

mittee,opened the discussion of the meeting by calling upon
Henrik Deutsch, representative of Pest, to report .
Deutsch gave a detailed report of the prevailing school
system -- elementary, middle school and teachers ' colleges.
He pointed out that from a general educational point of
view the congregations could depend on the city to carry on
their education if they were unable to maintain their own
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schools, but they' must maintain schools such as Talmud
Torah sehools for the religious education -of their
children.
Dr. Samuel Kohn·; also a representative of Pest,
submitted his lengthy presentation pertaining to the
seminary to which the Progressive party responded with a
115~
great ovation.
Israel Hildesheimer, representative of
K1smarton, took the stand for the minority group.

He

accepted the bill of the congregational public school and
the rulings pertaining to the school fund but did not agree
that the Congress should decide on ·the rabbinic school
question.
to a vote

11 '

After these discussions the matter was put
nine were in favor and five opposed.

Those

opposed were against the rabbinic school but some were
also opposed to the public school.

Israel Grun, represen-

tative of Kolozsvar, dropped the seminary question -- to
b.im it was not a matter of education. but of religion.

He

did not accept the public school bill but added his vote
for the city school. 1 ~
Of the 220 representatives who had been·_ elected
to attend this conference only 98 were present at the voting; of these, 68 accepted, 2 opposed, and 28 abstained.
Dr. Ignac Hirscher directed the detailed discussions led
by the oppositional group.

He tried to create order in

the meeting hall and his energetic leadership always re-
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assured his co-religionists that their traditional views
would be respected and that the Congress would seek measures
to aid t he cultural advancement of Jews .

He emphas i zed

that he was a leader of the whole Congress and not of the
majority group .

fter a few modifications, the Congress

accepted the decision of the majority . l9

During the

discussions of the school problems , some delegates openly
expressed preference to the city schools .

The reason they

opposed congregational schools was that they had no
supervision over them .

The Orthodox group abided by the

law of the congregational school, favoring these laws
because they wanted to supervise the religious education
of their children, whereas in the city schools this was
impossible . 20
The only professional educator at this conference
was Henrik Deutsch, who protested :

11

The Congress is discuss-

ing educational problems and is leaving the educators at
home; if you would have the teachers present, they would
know how to face their educational problems from the point of
view of an educator .

They would say to you, ' erect teachers'

institutes in the various districts of the country' ." 21
The decisions of the Congress were presented to
King Frances Joseph I on June 14, 1869, for his signature .
Among the by-laws countersigned by Eotvos, the third by- law
section dealt with education.
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First

ec_tion: - decreed the erection. of public·

schools by the J..ewish community .

These schools, they

felt, should be governed by the general educational laws.
Every community was obligated to erect and maintain a
public school and only those who were financially unable
to maintain it would be relieved from this obligation.
Second Section - dealt with material provisions
such as tuition fees, endowments, school tax and school
funds for indigents .
Third Section - dealt with the purpose of the
school .

The objective of the school was that Jewish

children of both sexes should be taught religion and ethics
(studies for practical religious observance) in addition
to the prescribed general education.

In addition, the

boys should study as much of the original Bible text as
they could absorb .
Fourth Section - was concerned with the curriculum
of the elementary school consisting of six classes .

In

this school the following Jewish subjects were taught: ·
religion, ethics, Hebrew reading, Bible (orig·inal text
combined with Hebrew grammar), selected passages of prayer
translations, Jewish history (up to the destruction of the
second temple) .

Beginning with the fifth class, religion

was taught as a special subject .

An advanced study of the

Bible was also offered in which the minimum of the five
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books of Moses as well as selected passages from the early
prophets Joshua, Judges, and the Proverbs.

The study of

the Talmud was compulsory in the upper grades.

The

school curriculum was adjusted to meet the needs . of the
local community.

The textbooks, as well as the method of

instruction, were at the discretion of the local educational board and the practices of the community.
Fifth Section. - concerned the amount or time
devoted to instruction and recess

CLASS

WEEKLY HOURS

I

20-25

IL:- IW

26-30

V- VI

30-33

Sixth Se~tion - stated the teachers' qualifications.

Every teacher in the Jewish school was required

to have a teacher's qualifying certificate or diploma, a
certi'.ficate indicating religious and moral conduct, and a
qualifying certificate of his religious education.

In

teaching, the class method should be followed, but in
some cases the subject method was also accepted.
section also granted the teacher tenure.

This

teacher should

be hired for a temporary period of one to three years.
After this trial period, if the teacher was satisfactory,
he was automatically to be given life tenure.

He could not
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be dismissed unless he was repeatedly warned of neglect
in his teaching duties or laxity in his moral and religious behavior .

This dismissal was up to the superior

authority .
Seventh Section - defined local school supervision.

Every Jewish comm.unity school belonged directly

under the supervision of the local school board consisting of five members which included the rabbi and a
teacher.
Eighth Section - emphasized superior school
authority.

Throughout the country the Jewish school was

divided into twenty- six districts .

In addition to the

local board, schools were supervised by a superior
inspector of the district .
Ninth Section - determined salary and pensions .
Every certified teacher was to receive a minimum of 450 500 Florin (approximately

4 250 . 00)

per annum.

From the

school fund 4,000 to 5, 000 Florin were to be used toward
the pension fund .
Tenth Section·, - regulated the review of public
education.

The law governing public education prescribed

that every student who had reached the age of twelve and
was not going to continue his studies should review the
required studies .

In conjunction with this law of public

education, the student was to follow a similar procedure
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in religious education.

22

An Important Decision of this Conference Concerned

Religious Education in the Middle School .
In the 11 middle· school" (lower, real and gymnasium,
upper real and gymnasium., polgar1 school, and teachers•
institute) the student received the following religious
education:

Classes I and II of the lower real school

reviewed the ·five books of Moses, the early prophets,
Hebrew grammar, and selected passages from the Proverbs
and Psalms occuring in the liturgy .

Classes III and IV

continued the study of the Bible, Jewish history from the
destruction of the second temple to the present, religion- traditions and customs, the Proverbs and passages of the
Psalms occuring in the liturgy .

In the upper four classes

of the gymnasium and real school, they studied part of the
NeviJmand Ketu~im with special reference to the Ha£torah
and a detailed study of Jewish history .

In addition to

the above-mentioned curriculum., the history of Jewish
literature was also studied in the upper two classes as
was the ethics of the Fathers .

The supervision over this

educational department was the· educational board of the
community.
The professors teaching religion in the public
sc hool should be schooled in general pedagogical, as well
as religious studies .

This post was to be filled by the
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rabbi of the community if he were qualified and if he had
the time to devote to it.
The Congress also passed an important resolution,
pertaining to the rabbinic seminary .

It ruled that an

independent rabbinical school be erected and maintained
out of the Jewish school fund .

This also should be a

preparatory school to educate students of religion and
teachers .

The rabbinical school should be the center of

theological study; the educational program of the school
should be rooted in .the Mosaic Rabbinic tradition ;

the

Talmud and religious law be of a major concern; and the
_curriculum of the school as well as the entire supervision
should be under the direction of. seven professional
authorities .
The Congress also resolved that out of the school
fund the Talmud Torah school be established or at least
subsidized .

It was resolved further that irr..these schools

the youth be given the opportunity to expand his Jewish
studies so that this school might serve as a preparatory
institute for teacher training and rabbinic study .

s

these Talmud Torah schools were s upplementary to the middle
school , their courses of study were to correspond to and
run simultaneously with the general courses 1n the middle
school.

They should consist of four years -- each of two

semesters .

Only those students who had a basic Hebrew
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knowledge and we~e familiar with a major part of the
Humash were to be accepted.

The subject matter assigned

to each class follows:
I Class:

Humash, Nebi'im R1sh.on1m -- early
prophets, and N:e bi I im Aha.ron1m -- or
later prophets; also selected passages
from the Kethubim (Hagiographa), Ezra,
Nehemiah with part of the Ra.shi commentary.

II Class: Mishnah -- a collection of Hebrew
literature generally known as the
"Oral IJaw", the text upon which the
Talmud comments, with Rashi commentary;:
Proverbs, applying Hebrew grammar, and
selected passages from the Psalms.
III Class:

Talmud with .Rashi and other standard.
commentary; Heb1 1 im

haron1m and

Kethub1m applying grammatical interpretation and explanation.

This class

studied extensively the Hum.ash -- the
weekly portion of the Torah which 1s
generally known as the Sidra -- with
Targum (Aramaic grammar commentary}.
Iv,~ Class: Review of the subjects of the III Class

with larger range of commentary, i.e.,
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the Talmud with Rashi, TosafO~~ Isaac
Alf'as.1, and other standard commentaries;
Hebrew literature, oral and written
work.
The Talmud instructor was not remunerated, as the
Talmud was usually taught by the rabbi of' the community.
The supervision was jpintly exercised by the members of the
local school board, the professionals, and the leading
educational professor of the school.
Congress also resolved that the supervision of'
the scbool fund be under the jurisdiction of the religious
and educational minister until the Jewish congregations
decided differently.

The school fund money was to be used

as follows:
a;)

rabbinic schoor

.

b_)

teacher training school

c)

middle schools -- religious education_
professorships, Talmud Torah subsidies.

d)

country-wide Jewish teachers' pension fund •

.

e)

publishing of religious educational textbooks •

.Any remaining funds were to be used for congregations to
help defray their school expenses.

special reso.l ution,

stated that the model schools of the cities of Pest, Pees,
Temesvar and Satoralj4jhely be transferred to public
schools and that these schools be supported by the congregations. 22 a
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In conjunction with the educational resolutions
passed by the Congress was a resolution that the school fund
be under the supervision of the Minister of Religion and
Education, a regulation which was in force until 1939 .
fter that , this law -- the so-called "Fascistic Jewish Law"-which was issued by the Hungarian government , pointed out
that the Minister of Religion and Education should apply
restrictive measures to control the socio-economic life of
the Jew.

The fourth paragraph of this law invested the

minister of religion and education with the control of the
educational curriculum of the Jewish religious schools ,
the number of the courses and all their functions , as well
as the entire Hebrew study. 2 3

While this ruling was

never put into practi ce , nevertheless , the school fund
came to an end with the Jewish persecutions .

In 1942 ,

paragraph VIII of this law stated that the minister of
religion and education no longer accepted the responsibility of the school fund but that it should be in the
possession of the Jewish community.

The community- wide

Jewish office, organized by Congress as the place where the
district representatives gathered for consultations , was the
only means of keeping the community together during the
Jewish persecutions .

It served as a go-between for the

government and the community.

To this office , in a letter

of transfer, the minister entrusted the disbursing of the
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school fund .

In this new condition the school fund was lim-

ited to subsidizing the rabbinic, seminary and teachers'
institute . 2 4
The Orthodox group did not accept the by-laws
adopted by Congress .

As faithful followers of tradition

they protested against its adoption .

They found supporters

who helped them to carry out their convictions .

Many out-

standing literary and political leaders of the country
criticized Eotvos, the Minister of Religion and Education.
Ede Horn pointed out to him in a news article that he did
not apply logical reasoning by accepting the Congress's
resolutions .

He overlooked the fact that it was but a year

since the government had given the Jews equal rights of
citizenship

rights by which they were considered equal

in the eyes of the law.

By favoring the religious convic-

tions of one group and discriminating against the conviction
of others, the Orthodox group, this law was defeated . 25
On the basis of the rights of individual conviction, the
11

Shomere Ha-Dat" appealed to the General Assembly of the

Hungarian government .
for discussion-.

Its petition was brought to the floor

Mo r Jokai, the famous writer and political

figure, took the part of the" Shomere Ha-Dat 11
cannot", he stated,

11

:

"We

conscientiously force the Orthodox

people to accept the resolutions of the Congress if their
convictions are against it .

The government should not
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show special favoritism to any group, and consequently
the educational supervision should be maintained by the
government . " 26
On March 18 , 1870 , the House informed the
Minister of Religion and F.ducation that the laws passed by
the Congress were not to be forced upon any group .

ccord-

ing to this ruling, no individual or group of individuals
was compelled to accept them .

Acceptance or rejection of

the Congress ' resolution was left to the discretion of
the group .

The King signed the decision of the government

on October 22 , 1871, and ordered the minister to issue a
ruling to this effect .

On November 15, the 16 , 915 - 1871

order was issued that gave the right to any congregation
to accept or reject the Congress' resolutions • . 27
Because of this order, the Jewish community of
Hungary was split into three groups :

the Progressives

who accepted the resolution, the Orthodox who rejected them ,
and the Status Quo who had adhered to these· laws before the
laws were passed by Congress .

s a result of this develop-

ment, the Jews of Hungary lost hope of religious independence .
s long as there were radical differences of opinion
among them which could not be ironed out, any attempt to
gain agreement was vain.
stated

"Religious conviction" ,

lbin Csaky, Minister of Religion, on the
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occasion of the Recepcio,

*

"cannot be forced upon one

group , and to indicate the variations of laws in which
they differ is also of no avail ." 28
Interest in Congregational

chools Diminished.

1th the hop e of religious autonomy gone , the
people gradually lost interest irr advancing their congregational public schools .

There were well founded reasons

for such lack of inter est .

Primary to all was the law

that restricted the Jews in governing their own schools .
s citizens of equal political standing they felt that
they had the right to govern their own schools without
interference .

s other denominations were free to publish

their own textb-0oks and to conduct their own examinations
without the interference of the royal inspector of education , Jews felt that they should have the same privilege .
Because of the inter nal disagreement among the J ews the
government would not grant them their religious autonomy;
they had to appeal to the minister of religion and education for permission to publish even their religious
books .

All oficial transcripts had to go through the

ro,y al commission of education.

Private examinations of

students who wished to qualify for entrance or credit had
to be supervised by the Commission of Education, while
other schools conduc ted their own private examinations
by receiving their orders directly from the minister o~

*

See chapter 6, page 316 .
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rel igion and education.

On all such occasions , when re-

ceiving such orders , the text me r ely indicated , " The
above order I am pleased to present to your valued attentionu ; this was signed by the minister •. 29
These developments undermined the foundation
and hindered the growth of the Jewish community schools .
This division gradually led the Jewish youth into the city
elementary schools .

The middle and higher institutions

of learning where Jewish youth went to re c eiv e their
secular education were , to a great extent , denominational .
Students who wished to further their knowledge in Jewish
fields attended in addition, the Talmud Torah schools ,
the teachers' institute , or the seminary .

The Jewish

denominational elementary school , where Jewish youth received
their Jewish studies , along with their general elementary
studies , were compelled to close because of a lack of
finances , a disaster resulting from the split .

dven when

they had been combined , many congreg ational schools had to
struggle to keep up their institutions, and with the split ,
became an impossibility .
The Prog ressive supported the community schools
primarily because the school was a community project .
They had welcomed the congressional resolutions because
t hey were convinced that only by standing united could
Hungarian Jewry hope to attain relig ious autonomy and de-
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velop t heir educati onal system without governmental interferences .

When this was made impossible , t hey had no

choice nor desire to maintain schools over which they had
no authority .

They preferred to send their children to

public schools where all children were equal r at he r than
to mainta1.n denominational schools that seg regated them
from other citizens .

The Status Quo g roup was perhaps

the only g roup that wanted to maintain t he denominational
schools as long as finances would allow it .

The Ort hodox

g roup was glad to be freed from financing the congregational s c hools for now it could concentrate all its means
toward t he advance:nent of the Heder and Ye shiva .
Disbandment of Je1·1ish Denominational Scll.ools Effected
Radical Chanr,es in t he Educational System •
.:s a result of t hese new developments , radical
c hange s in the g eneral educational system occurred .

In

localities where t he Jewis h elementary sc hools were disbanded becaus e t he ma jority of parents p referred t he ir
c hild ren to attend t he Heder rat he r t han t he pu blic
sc hool , a condition of illitera cy developed .

Statistics

in 1870 provide proof of this f a ct :
DI TRICT
Maramaros
Bereg Yegye
Zala Iviegye
Csongra.d lviagye

Po pulation
26 , 000
21 , 000
12 , 000
6 , 800

No . School
4 , 200
3 , 500
2 , 040
1 , 156

AP:,e

No . Enrolled

19
2 38
1 , 485
1 , 021
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The above statistics prove that in localities of Hungary
where the Orthodox were in majority, such as in-: : Ma.ramaros
and Bereg, the closing of the congregational public
school resulted in great changes in t~e general development of students.
This condition also brought about great changes
in_the outlook of Jewish teachers.

Teachers who were dis-

missed from denominational schools gradµally drifted away
from the Jewish Teachers' Society after they found employment in the city schools.

They expressed preference for

the city schools and encouraged Jewish parents to send
their children to the general p~lio school.

A declaration

given by Nathan Bauer, a former Jewish teacher, is an
example of the attitude of some of the teachers,

He said,

"I favor the city schools because they are better equipped
than~the denominational JBwish schools and they help break
down barriers of discrimination." 3:0..
On the tenth anniversary of the school, Abraham

Lederer, director of the Jewish Teachers' Institute, made
the following declaration:

11

The developed conditions did

not favor the Teachers' Society.

The reason for it was

that a great many teachers who found positions in the city
schools gradually drifted from the Jewish Teachers' Society,
which drifting brought about a weakening of that Society! )2
The causes that led the Jewish denominational
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school to disband were many .

One of these was the order

issued by the superintendent of the Jewish school of Pest
at the opening of the 1873- 74 s c hool year which stated,
"Students of the Jewish denominational school who wish to
enroll in the middle school would have to pass an entrance
examination; while pupils coming from the city schools
were exempt ."

This order came as a g reat surprise to the

Jewish educational leaders hi p of Pest as. Gregely Baja ,
president of the educational council , in a transcript at
the close of the 1873 school year , had praised the high
lev el of educational progress of the Jewish school • . 33
There was no need to restrict students from
entering denominational schools , as many communities were
afflic t ed by financial difficulties .

Pal Tenczer

*,

educator , rendered an invaluable service to the J ewish
community s c hool of Pest when, at the annual 1873 meeting ,

* Pal

Tenczer , born on pril 11 , 1836 , in Nagybajom and
died February 6 , 1905 , in Budapest . After completing his
studies in Keszthely and Budapest , he became a teacher .
In the ' 60 ' s he rendered great service in the interest of
Jewish youth . From 1862- 1867 he helped in the formation·
of the Hungarian Jewish Society and edited the weekly
paper of t he Hungarian Israelite in which the need for the
advancement of Jewish culture and the IDnancination re c eived
an expression. In 1868 , he was elected as the representative
of the Keszthely district to the National Jewish Congress and
joined the Progressive party . He edited the album of the
Congress representatives which appeared in two brochures in
1869 and included their pictures and brief biographies .
In 1876, he edited and published the "Magyar Ujsa.g " (Hungarian
News) , and later became the editor of the "Newes Politisches
Volksblatt 11 (The New Political Peoples ' s Paper) . ZsL p . 891- 92 .
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it was disclosed that the community school of Pest had a
deficit of 25,000 Florin and would have been relieved to
relinquish their school, he voted to keep the school open-,
pointing out that it was the obligation-. of the capital city
to set an example to all Hungarian Jewry •. 34
Due to financial difficulties , other cities such
as Obuda, Buda , Temesvar, Nagyvarad , Gyongyos, Zalaegerszeg,
I
Kecakemet and Szekesfehervar
did close tneir schools • . 35
I

I

I

To summarize the objectives of the congregational
schools , Rabbi Immanuel Low's
consideration :

* opinion

"Soon after Hungary was given the right of

independence and became free from

*

deserves special

ustrian domination and

I mmanuel Low, son of Leopold Low; born on January 20,
1854 in Szeged . Succeeded his father in the rabbinic post • .
His contribution as an author and orator was widely lmown.
Due to his inspirational leadership , the Jewish congregation
of Szeged built the most beautiful temple in Hungary in
1903 . He mastered the Hebrew and Aramaic langua~es at an
early age . Low 1 s literary contributions were : · Die Flora
der Ju.den", which appeared in three volumes and exemplified
great knowledge in archeological, philological and botanical fields . Low, while leaning towards conservative Judaism
yet acknowledged the need for secular knowledge . He
preached in classic German and Hungarian . In addition to
the above three volumes he published "Aramaische Pflanzen
Name " (Wien, 1881); "A Szegedi z·sidok" (Szeged , 1885);
"Leopold Low ' s Gesammelte Schrieften" -- Vols. I - V (published 1889-1900); "Szaz beszed" (100 orations published
in Szeged, 1923) . He was contributing editor to the
"Delmagyarorszag 11 (South Hun§arian paper); 11 F.gyenloseg 11
("Equality" Jewish weekly) ; Monatsschrift fur Geschichte
u . Wissenschaft des Judentums 11 (the monthly periodical for
the advancement of Jewish history and literature); 11 Magyar
Szinagoga" (The Hungarian Syna~ogue); 11 Iagyar Zsido Szemle"
(The Hungarian Jewish Revue); Orientalistische Literaturzeitung" (The Oriental Literary Paper); 11 Szegedi Naplo "
(The Daily News of Szeged); and numerous others • . ZsL p . 543 . ,
(E. M.)
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the Jsw was given his rights of citizenship, many Jewish
communities seized the opportunity to free themselves
from assuming the financial burden of conducting their
congregational schools .

This they achieved by declaring

their schools general public schools .

That condition:

al most took place in Szeged when, in~1970, a proposal was
presented -- that their school, which had florished for
decades, would also be converted into a _city public
school .

What prevented this was the unfavorable experi-

ence that this Jewish comm.unity learned from other cities;
such transfers resulted in~a deficiency in Jewish education.

This motivated the city of Szeged to retain: its

school ."

Rabbi Low further emphasized that even as the

city of Szeged resolved to retain- their elementary school,
so did they in. 1854 take a definite stand by opposing the
establishment of the real school, in spite of the fact
that the government suggested they follow the example of
the other large Jewish communities .

Rabbi L 'w explained

that their main objection i n this matter was that they did
not feel that Jewish communities established added barriers
of segregation. 36
This thought , emphasized by a leading Jewish
educator, gave ample proof that Jewish education in Hungary
had one distinct objective
ideals by means of education.

the strengthening of J'ewish
They felt that this

14-5

could be attained only by organizing public schools where
Jewish education would be given equal recognition with
their general studies without creating barriers of discrimination.
Nathan Halasz

ttempted the Establishment of a Jewish

Women's Institute.
In view of the prevailing conditions, Nathan:c
Halasz* the director of the Jewish high elementary school
of Pest, tried in vain to win Jswiah public opinion in
establishing a countrywide Jewish women's institute.
Even though the district president supported Halasz's proposal in the JUly 1873 meeting, the institute did not
•

materialize.

The time did not seem to be ripe to establish

a Jewish women teachers' institute that would provide the
necessary Jewish education in the Hebrew and other J:'"ewish

* Na.than.:Halasz,

pedagog, born in Apostagon (the county of
Fejer) in. .1834-; died on pril 3, 1910 . His first position
was in a country school but in 1867, Baron Jozsef Eotv~s,
Minister of Religion, placed him as director of the Jewish
congregational girl's school of Pest and later he became
secretary of the National Jewish Teachers' Society. His
professional interest in inf'luencing others to edit textbooks and professional papers was widely known. His
personal
contribution was, "Oktato es nevelo mulattato
t
elbeszelesek a talmud es midrasbol, valamint a zsidok
torteneteb61 (instructive and amusing discussions giverr
in the Talmud -and the Midrash as well as from Jewish
h1story)(Budapest, 1886) . He also edited the first
Hungarian public school bulletin (Gyor, 1862); - Halasz also
published the first Hungarian Jewish youth paper (1862-63) .
I

I

,

I

I

ZsL pJ:,40
(T.Zs.)
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studies for girls.

Only after six decades (1929) was the

first Jewish women teachers' institute established in
M1skolc.

It is, nevertheless, interesting to note the

major points Nathan·; Halasz made in his memorandum.
1.

The Jewish woman, the future mother, is

also the educator in the family; therefore, even if she
does not occupy a teaching position, it proves to be
essential that she acquire the scientific knowledge of
proper upbringing.
2.

It is extremely important that the number

of educated Jewish women increase in the country in order
that they may teach our girls.

3.

Jewish girls would have more confidence

in themselves if they had an education.

With the establish-

ment of this institute they hoped that those who employed
governesses would be able to employ qualified Jewish
women instead of being compelled to engage foreign governesses lacking both Jewish and Hungarian-: training.
4.

The establishment of such an institute would

not require great financial sacrifice as the present
elementary girls' school of Pest had three available
classrooms to be utilized for that purpose and the present
elementary school could provide practice teaching opportunities.

The only added expense would be three additional

professional staff, two men and one woman.

In spite of all
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the logical reasoning, the proposal failed. Yrr
The Effects of the F.ducational Laws Upon the Life of the
Teacher.
The 1868 general educational law and the Congressional resolution not only had a far-reaching consequence
on the lives of the Jewish population, it also made the
already embittered life of the teacher more unbearable.
The public education law as well as the Congressional_ ruling aimed to protect the teacher in that after three years
of a trial period, he would be given life tenure.

This

did not work out in practice, as there were many congregations who, in order to free themselves from, such an-:
obligation, forced the teacher at the expiration of the
trial period, to tender his resignation with the promise
that he would be re-employed.

Such mal-practice made it

impossible for a teacher to receive life tenure.
In reality his contract was based on a yearly
renewal basis.

This practice lowered the dignity and
~8
economic status of the teacher.
The general economic
status, at its best, meant 500 Florin per annum.

Fronr

this meager salary, the teacher had to pay his rent which
was approximately 100 Florin~

The balance was hardly

sufficient to meet the bare necessities.

This desperate

struggle of the teacher was often voiced.

From the pre-

vailing desperation the sarcastic slogan, "The teachers
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of the Israelites are the Jews of the Jew,

11

was voiced

immediately after emancipation: "Will the emancipated
Jew free his Jews?" 39

They answered yes .

The established

Jewish Teachers' Society assumed the responsibility of
protecting the teacher and of improving the situation in ,
which he had been placed .

It brought to light the abom-

inable conditions that existed between the teac hers and
their communities .

In 1875, the Society issued its first

bulletin which presented a detailed program which solved
many pedagogical problems in methods of educational proceedings .

In its columns g reat emphasis was placed upon~

the leading figures in Jewis h cultural life of both past
and present .

It published policy by which the teacher's

dignity could be maintained .
In its first issue, Eleazer Szanto , * director of
the Jewish boys' school of Pest and the Society's president ,
requested that teachers present their problems to the

*

Eleazer Szant6, school director, born [ay 29, 1829 , in
Kajaszo-Sentpeter; dies in Budapest on February 24, 1893 .
s the son of a rabbi, he at first followed in his father ' s
footsteps studying theology; but later changed to pedagogy .
After receiving his teacher ' s diploma, he served in the
following communities: from 1850-55, in Szekesfehervar;
from 1855-59, in Szeged; from 1859-69, in the model school
of Pees; in 1870 became dire ctor of the boys ' school of
Pest . In 1874, he was elected as president of the National
Jewish Institute and the editor of the Jewish Teachers '
Bulletin. In this paper , he fought relentl es sly to advance
the economic and cultural interest of the Jewish teacher .
The King honored him for his educational services with the
Golden Distinguished Cross . ZsL p . 825-26 . (M . B~)'
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Society.

He stated, "Let the Society and the National

Office intercede in behalf of the teacher."

He further

declared: "Only recognized authority can deal with
congregations that have stooped so low as to force
teachers who had served for ten to fifteen years to resign
so that they would not be able to claim permanent employment or tenure." 40

There were many such situations

where the National Office requested the district supervision to intercede in behalf of the teacher so that the
unlawfully dismissed be reinstated to his former position.

-4:t

These events motivated Aguston Trefort, Minister
of Education, to issue a ruling that a teacher who had
served for many years, whether or not he had a written
agreement, be considered permanently engaged.

He ordered

that the school inspector of the di strict enforce these
laws.

This law is known in the statutes of public educa-

tion as 8830 - 1878 . 42

The minister of education had

been motivated by Jonas Barna, a professor and active member of the Society, to formulate the law.

uSince the
-

government does not have the right", stated Trefort , "to
issue that law, they hesitate to interfere in the internal
affairs of the Jewish school system; nevertheless, I feel
that in so far as the Jewish school is in· some measure
under the supervision of the publi c s.c hool there is no
reason why I cannot serve an ideal purpose wherever it is
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needed."

The National Office, on the other hand, hesitated

to interfere in the strife between the congregation and the
teacher as it offered many congregations the opportunity
to shift from one form (Orthodox or Status Quo) to another
status which

shift would result in' further strife.

No matter in what ligb.t we observe the change of
the new ruling, this change was beneficial to all concerned.
It strengthened the teacher's pension fund and helped the
teacher as well as the congregation.

The by-laws regu-

lating the teacher's pension had already appeared in the

-

National Jewish Teacher's Pension Regulations.

43

Al.though we find many complaints from teachers,
even- after the issuing of this law•, the teachers iru
general were greatly indebted to Trefort' s endeavor.

In.:

1885, he issued another ruling to the district educational
authorities that all teachers who had been removed from
their posts unlawfully should be reinstated.

The Jewish

teachers requested of the minister that this ruling, irr.
its entirety, be

presented to the Jewish school authorities

of the country.~
Development of the Curriculum of the Real School.
Thus far, we have observed the development of
educational history of the Jewish school of Hungary with
special reference to two major events -- the public educational laws and the changes brought about by the Congres-
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sional resolution.

,e shall now observe the development

of its curriculum and the internal changes .
The Real school of Nagy Kanizsa , as already
indicated, was primarily designed to be a commercial
school.

This school, in the '70's, became modified to

some extent.

fter the emancipation, instead of follow-

ing the pattern of the Austrian commercial schools, it
adapted itself to the middle school design by following
the style of the gymnasium -- the Real gymnasium .
It is necessary that we formulate a distinction
between the two types of gymnasiums , the general and the
Real .

The former stressed the importance of languages --

Latin and Greek ( humani sm); while the latter concentrated
on sciences -- chemistry, physics, descriptive geometry
and algebra .
~tv s , the iinister of Education in 1868,
endeavored to establish a curriculum for the Real school
in which the lower division should consist of four years
and the upper, · three years .
plans did not materialize .

fter his death in 1871 , his
Instead of this system, which

consisted of but three years in the upper division, it became an eight-year course in which both the upper and lower
consisted of four-year courses . 45
.According to this plan, the upper division of
the commercial school could be entered only after the com-
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pletion of the four years of the lower department of the
middle school.

In view of this new arrangement, the Real

school of Nagy Kanizsa could no longer function in its
previous setting; consequently, the educational inspector
of the district informed the Jewish community that, if
they desired to continue with their Real school, they
must convert it into a three-year course; and only those
students who had completed the four-year course in the
middle school could enter .

Because of this new arrange-

ment, the school had to go through a structural development -- that is, two additional school years to the present
six-year elementary school were required .

This would

satisfy the requirement by making it comparable to the
four-year middle school .

Besides the two-year course in

the Real school, on~ additional year was to be included to
meet the three-year requirement .

However, as the school

board could not see its way clear financially to make
these changes, the school was compelled to continue as a
private school . 46
The Real school of Nagy Kanizsa was fortunate to
secure the services of Samu Bun, * author and textbook

*

Samu Bun, pedagog; born October 29, 1844, in Lakompak .
t first he was a public school teacher but after receiving
a commercial professorship diploma, he served as professor
in the Real school of Nagy Kanizsa. In 1883, he accepted
a position in the Jewish community school of Hatvan· but soon
returned to Nagy Kanizsa in 1891, and conducted the Polgari
school . Later he became director of the upper Real school,
a post he filled till hie death in 1916. He was a member
of the National Teaqhers') Society and author of many
books. i~L P• 159. ~S . R.
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·w riter, who later became the director of this school and
who helped solve the complex situation of the school.
Through his efforts, the upper division of the commercial
school was extended into a three-year course .

In spite

of all this, the school did not receive public status
because the lower division was lacking the two additional
school years to make up the middle school requirements. 47'
The Real achoo
after emancipation.
three-year course .

Vagujhely also developed

In 1873-74, the school offered a
This additional year extended the

curriculum by introducing the study of Physics and
Chemistry .

The school was also fortunate 1n: that it had

members in the community who were willing and able to
contribute liberally toward the school fund making it
possible to equip adequately, the long needed science
department.

Through the influence of Dr . Lojos

Bortstieber, the director of the school, Antal Latzka,
of Vagujhely, contributed funds for the erection of
the science building which was adequately equipped to
meet the modern requirements.

From others, he collec-

ted enough to build a gymnasium .

With these improve-

ments, the Real school received recognition . from the
Department of E'.d.ucation.
In 1877 Jozsef Weisse, rabbi and director
of the school of Vagujhely, resigned and was replaced by
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Dr. Mlksa Mahler. * At that time Karoly Wiederman, royal
direct.or of schools, in his memorandum; praised the
school for its high achievements, and emphasized that
close to half a century the Real school of Vagujhely had
exemplified its untiring effort in promoting education! inthe country.

Dr. Miksa Mahler was the first in the

school to apply the Hungarian language in the study of
mathematics, geometry and natural history.
He had been motivated by the reforms that the
government officials were introducing in the middle
schools, which were still under the influence of the Leo
Thun's ttorganization Entwurf 11 educational direction. 48
In the middle schools of the •70 1 s, the educational endeavor became a reality when students prepared themselves
to meet the fine arts requirements of the university.
Since this necessitated completing eight years of
gymnasium studies, the gymnasium had to extend its course
from six to eight years.

This ruling was passed in 1876

and more specifically emphasized in 1879 when·_ the government issued new school requirements.~ 9
All this motivated the educational directorship

*

Miksa Mahler, professor, born in 1846 in Szimon (county
of Komarom). After completing his studies, he became
professor of the Real achoo of Vagujhely and later became director of the school. He was gontributing editor
of many periodicals and newspapers. Z•L p. 568.
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of the Real school of Vagujhely to extend t heir three-year
course by developing its lower division into a four-year
middle school .

On August 1, 1882 the community received

its permanent permit from the inspector of schools to open
their four-year school , but a shortage of funds prevented
their opening . 50
Changes in the Jewish Teachers ' Institute .
In the Jewish Teachers ' Institute , the change in
educational supervision proved important .

Since its

inception in 1857 , the director of the schools in Pest and
the Jewish community jointly exercised the right of
supervision.

From 1866 , the government control of both

community and Jewish schools belonged to the royal inspector
of schools; but after the Congressional resolutions were
passed , the denominational supervision was transferred
to the National Office .
1880 .

This condition prevailed until

Throughout this time the National Office consisted

of five board members who administered the religious needs
of the Institute .

They represented the body , the go-between

for the Institute and the minister of education.

11

qualifying examinations consisting of wordly topics
were prescribed by the minister of education, while
the Hebrew subjects were designated by the National
Office .

This method of supervision was practiced until

1879 when the minister ruled that the National Office have
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sole authority over the Hebrew department of the Teachers'
Institute. Si·
As indicated in: previous chapters , in 1870 the
Teachers' Institute became extended to a three-year
course, in which capacity it functioned for eleven years
and was then expanded into a four-year course.

Throughout

this time only one copy of the curriculum of 1872-73 was
preserved in the National Office.

WEEKLY HOURS PER YEAR
SUBJECT

I

It

III

TOTAL

HOURS

..

Hebrew
Educa tiozr
Hungarian
German
History .
Geography
Ma.thematics
Geometry
Natural History
Drawing
Penmanship
Music
Bookkeeping
Class Observation~
TOTAL

5
3
3
3

1
1
l

3
2

5
3

5
4

2
2
2

2
2
2
1
2
2
l
1

3

2
2
1
2

15
10
8

7
5
3

5
7

1
2
0

l

l

2
1

1

5
6
3
6
2

0

0

2

2

28

28

28

84

3

2

That very same year the Government Teachers'
Institute had the following weekly hour arrangement:
30

31

It exceeded the study hours of the Jewish Institute by nine
hours even though the latter offered fifteen weeklj( hours
of Hebrew.

However , the Government Institute had offerings
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in the natural sciences whieh the Jewish school omitted.
The J _e wish school had seven weekly hours of geometry, while
the government school had but two.

52

The first curriculum of the four-year course in~
the Jewish Teachers' Institute in-1881-82 follows:

SUBJECT
Religion -- Hebrew
Education
Practice Teaching
Hungarian Language &
Literature
German Language & Literature
Mathematics
Geometry & Descriptive
Geometry
History & Government
Geography
Natural Histor y
Natural Science & Chemistry
Drawing
Penmanship & Bookkeeping
Music
Gymnasium
Total
Descri:12tion of Courses
Religion -- Hebrew
Pentateuch
Prophets
Hagiographa
Hebrew Grammar
Rabbinic Readings
Liturgy
J,ewish History
Jewish Ed . History

*

Total

WEEKLY HOURS PER YEAR TOTAL
I
II
III IV- HOURS
4
3
0

6
3
0

3

3
2

6
2

21
11
10

2

2

2

10
7

5

3
2

8

2

2

1
0

2
0

2
2

l

1

2

2
2
0
2
1

2
0

0
2

0

3

4

4

2
0
1
0
0
0

1

2
2

2
1

2

l

6

6
6
4
5

3
6
3

1

4
1

1

14
4

28

30

32

26

116

0

0
2

0

2

2

2

2
8

1
0

0

0

2
0

0

0

1
2
1

0
0

1
0
0
1

1

6

21

2
0

0

1
0

0
0

1
1
0

0

1
0

5

5

5

1

1

2

2

3
l

*
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Of the early history of the Teachers' Institute,
we have the following information:

STUDEN'T BODY

and

GRADUATE STUDENTS

1869-70

at close of two-year course
20 students

(9 11)

1870-71

in the three-year course -25 students

(12• 6• 7)

1880-81

at close of three-year course -81 students (24+33+24)

.

t the beginning of four-year course -80 students ( 25+20+28+7) • 53
In the course of the referred period the
Teachers' Institute changed its director.

The first direc-

tor of the Institute was Abraham Lederer, who was succeeded
by Henrik Deutsch.

Lederer had established a high record

in the field of Jewish education irr: Hungary by distinguishing himself in· edudationa.l supervision and inc textbook
writing.
There were a few replacements among the educational staff of the Teachers' Institute, especially in the
Hungarian language and literature departments.

Some of the

teachers of the Teachers' Institute included Ignac Halasz,*

*

Ignac Halasz, philologist and university professor; born
in _Veszprem in 1855 and died August 9, 1901. He received
his basic pedagogic knowledge in Budapest and in 1893, he
became regular professor of the University of Kolozsvar as
Finn-Ugor and Hungarian literature. The Academy of the
Hungarian Literary Society sent him · to Norway and Sweden
to make a study in the comparison of the Hungarian: and the
Slavic languages. Halasz wrote children's stories in· the Fi
style of Grimm's Fairytales
"Moka. ba.csi" (Uncle Moka)_• >2.
ZsL p. 340.

- -

(S.R.)
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Vilmos Ra.do,

*

and

.

Ignac Fliredi.

**

ccording to the congressional resolutions, all
model schools had to eease with the school year of 1871-72.
In complying with this ruling the model schools of
Temesvar, Eecs, and Satoraljaujhely were converted into
congregational elementary schools.
the school of Pest. 54

This fate also awaite~

However, this destiny was averted

when in· 1872, the model school merged with the Teachers'
Institute which used it as a means for its practice
teaching.

55

*

Vilmos Rado, born in F.ger in 18471 died in- Budapest,1919.
graduate of the Teachers' College of Budapest where he
was professor of education ~and director before his retirement. He distinguished himself in pedagogical literature
by writing texts for the Jewish elementary schoo1s 1 second,
third and fourth grades, which was published in 1884. He
was inspired follower of Herbart's educational theories
which he put to use throughout his studies. Besides writing textbooks, he also wrote Hungarian children:_1 s folk
stories: 11 Eredeti Magyar gyermek es nepmesek 11 , !-'Robinson
Crusoe's dventuresrr in Hungarian, and, "The -Travels of
Armin Vambery 11 • ~sL _p. 730. (Sz.G.)
Ignac Furedi, born in Ladmoc on August 15, 1837; died in
Budapest, January 16, 1906. During his early -days he
studied in the Reder and later in the Yeshivot of Kismarton,
Pozsony, and Nikolsburg. In 1858, he received his diploma
in :the Catholic Teachers' College and his first position
was in Satoraljaujhely in 1862. In 1872, he became professor of laru;;uages in the Teachers' Institute. He translated the lfMa-ehzor 11 in nine volumes and 11 Siddur 11 • Besides
his religious books, he translated from French, -Rousseau's
"Emile". He was an excellent textbook and dictionary author.
His books had many reprints -- his history was reprinted
eighteen times; his g~~graphy -- fourteen times; his mathematics -- six times. Z'aL p. 299.

ff
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Establishment of the National Rabbinic- School.
t the annual educational meeting of 1873, the
presidents of the districts presented a memorial memorandum
to Aguston Trefort, the minister of religion:_and education,
in behalf of the Jewish communities of Hungary in appreciation of his service.

Emphasis was given to the fac.t that

during the fifteen years, among the many achievements in
the field of education was the work preparatory to the es-
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tablishment of the Rabbinic School takes an important place.
For decades, Hungarian Jewry had carried on;, a relentless struggle of pro and con; pertaining to the establishment of the National Rabbinic Seminary which was
finally opened on~october 4, 1877.

As this Institute served,

in a large measure, to aid in the progress of Jewish education in Hungary, we should become more familiar with its
historic background.
The origin of the National Rabbinic Seminary in

•

Hungary is linked with the name of David Friesenhausen, who

*

David Friesenhausen, mathematician, born in Friesenhausen,
Germany, about 1750; died in ·Gyulafehervar, March 23, 1828.
Prior to his coming to Hungary, he spent 30 years of his
life in· the study of rabbinics which he followed up by
spending an additional 10 years in the study of mathematics
and astronomy. He wrote two volumes on Algebra and Geomet~y
in Hebrew: 11 Kelil Ha-Heshbon" (Berlin, 1796) and "Mosedot
Te.val" (Vienna, 1820). In the latter volume he explains
Copernicus' theory. -Friesenhausen had the opportunity to
evaluate the necessity of both the Talmud and secular
studies; wherefore, he cherished th~ hope to establish a
modern rabbinic school in Hungary. ZsL p .• 2CJ7. (S.R.)
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had come to Hungary from Bavaria, Germany, and had made
his home in. Hunfalva. in the early part of the .XIX Century.
Friesenhausen cherished the -hope that with the
establishment of a modern rabbinic sehool the educational
problem in Hungary could be solved.

HA.a long as rabbis
~

oppose secular education," he emphasized, "we cannot hope
to advance Jewish education.

We must have religious and

educated rabbis who can duly protect the ideals of ~udaism
and who also can:. represent the Jewish community in the
sight of the world."

He proposed that the school have

two main courses of study, a lower and an upper.

In: the

lower, the following subjects should be offered: Pentateuch
and selected passages of the early prophets; later prophets,
also selected passages of the Hagiographa, Ezra and
Nehemiah, Psalms, Chronicles, Hebrew grammar, Talmud
Berachoth and Meed -- Hungarian and German languages and
literature, mathematics and physical science.

Students

entering the upper course must be past the age of thirteen
and their studies were to be arranged by the director of
the school.

The subjects for the upper courses were:

later prophets, Hagiographa, Talmud, Yore Dea, Hoshen,
hamishpot, geography, geometry, astronomy, physics,
natural history, world history, rhetoric and philosophy.
Ai'ter the fifteenth year of existence of this school, oruy

graduates recommended by the director of the school were
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to be engaged in- congregations.
Friesenhausen •.a plans were not accepted by the
Archduke, Jozsef Na.dor, the vice-regent of Hungary, who
refused these proposals on~the grounds that Jews were already struggling to meet the Tolerance Tax .and could not
be burdened with additional taxes.51f

It was also the

general opinion of the government that such schools
would be superfluous, as Jews were permitted to attend
Christian schools where they could receive secular education, if they so desired.

In addition to the refusals

of the government , Friesenhausen also met opposition- from.
the Conservatives. 5
In spite of this governmental and Conservative
refusal, the motivating force for the advancement of the
secular qualifications of the rabbi was kept alive in:.the
hearts of progressive Jewry in·~ Hungary.

This was expressed

by examples. set in other countries in Europe:

Metz erecte.d

its "Seminaire Israelite" in 1829, and Padua established

-

-

its "co1;egio Rabbinico" in'i 1830.

Germany also tried to

erect a modern rabbinic school, but because of lack of
funds, postponed it until a later date.
prevailed in Hungary.

The same conditions

The urgent question: of the erection

of a national rabbinic school, "0rszagos Rabbi Kepzo" had
to wait until funds were available.

If Frances Joseph I,

on September 20, 1850, had not converted the war penalty

fund into a schoo! fund, the school could not have been a

reality.
To make plans for the internal development of the
rabbinic school, Baron Jozsef Eotvos, Minister of Religion
and E.ducation, called a conference 1n: 1864 to make plans
for the internal development of the rabbinic school and
to lay the connerstone of Das Elaborat der Rabbiner Commission, which prepared the educational platform of the
seminary of Pest.
ing rabbis:

This commission consisted of the follow-

Samuel Low Brill, Rabbi of Pest; Abraham

Hochmuth, Rabbi of Veszprem; Jacob Steinhardt, Rabbi of
,

A.rod; and, Markus Hirsch, Rabbi of Obuda.

The rabbis of

this conference agreed that the school should offer two
courses -- a lower and upper division -- and that five
theological and four gymnasium professors be engaged •
.Among the gymnasium professors that should be engaged there
should be two who were qualified to teach Bible, Hebrew
language and Jewish history.
few years later, on February 23, 1869, Congress
appointed a commission to supplement the commission appointed by Eotvos.

Those included in the commission ,were:

Henrik Deutsch, director of the Teachers' Institute; Dr.
Samuel Kohn, rabbi of Pest; and Majer Zipser, rabbi of
Ro hone. '59 ·
On May 7, 1873, Emperor Frances Joseph I set his
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signature to the establishment of the "Orszagos Rabbi
Kepzo Intezet," a. seminary which was to be maintained by
the school fund.

Jozsef Eotvos, Minister of Religion•. and

ID:iueation, officially notified the president of the
NationaL Office of this historic event.
The rabbinic seminary had the following by-laws:
1.

The Institute shall consist of two courses, a
six-year course for the lower and a five-year
course for the upper.

The lower course shall

embrace the study of subjects prescribed in
the upper gymnasium, as well as the religious
subjects, Hebrew and Aramaic languages.

Only

students who have completed the fourth class
of the gymnasium or who are qualified to pass
the entrance examination shall be accepted.
(The sixth year was later eliminated.) $Q
2.

The lower course of study shall not be directed exclusively to preparing students for the
rabbinic school, but also to giving individuals
ample knowledge to teach religion irrithe public
schools and in _the TaLmud Torahs.

3.

The curriculum of the upper course shall in~
elude: religious study, Scripture interpretation, Talmud, ceremonials, midrash, religious
philosophy, ethics, Jewish history, Hebrew and

•
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cognate languages, literature and sermonizing.
4.

Education shall be an obligatory subjec:t in1
every department.

Students of the upper classes

shall be required to attend the University of
Budapest so that at the completion of the five
years they may receive both rabbinic and Ph.D.
degrees.

5.

In both courses the study of German as well as
the Hungarian language shall be obligatory.
Special emphasis shall be given to the Hungarian language so that eventually it will replace the German language.

6.

The Institute shall have one director who will
also be professor and president of the staff.
The supervision shall be directed by ~he
appointed comm~ssion.

7.

The Minister of Religion and Education, upon:
whom the government has vested the right to
supervise the seminary, shall also have the
authority to appoint professors for the secular
departments and to assist in: formulating the
lower class curriculum.

8.

Six professors shall be engaged temporarily
for the gymnasium

most students are irr the

lower division -- but gradually as the upper
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classes increase the staff shall be adjusted
accordingly .
9.

The salary of regular professors shall be
2,000 Florin per annum, with an innrease of
200 Florin every ten years .

The salary of

director shall be incremented 500 Florin per
year .

Increase in salary shall be permitt·e d

where justified .
10 . The Institute shall be given the authority to
secure permanent housing for the s eminary and
the Teachers Institute . 61
Thus , in the administration of ./Agoston Tref ort,
Minister of Religion: and Education in 1877, the seminary
was erected jointly with the Teachers Institute .

It had

its mutual building in Rokk Szila rd utca (street).
dedication took place October 4, 1877 .

The

Dignataries par ti-

cipating in the festivities were: Kalman Tisza , Prime
Minister;

oston Trefort, Minister of Religion and F.du-

cation; Gedeon Tauarky, Secretary; Gyorgy Majl th, Chief
Justice; city officials , university professors and repreaentatives of the various religious organizations .

ong the

foreign representatives were: Dr . Henrik Graetz, historian
representative of Breslau Theological Seminary; Dr . Leopold
Kompert, representative of Jewish community of

ien; Dr. D.

Cassel , representative of the Berliner Hochachule .

Among
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the speakers were:

Marton Schweig er, President of the

National Office of Pest; Dr . Samuel Kohn, Rabbi of Pest;
and Dr . Wilhelm Bacher ,* professor of the Seminary • . It
seemed strange that none of the govern.~ental representatives
brought messages .

*

Wilhelm Bacher, orientalist , born on January 12, 1850 in
Liptoszent-miklos ; died in Budapest , December 25, 1913 . His
elementary education he received in his home town and the
middle schools in Pozsony . Studied at the University of
Leipzig from where he received his Ph . D. in 1870 and his
rabbinic diploma at the Seminary of Breslau, Germany • . He
became a professor at the National Rabbinic Seminary of
Budapest in 1877 , to which institution his scholarship
brought dignity and renown. In 1907, he became director of
the Seminary . His special fields in which he did extensive
research were Biblical Exegesis and Hebrew Philology -the Haggada and Judo-Persian literature . Bac her ' s writings
on these subjects were the first to give a systematic and
critical presentation of supreme importance to students in
this field . He made a thorough survey of Biblical Exegesis
from the earliest time to the close of the Middle Ages , and
the development of Hebrew Philology that accompanied it .
He also wrote important works on the ramaic translation of
the Bible (Targum); also the early Hebrew rammarians such
as : 11 Ibn Hayyuj 11 , 11 braham Ibn Ezra", and Jonah Ibn Jonah ".
He devoted much time to the latter and the editing of his
dictionary of t he Hebrew roots in the translation of "Judah
Ibn Tibbon" . His Hagg adic material consisted of 6 volumes :
"Die Agada der Tonnoi ten" in two volumes (1884- 1890); 11 Die
gada der Palastinischen Amoraer" in three volumes (1892- 1899);
"Die crada d er Babylonischer
oraer" in one volume (1878) .
To the systematisation of the study of the Halachah, Bacher
continued his "Tradition and Tradenten" in 1914, and the
"Exeg etische Terminolog ie der judischen Traditon 1 literatur" .
In t he latter, he was a pioneer . Bacher was a consulting
editor for a list of publications which were compiled on
January 12, 1 910, for his 60th birthday which comprised 611
books and treatises . To his effort , we can ascribe the
rising interest and the centralization of the studying of
the Talmud in the seminary in a period when the Talmudic
studies had declined . He and Banoczi were t he founders of
t he "Magiar Zsido Szemle" which he edited from 1884-1890) ,
and the 1HUT 11 • ZsL p . 73 . (F . D. )
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On·_ November 15, 1877, the ID:nperor Frances Joseph
visited the Seminary .

r

Forty years later, after the Emperor's

death , the Royal House gave the Seminary permission to
bear the deceased King 's name .

The Seminary became known as

"Ferenc Jozsef Orszogos Rabbi Kepzo Intezet". 62
The Seminary opened its first year 1877-78, with
twenty-five students in the lower department and six students
in the upper .

The number of students g radually increased

until it reached its peak in 1887-88, when it had 129
students .

From its very inception, the seminary was proud

of its educational staff .

ong the outstanding professors

at the Seminary and the time they functioned were: · Dr .
Wilhelm Bacher (1877- 1913); Moses Lob Bloch* (1877-1907) ;

*

Moses Lob Bloch , rector of the Budapest Rabbinic Seminary
who was born in Ronsperg, Bohemia , on February 15, 1815 and
died in Budapest , ' ugust 10, 1909 . His early rabbinic
education he received at his uncle's Yeshiva in Nagytapolcsa
and was ordained by the chief rabbi , Solomon Juda Rappaport
of Prague . His first rabbinic position was in iotitz from
1841- 1852; in 1856 he became rabbi of Leipnik, Moravia ,
where he spent 21 years . In 1877 he received an invitation
to the National Rabbinic Seminary of Pest to fill the c hair
of Talmud and theology . During his entire administration, he
was president of the faculty and one of the g reatest Hull§arian
Talmudic sc holars . His .most outstanding contributions : Die
Institution des Judentums nach der in den talmudichen Quellen
angegebenen ge schichtlichen Reihenfolge Geordnet und entwickelt11 (I-III): 11 render jo6 Mozaiko-talmudikus alapon 11 (the
rights to maintain order) ( Budapest 1897) ; 11 polga.ri perrendtartas a mozaiko-rabbinikus jog szerit 11 (civil rights)
(Budapest 1886}; 11 z etika a halachaba 11 · (ethical rights)
(Budapest 1886); 11 Mozaik-talmudikus orokosedesi jog 11
(inheritance law) (Budapest 1890) ••• 11 Rabbi Meir von
Rothenburg' s bisher unedirten Responsen" (Berlin 1891) •.
ZsL p . 129 . (F . D. )
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and David Kaufmann* (1877- 1899) .

ong the gymnasium

professors were Jozsef Banoczi , the distinguished Hungarian
~ David Kaufmann, theologian, born in Kojetein, Mo r avia,
January 7 , 1852 , and died in Karlsbad on July 6, 1899 . He
received his Jewish and secular education in the Judis c h
Theologischen Seminar in Breslau , where he was ordained in
1877 . His scholarly achievement was widely known even at this
early age and he was invited to fill the post of philosophy
and history at the National Rabbinic Seminary at Pest where
he spent many fruitful years . Together with Marcus Br ann ,
in 1892, he undertook the renewal of the publication of the
11 Monatschrift fur · Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums "
(the monthly periodical of the history and . culture of the Jews) .
Kaufmann drew his material of philosophy and history from the
Jews in the Middle
es . This information gave him high standing as a philosopher and historian . His library consisted
of rare collec tions among which was a lucky discov ery of
the memoirs of Glu ckel of Hammeln -- one of the most important
sources of information dealing with the knowledge of Jewish
life between 1640 and 1720 . Kaufmann was an outstanding
orator known not only in Hungary but abroad as well . His
impo r tant works appeared in three huge volumes , 11 Gesamelte
Schriften" , edited by Brann (Frankfort , 1908- 15) . His
literary contributions : "Die Theologie des Bachja ibn
Pakuda 11 (The Theology of Bachja) ( 'lien 1874); 11 Geschichte
der attr ibutenlehre id . Judischen Religionsphilosophi d .
Mittelalters" (The philosophy of reli ion of the Jews from
Saadja to Maimonides) ( Gotha 1877);
1 Batlajusi nyomai a
Zsido vallasbt3 l c s e szetben J s jelkepes koreinek heberfordit sa"
(The traces and symbolic surroundings of 1 Batlajusi in
Jewish religious philosophy ) (Budapest 1880); 11 z erzekek
dal ekok a Ko zep ~or physiologiaja es pszchologiajanok
t ortenet e hez (The perc eptions -- physiological and psychological contributions to the history of the Middle ges)
(Budapest 1884); "Zur Geschichte judischer Familien : I . ,
Samson ertheimer " (To the history of the family of Samson
llertheimer) (Wien 1888); " II . R. Jair . Hayim Bacharach"
{Heine's ancestry and the family of Gomperz compiled by Max
Frendenthal) (Trier 1894); 11 zsidok kiuzese Becsbol es
Also- usztri!bol" (The expulsion of the Jews from Vienna and
lower ustria) (BudaP.est 1889); "0kamanyok Wertheimer Samson elettortenetehez 1 (The historic records of Samson
Wertheimer) {Budapest 1891) ; "Melanges d ' archeologie juive
et chretienne" (Paris 1888) ; "Jakob Maulino un page de la
renaissance" (Budapest 1894); "Die letzte Ersturmung 0fens
und ihre Vorgeschichte " (The last disturbance of 0fen and
its preceedings) {Trier 1895) . His Hungarian works also
appeared in German. ZsL P . 456 . (F . D. )
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Jewish scholar; Solomon Schill,* professor of classical
philology; and Karoly Bein,** professor of natural
sciences.

The first rabbinical graduation was held on

February 28, 1883 . 63
The rabbinical school was under the supervision
of the minister of religion and twenty-four members of the
board.

Twelve were from the city of Pest and twelve were

from various parts of the country • . These men decided that
the upper and lower divisions each be five-year courses .
Basically, the curriculum did not change except that the
lower division was authorized to function as a Jewish
gymnasium . 64

* Solomon

Schill , professor, born October 14, 1849 in
Budapest; dies on May 31, 1918 in Budapest . He completed
his studies in Gyor, Budapest and Vienna . After receiving
his professorship diploma, he specialized in Greek and Latin.
He served as professor in the hymna sium of Arad and in 1878
became professor of the National Rabbinic Seminary where
he taught Greek and Latin in the lower department. He wrote
many textbooks -- several of them dealing with Biblical
topics . He served in compiling the articles of Moses Bloch
on his 60th birthday and the 25th anniversary celebration
of the Rabbinical school . He also translated one of Philo ' s
works . ZsL p . 771 .
Karoly Bein, professor, born in 1853 in Baranyamagocs;
died in Budapest in 1907 .
fter completing his studies at
the University of Pest in 1878, he became professor of
mathematics and physics at the National Rabbinic Seminary,
in the lower division. He was an excellent mathematician
and was noted by the cademy of Science where he taught
in the commercial department . ZsL p . 100 • . (S . R. )
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The following courses in theological studies in
the lower division were agreed upon: : Scriptures -- five
books of Moses, Prophets, Hagiographia, Talmud -- Babylonian and Palestinian; Hebrew grammar ; .Aramaic grammer ;
and Jewish history •

.Among the gymnasium subjects were the

usual humanities -- Greek and Latin languages and literature .
The science courses offered fewer hours than usual, but in
the final arrangements the curriculum had 104 weekly hours: :
26+26+26+26
19+19+21+23+23

= 104 Wkly . hrs . for the gymnasium
ly . hrs . for the theological
= 105
seminary.

In the upper division, the secular subjects were:
Hungarian, Latin, Greek, German, history, natural history,
physics, mathematics, and an introductory course to
philosophy . 6 5

The Religious courses given were: introduc-

tion to Scripture, interpretation of Scripture, exegetical
literature, Talmud -- Babylonian and Jerusalem; Shulhan
.Aruch, Midrash , Jewish history, religious philosophy,
history of religious philosophy, homiletics, and Hebrew
application. 66
Hungarian Jewry assumed responsibility in fostering
and supervising the studies of the Rabbinic school .

It

means more than merely providing the country with cultured
rabbis; it meant rearing a generation of lay Jewish leadership who would appreciate such a cultured rabbinate .

In

keeping with such an enlightened atmosphere, the staff of
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the seminary issued in- 1884 a quarterly periodical, the
Magyar Zsido Szemle
the joint effort of

*

(Hungarian Jewish Review) .

It waa

ilhelm Bacher and J"ozsef Banoczi that

brought to the public the fruitful activities of the
professors and the students .
present day (1960)~

Dr.

This has continued to the

exander Scheiber, Director of

the Seminary, continues the publication. 67( By his untiring efforts he has proven- to the world that the seminary is
loyal to its mission even im the face of adversity . 68
Qualifications of the Rabbi , a Matter of Controversy .
The rabbinic studies of the Orthodox were conducted within the walls of the Yeshivoth.

In 1871 the govern-

ment ratified the by-laws of the Orthodox which were known
as, "The Rules of Organization. of Traditional J)ews of
Hungary and Transylvamia". While the Congress did not

*

The Magyar Zsido Szemle (the Hungarian Jewish Review), a
scholarly periodical appeared in. 1884, with editors ilhelm
Bacher and Jbzaef Ban-oczi . In·. 1891 , Lajos Blau and Ference
Mezey took over the editorship and with the beginning· or·
the year 1896~ Blau assumed the editing of the review and
reserved it exclusively to literary content . Many times
the review appeared almost morrthly but later it appeared
only quarterly. In 1923, imon Hevesi took over the editorship when it also became the organ of the rabbinic seminary.
During the war years , due to financial difficulties, the
review appeared but with a limited content . In 1927, Denes
Friedman and Simorrand Ference Hevesi took over the editorship and the review appeared semi- monthly containing also
the Gazette of Religious Instruction. In. this review we
find material dealing with history, literature, to whicrh
rabbis and professors were the contributors . Zs L. p . 567.
(F.D.)
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issue specific rules pertaining to the qualifications of
the rabbi, it did emphasize their conviction that he must
receive his qualification certificate from a rabbinic
school .

This was most specifically indicated in the 26th

paragraph of the Orthodox organizational laws which states
that only individuals who possessed rabbinic qualifications
(Hattara) from three recognized rabbinic authorities could

-

.

.

be engaged as rabbis .

69

This requirement remained in

force and became incorporated in the rabbinic qualifying
certificate by which the publicly recognized Yeshiva of
Pozsony was governed .

The students of the Pozsony Yeshiva

had enjoyed this publ ic r _e cogni t1on sinc e 1857, twenty
years before the establishment of the seminary of Budapest .
Because of . this, they had been exempted from military service .

In 1866, however, the school was somewhat restricted

in that only those students with five years of completionin the Yeshiva would be exempt from military service .

Two

years of the required five could have been spent in other .
government-recognized schools .

The vice- regent named thirty-

~ne such Yeshivoth entitled to that privilege .
The peace and saf ety of the Yeshivoth were disturbed
when- the "Honvedu Minister of National Defense issued a
questionnaire to the minister of education and religion
asking him to give the names of those rabbinic schools whose
students were exempt from military service .

On this basis,
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the Kultus minister studied all those Yeshivoth that the
vice-regent had made reference to ten years prior.

He

was also eager to learn more about the educational system
pursued by them. Tl!

Of course this was a tedious process

for they had not followed a systematic curriculum, and
evidently his findings were not satisfactory.
On February 6, 1884 Agoston Trefort, the minister
of education, issued to the National Office in Pest,
which was 1n-_ direct communication: with the Orthodox congregation~, an order in which he repealed the 26th paragraph
of the statutes.

uFor the tim-e beingu, he stated, "only

a rab'bi who is an Hungarian-: citizen and possesses certificates proving that he has completed at least four years of
middle school can function. ti

ilil

This ruling brought great disappointment to the
Progressives as well as to the Orthodox.

The Progressives

were mainly offended by the statement that only Hungarian
citizens could be rabbis, and that indicated that others
might not be loyal to the cause of the country.
retaliated saying:

0

They

Where can the Minister find rabbis

with deeper and more sincere conviction than those foreign.~
born rabbis such as Low Schwab, Lipot Low, Fassel Hirsch,
and Majer Zipser, who had fought valiantly in~the interest

of the country and the Hungarianization . endeavor of its
schools?"
... .

The Progressives blamed the Orthodox for these
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developments and pointed out that the government would
never have had the right to mingle in their internal
religious educational system if the Congress ' s constitutional by- laws had been unanimously accepted by all
Hungarian Jewry . 72
The Orthodox protested by appealing directly to
the E:nperor asking that he reinstate the 26th parag raph
of the law, and that he order the minister not to interfere in the religious endeavors of their schools .

This

petition which was presented in Budapest on February 27 ,
1884, had been signed by these rabbis : . Joachim Katz ,
chief rabbi of N. Keresztur ; Solomon Kutna, chief rabbi of
Kismarton; Bernat Schreiber , chief rabbi of Pozsony; and
Karoly Reich , chief rabbi of Verbo . "According to law ,
the Jew was given freedom of religion; the educational
curriculum of the school was directed to strengthen religion and not secular education.

Studying in the Hedarim

and Yeshivoth was a relig ious requirement and was not to
be interefered with as that would have been a direct
violation of religious principle ."

Their petition was not

granted as f a r as the secular r equirements were concerned ;
the 26th parag raph remained in force with the restriction
that rabbis who were not citizens could not serve as
rabbis, nor could those who did not possess at least four
years of polgari school education. 73
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Progress of the Polgari School that Jointly Fostered Jewish
Education.
This new government restriction motivated many of
the larger congregations to establish polgari schools
(four years of middle school) .

However, before this law

came into force, the city of Baja had already established
its polgari school .

This had been accomplished with the

able help and leadership of Samu Beck, president of his
congregation, on June 9, 1878.

The first professors of

the school were Samuel Steckler, who later became director
of the school , Jacob falder , Jeremiah
Vilmos Grof, and Gyula Geralczi .

andl , Jozsef Spitzer ,

The community of Baja

had an outstanding record for its high standard of scholarship in both secular and Jewish studies .

Its members

spared neither time nor material in maintaining that standard .

Out of this school came world renowned scholars :

Dr . Samuel Kohn, rabbi of Pest , gifted orator and scholar;
Dr . Simon Nascher, who received his Ph . D. in Berlin where
he also served as lecturer and rabbi; Dr . Jozsef Perles ,
rabbi of Milnich, who was the son of Baruch

sher Perla .

He

completed the gymnasium in Baja and his thological studies
in Breslau; Lipot Schulhof, famous astronomer; Dr . Gyula
Donath, renowned medical professor; and Dr . J ozsef Balassa ,
philologist, who was born in Baja in 1864 and was a
graduate of the University of Budapest .

These men
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had reaeived their educational background in the school of
Baja.

1-:!J.
The school of Nagyvarad also deserves special men-

tion for its high standards of education.

Originally,

this polgari school consisted of the fifth and sixth grade
elementary classes.

Finally, at the request of the school
-

commission on June 28, 1888, it was expanded to a complete

rro

four-class polgari school. ·

The polgari school of Nagy-

varad deserves special recognition as its Hebrew studies
were in close collaboration with its secular department
in which high educational standards were developed.
curriculum which is on-; the following page
tifies to this.

The

(page 178) tes-
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Imre Szenes, royal inspector, praised the school
of Nagyvarad for its scholastic achievement saying that the
school could be compared with any other school in the
country.

Regardless of the fact that the school devoted

much of its time to the religious studies, it still main;._.
tained its high record of secular scholarship. 1l7i
The Organizing of Talmud Torah Schools and the Teaching of
Religion im. the Public Schools.
In the early '7O 1 s, the Jews of Hungary were con.~
fronted with two new educational problems -- the organizing
of Talmud Torah schools which pupils of the elementary and
high schools attended after regular school hours, and the

THE HEBREW .CURRICULUM OF THE POI.GARI SCHOOL OF NAGYVARAD
-

Relig~on and Ethics

CLASS I

CLASS II

(a) Bible - Deuteronomy with
Raslii Commentary.
(b) Prophets -

(a) Bible - 1st and 2nd Books
of Moses, Genesis and
Exodus with Rashi Commentary.
(b) Prophets - Samuel Ir, Review of previous study.

Samuel I.

(e, Hebrew grammar parts of

(c) Hebrew grammar (syntax)
written and oral exercises;
Prayer book translation.

(d) Laws and Customs weekly hours for all four
courses - 14.

(d) Laws and Customs - pertaining to Tephilitt and
Tzi~zit;also calender
study of Hebrew festivals;
Four courses together 14 weekly hours.

speech, Morphology.

CLASS IV

CLASS. III
(a) 3rd and 4th Books of Moses,
Leviticus and Numbers with
Rashi Commentary.

(a) The weekly portion with
the Haphtoras with Rashi
Commentaries.

(b) The Haftoras of the weekly
assigned port~ons and
translation into Hungarian.

(b) Haftoras study with 3rd
class together.

(e) Hebrew grammar compositions
in Hebrew; One compositiom
per week; Prayerbook
translation.

(e) Hebrew grammar compositions more extensive;
Free translation from
Hebrew to Hungar1a.n-. and
from Hungarian to Hebrew.

(d) Laws and Customs. - pertaining to the following
festivals: Pesiach, Purim,
Chanuka; Folll" courses together - 13 hours weekly.

(d) Laws and Customs - Grace
before and after meals Laws pertaining to the
Sabbath and other festivals;
Four courses together 13 hours weekly.
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teaching of religion in public schools .

Both were new

experiences in the field of Jewish education in Hungary .
•fuen the Jews had their own denominational sc hools , there
were no problems in adjusting religion to the curriculum ;
but after the congregational schools were disbanded and
many became public schools , it was difficult for the
parents and the congregations to permit their children to
be brought up without the proper relig ious studies , for
these studies were not included in the curriculum of the
public elementary or the middle schools .

This was not a

Jewish p r oblem alone , as other denominations had similar
problems to contend with; yet , to the Jew , relig ious
education was not mere catechism but required a detailed
course of study consisting of Hebrew languag e , Bible , Jewish
history and traditions and customs .

Consequently , this

gave Jewish educators just cause for careful implementation,
an effective curriculum in order to solve their educational
problems .
The arrangement of Talmud Torah schools was
specifically a community problem .

The teaching of religion

in these schools was the concern of the Jewish community
while reli gious education in the public school was the
concern of all denominations .

In order to g et at the root

of t his new development , the teac hing of religion in the
Hungarian public school , let us study

oston Trefort ' s
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ruling of 1873, in which he pointed out that the Hungarian
public school was an institution for the teaching of
general studies but that the responsibility of the religious
education of the children rested upon the parents.

Tisza

Kalman, Prime Minister, proposed at one of his educational
meetings that after confer ni ng with religious organizations
in each community, the minister of religion and education
make definite arrangements to engage teachers to teach
religion in the public schools .

They would receive

salaries as prescribed by the law.

is.
·

The minister of education could not have found a
better qualified man than Mor Karman

*

to administer the

Jewish educational and religious needs in the public s c hools .

*

Mor Karman, born on December 25, 1843, in Szeged and died
in October, 1915 . His first education he received in
Szeged . After receiving his Ph. D. in Budapest in 1866, he
taught Jewish religion in the secondary school and in the
Commercial cademy of Budapest . In 1869, Eotvos , minister
of religion and education, sent him to Leipzig to study
methods of teacher's education for the secondary school . In
Leipzig the famous pedagogue , Ziller, entrusted him with
the organization of the writing of a curriculum for the
training of teachers at the model elementary school . This
curriculum was published under the title , "Vademecum fur
die Praktikanten des Paedagogischen Seminars zu Leipzig" .
When he returned to Hungary in 1872, he became lecturer of
pedagogy, ethics and psychology at the University of
Budapest. Karman organized and served as director of education in the model secondary school of Budapest and was
known a.a the nPraeceptor Hungorae", a title bestow~d up.o n:·.
him after many years of practical experience in the field
of teaching and lecturing at the Universit y of Budapest .
He was an outstanding pedagogical figure in the education~l
history of Hungary and was worthy of assuming this post . ~·
ZsL p . 453 .

(sz. G. )
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Before Karman became prominant in his profession, he was
presented with the problem of working out a curriculum for
the teaching of religion in the public schools -- the elementary and high schools .

It is pathetic that out of his

entire study of this subject that was so dear to him , only
an introductory outline was preserved .

We have some idea ,

however, of his basic concept that motivated this great
undertaking .

Religious education, to Karman was the basis

of morals and ethics .

Judaism to him was not in conflict

with science; in order to lead a moral life he believed
that one must have a scientific viewpoint toward religion.
He also believed that in a period of transition the materials
for instruction and the methods applied should be carefully
studied before being adopted .

Consequently , this g igantic

undertaking was not the work for one individual but for
many scientifically trained men. 79

This major question

will be elaborated upon in the following chapters .
In the '70's, the Talmud Torah school, which was
dedicated to teaching elementary and middle school children
after public school hours and during summer vacation, was
neglected in many communities .

This situation was due to

the split in congregations which had developed as a
result of the Congressional resolution .
To the Orthodox, religious education was no
problem because he literally practiced the Bibli cal
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command,

11

d thou shalt teach thy children" .

To him

education meant religious instruction -- teaching the
children Torah according to the prescribed ruling ,
sitting in thy house ••• morning and night ."

11

While

The program of

religious education for his children often began before
the age of six .

The curriculum consisted of the study of

the Siddur and the Humash .

When a child reached the stage

of studying the Talmud, the local rabbi usually assumed
the responsibility for his continued study .

Very often

the student was sent to an out-of-town Yeshiva for
advanced Talmudic studies .
fter the congregational schools had been
abandoned and the children were enrolled in the public
schools where no religious education was offered , the
Progressives did not see the need for the Talmud Torahs
as they did not wish to overtax these children with extra
Hebrew studies .
Only the middle group (the Status

uo group)

showed great concern about the establishment of the Talmud
Torahs .

They organized adequately equipped Talmud Torah

schools where specially trained teachers were engaged .
There were some communities that had excellent Talmud Torahs,
I

such as the Jewish community of Papa, where the children
were sent for two to four hours daily after attending public
school .

For instance, from the first to the fourth
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grade, four hours 'daily or twenty-four hours a week were
spent in the Talmud Torah; while the fifth grade spent
three hours daily or eighteen hours a week. 80
Communities with these arrangements were not in
need of religious education in the public schools.

How-

ever, there were a great many communities where, after
the dissolving of the congregational elementary schools,
their children were sent either to the public schools or
to the Christian elementary schools where there was no
religion taught.

For instance, in, the community of

Jaszbereny, where children attended the Catholic elementary and later the Catholic high school, the children
reached the stage of knowing more about Christianity than
Judaism.

This motivated the Jewish community to organize

its Talmud Torah where religious classes were taught in a
private room given to them by the Catholics.

During the

summer classes were held in the women's division of the
synagogue.~
The Talmud Torah school curriculum was not clear
to the government supervisors; therefore, many unpleasant
incidents developed.

The minister of religion and edu-

cation often closed the schools accusing them of teaching
subjects that were not to be taught in- a religious school.
He termed such schools "Zug iskola" (illegal schools). To
control these schools he issued the following orders:
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1.

The ·school must be supervised by the Jewish
congregation.

2.

Teachers must be citizens of Hungary.

3.

Talmud Torah schools must not tea.ch any
secular .studies but religion; for secular
studies, c hildren must be sent to public
sc hools.

All schools not complying with

this were to be closed. &2 ·In addition to this regulation, the minister
issued another declaration in 1880 in which he said:

"It

becomes essential that I issue this ruling -- that children
not be permitted to attend Talmud Torah schools until they
complete at least two years of public school and until every
child can read a.nd write. II

a.

The city of Pest had a well-organized Talmud Torah.
The Talmud Torah coordinated its curriculum to meet with
the needs of students who attended gymnasium and actively
functioned until the opening of the Seminary in 1877. 64~
In this school Ede Neumann, who was the first to enter and
the first to graduate from this Seminary in the year 1883,
received his preliminary Hebrew education which qualified
him for entry to the Rabbinic Seminary in Pest.SSJ
teachers were highly qualified men.

Their

Among them were Samuel

Low Brill, president of the rabbis of Pest, who taught
Talmud; Henrik Deutsch, director of the Jewish Teachers'
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Institute, who also taught Talmud with specific Hungarian

*

interpretation and religion; Dr. Moritz (Mayer) Kayserling , rabbi

*

Moritz (Mayer) Kayserling, rabbi and historian; born in
Hanover, Germany, June 17, 1829, and died in Budapest, pril
21 , 1905 . He was a graduate from the University of Halle in
1856, and became rabbi irrEndingen (Canton· of argau),
Switzerland, in 1861 . Here, besides occupying the rabbinic
post, he took part in the successful struggle of the Swiss
Jews for equal rights . In 1870 , he came to Budapest where
he filled the rabbinic post after the death of Rabbi Meizel
in the Tabak Temple . Kayserling, in- his orations, followed
the methods of modern German rabbis, emphasizing the ethical
concept in. his lectures . During his thirty- five years of
fruitful literary activities which he spent in seclusion,
Kayserling was an authority on the history and literature
of the Jews in Spain and was the author of several important
studies of the period . His chief literary contributions
centered around the period of the emancipation of the Germarr
Jews, the Middle Ages, and the history of expulsion. of the
J,ews from Spain. Among these was, "Christopher Columbus
und der
teil der Juden an den spanischen und portugiesischen Entdeckungen" (1894) which appeared also in English
(trans . Charles Gross, "Christopher Columbus and the
Participation of the Jews in the Spanish and Portuguese
Discoveries" (New York, 1894; 2nd ed . !few York, 1928); and
the Hebrew transla t ion ( arsaw., 1895). "Dorr Isaac bravanel
Seine Leben und Seine Dichtungen" (Don Isaac bravanel ' s
life and :poetry) (1902) . "Die Ju.den von Toledo" (The Jews
of Toledo} (1901). Kayserling also revised Emanuel Hecht 1's
11 Handbuch der israelitischen Geschichte"
(Leipzig, 1874; 10th ed . , 1922), and was the author of "Die judische
Literatur von Mendelssohn bis auf unsere Zeit 11 (1896). His
other works included II ephardim 11 (1859), "Moses Mendelssohns
philosof.hische und religiose G·r undsa tze mi t Hinblick auf
Lessing 1 (1859), "Geschichte der Juden in N'avarra, den
Baskenlandern und -au.f den.. Balearen 11 (1861); 11 Die judischenFrauen in· der Geschichte der Literatur und Kunst" (1879);
"Das Moralgeschichte des Judentum in, Bez:iehung auf Familie
Staa t und Geselenschaft 11 (~.,ewish ethics irr regard to family,
state and Society) (1882) . In · collaboration~with S. Kohn~
he was the editor of the 11 Ungarische-Judische ioehenschrift"
and contributed to Hebrew, German, English and French
periodicals. He was a member of the Trinity Histori~al
Society and of the-Royal cademy of Madrid and the
ericall'
Jewish Historic Society. Zs L p . 457. (S . R.)
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of Pest and teacher of, history; and, Samuel Kohn, also rabbi
of Pest who taught Biblical exegesies.
The Writing and Publishing of Textbooks.
Hand-in-hand with the educational development of
the Hungarian Jewish school went the efforts of those who
rendered valuable service toward Jewish education by furthering the writing and publishing of textbooks.

In previous

chapters reference has been ma.de to several men who rendered
such service.

One of the most outstanding among them was

Mor Szegf1, a teacher of the .H unga.rianization Society, who
tranalated the Five Books of Moses into Hungarian.

His un-

tiring efforts were hailed by not only parents and teachers
of the Jewish faith but also by Christian students who
utilized Szegfi's translation of the Pentateuch to advance
their studies of Biblical Hebrew.

Szegfi also revised

Morie Rosenthal's .prayerbook, which was distributed free
of charge among tile students of Pozsony by Fulop Korn, whose
aim it was that students become fam111 r with the Hungarian
version of the Hebrew prayers. ·
Preceding the Hungarian War for Independence there
were textbooks writers who enhanced the cause and who are
worthy of mention here.

More Braun, who followed the methods

of Phillipson, wrote religious textbooks for youth in 1845.
Salamon·_Neumann wrote an Hungarian history text.

This text,

composed in both Hungarian and German and arranged in ques-

tion and answer form, was published in Budapest 1n 1844.
He also published a geography text in· Pest in 1845.

Lipot

Roka.nstein, who at first was a rabbi in Zagrob and then in.
Szombathely wrote the, "Dath. J:ehuda", a text dealing with
religion and ehhics and published in ·. Buda. in·: 1841.
The following were eminent authors of textbooks
after the War of Independence:

Salamon Kobn, dire~tor o'f:

the Jewish school of Pest, translated a prayerbook into
German, "Tefilath Bene1 Y1srael", which was published int
~

~

Obuda in::1859, as well as a religious text, ttLehrbuch der
Mosaischer Relig1onn, published 1n Pest in 1860.

In· later

year.a , as the Hungarianization endeavor became accelerated,
he also wrote these texts in1Hungaria.n:

"Biblia Tortenetett
-

-

(History of the Bible) in1Pest in 1861; ''Vallastan az If j_usag
Szamara" (Study of Religion for the Youth) in Pest, 1862.
Samuel Koha.nyi, a music teacher of the Jewish school ot Pest,
wrote popular texts, "El.so hangoztoto es olvaso konyv a
magyar Izraelita nepiskolak szamaratt (The first Hungarian~
reader and enunciation · book for the Jewish public school),
Pest, 1864.

Jozsef Manheimer at first wrote for kindergarten:

music textbooks which were published 1n:.Pest in-; 1861, and
later wrote, ".Azsido Nemzet Tortenete 0s1doktol Kezdve
"

Korunkig Palestina.1 Foldrajzaval" (The history of the Jewish
nation from~its inception .to the present with the geog~aphy
of Palestine), Pest, 1862.

Nathan Fischer, teacher in G¥or
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and later d1ree::tor 'o f the J.ew1sh Girls•' School of Pest,

-

wrote primarily for youth: "Ifjusagi Iratak a Ma.gyarhon1
Izraelitak Szamara" (youth publication for native Hungarian
Jewish students), Gyor, 1863; and "Magyar Zsido IfJ:)lsag
1885-86. 'frll
Lapja" (Hungarian Jewish youth paper),
s the Jewish Teachers' Society bee.a.me organized,
the publication of textbooks eame under their supervision-.
The Jewish Teachers' Society exerted great effort in, translating the Bible into Hungarian.

Eleazar Szanto, the author

of the periodical of the Teachers' Society stressed,
ttHunga.rian·, Jewry cannot bec:ome thoroughly Hunga.rianized until
it adopts the musical Hungarian language as its mother tongue-until every Hungarian Jewish school teaches Bible in~
Hungarian.

Let the price of the Bible, especially the Five

Books of Moses, become so reasonable that it will be within
reach of the poorest child. 11 138.

-

In 1877 at the annual meeting of the Teachers' Society,
Ignac Fuhrer, Chairman of Religious :Education, proposed in
the form of a motion .. tbat a commission, consisting of three
members be appointed to make a study of this vital question1
and write the Five Books of Moses so that it would meet with
the needs of the public school.~
The first volume of the Pentateuch appeared in:.1879
and was immediately put to use imthe schools; the other
four volumes soon followed.

Among the Society's publications
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was the first school prayerbook which appeared in 1873.
Since the primary pedagogic emphasis of this prayer book
was to make it simple for the students to find any prayer
in the prayer book, the topic sentence of eacher prayer was
written in both Hebrew and Hungarian at the top of each page
each page was also numbered in both languages . 90
t the dire~tion of Mor Karman, Vllmos Rado published in 1881 the Hungarian reading texts for all four
classes of the elementary schools .

The "Neptanitok Lapja"

(Public, Teacher ' s Paper) of the year 1881, made the following
remarks about these reading books: .

11

ie are filled with Joy

knowing our Jewish youth receive information concerning
our country from such well wri tt.en books . n

9l

The community of Pest also supported the publishing
of textbooks for the Jewish school .

Reshit Hakria -- the

Hebrew alphabBt (Hebrew First Reader) , which was placed in
the Jewish congregational schools of Pest, contained important information in Hebrew about the Ten Commandments and
the Thirteen Principles of Faith, etc .

Many felt that it

would have been a great asset if the Hungarian translation
also had been added . 92

This book was not published as an

exclusive basic reading text for the study of religion in
the Jewish school but as a religious text to the study of
Hebrew for the Jewish children in the public elementary
school. 93
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Henrik Deutsch, director of the institute, wrote
a text for the use of the institute and middle school
11

Eletforras Vagyis Mosesi Vallastan" (Foundation of Life

Mosai c Religion) in which a special heading was directed
for the development of knowledge ; published in Budapest

1877 - 1879.

It aimed to instruct that religion is not

contradictory to general wisdom .

The text is apologetic in

nature and its chief merit is that it supports its
contentions .

It quotes not only from the Bible but also

the Talmud , Midrash and Maimonides ' works . 94
The rabbis and teachers throughout the country
participated in the writing of textbooks for the schools .
Mar k Handler , Rabbi of Havas and director of the Jewish
school of his community, father of Siman Heveti , an excellent
speaker and leading Rabbi of Budapest, wrote,

11

Wajabinu

Bamikra", a book containing grarrunatical rules for the
Humash .

It also gave a complete vocabulary for the book

of Genesis .

He was among the first who wrote grammatical

text for the Jewish schools of Hungary . 95

Another

important textbook was written by Elias Schafer, teacher
of Kecskemet ,

11

Bibliai Tortenet" (Bible history) .

It

stressed the Biblical text in its literal form and was a clear
concise presentation of the Humash beginning with the creation
to the death of Moses . 96

These authors were individuals

who had attained their ideological and practical competence
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not in the field of general education but in their close
relationship with the Jewish school .
The most outs tanding textbook writer of Hungarian
Jewish education was Mor Karman •

• ccording to Vilmos Rado ,

Karman ' s many publications emphasised the folk spirit and
directed its readers to scientific thinking • . 97
Statistics Pertinent to Jewish Education in 1870 .
Despite the unlogical development of Jewish
education, the following statistic data attests the high
stage to which it advanced .

ccording to the Minister of

Religion and Education, the country in 1870 had the
following stratification :

DENOMIN TION
0atholi c
Protestant
Jewish

Populat1on of

No . of Schools
Maintained

7 , 500 , 000
3 , 140 , 000
500 , 000

5 , 217
3,847
490

(98)

The total student distribution in 1872 was 1, 440,694.
The 58,118 Jews

4% -- 1·rere distributed throughout the

various schools in the number indicated in the following
chart :

Total

TYPE OF SCHOOL
Public School
Gymnasium
Real School
caderny
University
University of

rts

1 , 401 , 473
27,707
6,730
1 , 925
2, 348
511

Jews

53 , 104
2, 247
1,281
80
458
50

Percentage

3. 78
11
19
4. 60
19. 50
9. 80(99)
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In· the medical field there were two students and in· the
department of philosophy there were seven enrolled.

The

inspector of schools of Budapest, in 1876, gave the following statistics:
I

In 1876, in Budapest, there were 77 city

schools, 22 denominational schools, 3 governmental schools,
and 47 private schools.

Altogether there were 147 elemen-

tary schools in Budapest.

In.. these schools, out of 41,937(

children of school age, 35,134 or 83.77% attended.

When

this number is broken down to religious denominations, we

have the following:
Catholics
Jews
Protestants
Evangelical

..

21,309
8,301
1,317
1,145

lb6
The 1880 statistics concerning Hungarian education:.
gave the following data:
Roman Catholics
Greek Catholics
Greek Orthodox
Protestants
Evangelical
Jews

-

47 .21%
10.83%
14.11%
14.78%
8.07%
4.54%

The following are statistics of the population who
could read and write:
Roman Ca.t holics
Greek Catholics
Greek Orthodox
Protestants
Evangelical
Jews

-

-

46.

%

11.27%
16.18%
63.96%
70.58%
71.93%
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According to these statistics, the educational development of the Jew occupied the highest stage.

Three-

quarters of the Jewish population could read and write.

101

In this chapter special emphasis . has been made
concerning political, denominational and pedagogic events:
The agreement between Austria 1,11d Hungary; the emancipation; the formation of public . school laws; and, the
Jewish Congress.

Througllout this period the Jewish

school showed contradictory marks of development.

By

this I mean that while the overall number of Jewish
schools increased, at the same time we can·: detect a state
of indifference in many Hungarian eommun1tiea concerning
their Jewish education.

Thia indifference resUlted ·in

the closing of many well-found.e d congregational schools.
From this state of indifference Hungarian Jewry was
aroused by the shock of the T1sza Eszler ritual blood
accusation.

Note:

By mistake in typing, Chapter V begins
with page 206 instead of 194. '!'bis,
ho~ever, does not effect the thesis as
nothing has be~n omitted.

CHAPTER V
The Impact of

ti-Semitism Upon Jewish Education in Hungary;

Preliminaries of the Jewish Gymnasium; Prouosed Curricula for
Teaching Religion in Public Schools; Reorganization of Talmud
Torah Schools; Influence of Home and Synagogue on Education.
Despite the progress Hungarian Jews had made in
various educational problems both external and internal ,
their difficulties increased by the anti-Semitic Tisza Eszlar
blood accusation .

From what sources did this criminal anti-

Semitic notion arise?

What events -- political, religious,

and educational -- nurtured this trend against the Jew?
What destructive and constructive effects did this movement
have on the education of the Jew?

In the opening of t his

Chapter, I shall attempt to trace the growth of the
hatred and bigotry that culminated in "The Great Trial"
and the far-reaching effects it had upon the Jews and their
education.
This anti-Semitic movement developed in an inverse
proportion with the expansion of the human right program in
the many countries of Europe .

The French Revolution, which

gradually spread its wings of enlightenment and equal rights
for all men, no doubt helped the Jews in their striving
for emancipation .

It may have given them the opportunity

to adjust themselves culturally and economically to the
206
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European environment by permitting them to take an integral
part in the advancement of human progress , but simultaneously with such privileJes , developed a strong undercurrent
of hatred and bigotry motivated by competitive jealousy .
Before the emancipation, the Jew was tolerated because of
his usefulness in industry , commerce, and trades .

However ,

whenever he could be replaced he was no longer tolerated
and was consequently compelled to be constantly on the move .
With emancipation, toleration gave way to hatred as competition in industry , commerce, and the professions increased .
Since the Jew could no longer be forced from his rightful
place , his neighbors with whom he was in competition worked
against him by influencing public opinion and undermining
his general security .
The Jews were the first to feel this
anomaly, and they felt it most keenly . They
had scarcely been g ranted equal rights when
these same rights were put into question . As
long as good-will, democracy , and humanity
prevailed in Europe , everything seemed orderly
and correct . But when ill-will, nationalism,
and egoism gained dominion and baser instincts
were aroused , men began to cry over the rights
that had been granted the Jews as over spilt
milk . Particularly if any toes were trodden on,
the cry arose : Herc hez le Juif ! - no further
cause need be sought . The Jews were a community
without protection and so a convenient target
for any attack . 1
There were many contributing factors that cast
their clouds upon the Jewish horizon .

Among these was the

accusation uttered by Pope Pius IX who claimed that the
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Jewish journalists were the cause of the diminishing
prestige of the Catholic Church. 2
1

other major factor nurturing seeds of hatred

was the press.

The German press stamped the ~ew as the

political enemy of the country .

Dr.

ugust Rohling ,

Professor of Theology at Munster, in his book called,
"Der Talmudjude" w~itten in 1871 , tried to prove that
the blood accusation with which the Jews were libeled had
their origin in the Biblical commentaries -- the Talmud .
Joseph Samuel Bloc, Rabbi of Florisdorf, near Vienna,
publicly charged Rohling ,

"was not equipped neither

morally nor in scholarship to engage in criticism of
the Talmud . 11 3
All these unfounded accusations subsequently
led to a status as unendurable as that which prevailed
prior to the emancipation·.

Similar conditions prevailed

in the countries of the Czar, where propaganda was spread
that the cultured Jews were causing political unrest in
the world - - propaganda which resulted in the infamous
pogroms in Kiev and Odessa in 1881 .
Russia ' s example with pogroms in

Poland followed

arsaw in 1881-82 . 4

Anti-Semitism in Hungary.
Hungarian Jews were not spared these ill- fated
treatments.

fhile it may seem, and justly so , that the

Jews in Hungary had adjusted themselves to the prevailing
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conditions which gave them good reasons to be part of the
Hungarian population) nevertheless, tb.e oeeurrenee of
anti-Semitism in1Hungary was not prev.ented.

They had over-

looked: the incident of Istoezy_y (Victor) Gyorgy, represen..

-

tat1 ve 1n Parliament, who in 1875 raised the question·
whether or not the government would protect the Jew against
anti-Semitic attacks.

Wenckelheim, the Minister of Interior,

had replied in: the affirmative pointing out that it was
their duty to protect their citizens.

In spite of all the

reassurances an anti-Semi tic party was organized 1.rr. 1880
at the head . or which was Geza von-, Onody, who jointly with
Istoezy, it 1s believed, were instrumental in bringing
about the Tisza Eszlar blood accusation.
In Tisza-Eszi.ar, a small Hungarian village
on the Theiss, on · the Sabbath betore Easter, .April
l, 1882, a fourteen-year-old girl, Esther Solymosi
by name, disappeared. No trace of her could be
discovered, but it was the Easter season and she
had l.ast been seenLin,, the vicinity of the synagogue,
and that was sufficient to spread the rumor that
she had been done to death in:, the synagogue by
sev.eral slaughterers from another place who were
there present, that her blood had been: drained,
that the body had then been::~dismembered and buried.
Local police and court off.1cers conducted the
investigation with this in mind, but eould not 1'1nd
the slightest basis for establishing guilt. The
support of the charge was the testimony of the
twelve-year-old son of the janitor of the synagogue,
Scharf. He recounted all the details of the procedure with the greatest minuteness: peeping through
the keyhole of the locked synagogue, he claimed to
have seen·: the gruesome business of the binding, the
slaughter, the draining of the blood, and the disposition of the members of the body. 5
This was known as the "Great Trial" which lasted-
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for nearly a year and shook the entire Jewish population
and decent citizens throughout the world .

Although the

trial proved the accusations false, it had sown the seed
of hatred and bigotry .

There were many uprisings in

cities such as Pozsony , Sopron, Budapest , Zalaegerszeg
making it necessary for the government to intervene and
issue martial laws in order to stem the turmoil .

In 1884

the anti- Semitic party consisted of seventeen members who
presented the following bill , which was not passed in the
National Assembly :
1.

Jews should not be permitted to hold public
office .

2.

Jews should be prohibited from leasing land .

3.

Jews should not be allowed to pursue the
medical or legal professions nor to be
pharmacists , grocers or bakers .

4.

Jews testifying in court must take the Jewish
oath (Oath used in the Middle Ages) . 6

All these developments were instigated by some of the Catholic
clergy who for many years had been advocating anti-Jewish
sentiment in their incendiary speeches and sermons in the
church and had brought about the massacres of innocent
people and the burning of homes and synagogues .

In 1886 ,

in Dunaszerdahely , the district of Pozsony , there was great
turmoil and rioting which was a direct result of the infamy
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spread by the Catholic leaders of that community . 7
In Hungary there was an additional reason for
this deplorable condition which perhaps was not found in
other countries .

fter the agreement between

ustria and

Hungary and the emancipation, Jews had been given the
opportunity to enter into the agricultural field and to
lease land from the aristocrats or the gentry who were
little concerned about the development of the land but
rented it so that they could spend their time in pleasure hunting and gambling in foreign countries .

Leading such

lives of luxury and chance, many often lost their fortunes
and could not meet their payments .

When their estates

were placed for public auction, it was often the Jew, the
lessee, who was able to purchase the estate .

The impov-

erished gentry had to seek public employment, usually in
the governmental office of the district of his ancestral
estate, so that he could at least maintain his prestige .
Inevitably he would look with malice upon the Jew
who had bought his estate , thereby increasing the feelof anti-Semitism in the country .
by the fact that when the

11

This was abetted

Recepcio 11 law, known as the

1895 XLII Law, was passed and it was mutually agreed
that the Jews have equal rights with the cratholic church,
added currents of hatred were brought forth .
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The Effects of .Anti-Semitism Upon the Student.
In view of all this it is reasonable to believe
that the pos1 tion:-.o:r the· student who attended government
or city schools was tar trom being .congeru.al, for the
anti-Semitic sentiment had round its way into the public
schools.

Jewish students were often exposed to l::la.rsh

treatment not only by their classmates but also by their
teachers and professors.

When eases

or

usury and dis-

honesty were discussed in the classrooms, professors often
cited the: Jewish student as am example.

8

Exam1nat1on-s

were made especially difficult so that it would be almost
1mpossib1e for a Jewish student to enter the first grade
of the gymnasium.

When Jewish students were ac~epted,

they were segregated as inferiors and .received no help
from their professors, which action resulted in building
up antipathetic sentiment toward the Jewish students who
incurred insults and brutality. 9

These unbearable con-

ditions were the cause of the decrease in the enrollment
of Jews in the middle schools of Budapest -- approximately
seven percent. 10
Declarations were heard throughout the county,
"Let them not study, and it we cannot stop them from
studying, at least let us see that they stay away from
public office." lJ:_ t.guston Tretort, the Minister of
Fducation, repeatedly declared that his advice to the
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Jewish youth was that he should follow any pursuit or
vocati.o n but should decline the cul tur~tl field.

In view

of this official declaration coming from the Minister of
Public F.d.ucation, Jewish educators, as well as the
general public who were concerned about the advancement
of education, advised the youth not to be mo-t 1vated or
misled by the distorted admonition of the minister, whose
anti-Semitic advice was directed to undermine the intellectual progres.s o.f the Jews. 12
Th.e general ant1-Sem1t1e sentiment gradually
forced its way into the school system to such an extent
that,, in: one of the gymnasiums of Budapest, the director
denounced the Jewish community's action for sending a
presiding officer to supervise the religious exam1nat1o:ns
of the gymnasium, a person who did not have the command
of the Hungarian language.

This individual was the

diatinguished Dr. Meyer Kaserling, Rabbi of Pest, whose
scholarly reputation was kn.own not only in: the country
but beyond its borders.

This malicious. object1om was

almos.t un.belie:vable since it was but a short time before
that thi.a. same gymnasium and 1 ts director were under the
Royal Catholic School District whose language of instruction was German. 1 3
T.he anti-Semitic .influence injected into the
schools reached such a towering height that, while orr_the
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surf'ace Agua-ton Tref'ort, Minister o:f F.ducation, may hav,e
issued an· order to the direc:.tors of the middle . schools
1n: which he reprimanded them because, according to his
knowledge, a goodly number of' the professors of' the
schools were actively eng~ged in: spreading anti-Semitism
in the schoo.l and because they openly harboured hatred
against Jewish citizens and exerted a harmful influence
upon:·. the mental. att:1 tude
the orde.r entorced. 14

or

the youth, he did. not have

Trefort' s orders were not publi-

cized by many school direators; this hush. policy soon;
had its harmful eff'ec-t on~the stude-nts. 1 5
Anti-Semitism Forced Prompt Action om the Erection of the
Gymnasium.
With the establishment of' the new public school
law of 1867, many denominational elementary schoois had
been--: transf'erred into general public schools.

With this

new anti-Semitic development, however, many Jswish com-~
munities had a change

or

heart, especially whe1r. the

question:-of erec:ting a Jewish gymnasium : became the topic
of discussion, and although Jewish leaders in the field.
of education were far from being unified in: this burning
issue, they could not evade it as long as their children
were exposed to embarrassment and inhuman treatment in:
th-e gymnasium.

Cons.e quently, the question rapidly fo-r ced

1tseif toward the front, demanding prompt action • .
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The wavering attitude on tbe part or Jewish
leadership was due to .the f'act that the establishment of
a Jewiah gymnasium... was urged by tb.e anti-Semites of the
country whose chief motives for the erection of sueh an
inst1 tute were to segregate the· ·Jews.

Some Jewish

leaders insisted upo.n ·; the• Jewish gymnasium regardless ot
the anti-Semi tic opinion which meant segregation• .
The idea or the establishment of a Jewish gymnasium was not new; it had had its origin in: the

1

60 .' s.

With the dev~lopment of anti-Semitism it took oma new

phase -- it became a. necessity.

Op-1n1ons differed as to

the advisability of erecting this school.

Igna.c Goldziher,

the world ren0wned orientalist and secretary of the J-ewish
o.ommun1 ty of Pest, opposed the establishment of the gymnasium.

Many prominent leaders joined him in-. his oppo-

sition but Mor Karman, the great Jewish pedagogue, favored
it. 16
That it was not a matter of minor concern· waa
simple to deternd.ne, for it occupied the minds of the
major part of Hungarian Jcewry -- especially those who were
dire~tly concerned about the problem of education.
The left wing of the Assimilationists opposed
the Jewish gymnasium because it would lead to segregation,
·
17
a barrier to assimilation.
They fought desperately
against any idea that would separate the Jew from the
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general Hungarian public; and, since a Jewish gymnasium:
would lead to this, they opposed it.

18

Others opposed its establishment simply because
the anti-Semites urged it.

The anti-Semitic press

repeatedly encouraged the Jews to establish the middle
schools similar to those of other denominations, the
Catholics and the Lutherans.

19

Many refrained from san~-

t1on1ng the establisbmentof the gymnasium bec-ause Tre:f'ort,
the minister o:f' education, wanted it;
an:1 ulterior

they felt there was

motive for his urgency in1. the matter. 20

It

was difficult to understand that a man of his position
would urge the establishment of a denominational school
when·, be should have· bee~ instrumental im the opposite .
direction.
The religionists, on:~the other hand, preferred
the denominational middle school, hoping that it would
stem the tide of atheism that was prevarent in the country.
The general consensus among the religionists was that
JBwish students attending the· general or Christian denom+inational gymnasiums for eight years would be inclined to
lose their religious convictions.

The little religious

instruction .they would receive would be overbalanced by
the athiestic influences

or

many of the professors.

Only

a Jewish gymnasium would remedy this situation. 2'1·
The religionists contended that the fears of the

assimilationists were unfounded; ttiey said ttie Jewish
gymnasium would not build barriers because ttiey would
alsQ accept students of other denominations a.ml, therefore, would have a tendency to turther integration.

It

was the only means of avoiding unnecessary embarrassment
and cruelty to the Jewish student.

22

Among those who favored tb.e establi.sbment of
the Jewish middle schools were the advocates of promoting religious ideals and the advancement or Hebrew culture.

Mor Karman gave three lectures to the Jewish

teachers of the Institute, only one of wllich was preserved by the press.

Only fragments of the other two

lectures were talked about in which he declared that
the establishment of the middle schools would be of great
advantage to the religious and ethical progress or the
Jewish people, as its subjects could be coordinated with
the secular curriculum of the school. 23
Pleading that it would serve as a vital factor
in promoting Hebrew culture in Hungary, the Hebraists
urged the erection of the Jewish gymnasium.

Armin Perl's, ,

rabbi of Kecskemet, maintained that even as the study of
the Greek and Latin languages are essential prerequisites
in every gymnasium, so Hebrew would be made essential in
the Jewisti gymnasium. 24 Many believed that 1f the
Hungarian Jews collld maintain many elementary schools,
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there was no reason why they could not establish at least
one gymnasium.

This sehool would serve to give the

student a basic Hebrew knowledge since many barely knew
how to read Hebrew and even :f'ewer could speak or understand it. 25
Adolf Silberstein, the prominent aesthet1cian
and publicist, made an appeal in the name or Hebrew cul-

ture, deploring the tact th.at the Hungarian Jewish public
had not established even one gymnasium.

He also said

that while they did not openly support denominational
schools, they had no reason for not es.t ablishing a denominational school of their own; and since they sent
their children to other denominational schools, why not
to their own? 26
Jewis.h l'roteasors Share the Flight of the Students.
Among the many reasons tor building a Jewish
gymnasium was the problem the professors had.

Tretort

did not appoint a s.ingle Jew to a professorship maintaining that, because of the prevailing po.l i ti cal cont'lict,
the offic.e could not be assigned to Jews.

27:

Only on

condition that a Jew accept Christianity could he be
given a professorship.

His anti-Semitic position was

generally known and so was his fanatic conviction to gain·.
proselytes.
At a meeting of Jewish professors, this plight

21 9

was discussed in order to seek a logical solution.

The

Real school of Vaguj~ely ha.d two openings for professors;
one was filled by a

~ew

fessors were indignant;

and one by a non-Jew.

Many pro-

they felt that since Jews did

not receive appointments in public middle schools, these
posts should have been filled only by Jewish professors.

28

The school board of the Vagujhely Real school Justified
its action by announcing that its motives were to prove
it was democratic and that the Jew is more liberal than
are the other denominational schools.

This excuse was

not acceptable to the Jewish professors who felt the
administration was not concerned about their desperate
plight. 29
They decided that sometb.ing drastic would have to
be done; they would have to tight their own battles and
this could be done best by the erection of a Jewish
gymnasium. 30

In a memorandum they appealed to the con.

science of the wealthy Hungarian. Jews to contribute
liberally toward the establishment or the gymnasium.

They

also informed the people that many professors were forced,
out of desperation, to accept Christianity in order to
get an appointment. 31
Tivador Low, the son of L1pot Low, a prominent
lawyer, directed an appeal to the Jewish people 1n
reference to the establishment of the gymnasium.

"lfo
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individual,~ he stated, "can consider himself' a good Jew
if b.e does not recogniz.e the fa.ct that our youtb. is
classified in the middle schools on the basi~ of' their
religion.

Christians are placed in Class

a.re placed in Class B.

, wb.ile Jews

Th.is gives authentic proof that

segregation will not be created by the erection of the
Jewish gymnasium, as it is already in existence in•the
middle schools.

The establishment of a J~wish gymnasium

is an urgent necess.ity so that our youth can attend with
dignity and not because of desperation; he has no alternative.

Thia w1J.l also help in some measure to alleviate

the professorship problem; it should offer educators the
opportunity to find dignified employment.

The gymnasium

will also prove that, in a peaceful pursuit, the Jewish
reJ.igion and the national culture can develop amicably.
This school will prevent the eventuality of' a large scale
alienation of our youth.

Let us put a.side all petty

excuses and put together the florins and establish the
first Jewish gymnasium." 32
The major opposition to the erection or the
gymnasium came from the Jewish leadership of Budapest.
Ullman Sandor, representative to the Parliament at the
1887 General Assembly, voiced his objection to the
gymnasium by striking back at the anti-Semites who proposed that Jews erect their own gymnasium, and by saying
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that Jews were not willing, or ready, to build, walls of
segregation.

He said th.at the Jews were the first to

transfer their denominational schools into general public
schools at the request of the government and he saw no
reason after one decade to revert to their former status.
At the 1888 Annual Congregational Meeting in
Budapest, Ullman seemed to have had a change of heart;
this was due to the desperate conditions of the professors
and students.

He was willing to go along in the erec.t ion

of the school if' it was to be an over-all community enterprise.

He proposed. that the gymnasium begin with the

first grade so that the expense would increase gradually
with each succeeding year as additional numbers or elasses
were added.

Consequently, he felt that the financial

question at that time was not the main criterion.

He also

suggested that as Budapest was the major ct.y of the
country, the first gymnasium be established there.

He

further emphasized that otb.er denominations maintained
their middle schools even at great sacrifice, for they
knew that through these institutions they built their
internal strength and external prestige.

11

The Unitarians,

who have only 500,000 population, have two gymnasiums of
their own; yet the Jews have none.

We know that the

percentage of Jewish students is comparatively high, and
because of this our youth is compelled to attend, not
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only the public high schools, but the gymnasiums of other
denominations.

Statistics prove that in 1887, among

39,114 students in the middle schools, 7,747 or 19.8%
were Jews.

This eondi tion canno.t continue;

all opposi-

tion raised against the Jewish gymnasium is meaningless;
the time has arrived when we must correct our shortcomings of the past."

He, therefore, proposed that a

budget be worked out and immediately be put into use for
the following year.

He trusted that the amount required

for the maintenance of the gymnasium would be covered by
congregational contributions and individual donations •.
Mor Wahrmann, president of the congregation or
Budapest, in his reply to Ullman repeated his previously
expressed point of view.

she saw it, the necessity

for the erection of the gymnasium was questionable.

He

admitted that many people would like to have it, but he
refused to acknowledge that it wo~ld be an asset to the
community of Pest.

Therefore, he felt that it was not

the obligation of the community to erec:t it.

He main-

tained that it was not the duty of the Jewish community
to establish middle schools, for that should be the
responsibility of the state, especially since Jews paid
taxes for the use of these schools.

He raised the

question, ~Why do other denominations maintain middle
schools?

They too pay taxes.~

He explained that the
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denominational achools were established centuries before
out of such funds that we could call state :funds (by this
he had reference to the Royal Catholic Gymnasiums which
were maintained out of government funds).

A J.e wish

gymnasium should be of individual concern; therefore, it
should be the work of a society and not the community.
He did not refuse to acknowledge the fact that as soon as
the soc.iety would lay its foundation, the community of
Pest would support it wholeheartedly.

But at tb.at time

there was no trace of such a society.
great deal of detailed discussion, pro and con,
took place at the 1888 annual congregational meeting;
members felt it the official duty of the community to oon~
sider the desperate plight

or

the Jewish students and

professors.
Mor Wahrmann was, 1na way, correct when he said
that the Jewish community was lackine; deep concern or a
sacrificial spirit; ••••• this could be observed in the
field of education, for those individuals who were
appointed to visit and supervise the schools hardly ever
fulfilled tne1r duty. 33
While the question of the Jewisn gymnasium was
not removed from the daily agenda of the Jewish community,
yet the zealous striving for such an institution was
motivated not by inner convictions but by the urgeney o!
the time.

The press gave a lucid picture of the prevail-
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ing situation:

"Those Jewish circles in the capitol

city that engage themselves with the idea of establishing a Jewish gymnasium are not doing it because of an
idealistic motif; for, as a matter of fact, they would
like to see all denominational gymnasiums removed.

The

majority of tnese people are not friends of secular
education and, consequently, would gladly abolish all
denominational school.a throughout the country.

T.he

reason they engage in the erection of a Jewish gymnasium::.
is the deplorable situation into which their students
and professors have been-_ plung,d." 34

-

The Hungarian Jewish Middl.e School Society Was Established.
Jewish leaders, though not fully in favor of this
movement, could not oppose it because the over all J~wish
community was in favor of it.

After all these delibera-

tions a resolution was passed asking that the "Hungarian
Jewish Middle School Society" be established.

According

to the by-laws of the . society, its objective was to erec.:t
and maintain a Hungarian language public middle school.
The soeiety was to erect its first school in·, Budapest,
and as. soon as means permitted, similar schools were to be

established in:: other cities or the country where they were
needed most.

The society decided to accept foundation

contributions coming f'rom bequests and individual do,n ations.
It was resolved that, in-case of disbandment of the insti-
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tution, 1ts wealth would be automatically transferred to
the Jewish community; and, it this could not be done, it
should go to the state witn tb.e reservation that the
property always be dsignated as "The Jewish Middle School
Foundation".

Interest on the money was to be used to

~intain J~wish schools. 35
At the very beginning- of the founding of the
Society four five-thousand-florin contributions were made.
Among the first contributors was Mor Wahrm.ann who was
emphatic 1n statint; that the Jewish gymnasium could be
established only on the basis of being a social institute.
About the early history of the society we know
little.

But we do know that, after the lapse of one year,

Miksa Mahl.e r, director of the Real school of Vagujhely,
proposed a budget, helped change some of the by-laws, and
asked that th.e name of the society be changed to "The
National Jewish Middle School Society".

This change meant

a radical difference -- the former would be supported
through donations, but -by Mahler's proposal its support
would come from regular membership dues which were to be
paid. annually.

According to Mahler's budget proposal,

the expenses of an eight-class gymnasium would be 21,300
florins.

Out of this tuition·, income from congregations

and government subsidy would total 14,000 florins; the
differenee of 7,300 florins was to come from membership
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dues of ten -florins per year. 36
From the foregoing we can see that because of
the pol1tical and social attitudes, the general Jewish
public opinion urged the establishment of a Jewish
gymnasium in Budapest.

We can conclude that the Jewish

leaders of Pest, Mor Wahrmann, president, and Ignoc
Goldziher, secretary, expressed their opposition.

The

Jewish professors without employment were. waiting for
the opening of a Jewish. middle school.
faucators Views on the Erection of a Jewish Gymnasium.
In view of all this, what stand did the official
organ of the pedagogues of the country take?

t the

1883 ammal meeting of the National Jewish Teachers'
Society, rabbi R. Grosnberg among his explanations pertaining to the religious education in: the middle schools,
pointed out the pathetic truth, "Insofar as the Jewish
community cannot state that it has established even one
single gymnasium 1n the country, it 1s painful that in
these critical. days our youth must attend denominational
schools where tney are looked upon as strangers or even
worse -- unwelcomed visitors." 37

While this w•s the

~

truth it was not the Society's general opinion, for its
president, Eleazer Szanto in 1885, made other declarations,
"The Jewish gymnasium question was developed in reactionary
times.

In the •70 • s this que.stion could not have been:.
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possible since the State was struggling to free itself
from denominational influence.

Still, it was only

natural that the Jew would ask the right to establish
its denominational school.

Now, however, an:ti-Semitism

has made this demand Justifiable.

But why should the

Jew concentrate his attention to the establishment or
a gymnasium when .the students who graduate cannot find
employment?

If we are sincere about this problem, why

not establish Real schools and industrial schools?

For

the time be1ng, there has been . no mention of this.

The

whole question of the gymnasium basically is the result
of the anti-Semitic movement, and we play on t~e strings
of their fiddle, ma.king the s1.tua.tion pathetic." 38

'fhe

~

general ·o pinion of the Teachers 1 .I nstitute could be
summed up thus, ~What the Jews are now engaged im is the
effort to increase the number, or so1idify their denominational schools; a movement which is in direct opposition
to free government policy." 39
~

The Citi1ens' Attitude Towards the Gymnasium.
We have considered the attitude of the educators
toward a Jewish -gymnasium, but what feelings toward it
were prevalent amQng the citizens?

Dr. Nandor Lutter,

royal school inspector of the district of Budapest, sized
up critically the attitude of the Jew concerning the
establishment of the gymnasium.

He declared: "The J":ews

repeatedly defend themselves by saying that they do not
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intend to erect barriers between. thenrsel ves and their
Christian neighbors; to be sure, a J~w1sh gymnasium
would create such a barrier.

I wonder wllether or not

the Jews are sincere in .this statement?

If they are,

why did they appeal to the minister of religion and
education on~December 17, 1886, demanding that J_ewish
students in the middle schools be ·exempt trom writing
on the Sabbath?

Either they do not understand what such

an: exemption would mean -- part of the class would be
engaged in writing and the other would be sitting idle -or they are not sincere 1n:- the1r statement that they do
not wish to create barriers.
creates barriers?

I wonder who it is that

Certainly our Jewish citizens do not

tb.1nk tha.t for their convenience the Christians would
exeb.ange their Sunday for the Jewish Sabbath -- if' they
wish to observe the Sabbath, let them erect their own

gymnasiums."

Lutter, in conjunction with his declaration

referred to some important statistical data, by which he
tried to motivate the importance of' the erection of a
Jewish gymnas.1um.

He proved tb.at. between 1860-61 and

1880-81, in the denominational gymnasiums -- Catholic,
Reform, and Evangelical -- of' the city of Budapest, there
were 29,595 Christians and 14,344 Jewish students,
approximately 50%.

With these figures he tried to prove

that the proportion of Jewish students 1~ the denomi-
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national gymnasium was so high that it Justified the
ereeti.o n~ot a school of their own. 40

But even such

' tangible evidence could not motivate Jewish parents to
erect their own gymnasium.
In .spite of everything, the question raised by
Jewish educators was whether there was a real need for
this school.

Some of the congregations such a Nyi·tra

in 1890, and Liptoszentmilos in 1900, attempted to erect
a gymnasium in spite of t..he opposition but were compelled
to abandon it although the need was great.

It was not

a mere question of segregation; more important was the
great need to advance Jewish subjects, Jswish upbringing,
and the building of Jewisb. personality.

These urgent

reason~ needed a solution; and if we add the fact that
in other. schools the Jewish student was looked upon as
am unweleomed visitor and was accepted -only if b.e paid a
high tuition, we have ample reason to believe that the
erection .of a Jewish gymnasium was Justified, and
communities who could afford it should have built it. 41
Tliese though.ts were uppermost in the minds of
the people for nearly ten years -

from the Tisza Eszlar

event until 1890 -- which lapse of time proves there was
great hesitation and wavering among the members of the
various J..ewish eommuni ties.

This was finally brought to

an end by Samuel Kohn, rabb1 of Pest, who was a strong;
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advocate of Jewish education.
Beouests of Prominent Ci tiz·e ns for the Erection of Gymnasium.
To his influence and prestige we can ascribe 4ntol
Freystadtler's transferring the originally assigned bequest from the Jewish b.osp1 tal to the Jewish gymnasium:.

42

In.11892, Freystadtler, presented one million florins to the
minister of religion~and education~so that from the interest:

of this money (45,000 florins per annum) a Jewish gymnasium·
could be built.
According to his bequest, a Jewish gymnasium: was
to be built in1Budapest in:which Jewish students were to be
enrolled first, and then- students of other denominations
would be admitted.

He asked that plans for the erection·

and equipment be made immediately and that the following be
appointed as the board of directors, : Sandor Kozma, royal
district attorney; Bernat Deutsch, industrialist; Dr.
Samuel Kohn, rabbi of Pest; Dr. Mor Karman, gymnasium professor, and Dr. Fulop Weimann, royal secretary and temporary chairman of the Jewish community of Pest.

The bequest

emphasized that as long as Dr. Kohn~was a member of the
boa.rd he should be the chairman.

The minister of religion1

and education accepted this request with the reservation:
that appointments of professors be sanctioned by the government. 43 (Sandor Kozma was the only member of the board who
was not of the J:ew1sh faith.)
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The promotion ·of this bequest was considered a
decisive event in the history of .Iewish education~-especially of the gymnasium.

Its origin, however, did

not mean that all was well; this fact was stressed by
authors of leading periodicals such as The Magyar Zsido
Szemle where we read for example:

11

Th1s magnanimous

foundation made it possible to lay the foundation ot animportant school, but to this we could add many additional words -- whether we have the right to establish
a J,ewish gymnasium in times like this when: Christian.
denominational middle schools are subsidized by govern..ment grants and the state takes in:-. hand the administration
or Jewish schools." But after all, it was htol
Freystadtler's request and it rendered a great service
both to him· and to the Hungar1an· Jewish community. 44

It

became a fact that the erection or the Jewish gymnasium:·
motivated others to follow its example -- even though the
erection of this edifice did not occur until twenty yea.rs
later.
In-.:.18.93, Sandor Wahrmann, the brother ot MIJ'r

Wabrmann• donated 600,000 Kronen~towards the erection of
a Jewish gymnasium in Budapest.

In his bequest, he re-

marked th.at it should serve students of the Mosaic faith
the opportunity to extend the Hebrew knowledge, an opportunity not given in-- the other gymnasium.

Salaman T.oub ,
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fol1.owed this donation· in:. 1895, w1 tb. his gift:, of 120,000
Eronen toward the erection and maintenance of Jewish
public schools. 45
Growing Religious Solidarity.
In conJunction":. with these financial contributions,
which no doubt helped the advancement of Jewish studies,
there were three maJor occurrences that were instrumental
in-bringing about religious solidarity:
l.

The government's permission that J.ewish students abstain from classes on major Jewish
holidays.

2.

The exemption: trom writing on~the Sabbath.
day.

3.

Tlle as.s igning of special hours for religious
instruction in the publ.1 c elementary and
middle schools.

ill these were apparently in the hand of the
government, but they were also dependent upon the par.ants
and the immediate and over-all JBwish comm.unity.

In 1877,

the minister of religion and education had already issued
the regulation dealing with observance of the Jewish holidays in1whicb. it was emphasized that Jewish students
attending the middle schools be exempt from attending
classes on botb. days of Rosb.-Hashanah and Yom Xippur, as
well as the foll.owing days of the three pilgrim seasons:
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the first, second, seventh and eighth day of Sukkoth;
the first, second, seventh and eighth day of Pesah, and
both days of Shabuoth.

46

The permission to excuse the Jewish students
from writing on the Sabbath became a question disputed
at great length.

Its complexity increased with the

rising tide of anti-Semitism.

Before that, it was a

rather simple matter for the director of the school to
decide upon a reque.st.

It was often, granted without any

strings attached.

But in .the 'Bo's, when anti-Semitism. raged in1
the country, Trefort, the minister of religioni and. education, who repeatedly indicated that he was part and
parcel of the movement, tried to lay stumbling blocks in
the path of the Jewish student wherever and whenever the
cause permitted.

Consequently, it a Jewish student wished

to observe the Sabbath law, the minister ordained that the
student had to appeal to him for such permission, which
he was reluctant to grant.

Hie excuse was that because

it drew hardship on the class and the student, this permission could not be granted.

This complicatio.n compelled

the parent to appeal directly to the minister for such a
grant.

In reply to all these petit~ons the minister
issued an order in 1885, which only partly satisfied the
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request.

His orde.r was tbat, "The permissibn·_ care be

granted only to those students who are either the sons
of a rabbi or who are preparing_for the rabbinic
vocation-."

In view of this permission, the individual

students had to appeal to the minister for his exemptioll'
which was given only as indicated,on special occ-asions. 47
The limitation of this order brought about many
disputes.

~bra.ham Hochmuth, rabbi of Veszprem, raised

the question_ "Why does the minister limit his order to

-

rabbis' sons or those who seek the rabbinical vocationr
Is it not a grave problem even for the average individual
to know that his son:. can-. attend the middle school only if
he 1s willing to barter with his religion?

Is this not a

direct violation of the principal of freedom of religion,
which even the minister of religion bas no right to
violate?" 48

·-

Aron Buchler, rabbi of J.a sz:bereny, drew up a

petition countersigned by forty-three rabbis, in, whicb. he
petitioned the minister to remove the limitation~ concerning the Sabbath grant, stressing the fact that the Jewish
religion does not show preference to anyone.

The observance

of the law is obligatory to rabbis and laymen alike. - Therefore, if permission was granted to one, it should be ex~
tended to all. 49
The very same thought was repeated in the petitiom
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issued by the community of Budapest.

Signed by Mor

'fahrma.nn; the president, and Ignac . Goldzib.er, secretary,

in December, 1886, this petition emphasized the following: :
.

"The issued order of the minister indicates that he is
willing to make an exception of granting permission to
abstain from writing on the Sabbath to rabbis' sons and
to those who are to become rabbis -- it is difficult to
assume that any offieer

or

the government can make a

decision on this -- which student should. be exempt.
Perhaps only the parents can decide on. this, but all this
is baseless for our religious law emphatically indicates
that. there is but on~ law; therefore, if the permission
is granted to one, it should include the others.

By so

doing, the youth will have respect for the government
because it gives consideration to the religious laws of
its citizens." 50
The Kultus minister, Trefort, did not reply to
these petitions.

He did, however, send .to the directors

of the middle schools on January 8, 1888, an order in:
which he reiterated the conditions he emphasized in his
previous order of 1885.. In fact, he made- the terms therein more emphatic in that, in those cities where there
were gymnasiums and Real schools, only students 1rr. the
gymnasium_could apply for exemption; but where there was
only a Real school, its students couJ.d also apply. 5l
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The reason tor this was obvious.

Students preparins for

tne ministry usually attended schools of the gymnasium-.
where languages••· Greek and. Latin. were of major importance, while the Real school emphasized the sciences.
Albin. Csaky, Trefort's successor as minister of
religion and education, made but minor changes in:. his
1890 order.

They were more of an administrative nature_..,

that the applications henceforth be addressed to the
director or the school district instead of the minister
of religion. 52

On February 15, 1893, the Sabbath ques-

tion finally reached . a decisive point when Csaky emphasized that exemptions were henceforth to be given~by the
d,i rec.tor of the school.

He was empowered to issue grants

without any limitations or restrictions if the parents
so desired and applied for it in~writing. 53

This change

came as a result of the t1Reoepeio", a law whieh brough amelioration and improved conditions in· general for the Jew.

The Sabbath question, as well as the exemption from attending classes on the holy days, was finally settled.
The tnird problem dealing with the religious
inst~ction in the public schools and of major concern was
yet unsolved.

With the establishment of the public educa-

tional law of 1868, a new problem had arisen in the field
of Jewish education1-- the teaching of religion 1rr.the
public elementary and middle schools.
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While the denominational schools were in
existence, there was no question as to the teaching of
religion in-: tb.e publfe schools.

Mter 1868, whea many

denominational schools were transformed into public
schools, these conditions changed.

Hebrew and religious

education were not included in the public school curric-

ulum-; and students had to get theres in some form or
another.

In the district of Budapest, where -Jewish

population was dense, the number of Jewish students
reached 4,500; of this number only about 1,000 students
attended the denominational schools of the community
where Hebrew and religious education were still part of
the curriculum.

But for this religious study the remain!'"

ing 3,500 Jewish students depended entirely on the new
type of education that was prescribed by the Government
Inspector of Education.

The t1nie allotted tor this was

limited to two hours a week.
Certain S.ewish educators believed that, because
of the limitation of time, the Hebrew language should be
omitted from the religious educational program.

Others

maintained that Biblical history should be excluded and
that attention should be concentrated on the liturgy and
the prayer book.

It was decided, at least for the time

being, to distribute a small portion· of all the studies
in1 the curriculum; however, this did not satisfy the
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requirement, for this distribution omy resulted in
ignerance in all of the fields.

Naturally, the question

of discussion among the Jewish educators for many years
was, "What should the program be?"
, _'
In 1882, the community of Pest appointed a

committee consisting of three educators whom they sent
abroad to Germany to study and compare conditions.

The

committee utilized the educational achievements of the
many cities of German~ and on . this basis presented their
report.

fhey indicated that in many communities there

were special institutions devoted to religious education:
besides the government assigned programs.

In all those

places where these institutions were segregated from the
organizations of the government, the educational effort
was pursued with greater intensity.

In other words,

community enterprise should supplement the hours assigned
by the government to Jewish education.

The committee

made the following proposals:
1.

Individuals appointed to fill the position

as religious teachers in the public school must be
ade'(fllately qualified for the poet.
2.

The denominational schools must be increased

to supplement the religious teaching in:. the middle
school.

3.

Institutions must be established for the
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advancement of religious study.
4.

A unified curriculum must be established

without delay.

5.

A two~fold religious. educational program

shoUl.d be established:

A limited program within the

framework of the public school and a more extensive program outside the public school for religious education:
in the eommuni ty.
6.

The religious teae hers must have a defini.te

program to follqw.

7. Adequate religious textbooks should be
agreed upon to solve the problem.
8.

The comm.unity of Pest, as the leading Jewish

community, in·. cooperation with the rabbis and the central
office must work jointly to attain such a unified system
and curriculum.. 54
Tllis committee referred to the deplorable conditions that prevailed in-: the publ.ie school and recommended
immediate action.

At the annual teacher's meeting in.

1883, Dr. Rafael Goldberger, rabbi of Buda, discussed the
religious educational problem that existed in the middle
schools.

He pointed out that religious education in the

middle schools lacked essential objectives such as order
and sequence; and that above all, it lacked a unified
curriculum.

One teacher found his delight in teaching_~
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Psalms; another, in religious philosophy of the Middle
.Ages; and a third, in · teaching Humash with Rashi commentary.

A great many of the students often were not pre-

pared for such an :advanced study, for they lacked the
rudiments of the Hebrew language.

Neither were they

ready to study advanced history of the Jewish people.
In other words, there was great disorder in the objectives and purposes of Jewish education 'because of lack
of readiness in- general.
Most of the communities lacked Talmud Torahs,
where the opportunity was given to the student, if he
so desired, to supplement his religious study in the
public and middle schools after regular school hours, on
Sundays, and vacation .time.

Here they could acquire a

basic Hebrew education which they could not hope to get
1m. the public schools or middle schools where the time

was limited to two hours a week.

The most they could

ever expect to achieve in: those two hours was a systematic study of Biblical history and po,a t-Biblical history
in the Hungarian: language.

If these two courses were

properly distributed through the eight years, tb.e student
would benefit greatly.

They could, in addition to com-

pleting this, perhaps acquire a few Hebrew prayers and
selected passages t'rom.: the Psalms. 55

•

It took many years to plan and extensive experimentation to crystallize these thoughts.

Until that was
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attained, Jewish education in the middle sehools was
disorganized.

Few were the teachers qualified for the

Job, but most of them:. did their utmost to do Justice to
the difficult task.

They were conscious of the needs,

but could do very little to solve them.

56

' Tb.e governmental law known as the 1883 XXX
helped substantially to meet this problem.

The nintt.h

paragraph of this law read, "The teaching of religion
and ethics to students belonging to a religious gr~up
and a congregatiom should be undertaken by an authorized person who . sho.U ld also be registered by the minister
of public instruction and religion and have his certified
appointment to this effect.

The minister, however, bas

no right to reject the acceptance of' the individual submitted by his religious denomination, unless this individual fails to be a citizen-of the country." 57
The director of the school was obligated to issue
an annual report to the minister about the appointment of'
the religious professor in the school.

If the chair of

the religious teacher was not filled, then: the director
should make such a report to the minister.
Th.e questions on-. this appointment:
1.

The number of the document (certification).

2.

The name of the teacher.
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3.

The religion be 1s teaching; his date
of birth and location of birth.

4.

Qualification -- schooling and language
background.

5.

Length in present position.

6.

Grade and hours taught.

7.

Salary. 58

Jewish F.ducators Labor to Work Out an Adequate Religious
Curriculum.
Tb.e order ot the minister of education and
religion played graat importance in: the development or
religious teaching in-, tb.e elementary and middle _schools.
ill these requirements motivated Jewish educators to work
out a curriculum relevant to these problems.

The follow-

ing Hungarian Je-wish educators were involved:
braham Hochmuth, rabbi of Veszprem, who presented a curriculum which could and should have been
applied in .the elementary and middle schools. 59
Ede Neumann, rabbi of Nagy Kanizsa, who also
referred to a curriculum that could have been offered to
the two types of sehools.

His was a detailed curriculum,

which should have been applied in~tb.e public elementary
and middle schools. 60
Emmanuel Low, chief rabbi of Szeged, who prepared a review of the material to be applied in the
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elementary boy's and girl's schools.

61

c

David Schon who applied basic principles in-,
the selection of the religious program of the gymnasium.
He offered his logical . reasoning in what the study of the
Talmud meant to students in the years gone by.

According

to his analysis the study of the Talmud was chiefly
applied toward the interpretation of the law and not so
much the emphasis that should be advocated in the law.
It emphasized the obligations, but not the basic principles.
"This laxity must be repaired in the religious study of
the gymnasium.

Our mission is to advocate the principles

of our religion and the truth they imply by rendering our
students the proper prospective.

On this basis he should

get acquainted with Bibl.ioal history, the major portion of
the prophets, and the ethieal teachings they imply.

To

awaken such a religious feeling in the heart of our youth
is the primary objective of this study. 11 62
Program for Teaching Religion in the Public Schools.
Out of the many presentations and proposals was
crystalli~ed the curriculum·: presented by the Jewish community of Pest.

It appeared at first in the 1887-88

school year as the acc·epted program for teaching religion
in the public schools.
This program was not concentrated on catechism
but on: the basic principles on which the Jewish religion {
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should have its foundation in order to inculcate respect
and admiration in the hearts of the students.

According

to this detailed curriculum, the following was assigned:
I and II Class -- Biblical History. (From the
creation to the destruction of the first temple).

This

study was supplemented with geographical maps of the
Holy Land.

From each discussion, the ethical and reli-

gious lessoni was carefully emphasized.
III CJ.lass -- Biblical History, ( Continuation·:
from the destruction of the first temple to the destruction:-~of the second temple).

Special attention should be

given ·to principles imbued in these teachings and the
familiarity of the basic prayers, their objective, and
content.
IV Olaes

-- Psalms. Two weekly hours of study

should be devoted to special selections from the Psalms
(These selections were to be studied from the original
Hebrew text).
V Olaes -- Pro:2hets.

Ea.ch should deal with

selective passages from the Prophets, their historic
significance and ethical content.
VI and VII Class -- Jewish History. (The study
of the history of the Jews during the Middle Ages and
the later period).

Careful studies should be devoted

to the highlight exerted by ea.eh period, its leaders,
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and the teachings they endeavored to convey.
VIII Qlass -- Religious Principles.

The

religious and ethical principles of Jewish religion and
63
its development should be summarized systematically.
Tb.is curriculum further motivated the education and leadership of the city of Budapest, as they
were the representative body to take the initiative.

They established an office for a school inspector (a.ni
idea th.at was already in the- mind of the educational
leaders in 1884) who should have a two-fold mission ,-that of a cultural director and an administrator.

As

the 1ntelleetu&l leader, he should call conferences of
teachers who should gather from time to time to work
out a curriculum by unanimous consent.

As the admini-

strator, he should exert ample· influence upon the schools
so that this plan was applied in'. practice. 64
Curriculum Prepared by Dr. Jozsef Barany, Rabbi of
Debrecerr-.
In 1888, the community of Pest elected Dr. ~~zsef
Barany, rabbi of Debrecen, as their school inspector.
Through his initiative, he prepared a curriculum which he
thought would meet with the general consent of the teaching staff of Pest and would be put to use 1n~the middle
schools of the city and the country.
of tne following:

His plan consisted
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1.

A general plan and the instruet1ons.

2.

a

detailed curriculum and resolutions.

Each of these had three sub-divisions,
a.

Eiblical History

b.

Religion

c.

Hebrew

In order to present a model of this structure
that Dr. Barany ha.din mind, it was necessary to give to
the schools a curriculum of the first grade of the gym...
nasium and the eighth grade.
I Class
1.

General Plan
a.

Creation to Revelation.

Biblical History:

From the

Original Hebrew texts of the

Huaash were to be used; from these, selections of specific

passages were to be made.

Each of such selected passages

was to be studied, and the etb.ical and religious lesson

inferred. in it was to be emphasized.

Only those passages

were selected that contained a definite central thought,
a thought that would be instrumental in- the building of
religious and ethical personalities.
2.

Detailed Plan

a.

Biblical History:

The de-

tailed plan pointed out the following selected passages:
The Beginning; the first couple, Adam a.nd Eve; o_a in and
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bel ,; Noah and the Great Flood.; the Tower of Babel;

Abraham; Sodom Gemora; Isaac and Jacob; JAcob and Esau;
Jacob and his Sons; Joseph and his Brethren; the Children
of Israel in Egypt; Moses and his Mission; the Redemption
from Egypt; tne Manna.
b.

Religion:

The eternity and

omnipotence of God; the immortality of the soul; the
sanctity of the Sabbath; respect for parents; sin and its
consequences; jealousy and its consequence; repentance;
God's love and mercy; the unity and the providence of God;
the love of peace and submissiveness (humility); hospitality; the insatiable app~tite for wealth and its consequence; the ritualistic signifies.nee of the Pesah
festival -- season of freedom.

c.
text of th.e Hum.ash:

Hebrew:

Study of the Hebrew

Genesis II:1-3, IV.:6-7, VIII:20-22,

IX:12-15, XII :7-8, XVI:tcl-7, XVIII :23-26, XXII:l.5-18,
X.XXII:25-30; Exodus II:1-8, III:1-6, 13-16, XII:14-28,

39-42, XVI=l6, 28-29; the Shema Prayer, Deuteronomy

VI:4-9;

don _Olam -- Elokai N shama; Blessings: : over

bread, water, fruit, and vegetables; Grace after meals.
VIII Class

1.

General Plan
a.

Mendelssohn to the present.

Jewish history beginning with
A brief history of the Jews
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in Hungary.

Selected passages out of the Pirke

both.

The ethical significance to everyday life.
2.

Detailed Plan
a.

Mendelssohn's enlightenment

policy -- the French Revolution and Jewish emancipation;
..

t,

emancipation in-Ge·rmany; Ludwig Borne and Henrich Heine;
Reform movement among the Jews; the rebirth or Jewish
scholarship -- its leaders Zunz, Rappaport, Luzzato,
Jost, Rfiser, Krochmal, Munk, Pliil1psobn, Montef1ore
I\

(The detailed history of Jews in Hungary was missing in'
his report) •
b.

Religion and Hebrew --

extensive study of selections or the Ethica Qf the
Fathers. 65
Barany resigned from his school 1nspectorahip
and accepted the rabb.inic position in Kecskemet eveni
before his proposed school program was tried out or con-tested by the contemporary educators.

His curriculum,

designed to meet the need or the middle school, was far
from being adequate for many reasons.

His subject

arrangement was neither psychologically sound -- a discussion of the immortality of _the soul with ten-year
olds -- nor was there ample time allotted for this
school program to cover all his proposed material.
There is a logical difference between drawing a curri-
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culum and executing it in the classroom.

Barany did not

seem to have such a pedagogic qualification.
Bernat Xunkacsi Formulated the "Universal Religious
F.dueational Programs~
Barany was replaced in 1890 by Bernat Milnkacsi,
the prominent professor of Finn:o-ugr1c languages.

He

engaged· himself wholeheartedly to this major project of
advancing religious education in the middle sc~ool.

He

endeavored to formulate a curriculum which the whole city
could accept, and to establish religious education on- a
healthy foundation upon which the coming generatiommight
continue to build.
He was fortunate in selecting individuals especially qualified in their fields.

One of those was Dr.

Martin Schreimer, to whom~ he assigned the writing of a
religious educational text for the VIII grade o.f the gymnasium.

Schreimer, professor of religion of the Teachers'

Institute of Pest, was a scholar with an extensive religious and historic background..
Munkacs-i formulated the Pesti Hi ttkozseg Vallas
Oktatasanak f.gyetemes Tanerve Az. If Jusagi Istentiszteletek
Szabalyzata

(Universal Religious Educational Program) for

the Jewish congregation of Pest (Budapest, 1891).

In the

introduction of his religious education plan, Munkacsi
proposed two basic ideas which were in opposition to the

"''
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general religious educational viewpoints advocated by
the rabbinic Seminary or Budapest which read,

"The dig-

nity of religious educational policy can only;· be maini!tained and perpetuated if its .teachings do not run _
counter to the student*s belief, to his accepted truth-what the student conceives as positive knowledge.

We

need inn•r conviction in order to advocate religion to

our youth.

It must be positive conviction.

The Seminary

fails to recognize this so-called 'truth of the day' as
positive truth.

It maintains that this is merely a

relative truth.

Giving as a reason that religion ofte~

has to combat the so-called seemingly accepted truth,
consequently should not be considered as contradictory
to the child's educational conviction."

Another peint

-

was:

"H0w can we teach children to sanctity the Sabbath

when we know that their parents do not observe the
Sabha.t h? . The seminary · advocates that we have to teach
Biblical truths eV-en if parents ·of the children do not
observe them.

All Biblical laws must be taught regard-

less of whether the parents or the children observe them
1n their homes or not.
Laws.

Take for in·s tance the Dietary

Al.though many of the Jewish homes do not enforce

these laws, nevertheless, they should be taught and
emphasized." 66
~

Dr. Bela Vajda, in; hie evaluation of Munkacsi's
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universal eurrieulum of the city of Pest, stated that he
found loop holes in his curriculum in that the study of
the five books of Moses was not made a prerequisite among
the other books of Scripture.

The study of the Humash

was always considered basic and could not be replaeed by

other books of the Prophets or the Hagiographa. 67
Even · more difficult, Vajda believed, was the
carrying through of the Hebrew part of Munkacsi 1 s curriculum, in which he prescribed that the fourth class of
the gymnasium should study Psalms during the year -- twentyseven of thes.e . in Hebrew.

The fifth and the sixth year of

the gymnasium had to cover 315 prophetic passages, which
coverage he conceived an impossibility in the .l imited time
of two hours per week. 68
In spite of tne critieism raised against Munkacsi's
pedagogic endeavor, we must admit that hie plan··: served as
the basis for later developments.
The

11

Budapesti Gyules" (The Assembly of Budapest) and its

Work on a Religious Program tor the Middle Schools.

The question of formulating an_adequate curriculum·:
for the religious instruction in the middle school was
primarily the concern of the rabbis -- perhaps more so for
those in the suburban districts than for those in the
cities who not only endured a full program of religious
duties but also taught religion in the public and the
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middle sehools.

The rabbis of Bild.apest had issued a call

to the rabbis of the country in 1885, to get together in-.
Budapest.

This conference was known as nBudapeati Gyules'~

The main question on:the agenda was to discuss a normal
religious program for the middle schools.
that this call received ampl.e response.

It is clear
Also, in. th.is

call it was emphasized that oniy individual.a who possessed
both secular and Hebrew scholarship could be engaged as
professors in the religious department of the middle
schools. 69
Not all the rabbis were im accord on the possibility or carrying out a universal program in the teaching of religion in. the middle schools.
such a plan could not :function.

Many believed that

Dr. Gyula Diamant, rabbi

of Vukovar, gave four such reasons::
l.

Students entering middle schools usually

come from, a variety of ~ewish, Protestant or Catholic
denominational elementary and public elementary schools
where the Hebrew program is far from being the same; oomsequently, the background of these students 1s of a great
variety.

For instance, pupils graduating from the Jewish

denominational elementary schools where eight to ten
hours of Hebrew is devoted per week are certainly better
qualified than students coming from elementary schools
where little or no religious education is offered.
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2o

The variety of teachers and their convic-

tions on what they deem important for a student to acquire
in the middle school must be taken into consideration.
One teacher , for instance, prefers the teachings of the
Messianic concept and the Jewish position of survival in
the surrounding world histo r y among the nations .

Others

refrain from treating the Messianic subje c t altogether .

3.

In communi t ies where r abbis in addition to

their rabbinic duties , perform the mission of religious
teachers in the middle s chool , all such rabbis are compelled ,
due to lack of time , to combine two classes of different
grades .

This situation which is far from being ideal ;

consequently , the curriculum of such schools could har dl y
follow a universal plan .
4.

Religious instruction depends , to a large

measure , upon the administrative effort of the individual
dire c tor who constructs the general curri culum of the
school , by helping to line out the hours assigned to the
study of that which would be satisfactory to the r el igious
professor who in many cases is a rabbi in the community .
Due to inadequate program arrangements assigned by the
school, the rabbi preferred to conduct the classes in t he
synagogue although the minis t er ' s regulation is that
religious education must be performed within the walls of
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the school.
In his finale, Dr. Diamant empl:lasized that success in the religious instruction in1 the middle school
can be attained. only if this instruction was performed
in: the mother tongue and if it dealt exclusively with
teachings of Biblical, post-Biblical history, and
systematic religion.

Original Hebrew Bible study was

out ot the question for reasons indicated.
Consequently, the rabbinic assembly of Budapest
could only pass on: overall opinions of what and how to
perform such religious instruction in the middle schools.
Whether this should include original Hebrew Bible or mere
Biblical history was up to the individual professor to
work out for himself.

They knew their problems, and it

was up to them to fill in the lines of their educational
program. 70
The rabbinic assembly did not debate the religious educational program; however, it decided that the

rabbis and spiritual leaders should exert the utmost
enneavor to render the student a successful religious
upbringing. 71

It was moved and passed by the assembly

that a rabbinic body be elected to formulate by-laws and
consider, with some restrictions, a uniform religious
curriculum.
Dr. Jacob Steinherz, rabbi of Szekesfehervar,
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was elected to draw up and submit a bill that stressed
the fact that the -rabbinic organization should always
strive toward the attainment of its chief objective -the improvement of the religious educational program of
its youth.

This, if possible, should be conducted by a

uniform program throughout the country. 72
There were many complaints against .the indifferent attitude practiced by many religious teachers, who
did not seem: to be serious in their work as there were
against many students, who were not qualified to pass
their religious examinations but who, nevertheless, passed
with high marks.

It was declared th.at if a student . in the

gymnasium were not familiar with the names of the Greek
and Roman Gods, he failed the course; but, if a J"ewish
student knew little or nothing about the God of Israel,
he passe4J

This was largely due to the fa.et that m~ny

religious teachers were concerned only about recei.v ing
their salaries.

There were still other complaints that

teachers who were qualified to teach merely illl the German
language preferred to use German in their religious instruction.

To this we may add the indifference of the parents.

lll this could have been remedied if the ·seminary of the
rabbinic school offered

a special

course of study to train.

religious instructors for their teaching positions.

This

course should also have been attended by the students of
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a teacher's institute who sought qualifications for
teaching religion in the middle school.

Since the stu-

dents of the teachers' institutes were to be given: the
opportunity of securing religious training at the seminaries and as both schools were in the same building, it
was suggested that the religious studies should be
eliminated from the in:sti tute· curriculum and that it
should be limited to secular studies.

On March .2 1, 1886,

the Jewish community of Pest established the Hittoktato
Tantestulete ( The religious teaching staff:) which was
called together to formulate and exereise a hanonious
educational program in the capitol eity of Budapest.

The

objective of the staf'f was to dev-elop, by mutual consent,
a workable program for all the middle schools of the
country.
In 1890, the religious training endeavor finally
came to a decisive point when it was decided that by-laws
pertaining to the teacher's training course be worked out
by the professionals of the Rabbinic Seminary.

These by-

laws, consisting of twenty-two paragraphs, were formulated
and signed on JJme 23

by Dr. Moses Bloch, president of

the professional staff, and Dr. Martin Schweiger, chairman of the committee, in Budapest.

These by-laws were

countersigned on October '27, by Albin Csaky, the minister
of religion and education. 74
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Among the important factors indicated in these
by- laws was that university students should supplement
the course constituting two years of study with the
following subjects : : Hebrew grammar , Bible interpretations ,
Jewish history, and relig ious philosophy .

According to

these requirements , the students had to become familiar
with the contents of the various books of the Bible and
significance of each , as well as the history of the Gaonic
Period and its movements .

Students of the rabbinic school

were privil eged to choose as their specialty religious
teaching in the middle schools .

For this reason , the

faculty arranged that in the upper division of the Seminary
special courses be designed to meet with this requirement .
Before a teacher received his qualifying certificate , he
had to pass a written and oral examination.

fter the oral

examination, t he candidate had to choose a special topic
to present as a trial lecture .

Upon the successful

completion of all these , he received his qualifying certificate .

Students who, in addition to assigned courses , could

pass an examination on Biblical commentary, the Talmud , and
Hebrew language , received a qualifying certificate to teach
in a Talmud Torah . 75
Pedagogical Committee of 1882 Recommended Publishing of

deguate Textbooks .
The appointed pedagogical committee of 1882 ,
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which the city of Pest had sent to Germany to study the
educational progress and present their reo-ommendat1ons,
had proposed that. the progress of' Jewi.sb. education could
be acc:elerated by publ1sh1ng adequate textbooks.

There

was an abundance of new textbook& on the market dealing
with Biblical history and catechism, ethics, and others.
Many rabbis and teachers wrote and published such texts
without possessing adequate pedagogical knowledge.
Individuals having little or no knowledge about philosophy
and education wrote textbooks.
A few observations may throw some light on: tne

prevailing situation.

It is an accepted fact that by

means of 1ndoctrinat1on we cannot carry through a scientif'ically planned .and constructed curriculum.

It must be

attained by an open-minded procedure of questions and
answers.

Only

by the inner-conviction of t.b.e students

can the educator achieve his objective.

In spite of all

this, we find the market. flooded with books written by
men such as Gusztav Grosz, a teacher who wrote, Vezerf'onal
Nepiskolai Izr. IfJusag Va1lasoktatasara (Leading Threads
for Jewish Children's Religious Education).

This book

was not at all a leading thread to the child for Grosz
endeavored to teach religion not in the form of questions
and answers but by 1ndoctr1nat1on.

Besides this, the book

was designed for six or seven-year old children too you.ng._
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to deal with philosophic questions suc h as the attributes
of God; many other topics whic h were far a bov e the mental
capacity of a chi ld .

76

Another example is the book

written by Natan Halsz, Zsido Hittan Katechismus Polgari
as Felsobb Leany Iskolak Szamara (Jewish Reli g ious
Catechism for t he Polgari and Upp er Girl ' s Sc hool) .
critical review concerning this book was g iven by .Abraham
Stern, p rofessor of reli gion and education of Pest .

He

p ointed out t hat t he book did not satisfy the basic
p edagog ic requirements .

In his opinion interest can only

then be attained if the child formulates his own ideas
and not by means of catechism, for suc h indoctrination
does not allow ample g round for the student ' s understanding
and the formulating of his own thoug hts .

Interest must be

motivated by the students and not merely by the author .
By proper presentation of the historic past the student
could formulate his own view about the ev ents and would
retain pictures of t hose events in his mind for years to
come . 77
In opposition to this t heory , we find Gustav Grosz ,
author of Machane Israel (Camp of Israel) , writing a
history extending from the Creation to the destruction
of the second temple in Jerusalem , an extensive period of
history condensed in forty-eight pages .

The major part

of this history is treated in twenty pa ges , while the
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desolation of the Temple -- the city of Jerusalem -- was
treated in the re• aining twenty-eight pages .

The book is

nothing but a compilation of events which cannot be considered an adequate text for study of history for
children. 7 8
Still others wrote texts by applying philosophic
reasoning .

One of those authors was Joseph Conne,

religious teacher of

ad .

In his historic text , Izraelitak

Tortenete Birodalmanak Vegleges Felbomlasaig (Jewish history
till the final disbandment of the political state) .

In

this he tried to rationalise religion and tradition by
eliminating all historic facts that were supernatural, such
as the creation in six days , Balaam ' s ass, Josuah's incident
concerning the sun's standing still on Giveon.
he omitted from the text .

11 these,

Since this historic book lacked

sequence, it was not in the present writer's opinion an
adequate text for teaching Jewish history . 79
Religious education was p romot ed by the publications of many excellent authors .

Among these were Fulop

Csukas and Jozsef Schon, who wrote, Zsido Hitton a
Szentiras Elbeszelsei Kaucsan (The Jewish Religious Study
Based on Scriptural Relations) .

The authors selected

Hebrew reading materials quoted from the Bible and then
expanded these readings of Hebrew with Biblical history .
The book consisted of both Hebrew texts and translations
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in the Hungarian language .
history .

They also wrote an excellent

They took as their basis Mayer Keyserling arid

Samuel Kohn .

In this book they tried to give emphasis

to the pedagogic point of view that the student's
imagination is vivified and intensified by the printed
work of the author .

The letter serves as the image re-

flected in the miror of the heart and the mind .

For

this reason it is essential that supplementary notes be
added to the text which helps the students to clarify
those refl ec tions .

They also wrote an important book

about Jozsef Eotvos , a study of Jewish emancipation in
Hungar y . 80
Among the outstanding texts dealing with Biblical
history was

braham Stern ' s, Izrael Tortenete (The History

of Israel) , in which harmonious relationship was established between the knowledge of subject material and
pedagogic principles .

The miraculous events pictured in

the book were skillfully treated .

The book was a study

of Hebrew phraseology of the Biblical text , and also referred
to grammatical commentaries . 81
This book was prepared for the student in the
lower classes of the gymnasium and the polgari .

The appear-

ance of such text hastened the establis~ment of the unified
religious system .

Its first step had already been taken

when the authors of these books followed in the footsteps
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of Munka.cs1 who had paved the road for them~

This truth

was exemplified by Dr. Fde Neumann, rabbi of Nagy Kanizsa,
-

1n his, Zs1do Vallas Tortenete (The History of J~w1sh
Relig1on), written for the students of the gymnasium. 82
In these books, attention was given to the
religious motivation of the student who dr1fted from :
religion because of the laxity of the home; a study was
made between. the relationship of subject matter and
religious ideals; light was thrown upon the essential prerequisites of adequate training of teachers and professors
for the religious schools; attention was given to the publications of textbooks for the religious schools.

We

shall now, briefly, point out the influence that ceremonials and youth participation in the synagogue had in:
bringing about a religious awakening of youth.
The Effec:ts of Youth Partic1pat1on 1n the Synagogue Upon,
Religious FA.ucat1on.
First I must po1nt out the obstacles religious
education had to face as a result of the lack of cooperation between the school and the home -- between theory
and practice.

The school and the home were always con-

sidered partners, co-workers in an idealistic mission.
Relig1ous education, according to Jewish concepts, was
never limited to mere materials of instruction, the textbook and the school, but it continued in the activities

of the home and the general environment of the synagogue
and the community.

In this concept, the home served as

the fertile grounds where religion was not only planted
but cul minated and reaped a rich harvest .

Therefore ,

when the home shirked its obligation, the entire responsibility was shifted to the school; and, whatever the student
learned was due to the untiring effort of the teacher,
learning which was extremely curtailed when religious
education in the public and middle aehools was limited to
two hours per week .
rmin Frisch, rabbi of Mohacs, portrayed the prevailing conditions of the Jewish home in Hungary .

It was

generally known that the Jewish home, which still had some
strength in the traditional observance, gradually was losing out , diminishing in number from the Jewish scene so
that those who attended religious service and observed the
faith of Israel were gradually disappearing .

It was , there-

fore, no surprise that this laxity had a harmful effect upon
the religious teachings of the school .

What could the school

expect of students whose parents did not believe in God, did
not attend religious service, and had no conception of the
teachings of the Bible? 83
In helping to solve this problem , the synagogue
was greatly instrumental .

It served as an

11

island within"

by creating an artificial environment that was lacking in
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the home.

In helping to build such arr. artificial home

environment, great credit was due to Dr. Israel Bak,
rabbi and teacher, who instituted the confirmation of
girls in, Hungary.

He ascertained that girls not only

attended religious service but took an active part in:
the performance of such service •

.All this should be

motivated by love rather than .by compulsion.

This move-

ment, according to many educators, helped to intensity
religious interest in the Jewish student's life. 84
Israel Ba.k's endeavor expressed itself mainly in.
the life of the girls who attended the polgari.

To bring

about the same result among the boys was more difficult.
They were not coneerned about attending religious service,
nor were they interested in:liatening to religio~s
sermons. 85
The community of Pest put forth special effort
toward the intensification of religious service eondueted
by the youth for the youth.

This service was given~special

attention not only during the Sabbaths but during the
holiday seasons as well.

In the educational program of

Munkacsi, we find the foundation for youth participation .
for it was on~ of the basic requirements of his plan.
Armin- Frisch expressed hopes that the communities, throughout the country, follow the example of Budapest 1n~arranging you.th services for boys and girls.
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The religious instruction of the school program
emphasized tb.e study of religious participation iru the
synagogue as one of its assigned subjects for study.

In

the institute of teachers, it was necessary that they
acquire the knowledge of participation in synagogue service.

Teachers took part irr_religious choirs, and con-

ducted religious services of the week and holiday seasons.
They read the portions of the Torah which the students
had to perform themselves. 86
Re-organization·; of Talmud Torah Schools.
Simultaneous with the participation of religious
service and religious teaching 1m the public and middle
schools great effort was exerted towards the re-organization of the Talmud Torah schools.

The institutions

founded by the Jewish Congress resolutions dealing with
questions pertaining to Talmud Torah did not prove satisfactory to the overall J~wish community because they were
designated to serve as preparatory schools ~or the
rabbinic seminary.

In reality, the existing Talmud Torahs

did not fulfill such a mission either in theory or in
practice.

The preparations students received in· the

Talmud Torahs were not adequate to meet the entrance requirements of the rabbinic seminary -- a few pages out of
the Talmud, the study of the Humash with Rashi and some
other commentaries, a few chapters of the prophets -- all
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this without a system could hardly meet such a requirement.
Ignac Goldziher expressed his sharp criticism
about the Talmud Torahs of Pest when he pointed out the
existing conditions that prevailed in these schools.

In

his opinion, the Talmud Torahs should not be the place
where students received their preparation to enter the
rabbinic seminary but rathe.r where students became qualified to be lay leaders of the eommunit.y.

For the mere

limited time assigned to religious instruct1on~1n: the
middle school could hardly suffice to meet such a requirement.

The Talmud Torah should supplement this deficiency.

•~we, therefore,-" stated Gold~iher, "need

such an · edu-

cational institution if we should prepare our .youth to be
concerned about Judaism.

This objective can be obtained

only by those who have ample knowledge of the Bible and
the classical concepts of Jewish religion:

The Hebrew

language, Jewish history, liturgy, and history of Jewish
literature of the Middle Ages.

To attain such study

requires that a course be instituted that would run
parallel to the study of the gymnasium, a program which
should embrace a curriculum of Jewish studies tor eight
years.u
In his memorial issue, Goldziher proposed that.
the Talmud Torah should no longer be classified as the

Talmud Torah Society but should be incorporated among the
educational organizations of the city.

He expressed hope

that this institute be reorganized and its curriculum be
intensified.

He stated, "We live in an age when atheism

and indifference sway

the country and only a basic study

of Judaism can lead us out of these difficulties.ti 87

-

He presented his proposal in May 1884, and the
rabbinic body of the community of Pest replied in:March,
1885.

The rabbinic body believed that the Talmud Torah

should remain as it was, that its curriculum should also
remain very much the same as it was, that it should consist of two classes, each of two years, and that the following subjects should be taught:
1.

The Humash - with the easier parts of Rashi
commentary.

2.

Seled.ted passages from Proverbs and Psalms.

3.

Hebrew grammar - morphology.

4.

Biblical and post-Biblical history up to the
close of the second temple.

5.

Major parts of the Bible - laws based on:
Biblical history.

6.

Liturgy, and readings of the easier parts of
the Mishnah and the Talmud.

The purpose of the reorganization was to make an
end to fraility and slackness 1n: the school system. 88~
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In the August, 1885 meeting, the congregation of
Pest, recognizing the need of themorganizat1on of the
Talmud Torah, decided on-: Goldziher's proposal.

They

elected Dr. Vilmos Bacher, the rabbi and seminary professor, as the dire.e tor-pro:fessor of the school.

Bacher did

not lose time; after the election he immediately worked
out a curriculum to meet the need of the Talmud Torah.
According to Bacher, the basic objective of the Talmud
Torah was, "to familiarize the student with the basic
subject material or the Jewish religion.u

Speaking of

basic material, Bacher did not limit himself to the mere
study of the Biblical books. but included historic studies
that developed after the closing period of theB1ble, which
helped to advance the knowledge and understanding or our
religion~

In order that such knowledge be acquired, he

included the prayer book and the liturgy of the synagogue.
Bacher 1 s eurrieulum was as follows:
First and Second Year
Prayer book ••••••• one weekly hour.
Selective passages from the Hums.sh ••••••
three weekly hours.
Biblical history •••••••• one weekly hour.
Third and Fourth Year
Prophets - elected booka •••• three weekly
hours.
Pirke both ••••.•••••• one weekly hour.
Mishnah - selected passages ••• one . weekly
hour.
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According to plans of both Bacher and Goldziher,
the Torah and prophetic portions were given- ani equal
allotment of time.

In Bacher's plan, Rashi was omitted

for specific reasons; although the commentary, ne doubt,
threw added interpretation .for understanding of the
Biblical text, yet at the same time, it held the student
back from making rapid progress in familiarizing himself
with the text of the Hum.ash.
Instead of giving a detailed description of
Bacher's plan, I have merely indicated his general views.
The Hebrew language, according to him, could not be treated
as a special subject because of the limitation of time;
however, that did not mean th.at grammar was omitted from
the curriculum.

Grammatical rules were

emphasized from

time to time as the Bible and Prophetic text were discussed.
The· same was .true of Biblical history.

It served as a

special subject during the first and second year, but during the last two years it was not treated as a specific
topic.

Here, too, while studying the prophets, historic

events were given ample consideration.

The elaboration· of

the Pirke Aboth equally offered the opportunity to enlighten -the student on the Greek and Roman periods -- its
movements, influence and personalities that helped to
develop the age.

During the first and second year, Bible

study, the Hum.ash, the five books of Moses were extensively
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treated.

During the last two years, the books of the major

prophets were studied in conjunction with the passages of
the Psalms and Proverbs .

11 passages were to be treated

with the intent to develop and express religious motivation.
The Biblical narrations dealing with the founding fathers,
selected passages dealing with the laws of the Torah, the
teachings of the prophets, and the composition of the
Psalms to be given ample consideration.

Even though the

student was not given enough time for detailed study,
nevertheless, the religious essence of the text was given
ample treatment .

ong the Talmudic literature, first the

ethical teachings of the Tanaim beginning with the Mishnah,
especially Seder Moed , were to be treated; those passages
were to be considered that had special bearing and practical
application to religious laws pertaining to the holidays .
From the standpoint of organization, Bacher's plan
did not run parallel to the eight years of the gymnasium .
Students were taken into the higher classes by entrance
examinations.

Only in later dates did the Talmud Torah

develop its highe r classes . 89
The development of the Talmud Torah found the
response in other communities throughout the country which
followed the example of the city of Pest.

They gave empha-

sis that Goldziher's and Bacher's ideals would serve as a
model for others to follow with only one reservation
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that it should not serve as a stepping-stone for the seminary.

According to Hochmuth, rabbi of Vesfprem; this

deficiency could be repaired if, . in addition to Goldziher 1 s
plan of tb.e fourth year, a special instructor of Talmud be
engaged to prepare the students with the necessary Talmudi~
preliminaries. 90

Armin: Perls, rabbi of Kecskemet, objected

to GOldzib.er's opinion in not favoring the Talmud Torah as
a preparatory school for the seminary, as he stated, "We
are not here to raise rabbis but learned laymen."

Perla

objected to this because this was not the general Jswish
point of view.

"Judaism does not discriminate between

rabbis and laymen; it merely differentiated between Talmud
Hohom and Am-Haarez -- the cultured and the uncultured.
Our rel~gion expects the layman to know the law even as the
rabbi.

The Talmud Torah, therefore, must be so situated

and its courses so organized that a student, after completing the fourth year of the gymnasium, should be able to
enter the first class of the lower division of the seminary-that is, the fifth year of the gymnasium without an entrance

examination."

Perla' reasonings were well-founded.

He was

concerned about ~ewish scholarship in general and about
J,ewish students attending the gymnasium of the seminary,
where in: addition to secular studies they be given the
opportunity to advance their Jewish background. 91
Mor Klein, rabbi

or

Nagyb,e cskerek, was of the same
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opinion and an._advocate of the pre-seminary who wanted to
see the Talmud Torah help the Jewish students to obtain-_
this objective -- to be able to enter the fifth year of
the gymnasium of the seminary; and, even if he could not
meet the rabbinic requirement after completion of the
eighth year, at least shall gain added J:ewish knowledge,
the credit of such achievement would be due to the Talmud
Torah. 92
Others approached the Talmud Torah questionfrom some other point of view.

Rabbi Mor Lowy, rabbi of

Temesvar, believed that very few cities could follow the
patt.ern of Pest for some obvious reasons, ·such as the
teacher and the pupil problem.

ecording to Goldziher,

to manage a well-functioning Talmud Torah calls for at
least four teachers.

"It stands to reason," said Rabbi

Lowy, "that not all communities are financially able to
meet such an . expense.

And even if they should make the

sacrifice, where will they get the students?

Goldziher

is optimistic that the majority of the Jewish students will
attend.

The proof lies in1 the fact that even .in·_Pest only

a minority did attend." 93
In order to substantiate this, he peferred to
some statistical figures which proved that in 1885-86,
there were only 73 students enrolled 1n:· the Talmud Torah
of Pest; and in 1886-87 while there was an increase to 89,
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the fact still remained that this was a very small margin
considering the overall number of students in . the capitol
city.

One would think that students of the model

gymnasium and those preparing for professorships would
certainly seek such an additional knowledge that the
Talmud Torah offered, yet most of these students did not
enroll in the Talmud Torah.

It was also true that most

of the students enrolled in: the Talmud Torah were in: the
lower grades.

In the upper grades, from: the V.: to the VIII
gymnasium, there were only five students • . 94
In 1888-89 the students increased to 117.

Out

of these were 51 of the gymnas1umi, 31 of the real gymnasium,
25 of the polgar1 and comm.-ereial school; 8 students
attended the elementary V,' and VI grades.
45 were enrolled from previous years.

Out of these,

In 1887-88 only

two were accepted into the rabbinic school. 95
Lipot Seltmann; a country elementary school
teacher, called to the attention of his colleagues the
obvious truth, that if students were properly orientated
and prepared, a great number would attend the Talmud Torah.
The reason for their not attending was due. to the insufficient Hebrew background of most of the students of the
middle schools. 96
Goldziher briefly replied to the argument by
stating, "I do not have any obJection that the Talmud Torah
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is so constituted that it can meet with requirements ~of
the seminary -- that is that students be prepared to
enter if they so desire; but this i .s not the congregatiom' s problem.

What we, the congregation, are main.-ly

concerned about is to provide for the children of our
members the possibility to receive an ,adequate Jewish
education.

The Talmud Torah, as a preparatory school

for the seminary, is not a congregational but a national
problem." gr
Besides the Talmud Torah school, the ~ewish
community of Pest also had a lower grade Talmud Torah
for the elementary school children.

The city of Pest had

three such schools in.. the different parts of the city •.
These so-called Hebrew schools showed the following
statistical enrollment:

In. the 1891-92 school year, the

number of students was 55, 50 and 40; in the 1892-93
school year, the number of students was 62, 54, 60.
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In these schools the hours of instruction were
gradually increased, for in the beginning they had orrly·
from two to four weekly hours.

The students attending

these schools also increased in: proportion; for instance,
1n· l893-94, the students numbered 214. 99
s we have seen, the Talmud Torah schools

offered but a smattering taste of Talmudic knowledge._
They spent a great deal of time o

the subject, but the
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result was hardly in conformity to the effort put forth.
The furthering of the study was left to the Yeshivot,
where the pursuit was exclusively in the study of th~
Talmud, excluding all secular studies; even the study of
Hebrew was made secondary.

This fact raised the question.

"Did the Yeshivah consider its program of study to prepare the individual for the rabbinit?"

It was a fa.01<

.....

that only those who could prove that their father or
grandfather was a rablii could aspire for a position.
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&a a result, the number of Talmudic students

d&creased.

In the 'So's among the functioning Yesh1v.ot

were the following:

Pozsony, 150; Nagyvarad, 80;

Satoraljaujhely and Homonna, 60; Szikszo, 50; Nagymarton1
50; Vae, 40; Bonyhard, 50; ; Papa, 50; K1smarton, 25;
Sarospatak, 20;

Eger, 25; Nyitra, 30; Nemetkeres~tur,30;;

Putnak, 30; : Ungvar, 20;

in .the other known t Yeshivot such

as Pake, Tolcsva, Galanta, Dunaszerdahley, the students
were limited.

The most outstanding of all these Yeshiv.ot
were those of Pozsony, Nligyvarad and Papa. 101"
The Neologs ( the Progressives) repeatedly voi·c ed
their pleas that the Yeshivot give up their one-sided
educational pursuit.

In addition to T'"almud let them study

the Hebrew language and the other essential secular studies.
Only by means of an integrated curriculum. of study can-: we
advance JJldaism. 102

There were some who suggested that the direcitorate of the Yeshivot should accept only those students
who had completed the sixth grade of the elementary
schools.

These students should be obligated to continue

their secUlar studies.

The law should prescribe that

they attend at least one hour daily some reviewing courses
of the school and at the end of each year undergo an·
examination.

By such a move they would ha~e some conneo-

t1on" with secular studies and the opportunity would be
theirs to aspire to greater gains and higher achiev.e ments.
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In consideration of all · that has beem said, the
acquisition of a secular education was essential if the
Jews were to maintain· a respected place as citizens of
Hungary.

Somehow there had to be a compromise between~

attaining a secular education and acquiring the Talmudic
knowledge that was essential in- Jewish education.

Any

student entering the rabbinic school or intending to teach
the Talmud, should be orientated in other related fields
in order to qualify to draw comparisons between the statements made in the Talmud and other studies.
ttempts at the Restoration of the Talmud.
Dr. Lajos B1au, director of the National Rabbinic
School of Budapest, offered his scholarly opinion of how
the dignity of the study of the Talmud could be restored
in modern times.

The general complaint among J:ewry, Dr.
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Blau stated, was that the pursuit of the knowledge of the
Talmud was rapidly decreasing.

This condition was due

to economic and social changes which diverted the student
from devoting his time exclusively to an education dealing
with religious study, such as the study of the Talmud, to
new types of professions -- more profitable ones.

This

change naturally caused a scarcity among the students of
the Talmud, and the remaining few who were still im
existence struggled to meet the bare necessities of life .
This deplorable state was a detriment to the advan~ement
of religious scholarship , as the Talmud was one of the
most essential basic foundational sources after the Bible,
from which students of religion - could draw authentic
information pertaining to the development of religious law.
"With this brief evaluation of the significance

of the Talmud, we can readily see that, from a religious
educational point of view, the study is a major problem in
Jewish education.

It is our duty to stop its decay by

opening new avenues for scholarly research in. which the
study of the Talmud can take an integral part .

The only

logical reason", stated Dr . Blau, "why there is a scarcity
in Talmudical scholarship is the laxity of the teachings
of the Talmud and not the many other reasons given.

It is

equally unreasonable to assume that students do not choose
this study because the study of the Talmud requires many
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hours of devoted study, and modern scholars cannot spend
too much time on one type of study.

This statement can

only prove that students of the Talmud today cannnt hope
to become Talmudic experts in all the fields of a study
that develop in the Talmud as a result of a thousand years
of scholarly activity, but they caw acquire a specific
knowledge in one of the many fields indicated in the
Talmud.

In olden days the primary objective of the study

of the Talmud was to interpret the lfW•

To raise such

students required the knowledge of the whole Talmud -all the _Tractates of the H'abylonian and Jerusalem Talmud,
but it is possible to orientate a student in one branch
of interest to him; such as history, education, archeology,
or theology, without detailed study of the entire Talmud.
In -drawing the relationship between the teaching of the
Talmud and the modern development of this science in,
question, we can serve a two-fold purpose.

We shall not

merely prove that the ancient study is helpful even today,
but we shall also establish the truth that from the
experiments of the old we can enlight upon . the study of
the new."
uBut in~. order to establish such scholarly
relationship, we must have Talmudic students who possess
the knowledge of both modern science and the Talmudical
knowledge that concerns those sciences.

In other words,
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we must have scientifically trained rabbis who will
apply their rabbinic studies in eonjunction·: wi th the
development of modern science.

For only by such means

can we hope to raise the dignity of Talmudic scholarship. u 104 .
Lack of Jewish Education as a Result of Jewish

ttendanee

in Non~Jewish Schools.
The striving of the Jewish community of Pest,
as the capitol city of the country, to advance Jewish
educational policy and reorga~i~e the religious education
of the Middle Schools and the Talmud Torah Schools no
doubt helped many Jewish students, yet undoubtedly assisted Jewish education in a limited way.

For even if there

were a few hundred denominational J~wish schools where
many thousands of Jewish students reeei ved a· systematic
Jewish education, still most of the students in: the
gymnasium and the Real gymnasium.

besides the limited

two hours a week religious study

rarely received an:

additional Jewish education.

In order to prove this

stratification, let us refer to some statistics.

In the

school year of 1888-89, there were 7,887 Jewish students
in the Middle Schools which amounted to 19. 7% of the
total student-body.

The gymnasiunr was attended by 5,480

and the Real gymnasium by 2,407 Jewish students. l05
In the same year the total number of all Jewish school-
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aged ehildren: was 123,673.

Out of this, 99,168 attended

school.
We bave no statistical proof of how many eh1ldren
attended the no~J~wish schools, but from the statistics
of Budapest we can.draw our conclusions on~other cities.
In 1888-89, 6,564 Jewish children attended the city
elementary school.

In the Christian denominational

schools -- orphan homes, deaf and dumb schools -- the
total was 387 students.

Hence, there was a total of

6,951 Jewish students irr_nom-Jewish schools. 106
In the polgar1 schools in~Budapest the sum total
of students was 8,114.

Of these, 1,512 were Jewish

children, 580 J,e wish boys and 932 Jewish girls.

In the

gymnasium there were 880 and in the Real gymnasium there
were 884.

The sum total was 1,764 JAwish students. 107
In1the coilll'ltercial department, there were 470

Jewish children and 1n· the industrial, 1,089.

From· these

figures we can see that in, Budapest alone· there were above
10,000 J~wish children attending non-J~wish schools.
However, in; all of the Jewish congregational
schools there were 1,163 students.
in~the following man.mer:

They were distributed

In the Sip utcu boys' schools

there were 521 students; and in the Nagyme~o boys' schools
there were 152 students. 108
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Statistics Pertinent to Increase of Jewish Schools.
Since the annual public school law came into
exis,t ence in 1868 the Minister of Religion reported the
conditions that existed throughout the schools of the
country.

In these educational reports important statis-

tical data of the Jewish school could be observed.

It

proved that in the school year of 1883-84 there were
(

516 Jewish denominational public schools, an increase
over the number of sc hools in : the 70's when many Jewish
schools had disbanded.

In the Bo's, however, as a re-

sult of unfavorable political conditions, some of the
Jewish schools that had previously disbanded were reopened.

Although among the Jewish schools we can see a

fluctuation -- schools opened and closed -- yet the
direction pointed to an increase.

In 1881 there were

469 Jewish schools; in 1882, 510 schools; and, in 1883,
516 J:ewish denominational schools.
Hungarian as a Tool of Instruction.
ccording to the annual public school law of
1879, Acts VIII, the language of the instruction imall
schools should be Hungarian.

Among the detailed infor-

mation pertaining to this law of the min-tater, we find
by-laws pertaining to attitudes in reference to the
question of teaching the Hungarian language 1mthe school.
Among the Jewish denominational schools there
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were 350 pure Hungarian and 166 nom.Hungariam schools, of

which the majority instructed in the Hungarian language
suceessfully.

Statistics proved that 82% were Hungarian

language schools.

The conversion to the Hungarian-;

language as the official organ of the school made slow
progress in the denominational schools -- Unitarians,
100%; the Reformed, 98.1%; Jewish denominational school,
67 .8%; Roman Catholic, 55.9%; Evangelical, 22.5% and the
Greek Catholics, 6.4%.
Teacher Qualification-.
The Jewish schools also presented a favorable
picture of teachers' qualifications.

Statistics show

that in: the year of 1883-84 there were gr9 teachers among
516 Jewish schools.

Of these 944 or 96.4% could success-

fully teach the Hungarian language.

Here also, the

Jewish school ranked third; in the Unitarian schools,
100% of the teachers couJ.d teach the Hungarian language;
in .the Reformed 99.8%; in the Roman Catholic 90.9%; and,
in the Evangelical 71.8%.
School

ttendance of Jewish Children.
The statistical figures also showed that the

number of Jewish children who attended any school was not
satisfactory.
of school age.

In 1883-84 there were 79,299 Jewish children
In proportion to a population of 630J:'()OO

this amounted to 7.9%.

Of these school-aged childrem
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more than:127% did not attend school.

Only the Greek

Catholics showed a greater percentage ot nom-attendance.
ocording to this average, every Jewish teacher had
about 81 students.
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This appalling figure proves that in view o~·
the J-ewish population, the attendance was not in: proportion to the number of school-aged children and there was
an _insuffieient number of Jewish schools.

To what can

we ascribe this fact that so many Jewish children did
not attend school when.. we know that Jewish parents
respected education?

Was it that there were a great

many Jewish people liv.ing 1rr: hamlets and country places
where there were no schools or that there was still a
great number of Jewish parents who refrained from sending
their children to non-J.ewish schools to receive secular
education?

For this reason they kept them in the Heder.

ong the particulars of the following school years
1884-85, the non+att·endanee of these children decreased
from 27% to 24.4%, but at the very same time schools
also decreased by 33 Jewish schools.

Al.though irr other

places 27 were reopened, it still made the difference of
7 schools.

509.

So the number of Jewish schools ini. 1884 was

Of these, 35 were boy's schools; 19 girl's schools;

and 455 mixed schools.
Among the 509 J~wish schools, 368 applied the
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Hungarian language as the language of instruction; only
13 were exclusively German; 128 were German and Hungarian.
Consequently, the Hungarian language schools amounted to

In the 509 schools were functioned 958 teachers .
In comparison to other denominational schools, we can
call this figure favorable as of these, 866 possessed
teacher ' s qualification certificates which indicated that

90 . 4% were graduate teachers .

It is to be noted , however,

that among these teachers there were only 86 women
teachers . llO

Judging from these statistical figures, we

may say that from an over-all point of view they were not
entirely satisfactory for the number of schools was not
in proportion to the population.

The Jewish population

was 4% of the general population; while their schools
amounted to a mere 3 . 32%.
was also very high, 25%was 24. 5%-

The percentage of non- attendance
Even in 1888, the non-attendance

The only satisfactory evidence in the progress

of statistical figures was the qualification of the
teacher and the number of Jewish schools that applied the
Hungarian language as the language of instruction.
Fluctuating Conditions in Jewish E.d.ucation.
Pertinent to the statistics was the fluctuating
number of Jewish schools which was due to a few important
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factors.

The ~ewish community was so?Iletimes compelled

to give up its schools because of finaneial reasons, but
also very often . because many of the Jewish people in the
community sent their children to public schools.

This

caused many community schools to be turned into private
schools, for according to the law the Jewish community
had to meet its contract with the teacher; and if the
congregation were unable to fulfill this contract, the
teacher who was a certified teacher took over the school
as a private school in -order to release the congregation:
from its contract. 111
In spite of the fluctuating conditions that
existed to the time of the "Recepcio", the number of
J~wish schools was comparatively high when we take into
account that in 1888 there were 551 active Jewish schools;
in 1892, 578; and in 1893, 576.

With due respect to all

this, the statistics prove that the overall attendanee
in the elementary school of the Jewish children. was still
low at the time of "Recepciou in - spite of the fact that
the Jewish parents have great concern for education.
The reason: for this ia quite obvious as the
statistics were computed out of an over-all attendance
throughout the country.
11
·•

Hence, in: a few counties like

Maramarosu the attendance wa.s so drastically low (out
-

of 8,300 school-aged children, about 300 attended) that
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it brought the average down.

We can understand that

this was a very peculiar situation.

This was ma.inly due

to the fa.ct that, in1those parts of the country, the
parents were ext

m~

cal and were not concerned

whether or not their children received a secular education.
The only education they aspired to was the Reder, where
J~wiah children attended from early morning to the late
hours of the night studying the Humash with a few standard
commentaries. 112
To the computed facts already given, we may add
that in 1892-93 among the 576 schools, only 30 did not
use the Hungarian language as the language of instruction;
and among 1,040 teachers, 126 were women teachers and only

four could not speak the Hungarian language.

t the same

time, statistics prove that in the Roman Catholic schools,
of the 8,077 teachers, 327 did not speak Hungarian and

928 teachers did not have teachers' qualifying certificates;
while among the Jewish teachers, only 24 were not holders
of teachers' certificates •. 113
Establishment of New Schools - The Polgari .
.Among the newly established schools was the Jewish
children's orphanage of Budapest.

Previous to 1882, the

children of the orphanage attended the congregational.
schools.

Then the long awaited hope that the orphans have

a new home, a better equipped place where they could re-
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ceive their education; was finally realized in 1882,
when the new building was erected 1n: Mihaly Mtmkacsy
Utca. 114
In 1886~ the Orthodox J~wish community of
Pozsony opened its commercial iIXBtitute jointly with
the polgar1 school.

h1le the school was nonsectarian,

yet the number of its students increased slowly.

The

school opened with 68 pupils and after 25 years of
functioning the number of its enrollment was still low -not eseeeding 178.
that Pozsony

WEES

The reason . for this slow growth was

a traditional J~wish community that

refrained from secular education.

fter children finished

their elementary schooling, they stopped attending higher
schools.

The Con~ervat1ves did not consider the faet

that many of the boys were preparing to enter the Yeshiva
of Pozsony, which required at least four classes of the
polgar1. 115

Most of these students who did intend to

enter the rabbinic school and had to have· at least four
classes of the middle school, privately attended evening
116
courses and passed examinations in the polgari.
In 1888-89 the Orthodox congregation of the
Nagyvarad followed the example of Pozsony.

They also

opened in conjunction with the commercial school, a
polgari school .

In the previous chapter we described

the polgari school of Nagyvarad which maintained a dis-
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tinguished position-: as one of the best schools of the
country in sp1 te of the fact that the school dev.o ted a
great deal of time to religious education and the study
of Hebrew.

The Jewish community of Nagyvarad expected

their children to make progress in both fields -secular and Jewish; therefore, in--advertising for new
professors for their polgari, they emphasized in the ad
that they were willing to pay from 700 to 800 florins to
a teaeher who was qualified in Hebrew as well as in
secular subjects, although the regular salary for
teachers was only 600 florins •. 117
The Jewish school of Sz.ekesfehervar had ceased
to function in 1874.

Since the parents had enrolled

the children in great numbers in the mutual public school
of the city, they could not maintain- their own ~institution-.

This resulted in such a decrease in student popu-

lation that the school was forced to close.

Financial

conditions did not play any part in the closing of the
school, because it received subsidy from the city.
Furthermore the school ha.d an -adequate increase from its
tuition fees which formed the major factor in the budget.
The school did not function fo~ fifteen years; but 1n1
1889 when-- the rabbi of the comm.unity, Dr. Jacob Steinherz,
complained about the low status of the children's religious knowledge, the question of reopening the school was
brought up again.

However, since the Jewish community
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was not satisfied with the old building, they made

arrangements to erect a new edifice and engaged an
architect from Vienna, Frigyes Shon, to draw up the plans
118
for the new school.
Even though the J~wish school of Nagykanizsa
has already been discussed in previous chapters, some
further development that came about with the year of 1885
should be added.

In this year the Minister of Religion

and Fiiucation issued a new regulation. concerning the
commercial polgari schools.

by-law of the so-called

1868, annual XX.XVIII, ruled that with the completion of
the fourth class public elementary school, the polgari
should commence with six class•s for the girls and four
classes for the boys.

In Nagykanizsa, this was modified

by adding an additional year to the sixth year of the
polgar1 and making it a seven-year course of study.

In

this so-called seven-class polgari, the three years above
the fourth year, (V, VI and VII) functioned as the
commercial school for boys. 119
In 1885 the board of education had already proposed to establish such a school for the community, and
the body acted on this proposal at the

pril meeting of

1887 when : they appealed to the Minister of Religion and
Fiiucation for such permission.

They supported their

petitiorraby emphasizing the following:

"Our community,

..
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for more than·. a hal:f' a century, has been concerned about
the ethical and cultural advaneement of our youth.

We

gave emphasis to this fa~t by maintaining a separate sixyear elementary school for boys and girls and a two-year
commercial school.

In keeping with the budget of the

school system, we maintained two large school buildings .
In order to finance this, the Jewish community has to
meet an annual expense of over 11,000 Florins as almost
half of the number o:f' the students attending these classes
(out of 653 -- 300) received free tuition. and free school
supplies -- in m.a ny cases the community supplied even
their clothing, as the parents of some children were unable
to clothe them.

The community is ready to assume all these
..s
additional expenseA if the minister would expand their
commercial schools to a possible higher level; that is,
give our school an equal rating with that of the middle
commercial school . ..

In 1888 the minister granted the

conmtunity that request by which the Jewish community of
Nagy Ka.nizsa attained a school status of rendering to its
youth not only a higher level of general. education, but aru
enlarged standard of commercial preparation.

This added

schooling would give the graduate a certificate known. as
· "Eretsegi" (Ma.tura certificate), a document indicating
that the holder of such 1s qualified to enter the University .
This privilege also gave the qualified graduate the right
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of reduced military service consisting of but one year
instead of three years service in the general army and
two years for Honved (the Hungarian national guard);
this perogative, the government granted only to those
students who could furnish an ~Eretsegitt certificate,
that is to those who had completed the eight years of
the gymnasium.: or the Real school.
1th such a permission in'. hand, the community
was ready to work out the necessary plans.

This was

soon-·, accomplished with the result that with the establishment of 1890-91 the four years of the polgari would
be open for the boys, as well as the first year of the
commercial school, which should follow the fourth year
of the polgari.

In other words, students who completed

the fourth elementary were to be enrolled 1n the first
polgari; the fifth, into the second; and sixth into the
third.

The following graph shows the setting:

Elementary
Classes
I

IL
III

IV,·
V
VI

Polgari for
Girls
I

II
III
Iv.·

v.·

Polgari for
Boys
I
II
III
IV/

Commerc1!1
for Boys
I

II
III

VI .

With the beginning of the school year of 1890-91, the
polgari school was opened •

.After passing an entrance
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examination; students gradu~ting from the fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades of eleme.n tary were accepted in the
corresponding classes of the polgari .

long with the

opening of the polgari , the first year of the commercial
school also accepted students of whom there were thirtyfive enrolled the first ~ear, and as additional classes
were added, the number gradually rose .

In 1894-95 it

became a full- fledged commercial school where all three
classes were fully equipped .

The city of Nagy Kanizsa

helped in the financing of the commercial school, as they
realized that it was a great asset to the industrial and
commercial development of the city and vicinity .

Vilmos

Guttmann, president of the congregation, contributed
11,000 florins at its founding, a contribution which
laid the foundation of the school .

Funds were later

substantially increased by additional contributions •.

120

The commercial school held its first graduation.
exercises in July, 1895 -- the Eretsegi Vizsga (an
examination for entrance to the university).

Two chair-

men who were specialists in _their field were chosen by
the education department of the government to supervise
these examinations .

In evaluating the examinations,

they felt that with such educational leadership and
devotional service rendered by the faculty, this school
was bound to make progress. 121
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The Middle School Law of 1883, which ruled that
the school must consist of at least four classes, was a
great influence upon the development of the Real school
of Vagujhely.

Their school had been functioning as a

''Csonka Isko1a•1 , a reduced school, for it had only three
classes.

It was up to the community to decide either to

add another class to the already existing three classes
or to close the school ·altogether.

t the June meeting

of 1884, the community voted to advance the school even
though there was great opposition because of the lack
of funds.

Immediately after that meeting, they appealed

to Agustan Trefort, Minister of Religion and Education,
for government aid.

The minister voted 1,200 florins,

which the community received during the 1884-85 school
year.

In spite of all this, the school was still in

great need of financial support.

This was attained when

Miksa Mahler, president of the school, appealed for such
funds.

s a result, the school received many contri-

butions, among which we can especially mention the

25

Holdnyi plowable ground and five Holdny1 of forest ( l
Holdny1 is 142 English acres) and also many landed
properties which were on this ground.

During this year,

the Vagujhelyi Magyar It:r. Kozepikolsi Egyesulte (The
Hungarian Jewish Middle School Society of Vagujhely) was
organized.

Thia organization understood that advancing
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1ts material assets was necessary in supporting the
intellectual progress of the school .

They hoped that

in due time the real school would consist of eight years .
In 1892, on the occ~sion when the community celebrated
to 80th birthday of their aged Rabbi
established the Rabbi

e1sse, they

eisse Society which pledged to

pay annual scholarships for forty or fifty poor students
and to supply them with clothing for the year .
Dr. Bernat Sonnenfeld became the president of
the congregation to whom we can credit the use of the
Hungarian language in the religious education of the
school .

The sermons of the synagogue conducted ini the

Hungarian language became the order of the day .

When

the national assembly of the Government learned about
thi s, the minister ot religion and education, Albin ~fiok1
raised the government subsidy for the school to 2,400
florins per annum .

At the November 11 , 1894 congrega-

tional meeting, it was decided that the new Real school
building should be erected.

The congregation thought

that by erecting a new building and making other improvements within the school, they hoped to stem the constant
changing of professors like it was with the case of Dr.
Miksa Mahler, who had accepted a position as professor
in the Government Real school of Pozsony, but to inten(

sify the general educational structure of its school .

122
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The Jewish Teachers' Institute.
fter reaching the stage of four years of study,
the Jewish Teachers' Institute seemed to have attained
its external educational structural development; but
internally, we find some modifications, especially after
Dr. Jozsef Banoczi took over the directorship in: 1887.
Before that, the majority of the library books were of
Hebrew collection; after 1888, we find many others that
were distinctly necessary to the educational progress of
the school.

The library contained the standard collec-

tions of Hungarian literature dealing with pedagogy and
philosophy source books and the majority of Hungarian
Jewish public school books from the latest to the
present.
Effects of Student Financial Distress.
The financial situation of the majority of the
students was desperately low and going from bad to worse.
Something had to be done in- order to alleviate their
financial distress.
of student aid.

Dr. Banoczi organized a new type

The first financial aid that he insti-

tuted was the library fund aid, which gave the student
the possibility of acquiring most of his essential textbooks for a minimum fee of 40 crajcar (less than half a
florin per annum).

Even this small fee the student

could pay out in very small installments.

The distri-
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bution of these books was performed by students of the
second, third and fourth year, who assisted the professor
in charge or the library.

This development was brought

to the attention of the minister of religion:and
education, who in '. an appeal in-: 1890, ordered the National
Teachers' Institute to follow the example of the J~wish
Teachers' Institute by granting such library assistance
to the poor students.
The poverty stricken students reached such a
desperately low stage that it became necessary for Ban~czi
to seek constantly for new means of helping them.

Among

the new measures was the distribution of the free meal
ticket in the dining hall of the institute and the supply
or clothing to many desperate students -- for many did
not possess adequate winter clothing.

The organization

of the Jewish Teachers' Ud Society assumed the responsibility of looking after all of these. 123
Many desperately poor students were compelled

to leave the Institute to find some employment as private
tutors in the country in order to continue in:a private
way with their studies.

This condition caused a great

percentage of the graduate students to attain their
diplomas by means of private study -- passing examinatioff
uMagan-Vizsga 11 , a type of regional examination.
The following statistical figures will show the
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percentage of students who dropped out: in 1883-84 19.26%; in 1890-91 - 21%; in 1891-92 - 26.28%.

These

figures in comparison with the Nationa:n. Teachers'
Institute were extremely high; for the percentage there
was on the average 6.8%.

In the Christian aeform School,

it was 12.7~ and in the Jewish Teachers• Institute, it
averaged 18.8%.

Considering all this, Banoczi claimed

that the Jewish Teachers' Institute did not produce an
ample number of teachers, a condition which was a great
disadvB.I?-tage to the country.

The average need in the

Jewish Teachers Elem.entary School was at least 30 or 35
teachers annually; and during the entire existence of
the Institute (from 1857( to 1897), only three times did
the graduates number 30 and at other times, the number
was 18 or 20.

This proves that on1the average, there

were 21 or 22 teachers annually. 124

Since there were,

no doubt, some of these few graduate teachers who did
not continue their profession, we can figure an average
of about 20 teachers. per year.
The .result of this shortage was that the
deficiency had to be covered from other sources or
graduates from the National Teachers• Colleges or other
institutes.

This affected mainly the Hebrew and religious

subjects departments.

Graduate teachers usually were the

weakest in these subjects that the Jewish school needed
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the most.

This was quite obvious because in the Jewish

Teachers' Institute five hours per week were devoted to
Hebrew and religion which meant that during the course
of four years the students rece~ved 20 weekly hours;
yet in the National Teachers ' Institute , the most they
received was two weekly hour; . 12 5
Not onl.y were there few graduates from the
Jewish Teachers ' Institute, but also some of the teachers
who held diplomas were not equally qualified .

As we have

already stated, a goodly number of them had to leave the
Institution because of financial conditions and had to
receive their qualification certificates by means of
private study.

These students comprised about 25%, and

could be classified into two groups .

In the first group

were those who due to financial needs found private
teaching positions in~small communities and hamlets .

The

other belonged to a group of students who studied in the
Yeshivot as talmudic students . 126
While dealing with the question of helping

individual students , we should be concerned to know i~
what proportion-, the school fund supported the struggling
Jewish teachers .

fter the Jewish Congress iml870-71,

the Teachers' Institute received 1,200 florins per annum.
At that time the number of students was 31 .

Beginning

with the year 1872-73, the school fund allocation a.mounted
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to 3,000 florins per year.
enrollment reached 47.

t that time the student

This favorable condition ceased

with the year 1877, as the Rabbinic Seminary was opened,
and the sum ot 3,000 florins was divided bebween the
two, and so, the Teachers' Institute received merely
1,500 florins.

This limited fund gave very few students

even -limited support as the proportion of students
increased.

The number of students reached 100 and

assists.nee per capita was a mere
no help to speak of.

t15.oo,

which was almost

In 1895 wherr the number of students

reached 122, the minister of religion reduced the school
fund to 1,000 florins.

In drawing a comparison between

the subsidy the National Teachers' Institute received
from the Government and the amount the Jewish Teachers'
Institute received from the school fund, we shall find
that 1n the city of Iglo, where the number of students
was only 50, they received 3,760 r.t.orin as government
subsidy. 127

The Growth of the Rabb.inic Seminary.
In the Rabb:1.nic Seminary we can: also observe
some changes •

.As pointed out in the previous chapter,

in 1882-83 the seminary observed its first graduating
exercises when only orre student was graduated; in 1885-86
there were three graduates.

Froni-then1on; the number

increased substantially umtil after three decades, im
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1895-96'; there were 52 graduate rabbis.

ccording to the

regulations, students had to meet the following preliminary examinations before they could receive their qualification certificates .

Candidates had to complete all

the required courses in the five years of the upper
di vision..,_ and prove that they had enrolled iru the University
of Budapest and had met the requirements of a Ph. D; they
also had to prove that they had preached in a synagogue
of the seminary twice in-~Hungarian and German.

After

these examinations, they applied for the written examination in the seminary .

The preliminary written exami-

nation consisted of five subjects, of which three were in
Rabbinics(in the C~suist1

field) which had to be worked

out in the rabbinic language -- one dealing with Biblical
interpretation in~the Hungarian language, and one on
philosophy which could be in either Hungarian or German.
Four months were allowed 1n which to prepare for these
exam~nations .

After these students passed these, the

result was sent to the two members of the staff who conducted the oral examination.

One of the two was the

chairman who conducted the questions.

If the whole

faculty were satisfied with the results of the preliminary1
written examination, after eight days the candidate was
subjected to two four-hour examinations, on-e ill'. Rabbinics
and the second i one of the other fields; these were to
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be taken under close supervision in two four- hour periods .
These examinations were followed by an oral examination
consisting of four hours -- two hours in the Talmud , one
hour in Jewish history, and one hour in Jewish philosophy •
.After completing all this, the candidate received his
diploma

11

Hattara" from the dean of the college, and in a

festive celebration of graduation, the faculty presented
him with a Rabbinic diploma . 128
The Text of the Hungarian Diploma
Mi a csaszari es apostoli kiralyi felsege legkegyesebb elhatarozasa alapjan Budapesten fennalo
orszagos rabbi-kepzointezet vezerlo bizottsaga
kikuldott tagjaibol es ugyan-ezen intezet felso
tanfolyama rendes tanaraibol allo vizsgala
bizottsag •••••••••••• urat , ki •••• • •• szuletett,
theologiai tanulmanyait •••••• vegezte es az
intezet szabalyzataiban eloirt rabbikepesito
szigorlaton altalunk megvizsgaltatott, a vizsgalat eredmenye es tanusitott hitszonoki kepessege alapjan, a felsobb helyen jovahagyott
intezeti alapszabalyok szerint bennunket
megilleto jognal fogva, a Rabbi cimmel felruhazzuk es a rabbisagi hivatal betoltesere es ezen
hivatellal jaro mindennemu teendok vegzesere
kepesitettnek nyilatkoztatjuk .

Minek hitelere
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a heber nyelven kiallitott HATT AR
okirattal egyutt ezen rabbikepsito oklevelet
kiadtuk .
The substance of this Hungarian diploma is -ttrn the name of the Emperor, His

postalic Majesty, the

King, we the faculty present this diploma to ···••·•·••••
who was born

. . . . . .. . . . ..

and who submitted himself to be

examined ••••·•·••••• and we found him qualified in all
the prescribed fields .

He also exemplified speaking

ability, wherefore, according to the law invested upon us ,
we confer upon him the title of Rabbi and in conjunction
with this , he is privileged to all the honor appertaining
to that degree .

Signed and sealed by the faculty of the

seminary."
In 1890 , the seminary modified some of its
basic laws .

~ccording to the new law , after the comple-

tion of the second half year , students in the upper
division were called upon to take their basic examination
and at the close of the sixth half (the close of the
third year), the preliminary examination.

On November 28 ,

1891 , the minister of religion and education also
lightened the burden of the seminary student by granting
him the privilege of selecting in a two- year period, in
weekly twelve hours, the courses necessary for his
doctorate .

Modifications were also made in the lower
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division.

Before this, the student had to pass only one

oral examination from Hebrew .

Henceforth, they were also

asked to pass a Hebrew written examination. l30
In 1884-85 , in order to advance the scholarly
ability of the student , the seminary staff selected topic
questions for the students to work on.

These questions

had their origin in the Bible , Talmud , history, languag e,
and religious philosophy .

Those who were successful in

the appointed topics won prizes .

The first list of these

topics was, "The Woman ' s Position in the Jewish Ritualism"-11The Life and Function of David Ibn

bi Zimra", "Samuel

David Luzzatto as Language Investigator and critic in
Scripture Interpretation", and
Scriptural Interpretation:

11

Moses Mendelssohn and His

The Origin of the Synagogue

Literature to the Rise of the Piyutirn" .
the following:

Lajos Blau,

Prize winners were

andor Buchler, · min Frisch,

Mik sa Weisse, Jacob Spira (Mehrisch

strab), Ignac Ziegler

(Karlsbad), Samuel Krausz (Professor of

iener Lehrer-

anstalt) . 131
ttempts to Alleviate Dire Need of Women ' s Institute and
Seminary Students .
The poor financial condition that prevailed
among the students of the Teachers' Institute was also to
be found in the seminary • . There , too, the administration
had to seek means to alleviate the dire need among the
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students .

fter its 20th year of existence , we read the

following about this condition :

The Orszagos Robbikepzo

intezetebe (in the National Rabbinic I nstitute ) most of
its students were so poor that the seminary did not collect
fees for registration, library or tuition , and so were all
the examinations free of charge .

Even the necessary

Hebrew and other books which they had to return at the
close of the year were distributed among the students free
of charge .

Many congregations, as well as many k i nd- hearted

individuals , contributed donations to make possible this
support of the student . 132
The Ez Halm

id Society established in 1879 ,

did all possibl e to assist the student financially .

There

were other sources from which the students obtained aid :
Governmental aid, grants , and Ladies '

uxiliary funds

(the latter supplied free dinners for the students) .
Beginning with the year 1884- 85, the congregation of the
Jewish community of Pest contributed 200 krona , and in
1890-91 the Hebrah Kadisha also took part in helping the
poor student , by contributing annually to the Institute
80 florins, which they gradually increased . l33
The staff of the Rabbinic Institute was not
only concerned about advancing the personal scholarship ,
but it also organized a collective scholarly body which
was known as

11

I M I T11

- -

I zr Magyar Irodalmi Tarsulat
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{The Jewish Hungarian Literary Society).

The first mem-

ber of this society was Dr. Ignac Goldziher.

Lat~r Dr.

Samuel Kohn; Immanuel Low, Vilmos :S-acher, and Jozsef
Banoczi carried on the necessary preparation, and finally
it came to life in::-· 1894.

The first mission~of this literary

society was to translate the Hol"y lfrit and the books of
post-:-Biblical period, religious literary dev.e lopments,
and translation of publications.

The organization gave

lectures on general subjects of mutual literary interest.
The first year book of the IM IT appeared in 1895, and
an additional book appears annually since then.

Among

its contributors were the graduate students of the
Rabbinic Institute. 134
'Women's Teacher's Institute.
In conjunction with the religious educational
question of the elementary and middle schools, the problem
of the Jewish women's education also ca.me to light.

This

question came to the forefront from three viewpoints: the
Jewish standpoint, the religious educational point of
view, and from the general educational development.
During the past decade, the Jewish girl had
received her education from three sources.
the home".

11

The first was

· s far as the Jewish life at home was com-

cerned, it was the most effective means of education.

The

mother of the home exerted the greatest influence upon : the
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girl's religious upbringing.

She gave her the necessary

preparation for Jewish motherhood and for the management
of the home in general -- an eduda.tion that only the
moth.er of the household could render to her child • . But
this basic foundation~gradually weakened in:supplying
the Jewish girl with this life-producing knowledge.
The general social conditions brought about a
change.

From one side the families were compelled to

move into the city.

This gradually loosened the ties

that held the Jewish home together an4 the mother who
formerly was engaged exclusively as the housewife and
mother to her children became engaged in business enterprizes and left the upbringing of the children to some
outside help -- to the governess.
These governesses in·. most cases were not Jewish,
a situation which naturally resulted in the children's
becoming strange to the traditions.

The Jewish school

had to step in and replace the deficiency that had resulted in the home.

The school, by necessity, could not

accomplish in the limited two hours per week the work of
the mother that was a full day's job.
Before the woman took an active part in the
general pursuit of life she was the sole manager of the
home.

From here emanated the religious environment that

supported the child throughout life.

With the change in
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social and economical conditions, this became an .impossibility.

Many believed that in order to restore the

mother's influenc.e , even· in~.a 11m1t.e d manner, special
effort should be devoted to establishing a womens teaehers
eollege.

Pal Tencer had already spoken about this problem

many decades before.

Heb.ad made reference to the

establishment of a Jcewish. women· teachers coll.ege in: the
60 's.

Later, Na.tan- Halasz had spoken in . the interest or·

a women teachers institute 111:the 70 1 s.

The graduates

from the wo.men teachers' s eo-l lege in1 the government school
were not qualified to cope with this problem.
Tlie question that naturally arose was, "Was
there ample .o pportunity for a Jewish woman teacher to find
employment? 11

Tb.ere was also the question of whether there

would be an:: ample number of candidates to make up the
student body.

The answer was that there were quite a few

gifted students who attended the polgari school; among
them there we-re a number who consid.e red themsel v.es privileged
to know that there was a poss1.b111 ty for them to continue
their education and to prepare for some distinctive
profession. 135

Mor Altmann, tetlcb.er of Hagy Kanizaa, elaborated
on~the purp.o se and the · ideals of such ani institute.

He

indicated how such a school could serve the people.

He

stated, "It would rear our daughters 1n the spir.i t of our
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tradition. and would help them atta.in: its major objectiv:e.
To make this possil:tl.e , to prepare our daughters for J-ewish
motherhood, only the te-achers in:stitute can supply them1
with the necessities.

Even if our daughters should not

pursue the teaching profession after graduat1.on, they would
neverthe1ess, ex-ert ample influence upon their own families.
This in itself would be a major achievement." 1 36
According to Altmann; "Before establishing a
women teachers institute, attention should be given to
establ1.s h1ng a J.ewish women.' s kindergarten.:. teachet!a tra1n-1ng school.

It cou1d, from its very foundation, start to

bring up and correct the mistakes of Jewish mothers by
bringing back religious co-n sciousness in ·_ the Jewish household.

It would be or interest to introduce a study that

would be linked .to nature -- gardening and agriculture, an:
education that is closely related to household obligations
of rearing and developing life from a naturalistic point
of view, a policy pursued by many progressive educators -gardening and schooling. l37
"This pursuit should be specially indicated as
we are contemplating the establishing of a Jewish women·' s
institute.

We ca.n:readily see that our daughters are

striving for higher education.

They are not satisfied ·

with the completion · of the tour-year polgari school.
great many or the graduates enroll in.the teachers insti-
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tutea of other denominations . or government. schools.

n

is a proven. fact that in~Budapest, in1the only higher
girl's school, in:.1883-84, among 354 students, 229 were
J:"ewish, and in the eight functioning highe-r schools tor

girls in; the couatry among the 771 students, 336 were
Jiwish.

138

In the same proportion: we notice that in: the

year 1886-87, in: the higher schools for girls in-:. the city
or Arad among 88 students, 39 were J:ews; in-_Temesvar among
98, 49 were Jewish; in Trene.aeny among 60, 32 were Jewish;
in.:Budapest among 3rsT, 164 were Jewish." l39
The Need for a Higher School tor Glrls.
In order to give ample proof why it was · essential
that the higher school tor girls be established we · should
refer to the girls school in1 Blldapest that was opened in:.
1875 in: collaboration with the polgari.

This type of

school had its origin in . armany, tb.e so-called. Ho here
1

Toc.h.ter....Schulen-- (advanced schools tor girls) or the French,
~Lycees de

J'e.~

Filles".

Tb.is school consisted of two

types: one of a six-year course and the second, a four--year
course.

The first continued with the fourth elemen"tary

and lasted for six years.
girl's school.

It was more of a finishing ·

The second was identical to the polgar1

but im. addition, it taught the French language.

140 Accord-

ing to the organization-- of the second was the one of
Vagujhely.

This school was brought about through the
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effort ot Dr. Miksa Bahler, direc:.tor of the Real sc·hooJJ
of the Jewish community.

.After its open1ns, he

bee.ame

i ta

d1reo·tor. 141
The ~•wish curr1culunr fo.r the -higher· girl's
scb.ool was prepared by Nandor TOub, professor of Vas.,ijllely
polgari school-, for the firs-t to the fo.u rth grades.

It

dealt with the same subject matter as was prescribed to
the polgari, according to the government's allowed time of
two- hours per week, with the exception that instead .of
mere dealings- with religious subjects it explained the
various· prac:t1ces of the traditional observances -- the
performance of. the ritual, after all 1s the primary objective in,·:the- study ot religion • .
First 01ass :. Biblical History
a.

From the creation to the death
of Moses.

b.

Hebrew.

Reading of prayers,

primarily, mechanical reading
with special reference to some
important transiations.
Second Class:
a.

Biblical History
From the death ot Moses to the
.

division of the Kingdom (Jbda
and Israel) •
b.

Hebrew -- Reading and trans-
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lation_of prayers.

Daily prayers,

Sabbath, new moon-.-- most essential
translations.
Third Class:

Biblical History:

a.

From the- d1 visioxr of the Kingdom::
to the return t'rom: Babylonian·: exile.

b.

Hebrew -- the thirteen:, pr1n-c1pres

of faith; their detailed analysis.
The three pilgrim. seasons:

the

Pesaoh, Shevuouth, Sookoth prayers;
their order and selected translations.
Fourth Olaes:
a.

History:
The destiny of the Jew. Development
of institutions till the destruction
of the second temple.

The life of

the Jew in Spain, Franee and
Germ&n.1 in, the -Middle Ages and the
period following it.
b.

Hebrew -- the ten commandments, its
detailed description~ (whem dealing:
with the Sabbath to make references
to other fest1vals -- their sign4.·fioance and religious observance).
T.he order of the festival prayers
and some of the translation-a •.
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Fifth Class : · Review of Biblical History
a.

study of the biographies of
distinguished personalities with
special reference to women .

b.

Hebrew -- the Machzor - - the
three pilgrim seasons, their significance and their emphasis to
synagogal observance .

Sixth Class :
a.

The Woman ' s Responsibility as
Mother ; Director of the Household .

b.

The Machzor - - the high holidays .
Rosh-Hashana and Yom Kippur •. 142

We can understand that the Vagujhely higher
school for girls spent more than two hours per week on
religion .

This, however, did not modify the course .

It

emphatically impressed the importance of the mechanical
reading of the prayers and some translations • . General
public opinion of the religious group opposed girls studying the Hebrew Bible text , and some Jewish congregations
complained even as late as 1930,

11

e do not consider it

proper according to the Talmudic law that girls study
They took this from the TracHebrew Scripture text ."
tate Sota, 3. 143 This opinion, however , was never
enforced by the scholars .

s proof we had great women
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schol.ars even-. in: Talmudic times.
'

Samuel Kandel gave h1a evaluation, "I·t is a
mistaken notion that in modern times, when women, take an·
integral part in:, all matters of 11fe, that they be
restricted from the study of Hebrew.

Perhaps when-: tb.ia

was not the case, it might have had so.me sense, for then"

the cultural view was, in most cases, restricted; but not
to.d ay." 144
1895 -- The Period of the Fulfillment o-f the Emancipation-.
and Recepc1o.

Vitb. 1895, an important period of J~wi-Sb. history
came to a clese in-: Hungary.

The emancipation law was not

fulfilled until the attainment or Recepcio.

The former

gave the J:ew only its political, while the latter also
gave him his religious emancipation.

The s triffe for the

.R ecepcio began December 6, 1880, when the National office
1n-_ Budapest appealed to the Minister or Filucat1on and
Religion·, requesting that a law be issued by which the
J.ews would be -given equal. rights in.: both political affairs

and religion. 145 After the lapse o-f a decade, on April
25, 1893, Albin Csaky, Kul.tus minister, pres.e nted this
petition: before the National Assembly, but only in 1895
was th.e question brought to the floor for discussion.

After the House of Representatives accepted it, it was
rejected by the Upper House.

Only after the third appeal
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did the Upper House finally agree to accept it with some
modifications.
According to this law, Christians were to be
allowed to accept the Jewish faith.

This beeame adjusted

in ,later days as a growth of religious freedom.

In 1895,

October 16, this law was incorporated among the statutes
and was. known·'. as the 1895 XLII:~ Tb.e first paragraph of
this law read, "The Izraelitic Religion is declared by

-

.

law equal to other religions".

In this paragraph, many

radical changes were brought about.

The Jewish religion:.

rec:ei ved equal status in.~ government practice along with
the other religious denominations.

J•wish representatives

occupied equal positions not only in. the House of' Representatives, but also in .tb.e Upper House.,

This privilege

had great advantages in the advancement of' educational
policy -

their educational and religious subsidy which

was. allotted in proportion:: to the population·. of' the

country.

Until the acesptanee of' the Recepcio, the Jewish

commun1 ty of' Hungary received about one-fifth of' what they
were entitled by law. 146

t the close of the century, the Neolog J.u~ythoug b.t that they had reached their objective, for the
:Emancipation and Recepcio gave them equal rights with all.
the other citizens, and they pursued their part in~the
economical and cultural part of the country.

With this,
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b.ovever, tb.e religious bounds became weakened.

Lt p~oved

an old tact, that by breaking down barriers o-t diacrim1nat1on, we- simultaneously .open the door tor assimilation:.

j

OHAPTER Vl i
The Recepcio, the

1907 F.d.ucational Laws,.• Effect om J:ewish

FA.ucation; Proposals for a Unified Curriculum in: Teacrhinp;
Reli.gion ,in-~the Gymnas.iunL and .PoJ.gari. Sehoola; Statistics
During World. ar I.
Im 1896, Hungary observed its l,OOOth year, a
millennium·: of growth.

This observance had a special .

significance to Hungar1an-.: J£jwry, as a year prior they had
received the Recepcio Law 1n: wh.1ch Hungarian.Jewry was
as.s ured not only their political but also religious equality.

Al though they had ample reasoro to be proud of their

country -- for it opened many avenues of material and
cultural advancement -

yet we should not overlook the· fact

that along with personal suoe-ess, came- many religid11s and
cultural dif'f'icul ties.

In the case of the Hungariam Jewry

their attainment of wealth had, in:: many eases., a nBgative
effect upon--:; their aff'1n1 ty to.w ard tradi t.1onal observance

and the practice of their faith.

Th.is weakening gradually

worked on-~undermining and . putting a . a.tamp o.f disapproval
on:1the structure of Jewish edueat.ion. also. 1
Fight for Full Religious Autonomy.
The Recepcio for which Jewry bad fought for
decades, even. after it was granted to them by the govern:~
ment, was not a universally established fact.
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It took al!i.
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additional three decades before fu:Ll religious autonom_y
was granted.

For, whenever the question of' people's

religious rights was brought up ill'."· the Upper House, it
was reJ.e cted on<. the grounds that the J.ews were · not properly;
organized . -- that is they had no uniform::· system 1m their
religious practice.

Only in~. 1926, wh.em XXII annual by-laws

which stated that Jewry also have two representatives 1m
the Upper House· were adopted, was the question finally
solved. 2

In other words., it took thirty y&ars after the

issuing of the Recepcio Law before the Jews received due
governmental recognition:.:

in representation and irn the

sharing of equal governmenta.l subsidies in1 aiding thesynago.g ues. and. the denominational schools.

Consequently,

in:, the 189-8 annual,. XX .by-laws assurance was given, "that
every accepted religious denomination, its schools, and

churches a.re. ent.itled to receive governmental subs1dy11 •
This was not so as far as the Jew• was concerned.

They may

have been receiving some, allotments., which we may call subsidies, but it was more J.ike charity • .
Subsequently, the. presi.dents o:f the districts,
in:. 1906, in a. memora.nd.uuL requested the Kultus M!n1ster to
present their petition.: to the government to raise their
"Dotacio" (a.llocat1on-_ gran:t) 1n.. aco:ordanc.e with the number

~f

the p~pulat1on. 3 As H~arian: Jewry had to pay dearly

for every privilege the government allowed them, so did
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they have to strugg_le for the attainment of their religious
autonomy.
The district presidents again appealed irr, 1908
to the Kultus Minister to call together the Jewish Congress,
for the Jews were not given the. privilege of calling a
conference . themselves -- even though according to the
Recepcio this right was assured them.

It was, ther_e fore,

necessary that they appeal to the Minister to do so.

They

hoped that by calling together such a O:ongress they might
be able to . iron out the differences and establish adequate
measures for the Recepcio.

They also realized that the

Recepcio Law must be incorporated among the other national
laws of the country or else their rights would not reach
e~en-_the extent of attaining disciplinary rights. 4

Eve.m though the 1907 XXXVII By-law assured all
denominations the right · to supervise the teaching staff
of their elementary schools, this right was denied the J.ew.
The basis for this denial, as we have already indicated,
was that they did not have autonomy.

In 1914, 250 congre-

gations. held a conference· im Budapest at which time they
declared that they regretted that permiss1ont had not been
granted them for a large assembly and they prop.o sed that·,
they appoint a commission to draw up the autonomy.

This

conf'erence also presented a memorandum: to the Kul tus
Minister on :June 14, 1914, but because of the outbreak of
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the war this was tabled. 5
Organization of "Orsz:agos Ma.g:y:ar Israel1ta Kozalgp"
Hungarian Jewry in-: behalf of the Rec:epcio not
I

only had to fight a double battle with the government,
but they also had to call to the attent1o?r_of their owm
people the necessity of being prepared to assume mutual
responsibility.

In 1896, after the Recepcio Law was

issued, th.ey organized the "Orazag<;>s Magyar Izrael1:ta
~

Kozalcap 11 (The National Hungarian Jewish Mutual Fund).

In

this meeting, it was moved that the historic even:it of
accepting Jewish religion among all the other religions
be celebrated by the establishment of this mutual fund.
The objective of the "Kozalapn was to help in'" the establishment of all the .aims and purposes by which the Hungarian1
national endeavor could be promoted.

5;

Al.though the Kozalqp had a limited budget, nevertheless, 1t was in1a position to help finance many Jewish
schools, one of these being the school of Korosmezo.

The

"K6zalap" had the opportunity to finance these schools
through many donations and the interest it received from:
the grants.

It also helped to supply many schools with

textbooks, assisted rabbis and religious teachers to
publish their work and promoted scholarships for ambitious
and worthy students who aspired to a higher education.

It

further helped the "I M'. I T! to publish. its Hungarian:1Bible
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translated into the Hungarian language, and aided many
scholars and educational leaders to establish a uniform
program for the religious teachings in; the public and
Middle schools. 7 ·
The Rabbinic

ssemb1y Beyond the Danub.e River.

Immediately after the Recepcio was issued, the
progressive rabbis 1n·many communities beyond the Danube
River called a conference in11895, so that they could
discuss the major questions and work out a religious
educational program.

The eonf'erenee ruled that they

should organize themselves, at least for the time being,
and

to be limited to tb.e, "Dunatuli Rabbi Egyesiilettt, the

Rabbinic organization beyond the Danube River.
meeting was held 1~.1898, 1n: Komarom.

This first

t this conference

Bela Bernstein, Rab.bi of Szombothely, was appointed to
work out an outline of a uniform educational program.
Soon: after this conference, Rabbi Bernstein was transferred to a new post to Szekesfehervar, where the organization assembled again and continued discussing tb.e program.

This endeavor continued without interruption, as

it became one of the major concerns of the many rabbis
of the district.

After the organization-adopted the

name ttorszagos Rabbi Fg:,esulet" (N:a tional Rabbinic Society),

(0 RE), the rabbis of -Buda, on the basis of this frame in·

1903 reorganized themselves.

After the ministers ratified·
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their by-laws, they held their first meeting i :rr 1907. 8
Bela Bernstein presented the "dun.antul1
tanterv" educational plan-, whicb. was accepted.

This

educational program stressed the idea that in order to
rear youth in; acc:ordance to trad1 tion it was imperative
that they acquire at least a basic knowledge of Hebrew.
Enveloping all the previous educational curricu!a this
educational plan stressed the importance of the study of
the Hebrew language -- the study of the Bible in. the
language of the Bible for religious education, it was
believed, depended on the degree by which Jewish youth
was made familiar with the Book of Books.

All this was

given~emphasis so that Jewish youth might become
orientated in the original Bible text.
7

But this could

not be attained in many schools, as the time limit was
exceedingly short, especially in the Polgari, where
religious teaching was limited to one hour per week, and
the teachers' institute of the National Teachers' Colleges,
where the religious education was limited to the first
,.,,,
and second year. Therefore, according to Berstein, it
"\

became essential that the Hebrew course, as well as the
study of the Bible in ·the original text -- the most
essential prerequisites for religious instruction -- be
somewhat limited.

With this point in· view, the arrange-

ments of the religious education course were as follows:
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1,

Hebrew text; 2, J,ewiah History; 3, J_ew1sh Religion
His views and general perspectives pertain-

and Ethics.

ing to religious education a.re reviewed in the following
outline.
Bernsteina's F.ducationa.l Program.
1.

Hebrew.

In the framework of teaching the Hebrew

language belongs the following:
a.

Reading of prayers -- :familiarity of the
liturgy.

b.
. c.
d.

Translation of the prayers •
Bible text translation.
Hebrew grammar.

(a)

Elementary School -- Reading of prayers
in the Elementary School emphasis should
be given not only to the fluent reading
of the prayers (Mechanical reading) but
to the familiarity of using the prayerbook.

Here, the school must supplement

the home.

Special emphasis should also

be given to the systematic teaching of
the prayerbook .

coording to this plan,

while the first graders studied mere
mechanical reading of the prayers, the
second class of the elementary school
should be given to the weekly prayers,
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the III class, to the Sabbath, and the
IV, to the Holy Days' prayers.
Middle Schools -- Reading of prayers.
This study of the prayers should be
continued and supplemented by additional elaboration.

This should con~

tinue in the polgari where, as we
already stated, Jewish educational
time was limited and the student
could not devote too much time to
Bible translations.

He should, there-

fore, put greater stress on: studying
the prayerbook.

This must be inten-

sified by additional text translations.
'?his should also be true in the education of girls.

In the curriculum.

for girls, Bible translations did not
appear so that they should concentrate
on _the prayerbook • .
(b) Translation of the prayers -- In .the
various classes, the importance of
the prayers and the linguistic difficulties should be stressed.

Selected

paasages should be translated.
(e) Elementary School -- Bible text trans-
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lation.

In. Bible translation, emphasis

should be given to the pupil's gaining
an. overall view of the five books of
Moses -- each pupil should know the
framework of the Bible.

In selecting

passages for detailed study, an-attempt
should be made to establish a connection
between individual · parts.

The essence

of the content should be given· gre.a t
consideration..
Middle School -- Bible text translation.
From class I to IV, consideration should
be given · to familiar material.

In each

religious lesson -- meeting, 15 or 20
minutes should be devoted to reading·
exercises; the remaining part of the

time, to Bible translation.

From the V

to the VIII, time shoul.d be devoted to
the two major prophets, Isaiah and
J ..eremiah -- also some passages from the

Psalms and Job.

In the Bible trans-

lations, as .i n the translations of the
prayerbook, emphasis should be placed
not only on becoming familiar with the
language, but also on the acquisition .
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of religious and ethical teachings.
Using tb.e whole Bible should be a great·
advantage to the students.

Even as it

is important that they get acquainted
with the whole prayerbook before· they
can: utilize the general frame of the
prayers, so it is essential that they
have a gerreral structural view in- their

minds concerning the books of the Bible.
(d) Elementary School -- Hebrew Grammar.
Irr. the elementary school, the teaching
of grammar should be limited, for
elementary students do not have full

conception of the meaning and the application of grammar; however, they should
have some idea of a few nouns and the
most essential verbs.
Middle School -- Hebrew Grammar.
The study of grammar should be advocated
and advamced in~the middle school.

Here

too, only the most essential part of the
grammar should be emphasized -- the comjugat1on of the most used verbs.
2.

Jewish History --- Elememtary School.
In teaching J-ewish history in elementary schools,
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we should refrain £rom mere compiling of facts
and dates; we should always deal with situations,
social and religious settings and environmental
factors that played an integral part in the
cultural development of the people.

The history

cqrriculum should begin with the Creation:i and
extend to the .Kingdom-, of Solomon-.
Middle School.
In the Middle school, the I and I I classes
should deal with the establishment of the two
kingdoms, J,uda a.nd Israel.

The III class, the

history of the first temple to the destruction
of the second temple.

The IV class, after the

destruction of the second temple to the establishment of the Talmudic schools.

The v· c1ass, the

history of the Jews in. Europe -- the Spanish
J::ews, their religious and educational qualities.

VI class, from the death of Moses Maimonides to
Moses Mendelssohn~

VII class, Jewish history of

Hungary from its inception to the present.

This

arrangement was only possi'ble ire the gymnasium,
where the class•s consisted of eight grades;
while 1n the polgar1 and in' the commercial
schools, whe_r e the classes were merely four

Eind.

three years respectively, the subject material
was to be abridged.
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3.

Jewish Religion1and Ethics.
'l'h1s subject should only be 1.n troduced in:
t~e highest classes of the gymnasium or 1:m:.
the third class of the commercial schools,
while in:i the other schools, religious ethics
and religious philosophy could hardly be
treated effec.tively. · In the lower schools
this subject should be integrated with other
studies.

Religious services of the synagogue

should also take an-·1ntegral part ixr the
religious educational program.

Here we should

bear irr.m1nd that Junior congregation services
should correspond. with that of the adult
congregational services .

The only difference

perhaps should be in1acquainting the youth
to sing in: choirs and to take active part in
responsive readings . 9
F.ducational Program Developed by the Sixth Congregational
District.
Simultaneously with the educational program of
the congregations beyond the Danube in, April 1899, the
sixth district of Pest and the surrounding communities
of the city appointed two rahbis -- Ilies Adler
and Lajos Venetianer of Budapest

or

Obuda

and Bernat Mtmkacsi,

the school inspector of the congregation

or

Pest, to
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work out a uniform curriculum for all the branches of the
elementary and middle schools.

This curriculum they main-

tained, should serve as a moQel and guide to all the
surrounding schools.

They also decided that the curricu-

lum._ primarily used 1n-1 1891, should serve as the basis for
this educational . plan.

Furthermore, eonsideration· was to

be given·. to the timely evaluations and prac~tical experiences gained since the curriculum: of 1891 was formulated.
In considering the two plans. -- the one of the Danube and
the one of the district of Pest -- there was some difference, but both emphasized that the study of the Hebrew
text was highly essential .

Q_o nsequently, the passages

dealing with the laws of Moses and the translations of
the prayers were to be considered.
work

or

While in: the frame-

the middle schools, the time allotted for reli-

gious education was limited, yet the teaching of the
Humash and the

iddur was not to be neglec:ted.

The

polgari school was to place emphasis on\ the practical
aspects of religion with special reference to the attain...
ment of the familiarity of the Siddur.

However, instead

of prayerbook translations, they deemed it Qf great
importance that the polgari students place greater emphasis on: the study of the Humash.

hat they did suggest

was that the religious teachings be concentrated on: the
Hebrew text of the Bible.

They considered it an unfor-
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givable mis.take if tb.e translation· of the Hu.mash were not
10
included 1n-. the educational program of boys.
This program was presented by the committee and

issued by Bernat Munkacsi; consequently, there were two
curricula

the one prepared by the rabbis of the Danube

ssembly and that of the Sixth Congregational District.
The Development of an . Educational Pla.n-_ of Na.tiom-W1de
Uniformity.
A uniform and congruent plan which b.ad to be

dev.eloped was still in ithe making.

In bringing about such

a result, th.e "National Office" assumed the responsibility.
In March, 1903, the presidents of the congregational districts empowered the National Office to call together
representatives of the individual districts.

These repre-

sentatives were to make up 0A. National Advisory Committeen
whicn should be empowered to evaluate and consider plans
for both the elementary and middle schools, with special
emphasis on:.the middle school's religious education.
This program was to be so conBtructed that it could be
adapted by all congregations.

Therefore, the educational

program was by necessity to be a Hnation'!"'wide" un~form
plan.
The National Office sent out copies of this pla~
to those individuals who were selected to be members of
the committee which would formulate such educational plans
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and to the sixth congregational district with a request
to . point out their correetions and communicate their
remarks. 11

On December 28, 1903, the National Committee
opened its conference with Dr. Samuel Kohn as chairman.

After two days of consultations, they established the
general objective of the plan and the materials of instruction for the individual classes of tb.e various schools -the elementary and middle.

To work out details for such

a program, they appointed a "Curriculum Comm1tteeu.

fter

this was prepared and passed on, the educational plan
was sent out to all the members of the committee for
investigation.
fter this was accomplished and was returned to
the National Office, the plan was finally adopted and in
1906, was published in~. the National Office: "A Magyorszagi
-

Izraelitak Vallas Oktatasanak Egyetmes Tanterve" (The
"

Hungarian Jew°ish Uni:t'ied Religious .F A.ucational Plan).

To enforce this plan was naturally impossible, yet it was
acc:epted by most of the Congress communities (communities
that accepted the Congress Resolutions of 1868).

This

curriculum_ served for a quarter of a century as an educational program in their schools. 12
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Criticism of the Unified Curriculum by the National
Jewish Teachers'

ssociation~

Al.though the members who drew up this universal
educational plan were instructed to consider and take
extra care that this curriculum satisfy all concerned,
yet from·· an educational point of view 1t did not prove
satisfactory.

The educational staff of the national

Jewish schools contested this plan in 1906, and the
National Jewish Teachers'

ssociation. prepared a memo-

randum which they presented to the national committee;
but, unfortllllately, this complaint and constructive
criticism was not even given consideration.

It was not

acknowledged; consequently, it was not given: a response.
"It was not necessary to wait long", said Al.adar

-

bron-yi,

.

President of the Teachers'

ssociation:, "before we

realized that our emphatic evaluation· wh1ch pointed out

the weaknessea of this plan-: had failed to touch the
respective constituents ••• e need not worry'', continued

-

bronyi, "for the practical results that should come out
of this curriculum testifies this ••• The plan did not
bring the expected results ••• The very basis of the
curriculum. proved this •••

ctual experience will testify

whether or not this plan is fruitful -- we need not overthrow it." 1 3
l

The complaints of the Teachers'

ssoo1at1on
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were justifiable.

It was, no doubt, an inexcusable

oversight that religious leaders had discussed the construction of a workable curriculum -- an educational plan
without inviting the teachers, the experts, to sit in on
such a consultation.

I am sure that the intentions of the

members of the conference were not influenced by an ulterior
motive; yet, after all, they were mere lay leaders and
their job was , or rather should have been, the execution
of the educational program -- not its construction.

Among

the entire thirty-two members of the union conference,
there was but one professional, the school inspector of
Pest .

This gave ample proof that the expert was not

considered in this matter .

They had sufficient reason

to feel that they should have been asked to this conference,
for the teachers were not only deeply concerned about
the progress of Jewish education, and could have offered
sound advice, but they also had to carry out this educational
program.

Certainly, they should know what it required .
The Jewish teachers, on the occasion of the

millennium celebration of the country, published

II

Magyar

Zsido Felekezet Elemi es Polgari Iskolainak Monograf1aja 11
(

monograph of the Hungarian Jewish Denominational Elemen-

tary and Polgari Schools) .

This work gave evidence of the

educational progress of many Jewish schools in Hungary .
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It compiled and arranged the plan of their school system.
This work was don~ by Jonas Barna and Fulop Csukasi. -Ye
have ample reason:. to state that the Jewish Teachers'
ssoc1ation certainly deserved to be .taken into the consideration of the carrying out o~ a universal educational
plan.

The Jewish Teachers'

ssociation: appealed to all

the Jewish communities of the country to prepare a
historic description·~ of tne development of their schools.
If all the Jewish communities throughout the country had
complied with this call, we, today, would have had a more
or less detailed evaluation of the educational program:
of the Hungarian Jewish school.

The fact that a great

many congregation• did not comply with this request
proved the state of disorgani~ation~

They did little to

support the organization financially and, perhaps did
even:less in their educational and cultural endeavors.
"It seems strangeu, stated th.e authors of the monograph,
~

"that the historic development of many Jewish denominational
schools such as those of' Satoraljaujhely, Kecskemet,
Kismarton, Ungvar, and many others did not appear, and
even more strange that in· th1s monograph the history of' the
Jewish girls school of Pest is not to be found, although
this school had a.n outstanding pedagogic leader as its
director -- Natan: Halasz, who certainly would not fail to
in-elude 1:11s school among the collective history of the
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Hungarian J,ew1sh schools ...

In va.il.n, did the ad.ministra-

tion of the Monograph hope that these schools would appear
somewhere later. 14

There were many important facts which

should be known and woUld have been known if the history
of these schools had been published; however, it is regrettable that with the destruction and the horrors of the
second ·orld War, many Jewish congregations and their
historic records were destroyed and with them went their
important achievements.

Some communities of which there

was no trace would at least have beempreserved in: history.

The authors or the Monograph -- with almost prophetic
foresight -- gave emphasis to the pathetic proof.

" 1th

the cooperation of enthusiastic Jewish teachers, it was
made possible to publish these two volumes, for in: a
century hencett, they said, "they will prove to be of
.

-

immeasurably great historic and cultural value." Indeed
•
this work is of great educational and cultural value;
second . to it we carr. hardly find 1mthe history of Jewish
15
educat1ont'. in~Hung~ry • .
The Jewish Teachers' Influence im the Progress of G~neral
F.ducation.Policy.
The Jewish denominational schools performed
invaluable service also in the field of secUlar scholarship, a service that was dUly appreciated and was made
known . by the educational council of the natioll'.

When. the

/

0
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11

0rszagos Kozoktatasi Tanacs 11 (The National Educational

Council) discussed the reorganizational problem of the
elementary schools -- to arrange it to a six- teacher
school -- the proposals were sent to the Jewish Teachers '
representative body .

The office of the Jewish Teachers '

ssociation, to whom the detailed proposals were submitted, emphasized the fact that the Jewish teachers were
not only qualified to deal with general observational
questions but showed excellent ability in detailed work
in particular situations on evaluation of professional
pedagogic opinion.

That is to say, that to every object

in question they offered timely remarks .

Of special

interest is the passage of the proposal in which it states
11

that the terminology in the school texts should be made

uniform" (The very same thought must be conveyed to the
student in all the schools) .

The Jewish teachers deemed

it essential that all the schools of the country use the
same terminology in describing a specific term .

They

also considered it essential that every text book should
have some riddles and historic data .

They objected to

the fact that in their Hungarian text books so few women ' s
biographies were found . 16
The Jewish teachers established their pedagogic
qualifications and respect not merely through teaching
experience, but also by means of education received from
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the teachers ' educational bulletin, in which the opportunity was given to the teacher to advance his pedagogic
ability by sending in articles to the paper .

Theycon-

tinued to develop this kind of a scholarship by pedagogic
discussions and exchange of views .

The chief advantage

they derived from such discussions was methodology .

The

number of these articles increased with the passing of
time .

The publications dealt with methods of teaching

Hebrew, religious education, teaching of Hungarian language ,
physical exercises, and teaching of composition irr the
elementary s chool .

Emphasis was also given to methodology

of teaching geography • . 17
Among the many renowned pedagogic scholars and
writers at the turn of the century was

braham Lederer, who

enriched the Jewish educational literature with his contributions .

In one lengthy article , he deals with the

psychological topic of patience .

In another, he emphasized

education in the home • . 18
nether renowned pedagogical figure was Ignac
Furedi .

One of his contributions was the translation of

Rousseau's "Emile" into the Hungarian lane;uage . 19
To these older scholars and pedagogical leaders
we can add many of the younger generat ions such as Dr . Mihal y
Malani , Professor of the Jewish Teachers ' Institute, and
the competent Jonas Barna, who already in the ' 70 ' s had
spoken boldly in the interest of the Jewish teacher . 20
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In the

1

80 1 s, he had established for himself a g reat

name by his "Nemet Nyelv Gyarkorlo" (German language
practice) .

He had received permission from the minister

of education to publish this book in 1880 , and in 1900 ,
the book was published in its seventh reprint .

He was

also associate- editor in the publishing of the "Magyar
Olvasokonyv" (Hungarian Reader) and "Mag yar Nyelvkonyv "
(An Hungarian Grammar) •. 21

The Jewish educational bulletin was represented
by Jonas Barna's articles .

We can judge from those his

scholarship and ability as textbook writer .
ong the publications of the Jewish Teachers '
Institute also appeared the Hungarian Jewish readers
which were in use over twenty years in the first and
second classes of the Jewish school .

ccording to Mor

Karman, these volumes written by Barna gave emphasis to
Herbart ' s Ziller ' s and Rein 1 s educational principles .
Their teachings became obsolete with the advancement of
time; nevertheless, we acknowledge the fact that Herbart 1 s
formal grading principle can be applied and is applied in
many schools . 22
According to the formal grading principle
in every method of teaching , we should follow the five
steps: motivation, preparation, correlation, evaluation,
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and application.

Out of these developed the necessity

that the Jewish Teachers' Institute arrange the publication of new reading text books . 2 3

It also became

known that these reading books should meet with requirements of modern pedagogical principles, which indicated
that the duty of the school is not only to teach the
three "R ' s" - - reading , writing, and arithmetic - - but
also that the reading material be adjusted to living
conditions of the time .

It is the duty of the school to

inform the students of the struggles of life .

The

Association decided that the author of reading textbooks
must deal with such conditions . 24
Jonas Barna was assigned to write a four-volume
text book for the use of the Jewish public school .

In

his books he kept in mind the decision of the new public
school plan and the requirements of the Jewish denominational schools which he expressed successfully . - The
Jewish ideals he hoped to attain by referring to the
Biblical and historic narrations which he supplemented
by events dealing with the Jewish holidays and ever yday
life . 25
The composition of textbooks undertaken by the
ssociation dealt with the social aspects of life as well
as with pedagogic ideals .

The association entered into an

agreement with the publishing firm of Singer and Wolfner .
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This should have been~a favorable agreement and should
hav.e proved to be a great adva.nt.age not in , tb.e cultural
and social aspects of life alone.

But, if all J'~wish

schools had used these publications the profit from
these books would have amounted to such a sum that the
publications would have helped important institutions
and undertakings.

However, according to statistics,

only every fourth student used the textbook of the
ssoc1at1on.

Complaints to this effect were made by the

editor of the Teachers'

ssociat1on, "If all the Jewish

students would successfully undertake these books, it
would make it possible to prepare programs of great
advantage to all concerned.

It would be the

ssociation's

privilege to render financial help in many needed places-to widows, orphans, and many needy schools.

It could also

render financial aid towards the advancement of educational literature and youth publications; the National
Teachers' BUllet1n could appear weekly instead of monthly~
The

ssoc1ation reque.s ted its members to utili~e

every possible means of getting their schools to use the
ssoc1at1on's textbooks.

This they did not carry out as

means of propaganda, for the

ssoc1at1on did not wish to

make the Bulletin of the Educational

ssoci.ation an adver-

tising agency for remunerative purposes, but rather they
wished to advance education and help where there were

26
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educational needs.

If the second edition 0£ the textbook

was useful to the teachers, the

ssoc1at1on requested

that they should call this fact to the attention of the
publisher.

That the bu.lletin did not try to act as an_

advertising agency is evident from this incident.
book dealer of Pees issued an~Hu.ngarian ABC first reader
to be used in the Jewish elementary schools.

This book

was evaluated by the Bulletin Association thus: "The
educational qualifications of this first reader testifies
that it is an excellent textbook, and we warmly recommend
it to the users. 11

27

This article also gave emphasis to the need of
the teacher's cultural advancement, about which we should
say a word or two.

The complaint was raised that the

Jewish teacher did not have any opportunity to advance
himself.

The highest stage he could ever hope to attain

was to become a teacher director, but he could never become an~ inspector of schools or even a professor of the
Teachers' Institute, although the teacher who achieved
many merits could have justly filled those posts.

Even·

though he could aptly have been a professor of the
Teachers' Institute, it was a practice that only university graduates could reach such a state in our preparandium. 28

This thought no doub~ embittered the heart

of the Jewish teacher.
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But there were other problems that should have
disheartened every cul tura - l oving individual wheni we
consider the financial agony and the plight that the
Jewish teacher had to meet.
of the country teacher.

This was especially true

The average salary of a country

teacher was 4oo florins per annum.

From_ this meager

salary he had to clothe his family and teach his children: -- at least send his son to the city for higher
education which entailed extra expense not to mention
his daughters' futures.

It happened that the position

of the sexton became vacant and this one country teacher
applied to fill it as the few extra ~lorin that that
position would bring home to him would help to meet the
essentials of his household.

The foundation of all the

teacher's trouble dated back to the shameful financial
status; and in- spite of this low salary, he had to possess
high qualifications because the Jewish teacher had to ·be
versed in three languages -- Hebrew, Hungarian: and German.
B~sides this, he had to teach from 28 to 30 hours a week
while other teachers taught from 24 to 26 hours. · The
teachers s hould have agreed that they would not accept a
position for less than 600 florins for salary and 200
florins for rent, which was the minimum salary of many of
the city schools. 29
It was, therefore, the duty of the Teachers'
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ssociation to go to the aid of the struggling teacher.
It should also have gone to the aid of the smaller
communities by helping them to maintain their schools.
The National Hungarian1 Jewish Community Fund was hardly
sufficient to meet this expense, although the educational
director passed judgment that the common: school fund
should function in~ supplying some of the schools with
needs, especially those at the borders of Galicia
(Marmaros, Bereg, Ugocsa).

"I would like to introduce

regular religious teachings and entrust the rabbis to
disburse of these community funds.

In the Heder we can

not attain regular religious education as opposition is
still there.

It cannot be subdued.

It wouild be a great

advantage if the common school fund would establish
modern public schools -- at least f11'ty of them throughout the country.

In well organized community schools,

the religious teaching would also be adjusted.

But as

the commorr school fund doe.a not possess ample funds we
cannot expect them to enter into such a project.

The

little they do and can do is to supply and support needy
public schools of smaller-type congregations, who are at
the verge of closing.

They should come to their

assistance so that they may continue.

They could attain

that by allowing from 100 to 150 florins amount support
annually." 30
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Statistical Data of the Jews in Hungary at the close of
the Millennium.
In conjunction· w1 th the study of the situation-.
of tb.e Jewish school we should i'earn a few statistical:,
figures:t: In 1896~ the numbex- of J:iewish sehool-ag~
children was 144, 191 .
is about 82.17%.

Out of these 118,485 attend, which

From . the st.a.ndpoint of school attendance

the Jews occupied the fourth place.

The distributiomof

numbers of the Jewish schools in the country ran -- 526
elementary, 7 polgari .

Ohanges irr, school statistical

figures since 1870, after the issuing of the new public
school law indicated that there were 490 Jewish schools .
In 1887 there were 554; in-; 1889, 564; in~1891,
566; and
.
I
in .1892, 578 .

From· then on the number decreased.

In· 1893,

there were 576; in 1895, 540; in, 1896 only 533 schools
were functioning in the country.

In· the five years from

1892 to 1896, they decreased by 45 schools, a decrease
which proves that on: the average five ~ewish schools closed
every year.

In 1896; accurding to the mim.ster's report,

there were 996 Jewish teachers.
not possess diplomas.

Of these, oniy 21 did

Only 127 were women.

In this report

ow.~ in the government schools was the condition better.
Of the denominational schools, the Jewish schools had the
highest percentage of graduated teachers.

The number of

assistant teachers reached 27 in comparison with the pre-
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vious year when. there were only 17 assistant teachers.
ong the 996 .teachers, there were 861 whose mother.tongue was not Hungarian, yet only one of them· eould not
speak the Hungarian· langua.ge. 31

From this statistical

stratification we can~establ1sh that the advan.~age
rested orr: the fact that the Jewish school had a great
number of graduate teachers; but, at the same time, the
number of assistant teachers also increased.

This indi-

cates that some graduate teachers were replaced by
assistant teachers, for the salary was lower •

.Also

favorable was the fact that the percentage of attendance
increased, but it is regrettable that with the increase
of attendance there was a decrease in~denominational
sch8ols.

In the very next year, 1n~l897, the minister

reported only 528 J.ewish schools.

Im three counties,

Maramaros, Ugocaa and Szilagy, there was not a single
JBwish school •

.And in four counties of Zempelen, Saras,

Szatmar and Ungvar, there were only 34 Jewish schools.
e can understand why in seven· counties, among 32,824
school-age children 17,707 did not attend -- approximately 65%. 32

In . 1898, acc·.o rding to the Kultus minister,

the number of Jewish schools decreased to 322. 33
Statistics of the Schools of Pest.
In 1894, there was the following number of
school-age children in:. the schools of Budapest:

Int the
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public schools there were 4,177; in the polgari, 2,203;
im the Middle schools, 2,464; in~Jewish Teachers•
Institute, 24.

In·. the J"'..ewish schools in 1894, there

were the following:

Elementary, 992; Talmud Torah, 138;

Hebrew school, 229 • . Altog~ther there were 10,227 students
on the rec.o rd who rece1 ved religious instructions in: the
territory of Pest. 34

In_1897,; the number increased to 11,168, 1m the
Elementary school; 2,647,', in . the polgari; 3,106, in the
Middle school; 375, in the comm:ercial school; and, 28
in the Teachers' Institute.
school:

In the Jewish congregational

Elementary, 851; polgari, 549 (decrease in the

elementary school wu due to the fact that the fifth and
sixth elementary classes were discontinued and the students
went over to the polgari); Talmud Torah schools, 98;
Hebrew, 227.

The total number on th.e records for· 1897:-98

was 19,059 • . 35
In.: considering the decrease in the abo.v e statis-

tical figures, the Talmud Torah school needs somB clarification.

The reason tor this decrease was that all the

students were compelled to attend religious educational
classes which led some ot tb.e parents to believe that such
a religious education~would satisfy their religious needs
without their attending additional hours in the Talmud
Torah schools which usually conducted classes after the
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regular school hours .

Another fact may be that at the turn

of the century, many Jewish homes in the Capital city, as
a result of the change in economical and social conditions,
loosened their religious bounds and became relaxed in
their religious observances .

The Hebrew school students

of the Talmud Torah showed little variations because the
children who attended Talmud Torah were concerned about
their knowledge of the Hebrew language, which became
intensified with the Zionist movement in its upsurge at
the turn of the century .
New Fiiucational Program

ppeared in 1907 .

The school year of 190-07, brought two important
events in the history of Hungarian education • . In 1907,
there appeared the new educational prog ram which was known
as XXVII Fiiucational By- Laws which spoke of privileges and
benefits for the non-governmental elementary schools in
general .
this law.

We can conceive of two important factors in
While the new educational program did not place

the Jewish teacher in a special category, yet it expected
to elevate the methodology of individual subjects and to
raise the national spirit of the country .

This was

expected in equal measure from all the schools .

The

ac hievement attained in these fields in the Jewish denominational sc hool was generally acknowledged .

Another

very important result of this law was that in reviewing
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schools the Hungarian language became compulsory .

In the

1868 basic educational law , emphasis had been given to two
courses of study :
a.

The six-year old student who had to attend
school daily for six years .

b.

The students who completed the elementary
schools had to attend for three years in
taking review courses .

s far as the teaching in Hungarian language,
the Jewish school showed greater interest than most of the
other denominational schools .

Only the Unitarians had a

higher rating as far as the Hungarian language was concerned .

But the deficiency rested on the fact that in·

many places the Jewish elementary school consisted of only
four classes .

It lacked the fifth and sixth grades .

The

city Jewish schools could easily explain this deficiency
because Jewish students after completing the fourth
elementary , entered into the first polgari or gymnasium;
consequently, there was no need for the fifth and sixth
elementary .

lhile the country school claimed that their

financial condition did not warrant them to maintain more
than four years of elementary school, this laxity caused
the Jewish denominational schools to be lacking in studies
such as natural histor~ and courses which were usually
given in the fifth or sixth grades .

In the new educa-
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tional plan-, the elevation of the importance of subjects
that were henceforth known·. as elect1ves such as drawing,
singing, and physical exercises became of major concern.
These were also lacking irr the Jewish schools.

The reason

for this is obvious for many Jewish country elementary
schools very often were one or two-teacher schools.

They

were over-taxed with additional Hebrew studies which the
public elementary schools did not have on their programs.
Consequently, there was little or no time left for seemingly minor subjects such as drawing, singing, or physical
With. the new law, Jewish schools had to meet

exercises.

the same curriculum·.

Congregations

we-re

c.o mpelled to

place an additional teacher which they could not have done
before, but by the additional grant of the 1907 XXViII law,
the Jewish school was able to meet this added financial
burden. 36
The Advantage of This Law to the Teacher.
Among these by-laws, the following regulation
proved to be to the advantage of the Jewish teacher.
ccording to this law the denominational elementary school
teacher with the beginning of July l, 1907, was mandated
to receive the same pay as the public school teachers.
Only those congregations who could prove that they are
unable to meet such a payment were able to get out of this.
They were given. a time limit to September 1, 1910, to file
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their claims with the administration off ice that t hey
could not meet the obligation.

At the same time, t he

congregation appealed for government subsidies.

But

here we should bear in mind that only those elementary
schools that could prove that they operated a :f'ull sixyear elementary course could apply for such governmental
subsidies.

For reasons already stated, a goodly number

of the Jewish schools were unable to operate six-year
classes and were prevented from receiving government sub,.
sidy. 37 There were some Jewish schools who added the
fifth and sixth years in order to gain such government
grants.

There were also many who, in- their requests,

gave as their reason for not having the fifth and sixth
classes that most of their students, after completing
the fourth grade, entered the Middle schools, became
apprentices or entered the commercial department in

38

education .

Naturally there were some congregations who

seized the opportunity to give up their denominational
schools altogether.

This condition proved that in- 1907,

among 455 J~wish schools, 251 were of six classes; 78
of five classes and 126 of four classes. 39
I n 1904, among the 467 J:ewish denominational
schools, 26 were boys' schools, 15 were girls' schools,
and 426 were oo-educat1onal.

Among these only 156

of fered repeating or reviewing classes.

From these
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statistics we can observe that 80 to 90 percent were
co-educational and only about 30% offered review classes .
, ong the 467 sc hools , 264 were of six classes; 73 of five
classes; and 192 of four classes .

Only one was a two- class

school . 40
The 1908

nnual XLVI

ccelerated Disbandment of Jewish

Schools .
The acceleration of the disbandment of the
Jewish schools was hastened by the 1908

nual XLVI •. This

law insisted that elementary education be free of tuition.
ccording to this law , on September 1 , 1909, none of the
elementary schools could enforce collection of tuition •. The
government subsidized all the schools by allowing them 16
florins per student .

This amount may have been sufficient in

many other denominational schools but the Jewish school
could not operate on 16 florins per child .

Since their

enrolment was limited , it compelled them to collect higher
fees in order to remain solvant , which the government was
not ready to permit . 41

This condition placed the teacher of

t he Jewish school in a critical state .
other factor involved was that the students in
Jewish schools received added religious education which
students in the government elementary schools did not .
Some parents complained that the school overtaxed the
children .

This argument was raised most by those
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who wanted to abandon the Jewish schools rather than pay
additional tuition.
The teachers tried to ma1ntain~the Jewish school;
as they pointed out, even if the congregation was ready
to give up the school, it would not be easy to get out of
its obligations to the teacher.

The following were the

conditions emphasized b¥ the teach.er-:
1.

In case of disbandment, they would have to
pay a year's salary to the teacher at the
final settlement.

They would have to con-

tinue to pay their allotment to the pension.
fund until the teacher was placed in another
position in the event that they did not
have a school of their own.

The law held

the congregation responsible to mainta1rea
religious teacher who could teach religion
in the elementary school.

bove all this,

the Jewish community had to pay a

5%

school

tax (subsidy school tax).
2.

In case they should turn the school over to
the state, they would have to give over the
school building in perfect condition..

They

would have to engage a religious teacher and
must pay the

3.

5%

subsidy school tax.

If transferring the school to a private
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school, the government would not guarantee
subsidy.

It would have to depend on the

parents and whether or not they would be
willing to maintain the school at their
own expense.

The religious education could

not be extended to more than two hours per
week.

Consequently, members of the congre-

gation, evem by raising their tuition fee,
would not gain by sending their children
to private schools.
not pay the

5%

The congregation should

to the state but rather apply

it to the maintenance of their own school
as means of security, and should endeavor '
to tax members by paying in accordance with
their means. 42
The Jewish teachers tried to convince the congregation that it should not give up its schools.

But, they

reported to the government that the free tuition law had
an unfavorable effect upon the Jewish school.
Jewish Teachers'

The National

ssociation, in a memorandum, petitioned

-

the Kultus minister (Prior to this they sent a memorandum
to both offices of the Neolge and the Orthodox crews). 43
In their petition '. they requested the minister to show som.e
mitigation in behalf of the Jewish school, for the Jewish
school could not operate on the 16 florins per student per
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annum.

They also sought permission to eollec.t the surplus

needed from those parents who .were able to meet the
deficiency (If a child's parents were financially able
.

to pay 40 florins they should pay 24 -- the remaining 16
to be paid by the state).

They asked that any of the

congregations that were financially unable to meet the

5%

tax, be allowed to apply it to the maintenance of its own
school.

And, finally, they requested that if' any congre-

gation must disband the school, that 1t be done by a vote
of 2/3 major1 ty, and that such a teacher, when; applying
for position, be given preference in. order to alleviate
the burden of the congregation.

44

Re:gresentatives of the Teachers' Institute
appeared in person before the m·inister.
Janos Zichy, gave them reassurance.

The new minister,

He stated that the

two laws were brought about by his predecessor, Alber.t
pponyi.

The Jewish school received permission to collec·t

the tuition fee as they had the 40 florins less 16 florim
from the government subsidy.

But he stated that since the

law was to be enforced September 1, 1910, they should

appeal for an extension until October 3, 1910. 45

He

perm1.tted them to collect this tuition fee until December
31, 1910. 46

The omission of tuition fee and the subsidy

grant by the gov,e rnment did not bring satisf'action. as only·
ima few communities did this grant meet the expense.
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few were the cities where the members assumed greater
responsibilities, while smaller congregations tried to
be relieved from taxation.

This condition resulted in

the decrease of Jewish schools. 47
The following statistical figures testified to
this:

In: 1904, Hungary had 467 Jewish schools. 48

In·

1906, there were 462 Jewish schools; in 1907, 465 Jewish
49
schools.
Inc 1908, there were 450 Jewish schools in
Hungary and i~ 1910, 430 Jewish schools. 50

The decrease

was never as low as in 1910, whem the free public education law waa put into effect.
Material Condition of the Teacher Versus Educational
Progress.
The progress of the Hungarian school, like all
other schools, was in close harmony with the teacher's
economic status.

The struggling J,ewish teacher, in-

supplying his family with the essential physical necessities, had a definite effect upon the cultural advancement of the school.

a a rule, before we can: grow

intellectually, we must satisfy our physical needs.
Rabbi Eliezer sized up this condition by saying, "If
there is no bread, there 1s no Torah.u

Indeed, the two

are closely related to one another.
The 1913 annual XV Educational Law helped the
public school teacher immensely.

It provided special
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subsidy not only for housing but also for each additional
child .

This law proposed that denominational teachers

might receive similar increases but the government would
not subsidize it .

The city teacher received similar

advancement in the Jewish schools ; but the rural
community where the general population lived in dire
poverty , could hardly raise the teacher 's salary • . 5l
The teacher's financial difficulty greatly
affected not only the cultural advancement of the pupil
but also hinde r ed the nurturing of his own intellectual
growth .

The teacher ' s educational advancement in service ,

which was an important aspect in education, was greatly
assisted by the Teachers ' Society who made every possible
attempt to advance the cultural faculties of the teacher
by publishing articles in the Teachers '

ssociation

Bulletin and also by arranging lectures dealing with
pedagogical problems .

braharn Stern arranged such lee-

tures by engaging university professors to enlighten the
Jewish teacher .

All this was good as far as it went ,

but a teacher who was not comfortably adjusted materially
could hardly reap the necessary benefits . 52

In its

bulletin, the Teachers ' Society made special attempts to
advance the teacher's religious qualifications by publishing studies on the Bible and Jewish history . 53
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The First World War had Deleterious Effects Upon
Educational Progress.
These dire situations were further complicated
by the outbreak of the war irt ugust, 1914. 54

The 1914

, orld War was detr~mental not only to the cultural advancement of the school but to life in· general.

It would

be an. over-estimation to assume that the Jewish pedagogical growth stopped altogether because of the struggle
of this destructive war.

There were many educational

leaders who were not directly implicated in~the war
effort -- who were too old to enter military service.
Individuals such as

braham Lederer, who was active in

his literary production to the age of 88, served in a
great measure in the advancement of educational literature during the war.

In 1915, he wrote, "Hebrew

Instructional Reforms 1' . 55

In these treatises, Ile

criticized the manner of teaching· Hebrew, the mechanical
reading.

•:xt

is true,

11

he stated, "that at the time

when:. the pupil begins his first grade we cannot deal
with grammar as children are too young to conceive grammatical rules.

Consequently, in: the first grade, pupils,

by necessity, must study mere mechanical reading; but,
in the second grade they can translate the Hebrew Bible
text into Hungarian •. They should not do this mechanically;
they should have some definite concepts as far as content
and also the meaning of the vocabulary.

Along with the
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accumulation of vocabulary -- words that must be explained -- the pupil should become familiar with prefixes and suffixes, definite articles, and many important basic grammatical questions, which should not be
overlooked.

It should be taught m>t so much as basic

grammar but as essential content material.

56

During

the war years, Jonas Barna revised his Hungarian reader
which the firm, Singer and Wolfner, again~published as
the Teachers'

ssociation's new prayerbook. 57

Al.though a few individuals who were not 1n
the service may have devoted some energy toward the
cultural advancement of the schools, all that was
insignificant when we consider that 60 to 70% of the
.
58
teachers were in military service.
Consequently,
the Teachers' . ssoeiation did not meet for five years

(1913 to 1918), although they were planning a fiftieth
anniversary celebration of the founding of the Teachers•
Institute which should have been observed in 1916.
Even suc.h an important occ:as1on by necessity had to be
postponed to a later date. 59
During the war period, the teachers' bulletil!'
was primarily concerned about immediate war news and war
problems.

It was concerned about helping to alleviate

conditions in the country in .general but with special
reference to the families of those teachers 1n: service.

60
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With the rise of the cost of all materials, it became
almost impossible to publish new books, as publication
61
costs also had risen during the war.
The newly
erected and dedicated recreation hall, which was completed
in 1911 and to wb.ieh the Teachers' Association had devoted a great deal of effort, was handed over for use as
a war b.ospital.

Whatever the Teachers'

afford was turned over into war bonds.

~62

ssoeiation could
In their 1917

annual report the administration of the Jewish congregation
of Pest recorded that because of tb.e war conditions most
of their schools had been turned over into hospitals • .
The religious education, however, still continued even
though on many occasions they were deprived of proper
heating or lighting facilities, and the classes were very
often conducted in ,dingy rooms or halls.

Of course, wheru

there was a scarcity of coal, they had to call a recess
during the severe winter season. 63
a a result of such conditions many things
planned in1the program of Jewish education before the war
were not accomplished.

In fact, in 1912, in an attempt

to advance religious education and to render adequate
service, the Jewish community of Pest appointed two professors to assist Bernat Munkacsi in his 1nspectorship
of the Jewish schools in Pest.

The two professors who

were .appointed to assist Munkacsi were Mor Fenyes and
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Miksa Weisz.

Fenyes was an ordained rabbi who had attended

the seminary at Budapest between the years of 1882 and
1892 and had been ordained in-1893.

His c hief contri-

bution in the educational field was, "a Grammaticai Genius

-

a Hebruban11 (The inate Grammatical Essentials in the
Hebrew Language) .

He also wrote for the middle and polgari

schools of the first and second grades a Biblical history
beginning with the Creation and the destruction of the
first temple.

Miksa

eisz had also been ordained in the

rabbinic seminary in 1894, and had functioned as religious
professor and assistant rabbi imthe city of Pest. He was
64
also librarian to Bacher and Kohan Library.
In: 1912,
Bernat Munkacsi completed a series of religious text selections to be applied in the polgari and Middle schools, but
because of the war effort this program could not be carried
out in a full measure.
Among the most outstanding timely religious
educators and professors were the already mentioned Miksa
Weisz, David Schon, Armin Frisch and ·Mor Fenyes •

.Among

the authors of textbook writers the renowned Rabbi
Keszthely, Sandor Buchler, the grea~ historian~F.de Neumann,
rabbi of Nagy Kanizsa , deserve recognition.

65

The Erection of the Polgari School of Budapest
e have dealt with many educational aspects of
the millennium years .

\ '

I have explained some statistical
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problems leading to the decrease of many schools.

This,

however, did not have any reflection-_ on the necessity of
increasing the polgar1 schools, as was the case 1n the
establishment of the polgari in Pest .

It is a known

fact that many cities throughout the country had preceded
Pest in the establishment of the polgari •

.i.lthough the

leadership of the Jewish community of Pest had discussed
and planned the erection o-r a polgari in 1887, it was not
until the 1890 congregational meeting that this question
became a pressing issue urging that the fifth and sixth
grades of the elementary be converted into a polgari
school.

committee was appointed to study the means of

making this transfer..

In the meantime, in::. 1891, the

elementary boys' school of llagymezo Street was joined
with the elementary school of the Ship Street school
where 753 students were overcrowded.

This condition

accelerated the establishment of the polgar1 school.

It

was de-finitely decided to erect a school which shoUld
meet with the overall needs of the polgari school and
the pedagogic requirements of the time.

66

The erec.t ion of the new school began in

pril,

1895, in the most populated section of the city, in the
7th District, at the corner of Wesselenyi and Kertesz
Streets.

The dedication service was held on; December l,

1896, in . the presence of the officials of the city and
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the district representatives of the royal school inspectors of Budapest.

t a festive occasion, the Jewish

community took over the direetion of the school.

The

school building was constructed according to the most
modern: plans devised by the construction engineer, Vil mos
Freund .

The front of the building was made of beautifully

polished red bricks .

It was a three-story structure

equipped with all modern school furnishings .

The onily

short- coming of this structure was that the playground
was not large enough to meet the essential requirements

of such a school .

The third floor also had a synagogue

for the children's religious services . 67
After the building was completed and the elementary fifth and sixth grade students were transferred ,
ample room was provided in the Ship Street School for the
remaining students to be comfortably situated .

This also

made it possible for the girls' school to be t r ansferred
from the Romboch Synagogue Building to the Ship Street
school.

The pupils enjoyed their new surroundings, a

situation which enhanced the advancement of both the
68
polgari and the elementary schools .
Here, it is timely that I digress to explain
why it was essential that the Jewish comm.unity of Pest
establish this school.

With the advancement of the

Industrial Revolution, specialized working men from: shops
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and factories required a greater education than the elementary school could offer them.

It became essential

that working people and smaller storekeepers receive
adequate mechanical and scientific education such as

mathematics, chemistry and bookkeeping, subjects that
were offered in_the polgari.

braham Stern, d1rec.t or of

the polgari, offered his timely evaluation concerning·
the aims and purposes of the polgari school.

He stated

that the aims were to fill the needs of an individual
who did not desire to enter the higher·· linguist study
of the gymnasium nor the specialized scientific study
of the real gymnasium.; but who wished to comply with .
demands of the time. 69
With the establishment of a boys' polgari, it ·
~

was essential to establish a girls' polgar1 even though
some of the conservatives maintained that there was no
need for such a school for girls.

They held that there

was no advantage in providing further education for

girls after the completion of elementary school.

This

was an erroneous conception, for even as the boys' polgari was intended to meet the most essential demands of
the time, so the girls' polgari was directed to prepare
the Jewish future mother to be qualified in meeting the
cultural and religious needs of her home -- to advise
her husband who very often did not receive any secular

education and to help her children to adjust themselves
to the modern environment in general and to the religious
environment in particular. 70

t the turn of the century,

as we have already indicated, religious observances in
many Jewish homes had weakened.

Those who were concerned

with the destiny of Jewish religion saw that the only way
to solve this problem was by re~der.ing adequate means to
the Jewish mother to be in a position: to act as a priestess
to her religion. 71
At the opening of the boys' polgari and after
the departure of Eleazar Szanto ,
director in 1893.

braham Stern bees.me its

The congregation entrusted Stern with

the l~aderahip of conducting their elementary and polgari
schools, while the pol:g ari school for girls was directed
by Natan Halasz in conjunction with the girls' elementary
school.

Stern- was a middle school professor who had

assumed his educational mission at the age of thirty as
a religious professor of the community of Pest.

He be-

longed among the disciples of Mor Karman. · He applied
excellent methods of teaching the Bible in, the original
Hebrew.

He also wrote valuable textbooks.

s director,

he advanced the standard of his school and raised it to
one of the best irr: the coun.try.

He proved his educational

initiative in the creation of many in~titutions.

In the

congregational elementary and polgari schools for boys
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he served for 35 yea.rs, in .whicb. time he brought it eternal
fame and cultural dignity.

He linked the atmosphere of the

school to the home -- that is, no sooner was the student
through with his daily study when- the school was tranBformed into an· a.tmoaphere of the home .

This was especially

a great advantage to those stud•nts whose parents were at
work or away from home.
for the summer period.

He organized the school as a home
The teachers took on vacation:

trips, the poor students who could not afford to go on
vacations but had to remain in: Pest during the season~
Not only in: social aspects did he render great service
but also in the advancement

or

modern educational culture .

He made investigat ions into the aptitudes of the student .
and offered them vocational guidance. 7.~

B~ginnimg with

1903; h.e arranged consultations with parents by studying·
the environment of the home; with the accumulation of such
facts, he was irr. a position· to advise tb.e students . 73
Beginning with 1896-97, in· the boya 1 school, the
fifth and sixth elementary was transferred into first and
second polg~ri.

The number of pupils was 180 .

In the

coming year from the first to the third class there were

234 pupils, and in 1898-99, the polgar1 became complete
and the number of pupils reached 275. 74 Thirty-six pupils
graduated from the fourth grade .

It 1a noteworthy to

review this follow-up of the graduates:

16 pupils entered

the Teachers' Institute; 4 students, the commercial
colleg~; 2, in mechanical arts; 2, agricul.tural schools;
4 emtered business; and 8 entered industry. 75
The polgari girls' school was conducted by
Natan: Halasz, whose name was well known in the educational
field.

He exerted untiring_influence 1.n pedagogical 11 t-

erature.

He specialized in- women's educational programs,

a procedure which advanced the courses of girls and
endeavored to enlighten them 1n1 the1r future educational
pursuit .

He instituted French conversational classes,

and 11r 1904, he also introduced Hebrew language courses
for girls .

In 1908~ he was pensioned and was succeeded

by Armin: Schichtanz, professor of the polgar1 boys' school
who had performed valuable service in .. the life or National
Jewish Teachers'

ssoc1ation.

The girls' polgari like the boys' polgari
developed from the fifth and sixth elementary which when
transferred became f'ir.s t and second polgari .

And so, . the

elementary school which formerly had consisted of six
grades was reduced to four cla•aes.
year of 1898-99.

This occurred in, the

· e should notice, however, that while

the transformatioai of the boys' school took place in

1890-91, the girls' school continued to functiom as a six~
,

year elementary until 1 8 98 .

7i6

In the undivided classea,

the number of students in the year 1892-93, was ~3, and
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in 1894-95 was 66. 77

The number of the students in the

girls 1 polgari was much higher than in the boys' school;
for instance, in t he 1~97- 9~ scnool year tne boys' polgari
of first to third classes had 234 and the girls' school
numbered 315 students. 78

The attendance gradually

increased in both of the polgari as indicated by these
figures:

In 1906-07, 316 boys, 409 girls 79 ; in 1912-13,

the boys were 327 and the girls, 496; in 1917-18, the
boys approached the 400 mark with 385 boys while the
girls number reached 508 . 80
e the congregational polgari boys' schools and
elementary schools joined and buildings became crowded
in the Wesselenyi Street, with the large enrollment of
children, the school of the orpnanage was separated from
that school during the following year which separation
brought about the following statistical conditions .
the

In

esselenyi Street School, there were 509 elementary

and 316 polgari - - together, 825.

In the Ship Street

School, the girls' elementary was 409 and the polgari
460 -- a total of 869 .

The orphanage moved into

"Varosl1get1 Fasorba", the city park district, where the
number of children was 156 .

The polgar1 of the orphanage

adjusted itself in the Munkacsi Street building where
its number was 134. 81

In 1917, the orphanage's polgari

first class was not opened and gradually went out of

existence. 82

The professors in the polgari school only

in part possessed a polgari teacher's diploma which required university graduation.

This fact is revealed in

the Hungarian Jewiah Archives, Volumes 2 and 3, which
were edited by Bernat Mandel.

The congregation tried

to advance the number of higher-class professional
leadership in view of the fact that when· the first ~ewish
gymnasium should open:.they would have adequate professors
to -take over.
The Formation of the Jewish Gymnasium..
t the turn of the century the plans for estab-

lishing a gymnasium. took a definite step forward.

Yet

there were obstacles of which we cannot lose sight.

The

question again was raised in 1902, when the Freystadtler
Foundation which had been placed into a trust bank
reached its tenth year and the accumulated interest,
which was to be used toward the erection and the maintenance of a Jewish Middle school, was at hand.

Two

facts should be taken into consideration
•

There was no mutual agreement in the concepts

pertaining to the establishment of the gymnasium.

Ignae

Goldziher and .Ibzsef Banoc1 requested that the classes
of the gymnasium already in existence in the National
Rabbinic School be expanded -- that 1~ that the lower
division 0£ the seminary which was functioning from one
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to four be completed into arr eight-year gymnasium.

On

the other hand, Bernat Munkacsi suggested arr entirely
independent gymnasium which should begin to function
in the Jewish boys' polgari building in 1903.
had a different outlook.
kinds of gymnasiums.

He

Mor Karman

wanted to establish two

Out of the Freystadtler Foundation,

a Latin Greek Hebrew Classical gymnasium, and out of the
ahrmann Foundation, a modern gymnasium which would
feature modern languages with special emphasis on natural
sciences. 83
B.

The establishment of a Jewish gymnasium was

hindered by the fact that the Freystadtler Foundation was
handled by the minister of education and religion and the
ahrmann and Taub Foundations, by the Jewish congregation
of Pest.

For a long time, it was clear that the two

could not be joined together.
Samuel Kohn: and Fulop

Only in 1909, when Rabbi

eimann, the congregation's presi-

dent, successful in bringing about an: agreement between
the Kuratorum (supervisory board members) of the
Freystadtler Foundation and the Jewish congregation which
had been entrusted to handle the
Foundations.

This agreement brought the establishment

of the gymnasium closer.
by Grof Albert

ahrmann and Taub

The agreement was sanctioned

pponyi, the minister of religion and

education, and it became incorporated on

pril 2, 1909,
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as the Statute of 1909 -- 40.917, which contained the
following conditions
1.

On1the account of the Freystadtler Foundation

the gymnasium be established in Budapest.
establishment, we mean:

By the

the procurement of the ground,

the construction of the building and furnishing it with
all the necessary equipment.
2.

The gymnasium. (ground, building and equipment)

forever remain as the property of the "Kovesgyari lova.g
Freystadtler Antal" foundation.

The high gymnasium's

name according to the grant should be, •1Pesti izr.
hitkozseg alapitvany fogimnaz1um 11 (the high gymnasium
of the Jewish community of Pest Foundation).

3.

The foundation of the congregation of Pest

permits the use of the building to the Kuratorum.

In

its maintenance (including structural, reparations, and
replacement of school equipment), the following means
should serve as a guide:

In the first place, after the

erection of the building, the remaining amount of the
Freystadtler Foundation be placed at interest and the
second, the

ahrmann and Taub Foundations, which are

under the jurisdiction of the Jewish community of Pest,
and the later incoming donations and funds.

If the men-

tioned funds and the tuition fees do not cover the
expenses, the Jewish congregation of Pest obligates it-
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self to an amount not exceeding 10,000 crowns per annum.

4.

The entire transaction, with the exception

of the professional education management which should be
under the directorship of the professional sta.tt·, be
under the jurisdiction of the advisory board, the
Kuratorum.

The Kuratorum of the Freystadtler Foundation

will consist of six members and the election of five
members of the Jewish congregation of Pest.

Among these,

if he is not already a member of the Kuratorum, must be
included the vice-president of the congregation and the
financial and the educational representatives of the
congregation-.

The rabbinate be one of the members of

the Kuratorum during the life of Dr. Kohn·: be always filled
by him.

After that, the president of the congregation, of

Pest fill that office.

5.

The jurisdiction of the supervisory board:
a.

The purchase of the lot; erection of

the building and supplying the school with the necessary
equipment.
b.

The appealing to the government for

educational subsidy.
o.

Questions of organization of the

d.

The stipulation of tuition fees.

e.

The appointment of the director and

gymnasium.

the election of the professors.
(The appointment of the director must
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be countersigned by the Minister of F.ducation;
the election of the professors -- their names
should merely be recorded in the office of
the minister.)
6. The high gymnasium be conducted by didactic

(systematic) and pedagogic instruction.

In keeping order,

the Hungarian. Royal minister of religion and education be
the supervisor.

7. Instruction be recessed on the Sabbath and
Jewish holidays -- as well as on holidays legally set
aside by law.
8.

The number of hours for religious education

be three hours weekly in addition to two hours extra a
week for Hebrew language and literature.

84

fter the agreement was completed, the supervisory board was divided into two groups:
board and the financial board.

the educational

t the request of the

educational board, Dr. Mor Karman prepared the outline
of the curriculum for the gymnasium.

Karman, hoping to

attain subsequent permission from the minister of educatio~
plann~d a nine-class gymnasium which would already accept
students after the completion of the fourth elementary.
The Jewish gymnasium . would in that event teach three
languages:

the first year, beginning with German; the

second, third and fifth, Greek.

The history, geography,
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and natural sciences without interruption were to be
divided into nine classes.

In the first class, Hebrew

grammar and literature was to be instructed for four
weekly hours .
year.

This was to be carried on·: to the sixth

Beginn1.ng with the sixth, Hebrew and Latin were

to have seven weekly hours.

He placed psychology in~

the seventh, logi.c in the eighth, and ethics in the
ninth. 85
The financial board purchased a four-cornered
lot in the Park District bordering Abonyi and . Saint
Dominikos Streets .

The architect Bela La.J;ta was appointed

to draw up the plans for the building.

After he had

drawn up the specifications , the board issued announcements for bids .

The outbreak of the war prevented them,.

from carrying through the building project .

Only the

foundation, the walls , and the flat roof was placed on
the building . 86
In co~unction with the establishment of the
Jewish gymnasium, but to a less degree, there was kept
al ~v e the ever urgent question in Jewish education of
Hungary, of the erection and the maintenance of a Jewish
woman's teachers ' college .

The primary objective of

this college would be to assure girls, the future mothers
of Israel, a specific religious background.

To review

in our mind such a need we need only recall the proposals
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of Natan: Halasz in· 1873.

This question was tabled at

that time, even though the educators realized the
necessity of such an institution, and very little was
done to make this hope a reality.
Miksa Szabolcsi, the editor of the "Egyenloseg."
dealt extensively with this question in the late

-

1

90 1 s.

He pointed out that the Hungarian Jewish home had lost
its inner-sanctity on- account of the laxity of religion:
iru the home; because great changes in-: the pursuit of
life mot1"fated mothers to take part in: the business and
professional world it became necessary to place governesses in the Jewish homes.

They were entrusted with the

rearing of the children and molding their character.
These governesses, as a rule, were non~Jewish and had no
conception of what it meant to manage a Jewish hoJO;e •.
Im the sixth district representative meeting of 18.9 8,

the question of a women's teachers' institute was raised
by M1ksa Szabolcsi and Pal Tencer, but Mezei, the presi87[
dent of the national office, rejected their proposal.
David Kaufmann was also concerned about the
question.

In 1893, in the February issue of the
...----,

"Oesterreich! ische ·ochenschrifttt he had already stated,

-

'---'

·-

t1w1 e hebemwir den religiosen Sinn· unserer Madchen und

-

Frauen" (by what means carrwe raise the religious spirit
88
of our daughters and women?).
In this article,
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Professor Kaufmann ascribed religious assimilation to
laxity of the religious administration of the home.
This was primarily brought about by foreign.governesses;
therefore, he pointed out the necessity of the erection
of a women teachers' institute.

Kaufmann's mother-in-

law, Mrs. Zsigmond Gomperz, left in her will and testament of 1917, more than~l,000,000 Crowns for the establishment of a J~wish women teachers' institute. 89

The war

condition· did not help the cause as the evaluation of
the money drastically decreased.
Mter the war, · the issue of erecting this
institute became urgent.

It seemed that new Jewish

schools would be established and that teachers would be
needed to .f ill positions in the elementary school.
knowledge of J.ewisb. culture would be of great · importance,

and therefore, it would be an unforgivable mistake if
the erection of such an institution were neglected.
There would also be a great need for Jewish teachers
'
90
in the day schools, and especially imthe kindergartens.

To this question, the Jewish people of Miskolc gave an
answer nine years later.
Among the active Middle schools or Middle class
schools, the commercial school of Nagy Kanizsa, which
made its progress in . the field of commerce and industry
in the previous century, did not consider other important
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factors as a Jewish school -- for it was Jewish only by
name, maintained by the Jewish community.

The curri-

culum of all the classes in the commercial department
allowed only one weekly hour for Jewish education which
time naturally gave very little opportunity for students
to receive any meaningful amount of Jewish education.
Perhaps the only important factor that allows us to
call this school Jewish was that the Sabbath services
were maintained and the school did not have Sabbath
classes.

The reason for its negligence in Jewish edu-

cation was due to the fact that the school was under
the influence of the Neolog Jewry of Nagy Kanizsa, who
at the turn of the century had little regard for Jewish
ideals.

Their chief rabbi, F.de Neumann, who was mindful

of the universal educational plan of the congregation of
Pest, had prepared for the school of Nagy Kanizsa the
religious educational program.

He tried to test his

congregation's attitude by saying that such antipathy
demands that we make our youth familiar with the knowledge of the Holy Scripture and the Hebrew grammar and
that we awaken such spirit in the heart of the parent
so that Jews become familiar with the religious Holy
91
doctrinage.
Such religious laxity and the indifferent attitudes toward learning which the parents of Nagy Kanizsa
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exemplified in their commercial school were appalling.
In the polgari and the Catholic gymnasium religious
education in the four lower classes were three, three,
two and three weekly hours, while in the school of Nagy
Kanizsa, in the lower classes from one to four , there
were only two and two weekly hours .

t the end of the

lower four classes, the Hebrew study was almost completed,
as in the commercial school there was only one weekly hour
offered, in which there was no opportunity to study Hebrew.
The program of religious education in the commercial school
was as follows:
I.

rr.

a • . Religious history
b.

The knowledge of the prayerbook .

a.

Religious history

b.

Familiarity of the Holy days'
religious services .

III .

Systematic study of religion and ethics . ~ 2

a.

The student could not meet the requirements of
Jewish history even in the Hungarian language .

As a result

most of the students in the commercial school were
badly qualified to pass their examinations in religion .
Very often one-third of the students received the lowest
passing mark --

11

Elegsages (sufficient) . 93

fications of marks wer_e :

11

Jeles 11 (excellent),

(Elegsages 11 (sufficient), and

11

The classi11

Jo 11 (good),

Elegtelen 11 (Insufficient) .
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Since there was no showing of great concern toward the
school at the turning of the century, the number of enrollment decreased to about 100; in 1904-05 to 85 94 ,
and in 1907-08 to 101.

The ad.ministration expected that

the school would show an increase in the future years. 95
The reason for the decrease could be that though the
Jewry of Nagy Kanizsa were business people -- one would
expect that they would give their children an opportunity
to attend commercial colleges -- yet a great many parents
were concerned th.at their children attend the gymnasium
and go for higher scientific study rather than pursue
a commercial education •

.Also noteworthy is that in

1902-03, out of 106 students, about 33 were not of the
Jewish faith. 96
In spite of this situation and because the school
was rapidly decreasing, a commercial school for girls
was opened.

After receiving permission-. from the edu-

cational minister for opening this school, it also became a department of the commercial school for girls
where they were prepared to act as corresponding secretaries, or general business women.

Its cb:1ef intentiorn

was to prepare girls to assist their fathers in: business
or to be engaged as private scretaries. 97
In this course of study, there was no religious
education at all.

This omission of religious education.
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was a.lso motivated by the fact that in, 1906, among the
enrolled students, only 25 were Jewish and 13 were of
other denominations.
Christians. 98

In 1907, 14 were Jews and 15 were

When Dr. Erno

inkler bec:ame rabbi and

devoted many years of activity to the cause, the religious life of the community finally improved. 99

Even.

the woman!s commercial division was permitted at least
one hour weekly for religious study.

100

In: 1918, when the minister of religion and education issued a ruling that all upper commercial schools
must be a four-year course, the commercial school of
Nagy Ka.nizsa was also transferred to a four-year commercial school. lOl
The school of Vagujhely was a reduced or "Csonka"
school which reached the status of a regular school at
the turn of the century when it could maintain itself
without much extra effort.

In 1895, J_acob Altmann took

over the directorship of the school.

In order to

strengthen the school's financial existence, he sought
government grants or subsidies.

In this effort he was

greatly assisted by Imre Pirchals, chief director of.
Pozsony and the leader of the government educational
director, who assisted him in~h1s application for a
higher grant.

In 1898, the government made a new agree-

ment with the Jewish community of Vagujhely which sup-
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ported immensely the existence of their Real school.
ccording to this agreement, the Jewish community should
pay 7,000 crowns annually, and the government would issue
10,000 crowns per annum, but the school must come under

direct supervision of the minister of education and
religion and the educational directorship of Pozsony 's
chief directorate.

This was also true of the pedagogic

and didactic sense and the directorship and supervision~
of its professors.

ccording to the government agreement,

the minister would have the right to elect the di rector
and two of his professors. 102

In view of this sub-

vention1the Real school lost its right to establish its
own curriculum.

But this right in, reality did not mean

much to them, as the school hardly practiced such a
privilege. 103

Am Improvement in the Professor 's Status .
long with the material advancement of the Real
school, the stability of the position ·of the professor
grew.

This ended the frequent exchange of professorships

and gave the educational leadership the opportunity to
advance the old and create new institutions in:._the Real
school.

One of those new developments was the opening

of the girls' gymnasium with the year 1899. Unfortunately,
however, this undertaking did not last long, as it was
closed with the end of the year .

104

In 1902, the congre-
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gation resolved that with the opening of the school year
of 1902-03, they would open the fifth class of the school
and build it up to a complete middle school .

But the

minister of education did not give his consent to this because
of the lack of adequate financial means to operate a full fledged Real school . l05
The professor ' s material status also was improved
by the 1907 order which stated that the salary of the
non- governmental professors be equal to that of the
governmental .

In 1910, with the death of Jacob

tmann,

Gyula Meszaros became the new director • . He made
preparations for the 50th anniversary celebration of the
school which was held in 1913 .

In that year , the school

had an enrollment of 170- 180 students • . This was
Hungary 's perhaps most populated

11

Csonka 11 Middle school .

106

In 1913-14, after many attempts, the school was transformed into a high Real school .
fifth class had 15 students .

tits open~ng, the

This number was considered

high compared with the number of enrollments in other
rural districts, such as the district of Debrecen ' s
governmental gymnasium , where in all classes of 1913-14,
there were onlu 9 students enrolled . l07

During the

change of regime, the Jewish Real school was closed . 108
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The Educational Progress of the National Jewish
Teachers' Institute.
The National Jewish Teachers' Association,
from the time of the millennium to the outbreak of the
first World War, underwent two changes.

ruling of

the minister brought about new educational plans which
also affected the school in its religious educational
program .
The 1905 annual modification of the educational
program increased the number of the weekly hours of
the religious subjects.

Instead of the 120 hours pre-

scribed by the government, 1t was increased to 128 hours
(32+32+32+32 = 128); in the governmental te~chers'
college the total hours of instruction were 124.

In

the JBwish Teachers' Institute, in order to make it
possible for teachers to attend the necessary religious
courses, some of the worldly subjects were reduced.

For

instance, in history instead of 8 weekly hours, they had
only 6; in mathematics, instead of 11 hours, they had
only 10, etc.

In the government teac hers' college,

agriculture was given 2 weekly hours, but in the Jewish
Institute· this course was not listed at all.

In the

.
government teachers' college there were only 8 weekly

hours allocated for religion; in the Jewish Teachers'
Institute, the weekly hours for religious teaching were
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23.

These were divided as follows:

ill

IV

T_o gether

J

3

3

11

2

0

0

0

2

Liturgy

2

0

l

0

3

Jewish History

0

2

2

l

5

Religion

0

0

0

2

2

6

5

6

'6

23

I.

II

Bible translation

2

Hebrew grammar

Total

109

1th the year of 1913, the Teache1r .s ' College
educational program again changed by raising some of
the subjects' weekly hours .

The weekly hours were 124

until 1913 when they were raised to 144.

The National

Jewish Teachers ' Institute also raised its hours which

in 1905-06 were 128 .
increased to 145.

In 1913 the weekly hours were

The Institute had a difficult task

and at the same time it had to raise the weekly hours of
the general educational topics while it maintained the
requirements of the Jewish schools .

This they could

accomplish only by continuing in the same manner as they
did before; that is, agriculture was again left out of
the curriculum although the government had raised the
requirements from 2 to 8 hours .

Al.so omitted was pen-

manship to which the government teachers' college assigned
2 hours .

Only by omitting these weekly hours and by cut-
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ting down on_other subjects was the National Jewish
Teachers' Institute able to maintain its curriculum
without placing too heavy a burden upon the students.
Consequently, the religious education remained the same
only by distributing some of the subjects; for instance,
instead of having liturgy 2 and l hours, it was distributed in three one-hour classes. llO
In the Jewish Teachers' Institute, the studentteaching requirement, which was until then extended from
the first to the fourth classes, was expanded -- in the
1906-07 school year, to the fifth and sixth classes of
the elementary school; this was done because it became
an essential prerequisite.

This change, because of

its its student-teaching requirements, became a vital
factor since it was much harder for the student of the
Jewish Teachers' Institute to meet this than it was for
the students of the other teachers' colleges.

The

reason for this was that there were hardly any pupils
enrolled in the fifth and sixth elementary.

fter the

children were graduated from the fourth elementary,
Jewish parents enrolled them either into the first
gymnasium or the first polgari.
Banoczi stated

11

For this reason, Jozsef

that students of the Jewish Teachers'

Institute can only meet this requirement by means of
an extreme effort on the part of the student and with
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the permission granted to them by one or two city school
directors who allowed them to teach there the fifth and
sixth elementary classes . " 111

For, in the 1906-0~

school year in the fifth class of the Jewish elementary
there were only three students, while in. the sixth
there was only one; in the 1907-08 school year, a similar
number of students was enrolled, but at the close of the
year there was only one student left .
this condition did not improve .

In later years ,

On' the contrary, in

the 1910- 11 school year, there was no sixth elementary
at all .

The fifth grade had only two students enrolled;

and , in 1912- 13, again only two students enrolled but at
the close of the year there was only one left . 112
This small enrollment in the fifth and sixth
classes, no doubt , made it impossible for the students
to meet their student-teaching requirement .

This had to

be worked out by the development of the practical subject
matter so that they might gain practical experience in
methodology for which there was no opportunity beforehand .
For instance, in each practice teaching hour, each of the
fourth grade students in the Institute taught the following subjects:

the destruction of the realm of Israel;

the Prophet, Jeremiah; or out of the worldly subjects
whi ch only the fifth and sixth grade elementary students
studied there were the steam engine, poetry and prose,

etc.

113

The pedagogic direction of the candidates

was under the supervision of Dr. Jozaef Banoczi,
director, and Dr. Mihaly Malnai, professor, assistant
to Banoczi.

In its meetings, the faculty discussed

the pedagogic and didactical problems related to those
practice teaching hours .

Mihaly Malnai gave lectures

on questions dealing with pedagogic principles .

On

t he basi s of these lectures, and on those occasions
Malnai interpreted and made suggestions, also proposed
topics suitable for practice teaching.
references and written exams .

He spoke of

From the Hebrew language

requirement each student , each month, had to prepare
a written paper dealing with the subject of simple
sentence structure .

In the lower classes , these sentences

had to be translated into Hebrew; and the fourth class
dealt with compositional work . 114
With the 1907-08 school year, the entrance exam

for the first class ceased .

Until then, a student could

enter without a certificate if he passed an extrance exam
and could prove that he was qualified to undertake the
study.

But with the 1907-08 annual school year, the

student had to present a certificate that he had completed
the fourth class of the polgari before he was admitted to
the first class of the Teachers' Institute; also, he had
to certify that he had met the Hebrew qualification re-
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quirements which consisted of the familiarity with the
prayerbook, the history of the five books of Moses , and
the translation of the first book from Hebrew to
115
Hungarian.
With the turn of the century, the number of
students in the Institute increased.
171.

In 1901, it reached

It became necessary for the faculty to decrease

this number.

This was shaped in·. the following manner:

In 1902-03, 169 students
In 1903-04, 154 students
In 1904-05, 150 students
In 1905-06,

138 students

In 1906-07, 139 students
In 1907-08, 128 students
In 1908-09, 125 students
In 1909-10, 97 students
In 1910-11, 95 students
In 1911-12, 73 students
In 1912-13, 74 students
In 1913-14, 78 students

116

In these statistical figures, we note the following
significant fact.

In . the past , the students in large

numbers, came from the following counties:

Nyitra ,

Veazperem, Pest, Trencsen, Fejer, Komarom.

The students
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represe~ted in large number Veazperem and Fejer.

With

the turn of the century, this condition changed .

The

students of the district of the Danube entered the
gymnasium and subsequent universities in large number .
Most of the students of the Teachers' Institute came
from upper Hungary .

For instance, they came from

counties where there was hardly any secular education,
such as Nyitra , Zemplem, Pozsony, Bereg .
tricts dwelt many financially poor .

In: these dis-

It is noteworthy

that from Maramaros counties (which bordered Galicia)
there was not one single student until 1897; but in the
following ten years, we find six students representing
that county in the Institute .

This explains that the

second generation of the imigrants from Galicia , became
adjusted to the educational conditions and , therefore,
served as a vital factor toward cultural assimilation.

117

The county of Pest and the city of Budapest were constantly pathfinders .

In the three school years preceding the

war, 1911-12 to 1913-14, Budapest took first place by
giving 27 students to the Institute; next to it was the
county of Nyitra with 24 students; Pozsony, 17 students;
Pest County, 14 students; and Maramaros , 4 students .
t the same time, of the former leading districts,
Vesprem sent only 4 students, and FeJer, 1 student.

118

Achievement tests gave the following stratifi-
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cation:

1898-99, qualifying certificate winners of the

fourth class out of 31 students received the following
grades:

8 excellent, 22 good, and only one sufficient.

In 1905-06, the 30 graduates received the following
grades:

one was an honor student, 21 excellent, 8 good.

between 1897-98 to 1907-08, during the lapse of 11
years, only 7 students in the four classes did not
pass. 119

In the succeeding years, statistical figures

show that from 1908-09 to 1913-14, there was not a
single student who did not pass , and requently we find
honor students.

In 1909-10, there were 3 honor students;

10 excellent; 11 good; and only two were sufficient.
In 1912-13, there was one honor student; 10 excellent;

5 good; one sufficient. 120

Only occasionally do we

find reports about the qualifying examinations.

For

instance in. 1905-06, 31 students passed the qualifying
examinations.
good .

One was graded honorary, 21 excellent, 9

In 1907-08, two students were of honor gr ade; 14

excellent; 14 good; one sufficient; andonly 2 insufficient. 121

We rarely find recordings of the written exams.

e do have one recorded in 1907-08 -- the topic of the
written He~rew exam was: The Social Laws of the Bible.
And, in 1910-11, the topic was:

to indicate out of the

Yom Kippur prayers and ceremonials, the religious
aspects . 122

During the years 1896 to 1918, happily the
percentage that indicated how many students dropped out
was reduced .

Since the founding of the school in 1859

to 1897 , the average number of students compelled to
drop out was 18 . 28%; during the last decade this percentage dropped to 7.10% compared to a drop-out of
18.28% for each of the first four decades .
ing l ½ decades showed a drop to 13. 46%. 12 3

The followThis

improvement we can ascribe to the fact that the
Teachers ' Institute was able to grant better soc ial
facilities to its students .

The director timely re-

marked, n 1th us, assistance rendered to the pupils is
not like that in many other institutions where it is
considered charity , but to us it is a mark of elevation
or progr ess . n 124
The Society of the Jewish Teac hers' Institute
was established jointly by the

id Societies, mutual

fund, the scholarship, the congregation and Hevra Kadisha .
These all joined together constituted the most significant social agency to assist the students .

This Society

came about through the assistance of past students of
the Institute, and although it had a small beginning, it
developed into a large agency . 125

In 1909, the Institute

already had 16 students in the internate (dormitory) .
Later, they hired a larger home so that the indwelling
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students received supervision by the atewart or the educational director concerning their educational progress
and ethical life. 126

It was due to the teachers' effort

that the idea of the internate of which they were the
originators, became a reality.

1th the aid they received

from government subsidies, the internate was established.
The Kultus minister, J.anos Zichy, after much laboring in
this direction, issued the order in January, 1913, for
the establishing of the internate.

The total number that

the intern.ate could house was sixty students.
four had to pay the full board and room.

Of these,

The minister

also de termined the income sources to maintain this
intern.ate.

Toward its financial aid, he allocated 15,000

crowns which he took out of the school fund money.
Toward this end, the school rented nine apartments. They
remodeled and furnished them, appointed an educator, and
hired a house mother; after all the necessary preparations
were finished, in November 1913, the internate was
opened in the VIII district of Baross Street, on the
fifth floor.

In the dining room, they also had a holy

arc with a Torah for religious services.

Every morning,

between 7:5o · and 8 ::30, religious services were conducted.
On Friday nights, the members of the internate had
special Sabbat~h services and also lectures on timely
topics.

Occasionally they invited a guest speaker, but

most of the times the educational director of the
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Institute delivered the lecture .

His topic mostly refer-

red to questions on how to teach history, the model
school, and investigations leading to s tudent educational
127
growth.
In 1917 , the students had to move out of the
internate, as it was occupied for war purposes .

For the

intermediate time of the war, the students were housed in
128
the gymnasium of the school .
The students of the Institute , besides persuing
the various assigned courses of the curriculum , had four
cultural and one self-developing professional circles .
The self- developing circle which honored the poet ~ozsef
Kiss by bearing his name, made a festive occasion on the
40th anniversary of the poet in 1907 0

The author came to

this meeting in person and expressed h1 s appreciation.
to the students for honoring him . 129

The music circle

which consisted partly of lecturing on the history of
music was also organized in 1898 .

Its aim was to advance

the teacher's individual cultural development of music
appreciation, which in itself 1s a major objective in
pedagogy .

In conjunction with such lectures, the group

also organized and conducted its own choir.

On such

occasions they offered musical programs and musical
contests, as for instance, the Mozart musical voice
contest.

In 1912, this circle became strictly a choir
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practice endeavor. 130

In 1906, the Maimonides Club,

whose objective was to spread Hebrew language culture
and Hebrew literature among its members had been
founded.

ccording to the program of this cluti and its

foundation requirements, only personally prepared Hebrew
lectures, discussions, poetry could be presented or read
before the group at each meeting.

The topics were to

be taken from the following sources:

the Bible, Hebrew

grammar, traditional ceremonials and the Talmud. 131
Another club organized by the students was the Excursion
Circle.

This circle arranged trips to historic places.

Its purpose was to enrich the future teacher with
geographical places and to offer deeper insight to nature.
For instance in 1908, the students arranged an excursion
to Fiume (a city in .Yugoslavia bordering the

driatic

Sea), and in 1911, they made a study of ct.her coastal
cities of the Monarchy. 1 32

t the head of each Circle

was a professor to advise the students in their selections.

Sandor Harmos, who assisted Dr . Michael Guttmann.

in his Sabbath Prayerbook publication, lead the selfdeveloping circle in their Hebrew melodies and Gyula J •.
Major, famous music composer, directed the music circle's
activities.

The leader of the Maimonides Club was Moses

Richtmann, who was the authority on Jewish historical
study.
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Decrease of Number of Schools and the Teacher's Life.
The constant decrease of the Jewish elementary
achool could not help exerting its harmful influence
upon the teacher's life.

s a result of this constant

downswing of the Jewish school, it became essential
that the administration of the Institute reduce the
number of its students.

The Institute was compelled to

take account of the necessity of instituting the Cantorial
course of study, a study which was in direct harmony and
served as a subsequent additional service that the
teacher could render at a time when his teaching profession alone was not needed for full-time employment.

In

the previous century, the cantorial question was brought
up by the faculty of the Teachers' Institute, but tabled
at that time.

It was now a question with which they had

to deal because they realized that it would fit into the
framework of the teacher. l33

The Teachers' Institute

tried to establish this course in the latter part of the
century; but only in 1913, when the teacher's employment
became so acute that the impoverished and drastically
reduced Jewish school had no other alternative, did it
combine the two kinds of services in order to secure a
position for the teacher.

Banoczi, the director of the

Teachers' Institute wrote, "The Cantorial course will
offer ample possibilities for the teacher because at the
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very first year that this course was instituted, three
communities out of the suburbs applied for a teacher
who was also qualified to fill the cantorial position. 134
The war threw back the progress of this course;
as a matter of fact , it disrupted the entire structure
of the educational system.

In the 1917-18 school year,

the Institute was not able to fill a teacher's position
even for each of the four classes
teacher .

that is a home-room

The entire staf~ during this period, consisted

of the director and two regular professors. 135
The Rabbinic School's Condition Between 1900 and the
First World War.
In the Rabbinic Institute, a great change of
professorship occurred between- 1900 and the first World
War .

The first gallant, scholarly generation passed away

and its place had been taken by a worthy succeeding
generation. 136

Moses Bloch, the Seminary's first presi-

dent had left the seminary in 1907 and in 1909 he passed
away at a ripe old age of 94.

He was one of Hungary's

outstanding scholars and Talmudic figures . l3?
In 1913, another luminary departed from the
Seminary.

Vilmos ( ilhelm) Bacher, who had occupied the

post of second rector in the Seminary and who from its
very inception had exemplified exceptional leadership
because of his scholarly nobility .

His multiple acti-
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vities branched out in many directions of Jewish and
secular learnings: Jewish history, religious philosophy -- Arab and Persian, Bacher's Agada, 138
A little later than Bacher there came to the
Seminary of Budapest, David Kaufmann (his life and
literary achievements on page 169) .
In· l897 , Samuel Low Brill, the president of the
Rabbinic Assembly of Pest, passed away .

He had taught

the Talmud in the lower division of the Seminary . 139
New figures filled the Seminary ' s professorship
posts to take the place of these departed scholars .

In

1913, Lajos Blau who had functioned in the Seminary since
1887, and who took the place of Brill, became the director of the Seminary .

He was also a great scholar, a

fact all educators fully recognized.

140

In 1899,

Samuel Kohn, chief rabbi of the congregation of Pest,
taught Hungarian-Jewish history and literature in the
Seminary. 141

In 1900, the world-renown orientalist,

Ignac Goldziher taught religious philosophy in the
142
Seminary.
In 1905, Simon Hevesi, rabbi of Pest,
stepped in as the lecturing professor continuing the
activity of David Kaufmann in lecturing homeletics .

143

In 1907, Mihaly Guttmann, who occupied a professorship
chair in the Seminary was the author of the famous,
11

Mafteah ha •:Talmud 11 (The Key to the Talmud).

This
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monumental work was planned to be published in ten
volumes, but only four volumes saw print .

In 1933, he

took the place of Lajos Blau as the president of the
144
Seminary.
In 1912 came the historian Lajos
Venetianer, who wrote about Jewish religious rites,
their origin and methodology, 145

and Gyula Fischer

who since 1913, had been the lecturing professor of
Bible and Midrash. 146

Miksa

eiaz, rabbi of Pest, in

1917, began his teaching of Midrash in the Seminary .
His many-sided qualificat ions testified to the fact that
there was hardly a vital topic on the range of the
Midrash , religious philosophy , and homeletics that he
did not duscuss . 147 •
Concerning the number of students of the upper
division throughout these years we have the following
statistical figures :

In the middle of the ' 8o ' s , the

number of students in the Seminary rose to 94; in 1886- 87,
115; the highest enrollment was reached in 1997-88, when
there were 129 .

After that, it continually decreased .

The fact is that during the 1919- 20-21 years , the student
enrollment in the Seminary was exceedingly low .

For

instance, during 1897-98, in. the upper division there
were only eight students .

From the standpoint of the

student's home environments and the occupations of their
parents, the students attending during the four decades
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of the Seminary's existence off er an interesting picture.
Most of the students came from the following communities:
Zemplem (Northeast of the county), 61 students; Nyitra
(Northwest di strict), 54 students; Budapest , 43 students;
the other counties were exceedingly low.
Meson County, l student; the city of
and Zala, 4 candidates .

Gyor,

For instance,
2 students;

The occupation of tne parents

varried; most of them merchants (grocers , agents, inkeepers), they numbered 28e .
mechanics, there were 62 .

Among the parents who were

Parents who were teachers, 61;

parents who were rabbis and religious teachers, 56 .

The

smaller number crune from professors - - 2 of them,
engineers and lawyers, 3.
a Seminary education.

All these gave their children

During the entire period the en-

rollment in: the Seminary was 702 .

Out of these, 313

completed the gymnasium; 195 students attended the upper
division. 148
Concerning the internal structure of the Seminary,
it is worthwhile for us to mention the following changes
that took place in the theological subjects in 1912 .

The

new curriculum departed from the old which could be indicated in a few lines .
extended to ten years .

The study of the Talmud was
The changes that were made from

that of the preceding years was that the lecturing professor could not select the topics according to his choice
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but had to follow a definite procedure.

This ascer-

tained that every student during the duration of ten
years studied, on the average, the same Talmudical
passages, had the same subject arrangements 1n the Talmud.
The lower division was divided into two sections in which
they studied the Talmud, Bible, Hebrew grammar, and also
Jewish history.

Jewish history, no longer taught in

sections, was not studied in a systematic way -- the
lower division consisted of four years; the upper division
of five years. 149
The Student's Financial

id.

The student's financial aid was gradually modified
to a larger extent than it had been 1n previous years.
Lajos Blau writes, "In the preceding period of the Seminary,
it was often the case when students, after attending
morning prayer services, which were compulsory, went
straight to their assigned classes without breakfast; that
is, they started a difficult task with an empty stomach.
This was changed when in 1903-04, Baron Jozsef Hatvany
Deutsch gave an annual donation of 2,000 crowns which he
continued to give for ten years, to supply needy students
with breakfast.

fter that, the organization

11

Ez Hayi '

met this need. lSO
The rabbinic seminary, in addition to its mission
of educating rabbis, concerned itself with advancing
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Hungarian-Jewish scholarships .
continue to deepen its activity .

Its intention was to
It established, in

the Hungarian language, the first complete Bible translation based on the original Hebrew text .

The prepara-

tion of the Bible translation for Hungarian Jewry was
stalled for lengthy decades; but now,it came about
through the associate editorship of

lhelm Bacher,

Jozsef Banoczi and Samuel Krausz, that the HungarianJewish Literary Society (IM IT) directed the leading
rabbis who were called upon to assume the responsibility
of translating the books of the Bible .

The first book

appeared in 1898, and the second in 1900 .

This was

followed by another in 1903, and later in 1907, the last
volume of the Bible translation went to press .

Its

influence was greatly noticeable in the field of Bible
study, par ticularly in , the school . 151

But it did not

solve the question of Bible reading, either in the
school or in the home .

It did not serve as selected

material which the Bible was intended to do .

There was

need for Jewish Bibles which with omissions, should
familiarize youth with the total content of the Bible .
This should serve as a constant guide for home reading .
ilhelm Bacher made a start to select such a youth-and.family home Bible, but his meager beginning for many
years hardly saw the printer's ink .

Even though the
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plan was interrupted, the Torah and the historic books
were published in youth edition in 1926.

To satisfy

the urgent need for such a Bible, Dr . Bernat Frenkel,
the Jewish gymnasium religious teacher, assumed the
responsibility .

Already, in 1920, he helped to publish,

at his own expense , such a Bible called nszentiras a
Csalad es az iskola reszere" (The scripture for the
family and the school).

In these se.Lections were

enJoyable translations for Hungarian youth to study the
Bible .

Four volumes in succession left the press .

volume dealing with hag1ogr aph1a appeared in 1926.

The
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An abridged one-volume of this Bible also appeared in

1933, and later in 1942.

In 1903, by the editorship of

rmin Frisc h, appeared the most essential historic source
method:

the Hungarian-Jewish archives, volume I.

In

1911, the rabbinic Seminary 's learned rabbi circle pub~

lished their quarterly periodical, nhaZofet1 (the beholder),
~

which Lajos Blau said: "It is Jewry's most scientifi c
Hebrew organ in the world ." l53
Cultural Attainment of the Seminary.
In advancing the cultural attainment of the Seminary
and the scholarly faculties of the rabbinic functions, the
library was indispensable .

In the general libraries of

of the capital city there were hardly to be found those
books dealing wi th professional knowledge of Jewish
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s c holarship .

This truth was known to the professional

Jewish teachers at the very inception of this professional institution.

Special attention was required to

remedy this defi c iency of the library by acqu i ring the
most essential books .

t the opening of the seminary,

its library already had 5 , 000 volumes of such needed
books which had been secured as purchases or as donations .
The first of these needed books came from the library of
the deceased rabbinic scholar , Letio della Torre, who
had passed away in 1871 .
of the
Italy) .

11

He was the former professor

Collegio Rabbinico" (Rabbinical college of Padua,
In his collection of books were many rare copies

that had gone out of print ("incunabula") during the
16th century .

Books also came from the deceased scholar

David Oppenheim , rabbi of Kecskemet , who dies in 1876 ,
and whose library contained the newer Hebrew publications .
Lat er, there were added donations of books from other
rabbis and scholars such as Ede Ehrlich , associated rabbi
of Nagyvard, who bequested a collection of 2 , 300 books
to go to the seminary .

braham Hochmuth also bequested

that his library go to the Rabbinic School of Pest .
This was transferred in 1890, after the scholarly rabbi
of Veszprem had passed away .

The great collection of

books was added to the library at the close of the century .
The Hevra Kadisha of Pest purchased the library of the
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deceased rabbi, Samuel Low Brill, who had been the
president of the Rabbinic

ssembly of the City of Pest

and whose library contained 2,510 volumes .

On the 40th

anniversary of the library, its volume collection
numbered 34,416 . 154
The Educational Progress Between 1896 and 1918.
The educational progress between 1896 and 1918
can be described as great aspiration which led to small
attainment .

In order to raise the standards of religious

conduct and Hebrew scholarship , many plans were formulated
and new methods were applied, but the result was in inverse
proportion to the hope , the hard work, the plans .

The

youth 's irreligious outlook was not a mere rumor but a sad
reality .

~

few statements may help to clarify this .

lthough it was the earnest endeavor to achieve progress
in the field of education and religious observance ,
Jozsef Patai, the author of the "Mult es Jovo 11 (Past and
Future) described negative educational condition of
Jewish youth, "Whose parents", he stated, "can afford to
hire a 'bonnet ' -- governess to the children; we carr
expect the child to grow up advocating the faith of the
governess .
fashionable.

The reason for it is that this is more
A child reared in such an atmosphere will

not choose to attend the Jewish gymnasium even though
that school meets with all the modern prescribed rulings .
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He would rather attend an evangelical or a mission.aric
school .

It is straI18?, but is actually true that ~ewish

traditional observances were exchanged with Christian
observances .

It is not the non-Jewish nurse who was

reared in the traditions of her belief to have a christ-

.

mas tree that wanted such a display in the Jewish home,
but it was the Jewish parent who made such a selection •• '! 15.5
Finally , it was the parents who instructed the Jewish
teacher that if her child were reprimanded, he would be
transferred to Christianity . 156
According to many authentic religious educators
the general concensus of opinion was that religious
laxness and indifference reached the very height of losing
all sense of comprehension.

Lawfully and officially,

this made its ne:ztt, in ~the tender heart of youth .

This

fact we must acknowledge, and the consequences that such
brought about out of our consciences .
that we discuss Bible critics

It is not necessary

for our youth can deny

without any critical analysis or evaluation. 157
This factual proof gives evidence that professional planning toward which our teachers gave great
attention at the close of the century developed in inverse
proportion.

The same inverse proportion we find when we

consider the untiring effort of the teacher to keep up
the Jewish school .

Yet in spite of everything, it de-
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creased in number.

The Jewish teacher displayed -- the

teaching "Pat be Melah tohe1 11

--

that not only he but his

family , was denied the most essential in order to teach
Torah to the youth .

Many Jewish communities were not

willing to keep the Jewish school up for they felt that
it paid not to sacrifice in vain.
of the school.

So they closed the doors

s a result, the number of congregational

schools in 1911 was reduced to 416, and in 1912 to 403 . 158
In 1913, this decrease halted -- in fact, three new schools
were added . 159

This brings us to a close in the edu-

cational development of the period because of the pursuit
of war which laid hardship on every factor of life .
Comparison of the Educational Development of the Years
Between 1896 and 1913 .
At the turn of the century, the following statistical figures may help us to draw some conclusions :
(160)
(161)
1912
_1_9_1_3_ _

1896
No . of Jewish school-aged children

144,191

111,498

Those that attended school

118 , 485

94,704

(figures in percentage)

82 . 17,%

no figures
95,274

84. 93%

The number of functioning Jewish
schools in the country

583

406

The number of functioning teachers

996

830

The teachers who did not have diplomas

21

2

2

405

Even though the number of Jewish children

attending Jewish schools grew in percentage and with the
decrease of Jewish schools , the Jewish teacher diminished
in proportion; nevertheless, it is shocking that since
1896 to 1913, the Jewish schools decreased by 127 .

In

1892 , the Jewish school reached its peak of 578 , and
twenty years later the school decreased by 127 .

This fact

speaks for itself .
To this we may add a few facts and figures of
the prevailing conditions of the Jewish community of Pest :·
Total Population
1890

102 , 377

1900

166 , 198

1906

186 , 047

1910

203 , 687

(162 )

It is only natural that with an increase in
population there was an increase in the Jewish school- ag e
children .

The following statistics prove that the numbe~

of children under the jurisdiction of the community of Pest
was as follows:

Jewish religious
education received
Out of these attended
the Jewish schools

1897

1912

1913

1918

20 , 817

28 , 962

29 , 204

30 , 407

1 , 400

2 , 056

1 , 995

2 , 136-

406

Talmud-Torah schools
attended
Hebrew schools attended

J

1§27.

191g

1913

1918

98

414

453

467,

272

1,463

1,344

969
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e s,hould not lose sight of conclusive evidence
by considering the number of students but on the irrelig ious attitude of the student and the decrease of the
number of the Jewish schools rested the actual results -the sum total of Jewish cultural enthusiasm .

This con-

dition of indifference caused many individuals to change
their religious affiliations .

It was not a question of

evaluation, to accept or reject one for the better, for
they had no such conception.

They did not know what it

meant to remain in the fold .

In 1916, the records show

that in Pest alone, 290 changed their religion, and in
1919, the number who turned their backs on their Jewish
faith reached 3,547 .
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The actual number, to be sure,

was much higher, not only in Pest, but throughout the
country.

Unfortunately, Hungarian Jewry lacked the

spirit of unity and mutual understanding that were so
necessary in rising above the obstacles of religious
indifferences .

This inability to surmount its diffi-

culties paved the way for assimilation and the gradual
disbandonment of its schools .

CHAPTER VII
Conclusion and Summary

It has been the purpose of this thesis to study
the history of Jewish education in Hungary .

The writer ,

born and reared in the Hungarian environment, had the
opportunity to learn directly from active situations ,
as well as by means of factual evidence, that Hungary
was one of the few countries on the European continBnt
where Jewry was given the opportunity, after the French
Revolution, to build up its economy as well as to
development of its intellectual faculties, both religious
and secular, to the utmost advantage of all concerned .
Mindful of these privileges and opportunities ,
Hungarian Jewry strove to adjust themselves to the environment of their country as quickly and thoroughly as time
would permit .

In order to accelerate t his process of

adaption, the Hungari an government urged that Jews establish
denominational elementary schools where the children, in
conjunction with their Jewis h studies, could acquire
secular education.

The first of such schools gave adequate

proof that they were zealously Hungarian in tl1eir attempts .
Students, after the lapse of but few years , acquired the
Hungarian languae;e and were proud to call themselves
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Hungarians -- men and women who illuminated the Hungarian
cultural horizon in the various fields of cultural,
economical, and social life .

Hungarian Jewry proved the

cultural-pluralism theory almost a century before the
.Americans followed the adaptation theory knovm as the "melting pot"

concept -- in other words, they proved that one

does not have to relinquish his old culture in order to be
accepted in his new environment, for both can contribute
in a large measure to the total progress of the richness
of life .
Hungary , after emancipation, offered Jewry such
cultural opportunities .

The country was also blessed by

having individuals such as Schwab, Low, Hochmuth ,
Hildesheimer , and many others too numerous to mention;
men, imbued with Torah in a broad sense of the term ; men
endowed with the necessary foresi ght and direction which
enabled them to lay the foundation of the Hungarian Jewish
school where Jewish culture and general education could be
harmoniously integrated • .
In t his summary, space does not permit reiterating
the many logical statements -- facts that are definitely
directed toward offering adequate solution to this problem
we cannot ponder over conditions discussed and decided upon
but we can refresh our minds with a few major facts that are
considered basic, stumbling blocks in modern education --
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the influence of State and church upon Jewish educatiorr.
The question we should review is, was it the interference
of the state or church that hindered the growth of the
Jewish sc.hool in Hungary.
Beginning in the time of Jozsef II, whose aim was
to advance the education of all his subjects, including
the Jews, by opening to them the doors of the already
existing schools and permitting them to establish institutions of their own, until the Boch Period, the educational control was vested in the State .

,1th the beginning

of the Boch Period, the control of the school was transferred to the hands of the church .

During the control of

either the State or the church , we have seen that the
overall educational trend led to strengthening rather
than weakening the foundation whereupon the Jewish school
was erected .
During the Boch Period , when the Jewish denominational school changed its internal structure and supervision from Hungarian to German and from the State to
church - - a supervision that was directed by the educational minister of Leo Thun's Educational Entwurf Theory
all education was under the direct supervision of the
Vatican .

In spite of all seeming limitations and

restrictions , the religious education remained in the hands
of the rabbis; and so , too, in special areas wh_e re the
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rabbi was qualified to supervise secular studies -- such
was the case of Lipot Low, when the vice-regent of
Chongrad in 1857 entrusted him with the supervision of
the entire Jewish schools .
Many essential advantages in the educational
system of the Jewish schools came about during this
period .

Not only was the number of the Jewish denomi-

national schools increased to 308, but many which previously were housed in some private , rented dwelling
were established in permanent school buildings .
classes increased from two to three and four .

lso,
All through

this period , not only the physical facilities but also the
curriculum was reconstructed by the application of
advanced pedagogic procedures which aided the school and
the teachers .

Dr . Mihaly Haas , c hief inspector of schools,

inspired many Jewis h teachers to continue their teacher ' s
training during service .

He also strengthened the

teacher's morale by protecting him agains t unjust treatments .

The only disadvantage of this period was that the

Hungarianization suffered from the predominant German
influence which characterized the entire Boch era .
rlith the agreement between Austria and Hungary ,
Jozsef Eotvos, the former minister of religion and education,
was reinstated .

He continued to direct the education of

the Hungarian school .

t this point, it is worthwhile for
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us to bear in mind that since the Emancipation Law was
limited to mere political rights, the denominational
schools of the Jews continued to remain under the control
of t he government .

Eotvos hoped to help the Jews in ad-

justing their internal organization and in ironing out
their difficulties, for which purpose he convoked the
Jewish C_ongress .
From the lengthy proceedings of t his Congress ,
the decisive point was reached when the majority ruled
and accepted measures by which the future Jewish school,
as well as other organizational methods of the col15regation, should be governed.

The Conservatives (the Orthodox)

who were unwilling to accept the Cong ress' resolutions,
organized the

0

Shomrai Hada th 11 , p rotesting against the

government ' s sanction of these resolutions .

They appealed

to the liberal-minded members of the government who
took sides with them by basing their claim on the right
of individual conviction -- a decision which cannot be
decided by ma jority rule .

On democratic principles ,

individuals have the ri ght to differ even though the
majority is against them; consequently, the government
could not force t hem to accept the Congress' resolutions .
This decision which c hang ed and undermined the
structure of the future plan of the Co ng ress, brought

grave consequences to the future destiny of the Jewish
school -- a condition which gradually weakened, and
ultimately lead to assimilation of many members in the
congregation.
It is impossible to reiterate the entire transactions which were the result of the split, but it is
imperative that we note that it occurred in- spite of
the pleadings and reasoning of the educational leadership who denied themselves all the necessary material
security -- ample salary, tenure, and pension.

The

Jewish teachers, consisting of a body of men worthy of
their name, sacrificed themselves and their fam111.es
for the ideal of strengthening the Hungarian Jewish
education -- both Jewish and secular.
In reviewing the essence of this thesis, it
should be clear that neither the control of the State
or the church, nor the negligence of the teacher,
weakened the Jewish denominational school.

The split

not only diminished the number of schools but created
a state of indifference among many members who gradually
shifted their responsibilities which they had previously
held, as they had no desire to continue in being instrumental in, a school system over which they had no supervision.
While it may be proven that the chief cause of
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the weakening of the sc hool system was a result of the
split, nevertheless, it would be a great injustice to
brand a g roup of Orthodox leadership as an inferior
element; in reality they were conscientious men who had
deep conviction for Torah, and who were willing to relinquich even the right of citizenship rather than take
part in a movement that would weaken the structure of their
Jewish religion.

Yet, we must equally agree that t his

body of conscientious Jewish religious scholars were not
qualified to pass judgment on educational issues which
involved secular education, as this was a problem of
which they had little or no knowl edg e .

They failed to

realize that Jewish education in modern society must
adjust itself to prevailing conditions, and that by
necessity it must be of a dual nature in order to commend
respe ct and recognition .
The Hungarian Jewish school lacked such unified
action, a spiritual

11

Briah haTihon hoOmed bain haKerashim 11 ,

a link that must be all-inclusive, must engulf all the
elements that constitute the spiritual edifice of the
Mishkon Hatorah -- the sanctuary of Jewish learnine; in a
modern society .
Hungarian Jewry lacked such mutual understandi113,
which unfortunately resulted in assimilation and the
gradual abandonment of its schools .
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